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ADVERI'ISEMENI' 

This special issue of the Liaison Bulletin is devoted to the 
publication ôf the first part of the enqlish version of the manual' 

11Follow up Survey in Demographic Studies ; their use in French
speaking Africa and Madagascar". 

This first part, 11Presentation of the Surveys" comprises the 
following chapters 

1 Algeria 

2 Tunisia 

3 Senegal 

4 Cameroon 

5 Madagascar 

The second part (Synthesis, appendices, bibliography) will be 
the subject of another special issue to be published later. 
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NOTE 

This study has heen written by a staff made up of representatives 

of the following organizations : 

Morocco 

Algeria 

Tunisia 

Service Central des Statistiques. 

Sous-Direction des Statistiques. 

Institut National de la Statistique (INS). 

Senegal Direction de la Statistique. 

Madagascar : Institut National de la Statistique et de la Recherche 

Scientifique (INSRE). 

France Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer 

(ORSTOM). 

Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques 

(INSEE). 

Institut National d'Etudes Démographiques (INED). 

The authors of the various chapters are : 

General Introduction : R. BLANC. 

Part One : Presentation of the surveys. 

- Algeria F. PRADEL de LAMAZE, Ait BELKACEM. 

- Tunisia J. VALLIN, C. PAULET. 

- Senegal P. CANTRELLE, L. SAVANE. 

- Cameroon : A. PODLEWSKI. 

- Madagascar : F. GENDREAU. 

Part Two : Discussion of methodology. 

- Introduction : R. BLANC. 

- Goals : P. CANTRELLE. 

- Range of study : P. CANTRELLE. 

- Numbers involved : J. VALLIN. 

- Method used in sample taking : F. PRADEL de LAMAZE. 

- Duration of the survey : M. PICOUET, J. VALLIN. 

- Conditions in which survey was carried out : P. CANTRELLE, 

J. VALLIN. 

- Survey techniques J. VALLIN, A. PODLEWSKI. 
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' 
- Processing : F. PRADEL de LAMAZE. 

- Analysis : F. GENDREAU. 

- Results : P. COLLOMB, B. FERRY. 

- Overall view : L. TABAH. 

Conclusion : R. BLANC •. 

Appendices 

- Morocco C. SCOTT. 

- Abidjan C. ROY. 

- Yaoundé F. KOUMARE, J. RAKOTOVAO, R.A. TCHOUANGAM. 

- Kinshasa : J. BOUTE. 

- Burundi : C. ROY, M. TAHON. 

Bibliography : P. CANTRELLE, F. GENDREAU. 
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These chapters have benefitted from the remarks and criticisms 

made by other members of the staff as well as by the participants in the 

Colloquium on African Demography, held in Paris from 6-9 October 1970(I). 

Our study has been limited to follow-up surveys in demographic 

studies, these carried out either with or without sampling. 

In this form it gives a sketch of studies which for practical 

reasons have been restricted to French-speaking countries. This work thus 

complements the projected handbook of the African Economie Commission on 

demographic surveys by sampling in Africa, whose subject matter, including 

single-round surveys, is necessarily broader. 

This study, however, is unlike the planned handbook of the 

Population Council, which under the heading "population growth estimation" 

uses a method which involves the comparison of two independant series of 

observations. 

Both in the title and the work itself, we have used "follow-up 

surveys" to refer to the method used. Other tenns have been used in the past 

to speak of techniques which are more or less the same - permanent observations 

or surveys, continuous observation, repeated observation, repeated-round 

surveys, etc. The same proliferation of terms is found in French. Current 

usage seems to have settled on the terni used here. 

(1) Minutes of this Colloquium, held under the auspices of INED, INSEE and 
ORSTOM, can be found in Cahiers ORSTOM, series "Sciences Humaines", 
VI II N ° 1 , t 9 71 • 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. A Historical Note 

The need for surveys 

lt is only recently that we have corne to grips with demographic 

problems. With the exception of Japan, which bas intentionnally followed a 

policy of birthcontrol from the end of the last world war, there are only a 

few countries that have concerned themselves with the ordered development of 

their numbers. ln France itself, the full seriousness of the demographic 

situation in the 1930's was not generally realized by the officials in charge 

at the time. 

There is thus nothing surprising in the fact that the countries 

of the Third World also did not give the special attention to their population 

problems that these must have required. For lack of proper information, the 

seriousness and extent of these problems have not become obvious until very 

recently, when the consequences have become evident to the naked eye. 

This situation might seem paradoxical when one considers the 

generally satisfactory quality of demographic statistics in most developed 

countries nowadays. lt is in fact doubtless this high quality which explains 

the trouble some of the developing countries are having in equipping themselves 

with efficient data gathering schemes. 

Demographic statistics, that is, are traditionally based on two 

sources of information, censuses and the regular registration of vital 

statistics, of which the latter's improvement over the years has enabled the 

developed countries to dispose of relatively good and extensive documentation. 

The automatic transposition of this scheme to Third World 

countries could only be disappointing. ln these countries a census worthy of 

the name can often create such problems that it must be given up midway. ln 

other cases, the census provides such scanty and incomplete results that 

special surveys must be carried out afterwards to correct and complete it. 

The registration of vital statistics, for lack of attention, is 

generally incomplete, and what is perhaps more serious, is an area where 

generally very little progress is made. 
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Single-round surveys 

In these circumstances, developing countries could use widely 

only those surveys which were carried out by sampling, and the demographic 

records of these countries that we· currently have available comes mainly 

from this source, which has been used both to complement the census and to 

replace all the usual sources of information. 

It was after the last world war, along with the increasing 

awareness of Third World countries of the modern problems of development and 

the need to have at hand extensive and accurate quantitative information to 

solve these problems, that special demographic surveys by sample-taking became 

numerous. 

Two schools of thought then came into being : 

- In those countries which have had a long tradition of census

taking (Latin America, Southeast Asia, North Africa), just as in most of the 

English-speaking Africa countries (which are now starting their own series 

of censuses), the surveys have been conducted to gather directly data 

concerning population changes (basically vital rates), which neither .census

taking by its very nature, nor the registration of vital statistics (because 

it worked so poorly) could reasonably furnish. 

- In the francophone countries of black Africa and in Madagascar, 

for reasons doubtless related as much to history as to differences ·in 

administrative methods, the surveys were conceived as a substitute both for 

census-taking and for the registration of vital statistics. 

These two ways of looking at things are not as dif f erent as they 

seem. Even when used to complement census-taking, a survey involves setting 

a figure beforehand, and this figure is often used as a control of the census. 

Most of all, these surveys share their most original feature, which is, also, 

their greatest drawback. Their questions about births and deaths (like in some 

cases their questions on population shifts based on retrospective questioning) 

rely on the memories of the people concerned. Memory's gaps and lack of 

exactitude are well-known, whether it be a matter of going into the more or 

less recent past (tracing female descent in each generation and the survivors) 

or something recent and theoretically invariable (births and deathe occurring 

during a given period, most often the last twelve months). 
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The data gathered cannot generally be used directly. They must 

be combined and most often rearranged so that the information gathered is 

by and large consistent. Various methods have been perfected for making the 

necessary corrections, of which some specific uses have been described in 
print(J). 

Follow-up surveys 

At the same time as these experiments were being made, it became 

clear that the methods of observation had themselves to be improved. Carrying 

out follow-up surveys, that is, the observation on different occasions of a 

fixed sampling of the population, makes it possible to follow much more 

closely than during single-round surveys the modifications resulting from 

births and deaths, including those that have come about fr6m temporary or 

long-lasting population shifts, from changes in age, and from changes in the 

economic and social status of the various elements. 

It is this possibility to do follow-up work which is the principal 

advantage of the new method. Replacing to some extent the memories of the 

people being questioned, it makes it possible to locate with greater accuracy 

the events or phenomena which affect them, therefore, to examine more 

precisely and thoroughly the data gathered. In addition, this method makes it 

possible to study.more completely the geography of population shifts, since 

it includes both the arrivals and departures of people, and not simply the 

arrivais, as was the case in the single-round surveys. Lastly, as the data 

gathered concerns a fixed sampling, it is possible to apply to them the 

methods of longitudinal analysis. 

This type of survey can be used alone, as is done in the 

francophone countries of Africa, or combined with another system of 

registration, which is generally the case in Asia. 

It must be said that the various operations conducted in French

speaking countries have also involved the comparison with other systems of 

registration or data recording, but these involving only complementary or 

localized data samples, they do not form - as in the Asian surveys - one of 

the foundation stones in the system of observation. It should be noted, 

(1) See especially, Afrique Noire, Madagascar, Comores : Démographie Comparée 
(Paris, INED, INSEE, DGRST, 1967) and William BRASS, A.J. COALE, et al., 
The Demography of Tropical Africa (Princeton : Princeton University Press, 
1968). 
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finally, that the Asian surveys have used as "second registration schemes" 

both the official registration of vital statistics and registration schemes 

developed for the occasion. Sometimes, even single-round surveys have been 
use/ 1). 

The current situation 

Important progress has thus been made in the methodology of 

demography and it seems f itting to single out the stage which is responsible 

for these recent improvements. 

Such is the aim of this work, which is given over to the study 

of follow-up surveys recently carried out in the French-speaking countries 

of Africa. The authors wanted especially to make available to future organizers 

of surveys - and at the earliest possible date - a tool which would be useful 

and which would take into account as much as possible of the experience now 

acquired. 

It is also proper to indicate the limits in the advances that 

have taken place, for the final goal is to give to the countries in question 

a system of observation that will be able to follow regularly all types of 

population change that they are likely to experience. So long as the surveys 

planned are not on a permanent basis, our goal will clearly not have been 

reached. Follow-up surveys, like the use of combined systems of observation 

of more or less similar complexity, are but a new and important stage on the 

way to this goal. 

This might, however, be the crucial stage, for the tool's 

accuracy proved, it only remains to adapt it gradually so as to be able to 

use it on a permanent basis. And here there are many possibilities open, 

either carrying out surveys proper at more frequent intervals (if need be 

on smaller samplings), or making the official system of registration of vital 

statistics more mobile, so as to reach the people meant to be covered in the 

areas used for sampling, even only temporarily. Or thirdly, there might be 

some sort of combination of the two schemes, this adapted to a country's or 

region's particular conditions. 

(1) William SELTZER, 11 Soine Results from Asian Population Growth Studies", 
Population Studies, XXIII (November 1969) 395-406. 
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The growth and extension of a system of official vital data 

registration is just as important in improving a d~veloping country's general 

administration as it is in providing demographic statistics. Consequently, 

it would have been natural for schemes improving official registration to 

have received a certain amount of encouragement. But at the same time, the 

official registration of vital statistics does not best lend itself to 

longitudinal studies. Virtually all shifts due to migration escape reporting. 

This should indicate the particular value of follow-up suverys, in these 

two regards at least. 

2. Follow-up Surveys in French-speaking Africa and Madagascar 

Follow-up surveys are nothing new in French-speaking Africa and 

Madagascar, for as early as the 1955 survey in Guinea, the first demographic 

survey (this single-round) undertaken on a nationwide level in these 

countries, an attempt was made to set up an "itinerant registration of vital 

statistics" in four cantons, this only half-successful. 

It was not until the comprehensive survey in Morocco, on the 

one hand, and those of Yaoundé (Cameroon) and Abidjan (Ivory Coast), on the 

other hand, that this new style of survey go its real start in rural as well 

as in urban areas. Since that time the process has developed and has reached 

by now some urban and rural areas of Senegal, of Cameroon, of Madagascar, of 

Buru~di, and on a nationwide level, Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco (in 

preparation). 

All told there have been sixteen separate studies incorporating 

the techniques of follow-up surveys since 1955 (four more will be completed 

in the near future). These sixteen studies have touched on about 31.5 

million people in the five countries where they have been made nationwide 

(Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Senegal, Burundi), and about 1.6 million people 

in the seven countries only partially covered (Senegal, Guinea, Ivory Coast, 

Cameroon, Gabon, Zaïre, Madagascar). 

The number of people actually polled is naturally much less, 

most of these surveys having been done by sampling, something like 700.000 

people for the first category of country, and 300.000 people for the second. 

On the other hand, however, if one bears in mind the visits successively 



Country 

1 • :t Morocco 

2. * Algeria 

3.* Tunisia 

:t 4. Senegal 

5. ::t Il 

Il 

7.::t Il 

8.* Guinea 

! 

9. Ivory Coast 

10. Cameroon 

11. ::t Il 

12.* Gabon 

13. Zaïre 
(formerly 
Congo-
K i ns has a) 

14. Burundi 
::t 15. Madagascar 

16. ::t Il 

I. Surveys completed or in progress 

Dates of 
field 
work 

1961-63 

1969-71 

1968-69 

1963-65 

1966-70 

1964-70 

1966-70 

1970-71 

1955-56 

1963-64 

1964-65 

1966-68 

1962 

1969-70 

1970-71 

1967-68 

1969-71 

Area covered 

Rural area 

Nationwide 

Nationwide 

2 rural arrondisse
ments (Sine, Saloum) 

villages of the same 
arrondissement (Ndemen
Ngayorhem) 

1 arrondissement and 1 
conunune (Khombol
Thiénaba) 

1 section of the city 
of Dakar (Pikine) 

Nationwide 

4 rural cantons 

City of Abidjan 

City of Yaoundé 
(consumer survey) 

2 rural cantons 
(Adamaoua) 

10 rural cantons 

City of Kinshasa 

Nationwide 

Conunune of 
Ambinanitelo 

Sub-prefecture of 
Ankazoabo 

:t Surveys treated in this study. 
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Numbers of people 
(in thousands) 

under studyl 

8000 

12000 

4500 

50 

10 

13 
(children) 

100 

3500 

35 

200 

110 

15 

40 

1000 

3500 

15 

25 

polled 

lst round : 330 
2d round : 65 

350 

140 

50 

10 

13 
(children) 

5 

120 

35 

35 

20 

15 

40 

4 

25 

15 

25 

Progress in 
research 

(end of 1970) 

report 
pub li shed 

in progress 

being worked 
up and 

pub li shed 

l.'eport 
published 

publication 
in progress 

publication 
in progress 

publication 
in progress 

in progress 

report 
published 

report 
pub li shed 

report 
pub li shed 

report 
pub li shed 

plans for 
publication 
cancelled 

in progress 

in progress 

report 
pub li shed 

in progress 
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II. Surveys planned 

Country Date Area covered Numbers of people (in thousands) 

under study to be polled 

Morocco 1971-72 Nationwide 15 000 000 1: 

Ivory Coast 1971 Nationwide 4 000 000 400 000 

Cameroon 1972 Nationwide 6 000 000 1: 

Gabon 1971 Rural areas 75 000 75 000 

1: Figures not available 

III. Sununary of surveys completed or in progress 

Type of General Totals Surveys tr'eated in this study 

survey 
Numbers of people Individual Numbers of people Individual 

observations observations 
Under study polled under study polled 

Nationwide 31.5 0.7 2. 1 24.5 0.6 1.8 

By locali-
ties 1.6 0.3 1. 1 0.2 0.1 o. 7 

Total 33. 1 1.0 3.2 24.7 0.7 2.5 
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made(!) to the numbers of people involved, the number of individual 

observations is much higher: approximately 2.1 million cases for the first 

group of countries and 1.1 million for the others, that is, a total of more 

than three million individual observations. 

This gives some idea of the extent to which efforts have been 

made over the last fifteen years, these efforts unprecedented when compared 

with the single-round surveys, which over the same period of time and only 

in the tropical African countries, involved two million individual 

observations. This also gives some idea of the abundant documentation that 

has been gathered, whose quality, accuracy and wealth of information cannot 

be compared to that which had been collected before. 

It is these reasons that warrant the synthesis we have undertaken 

here. 

3. Format of the Book 

In this collection only nine studies can be considered(2) and 

treated thoroughly (Algeria, N° 2 in Table I~ Tunisia, N° 3; Senegal, N° 4 

and 6; Cameroon, N° 1 I; Madagascar, N° 15and16), The surveys of Morocco, 

Senegal (nationwi.de), Abidjan, Zaïre and Burundi are described in short notices 

but are not taken up in the long chapters. The other surveys were not able 

to be used at all, either because they were merely projected at the time this 

was being written or because publications of the results had been cancelled. 

In some cases sufficient information about the methodology used was lacking. 

It should be emphasized that of the studies that have been 

treated, many were only in the process of being analysed and worked up, and 

some were even being completed in the field. The lessons that these surveys 

offer are thus in all respects only temporary in incomplete. However, it seemed 

useful to us to consider them as new and special experiments. 

It is certainly true that the results of such experiments are 

always incomplete; even as they are being written up, further studies arc 

being made, new conclusions are reached and lessons learnt which sometimes 

contradict what was accepted before; the results of these new advances too is 

also incomplete. 

(1) In the course of these studies, three rounds were generally made, though 
some go up to five rounds and even higher. After the first round, the 
survey in Morocco, however, involved only a selective sampling of the 
people contacted during the first round. 

(2) These represent a total of 24.7 million people under study (including the 
Moroccan study), 700.000 people polled and 2.5 million individual 
observations. 
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This being said, the work is organized in the following way 

- ln the first part, the surveys previously spoken of are 

briefly discussed, and insofar as possible, following a standard format, in 

general the following 

1. Goals 

2. Range of study 

3. Numbers involved 

4. Method used in sample taking 

5. Duration of the survey 

6. Conditions in which survey was carried out 

7. Survey techniques 

8. Processing, Analysis 

9. Results 

10. Bibliography. 

- The second part includes the analyses proper. Each of the 

above categories is take~ up· again but studied comparatively. The solutions 

adopted in each case (and whenever possible in response to specific 

recommendations) are examined critically. At the end there is a brief "score 

sheet" listing lessons to be learnt from the different syntheses. And it is 

this "score sheet" which is to some extent the beginning of what might become 

a valid guide to the organization of follow-up surveys once this new type of 

survey bas been broken in enough and once those carrying them out can def ine 

their methodologies with sufficient critical distance. 
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Ge'.Ofrll.APHY Of THE SlJftVE YS 

~ Enqul!te• "nationale•" 

l. Goraa et Oued e l Kh.atef (Tuni • ie ) 

Z. P ikine (Si nf:ga l) 

3. S ine Salou m (Siniaal) 

4. Khomb ol Thienaba (Sfinigal) 

S . Ou.tre canton• de Guinie 

6. Ab id jan (C Ote d'Ivolre) 

7. Ada maoua (Cameroun) 

8, Yaoundi (Cameroun) 

9. Dix canton• ruraux du Gabon 

IO. L iopoldvi lle (Conao) 

11. Amblnanitelo ( Mada1ucar ) 

IZ. Ankaz.oabo (Madaaucar) 

mm 
tll'll 

•• 
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. PART ONE 

PRESENTATION OF THE SURVEYS 
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Chapter 1 

ALGERIA 

National Vital Statistics Survey 

1. Goals 

lt was decided to organize a survey in Algeria af ter comparing 

the information needed in this area with the data that was available. That 

there was a definite need for information was obvious. The people of Algeria 

are very mobile, both domestically - with a high (approximately 3.2 7.) vital 

growth rate, a young population (median age approximately 18 years), constantly 

changing social structures (increased schooling, economic activity very 

sensitive to the economic and political situation of the time), rapid growth 

of cities, etc. and in relation to certain changes involving the outside world 

(high rates of immigration and emigration, relatively large foreign population). 

The resources available can be used only with difficulty. Outside 

of a general census in 1966, the data are of mixed quality, as for example 

the censuses taken prior to 1966 (1948 and 1954), which yield little ready 

results. The registration of vital statistics is incomplete in spite of the 

visible improvement made in recent years. Statistics concerning population 

shifts are too one-sided and there is practically nothing of real scientific 

value concerning employment. 

In these circumstances, it seemed appropriate to try to follow 

population changes by making a survey of a particular area, a survey which 

would on the one band make it possible to "bring to life" the 1966 census, 

and on the other hand make it possible to measure reasonably accurately the 

main vital rates : births, deaths, fertility, migrations, rate of economic 

activity, and the various factors explaining them, particularly those 

relating to age. 

N.B. - lt is the intention of some of its organizers that this survey should, 

in addition, be part of a long term study of the Algerian population, 

following an alternating scheme - ten-year censuses (in 1976, 1986, etc.) 

and demographic surveys (in 1971, 1981, 1991, etc.), these at some time to 

be linked up with a simplified census. 
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2. Range of study 

The survey treats all of Algeria, a territory which is vast and 

varied, including bath big European-style cities as well as very traditional 

rural areas, with population densities ranging from ISO inhabitants/sq. km. 

(in the coastal area) to those of the Sahara desert. 

The population, however, can be divided into three main 

categories(I) : 

- European-style population, generally educated and active, 

living most often in the cities important during the colonial period. This 

part of the population includes approximately 1.000.000 inhabitants, and 

surveys involve in general no problems. The questionnaires can be filled in 

by the subjects themselves, the significant events in question are usually 

well-known and it is easy to determine ages and dates. The reception 

encountered in these social classes has sometimes presented rather great 

difficulties, but once these have been surmounted, the survey proceeded 

easily. 

- Traditional population, this composed basically of country 

people (either literally speaking or those who have been transplanted to an 

urban setting while maintaining the ways of living and thinking of the 

country). This is the largest section of the population (approximately 

10.000.000 people) and it was here that survey-taking met up with numerous 

problems. Often illiterate and little involved with events in the outside 

world, itself frequently disturbed by political events, this population is 

difficult to study in a survey in spite of its very obvious good will : ages 

are not accurately known; dating is subject to flights of imagination; events 

are easily forgotten. In addition, it is also in this group of the population 

that social and religious habits have the greatest weight; it is, for example, 

extremely difficult to meet the women (who are traditionally kept apart from 

the men), and they are often neglected in the surveys. 

- Nomad population, living in tents in or close to the heart of 

the Sahara. 

(1) In the utilization of certain information (for example, the active 
population classified by age and sex) a fourth group should be considered, 
the foreigners, whose social structures and characteristics are very 
different from those of the general population. 
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3. Numbers involved 

The survey is meant to treat theoretically the entire resi

dent population of Algeria, that is, approximately 13.000.000 people at the 

beginning of 1969. The population was studied by sampling, the sample used 

being relatively large (about 400.000 people). The population groups .des

cribed above can be brukeu down further as follows: 

a. urban (large and average size cities), approximately 4.000.000 

people; 

b. semi-urban or modernized rural (roads, electricity), 4.000.000-

5.000.000 people; 

c. little modernized rural (unpaved roads, dirt roads), 3.000.000-

4.000.000 people; 

d. nomads, approximately 7000.000 people. 

4. Method used in sample taking 

The setting up of a method of a sample taking is related both 

to the aims of the survey and the practical considerations involved. 

The survey has basically two different aims: a demographic 

survey proper, that is, finding the traditional information sought in such 

cases, and obtaining a more vivid restatement of the results of the 1966 

census. Because of these goals, a relatively large random sample ~as used 

for a sufficient number of births and deaths to reduce the error involved 

in sampling. As a larger sampling was not necessary for all the problems 

in question, it was decided to use a subsample chosen from the basic sample. 

The size of the sample was set by a comparative study of the 

1966 census and by the registration of vital statistics. This procedure na

turally gives only an approximate calculation, as we know how irregular 

such registrations are. In addition, some preliminary figures were made by 

estimating as best as possible birth and death rates by age groups. This 

study revealed that in order to set up a table of death rates by age groups, 

approximately 5.000 deaths a year had to be considered, thus a sampling of 

approximately 350.000 people. 

The subsamples were drawn for the detailed studies of ferti

lity, education, and employment. For the study of fertility a sampling ba

sed on 6.000-7.000 women was used; for that of employment, approximately 

20.000 people (because of conditions of employment in Algeria, the sampling 

is essentially restricted to men, except in the cities). 
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There were two practical problems to be faced in carrying 

out the sampling. What sampling frame could be sused and what sampling unit? 

The 1966 census provides a sampling frame, not too up-to-date but relative

ly accurate. This census was made following the administrative division by 

communes, but the communes themselves were subdivided into smaller units, 

the districts. The sampling unit might thus be: 

a - the individual (though it is difficult to single out and grasp the 

events that concern him); 

b - the household (a cluster which is easier to work with but not always 

easy to define and locate); 

or c - an even larger cluster, a group of households. 

It was the census district that was finally chosen, this co

verin3 a well-defined geographic area with its population figure known from 

the sampling frame. These districts represent roughly a cluster of 500 

people, that is, a hundred households, which is a number relatively easy to 

locate. 

In order to get results that could be applied according to 

certain geographic units and to make field work easier while lowering the 

costs of the survey, these were "stratified" before the drawing. The follo

wing strata were adopted (Figure I): 

0 - regional capitals (Algiers, Oran, Constantine and Annaba); 

- urban communes (e.g., Blida, Tebessa, Mascara, etc.); 

2 - densely populated areas, districts with grouped settlements (rough-

ly speaking, the coastal region); 

3 - densely populated areas, districts with scattered settlements; 

4 - sparsely populated areas, districts with grouped settlements; 

5 - sparsely populated areas, districts with scattered settlements; 

6 - Sahara. 

One of the principal concerns of the organizers of the survey 

was to carry out a sampling in which the numerical analysis could be made 

as easily as possible. A uniform sampling fraction for all of the strata 

(except the Sahara) was consequently adopted and in each of these strata, 

the dracing was carried out in such a way that the survey could be treated 

like a census. The probability of being interviewed is the same for each 

person, whatever his stratum of district - 1/33. 

The drawing was carried out as follows: 

stratum 0 regular drawing of one out of every thirty-three districts, 

the four cities together treated as a whole. 
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stratum l drawing in two steps, the first being the drawing of a ci

ty with the probability proportionate to the number of districts in

clued. This works out to be the same thing as the probability proportio

nate to population size, assuming that the average population of the dis

tricts is the same in all the primary sampling units. Following this is 

a drawing in each sample city with a fixed number of districts (i.e., four). 

strata 2, 3, 4, 5 the same procedure is used but the drawing rates of 

the primary and secondary sampling units vary in such a way that the sam

pling is proportionally more "concentrated" when the population density 

is small (in the densely populated areas there were to be four districts 

per sample commune; in sparsely populated communes, eight). The division 

between districts with continuous and scattered settlements is due to the 

drawing's invariability in the second step. 

stratum 6 sampling done by setting up quotas. 

It should be noted that the drawing is in fact in three steps, 

the third step being that of individuals within the districts. This third 

step in the drawing covers everyone. In drawing by clustering it is neces

sary for the size of the clusters to be as similar as possible. For this 

reason certain districts were redesigned bebore the drawing. 

The subsamples will be drawn from the list of households in 

this basic sampling, when such is available. For the sampling on fertility, 

one household out of every ten will be drawn and all women in the household 

capable of childbirth will be questioned. For the sampling on employment, 

two separate samples, each of 1/10 households, will be drawn, the surveys 

being made during the two final rounds and all men in the household older 

than 15 (and women from 15 to 50, in urban areas) questioned. 

To be perfectly scientific, one should take into considera

tion the division of the survey into several steps when random error is 

being calculated. In fact, though, when the size of the sample is conside

red, as well as the fact that the errors in sampling will be few compared 

ta those made in observation, it seems possible, as a preliminary precau

tion, to calculate the error in sampling as if the drawing had taken place 

only in one step. 

S. Duration of the survey 

As the survey was divided into three rounds, it was desira

ble that these rounds be as regular as possible, and that the first and 
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that the f irst and third rounds especially take place one year apart for 

each household. Quite obviously things will corne up and this established 

plan will be upset, but it will nonetheless be followed as closely as possi
ble ( 1). 

The f irst round in the households got under way on 20 August 

1969 and ended in January 1970. The order in which rounds were made in the 

households was established after considering the difficulties set by geogra

phy and climate. As the sampling was by clustering, organization was more 

easier, since interviewing teams could work in the sample districts just as 

they would have suring a census. The second and third rounds are to be car

ried out following an identical procedure, the second having begun on l 

March 1970 and to be completed near the end of July, the third round begin

ning on 20 August 1970 and ending in January 1971. The dates of the rounds 

in the districts was thus set up at six month intervals, the rounds in the 

households not to vary from this greatly. 

In rural areas, in fact, it is relatively easy to locate the 

households and consequently to keep to the timetable. Conditions are diffe

rent in urban areas, where many households are difficult to contact. 

One solution to this problem that was proposed was to imagine 

that the survey of a household had taken place on a set day (for example, 

15.10.1969, 15.04.1970 and 15.10.1970) and asking the enumerator te take 

into account the conditions of the household on these dates even if he did 

the interviewing later. In spite of its advantages, this suggestion was not 

followed, as it would have been demanding too much both from the people in

terviewed and from the enumerators. 

The diff iculties caused by geographic mobility should also 

be mentioned. Many households could not be contacted during the three rounds, 

either because they had left the sampling zone between two rounds or because 

they had corne into it during the time the survey was being held. This is 

a problem of sampling and its utilization which we shall speak of later. 

We should also mention various other problems which were to 

some extent predictable and which can make it difficult to keep to the time

table that is so necessary in surveys - changes in staff on all levels, road 

accidents, flooding, etc. 

(l) It should be noted that even if this schedule could not be kept to stric
ly for each household, it would always be possible to relate the events 
recorded at the exact observation period for the corresponding part of 
the population. 
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6. Conditions in which survey was carried out 

It was the Algerian Statistical Office which was directly in 

charge of carrying out the survey (Ministry of Finance and Planning, Statis

tical Branch). The same groups were in charge of financing, the budget al

lotted being close to seven million dinars(I), of which more than half was 

given over to salaries and social expenditures for a period that was initial

ly expected to last twenty months. 

All the staff carrying out the survey was Algerian, as was 

the supervisory administration. Though help in the conception of the sur

vey was sometimes requested from foreign experts, Algerian participation 

was always very great. (Only one person out of the 250 people working full

time on the survey was a foreigner). 

The following diagram illustrates the divis.ion and organisa

tion of this staff (Figure II). 

Staff hiring relicd on two basic sources : staff having al

ready taken part in similar operations (censures, other surveys), these 

people forming the bulk of the supervisory administration (controllers, su

pervisors, etc.) and new staff, with academic backgrounds equivalent to 
~ that of the B.E.P.C. , these constituting the bulk of the people actually 

carrying out the survey (enumerators and recorders). Part of the staff is 

female in order to make the work of the survey easier. In Algeria, where 

few women work, this raised some awkward problems in hiring and in integra

tion with the male enumerators, who were in the majority. At the beginning 

at least, the women enumerators were rather poorly welcomed. 

The training of the staff took place in a series of training 

progranunes on each level. The working principle was that the people on 

each level were to train the people working under them, hence the "down

ward chain" of training progranunes : one week for the verifiers (15-23 

June 1969); two weeks for the controllers (1-13 July 1969); four weeks for 

the enumerators (15 July-10 August 1969). As things worked out, it was 

not until after the controllers'training period that the next group could 

be trained, by them, and even then these operations were closely supervised. 

The basic idea was to give people practical training in communes that were 

not in the sampling. So as to keep only those enumerators who were suitable, 

it was necessary at the end of the training programmes to reduce the number 

of applicants by 30% (50% among the female applicants). 

(1) - 1 Algerian dinar= 1.12 French Francs (1970, S l.OO(U.S.)= 5.5 French 
Francs). 

(2) - Translator's Note : The B.E.P.C. is a school examination taken at age 
14-16, at the end of the "troisième" form. 
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When the length of the training periods is considered, along 

with the degree of training received in the field and the good will of the 

staff in general, one can say that the whole body of enumerators, controllers 

and verifiers thus trained was already at the beginning of the survey of ra

ther high quality. Some problems remained, however, in the quality of those 

with supervisory functions and in their mobility; fatigue and boredom of 

the staff (after eighteen months of holding rather similar interviews), loss 

of professionalism, etc. 

The reception of the population might a priori create some 

misgiving. But on the whole their reception was excellent and the good will 

met with in the households was noteworthy. Before the enumerators'rounds, 

there was a "publicity campaign", this relatively limited for two reasons. 

As the survey was by sampling, it was not desirable that this publicity reach 

all households, as there would have been too many protests. This ruled out 

campaigns in the mass media (radio, press, television). As illiteracy was 

widespread it would have been useless to send letters to each household. As 

a result, while using the above mentioned ressources to some small extent, 

efforts were limited to reaching people by village assemblies, by people in 

the administration and religious world, etc. In general the results in ru

ral zones, where word of mouth is particularly effective, were satisfactory 

(though what was reported was sometimes subject to misinterpretation). In 

the cities, notices about forthooming rounds were regularly distributed, 

these printed in French and in Arabie. 

The real problem was not getting into the households but 

getting accurate information. Though there were practically no cases of 

people's refusing to answer questions, there were a fair number of fanciful 

answers given in which the good will of those interviewed was not at fault 

but rather ignorance (of ages and dates, general forgetfulness, etc.). The

re was also the question of trying to interview the women rather than the 

men, as the women were in general better informed about what touched their 

lives. lt was for this purpose that female enumerators had been hired, but 

the way of life of some Algerian women (who af ter puberty are kept practi

cally entirely removed from contact with outsiders) meant that some of the 

information received was often less than satisfactory. 

7. Survey techniques 

The survey studies the population and demographic occurren

ces. There is nothing new about studying the population, the information 

being asked for being rather traditional. Insofar as possible, de facto 
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situations rather than what existed de jure was noted: real ages (in spite 

of declarations made to the registrar of vital statistics), true marital 

status (the law is rather complicated in this area because of the interme

shing of civil and religious or traditional law), etc. 

Demographic occurrences concern two reference periods : the 

observations made between a set date (Aid-es-Seghir, 21 December 1968) and 

the first visit in a household, during which time one tried to record all 

the events (births and deaths) with as much accuracy and detail as possible, 

as was the case during the three rounds; and secondly, the observations ma

de in between the rounds, at a time when there was theoretically little dan

ger of making oversights, since for each household the list of households 

made at the beginning (during the f irst roune) and the list made at the end 

was available. 

By reating the same questions during the three rounds, espe

cially those questions involving recall (events occurring between Aid-es

Seghir and the first rounds), it is possible to measure changes in people's 

recollections of events, since it is a ten month period, observed first at 

the very end and then from a distance of six months to a year, which is 1n

volved. 

The final reference period is to fall between the dates mid~ 

way between the rounds, and it thus extends approximately from 16.10.1969 

to 1s.1 o. 1970. 

• • ( 1) Questionnaires 

Considering the complexity of the survey, the idea at the 

beginning was to draw up the questionnaires in their final form. Two major 

problems made it necessary to adopt a different solution : first of all, 

it was practically impossible to set the questions in one language that 

could be understood through the entire country, because of differences bet

ween literary Arabie and Arab dialects, unwritten languages, etc.; and se

condly, the difficulties of designing such a questionnaire would have been 

practically insurmountable. What was finally done was to write in French 

the questions as they were to be asked, setting up a set of possible ans

wers in the form of summary charts. Moreover, the most awkward parts of 

the questionnaire were printed separately, along with a section carrying over 

some of the answers, so as to be able to check that the interviewers were 

following the prescribed format (see questionnaire C e~pe~ially). 

(l) - All the questionnaires have been reproduced in Appendix 1. 
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There are several different types of questionnaires. Types A, 

B, and C are those which can be used for all of the population involved, and 

these are used in the three rounds. Except for type c, the questionnaires 

are summaries in which appear all -general infort11ation concerning a household 

or concerning each individual taken separately. Questionnaire C was to be 

used for all women capable of childbearing, and makes it possible to cover 

thoroughly the observation period (from AÏd-es-Seghir up to the survey) and 

to detect any event involving reproduction. If the order of questions is 

kept to, it is impossible to "leave" the questionnaire until all the events 

have been noted. And these events are carried over to questionnaire B. 

For the part of the survey treating fertility studies (this 

touching a subsample of about 10,000 women), a questionnaire was devised 

that could be adapted to bath ordinary and complicated cases. As it was 

desirable to retrace the entire reproductive lives of the women questioned, 

it was decided to work by repetition so as to include all events. First, all 

marriages will be examined, the children of these marriages recorded. Then, 

each period of a woman's married life will be· examined so as to trace all the 

events (miscarriages and still births especially) which might have been 

forgotten in the first investigations that were made. This explains why a 

set of questionnaires - F, G, H, I and J - have been used. 

Questionnaires F and G : these are to trace the number of 

successive marital unions of each woman questioned. When there is only one, 

questionnaire F is sufficient and the children of this union are noted. When 

there are several unions, as many copies of qtEStionnaire G as are necessary 

are used, each union taking up a separate sheet. (For example, a woman who 

bas had four unions will have one questionnaire F and three questionnaires 

G). 

Questionnaires H, I and J : with questionnaires F and G, it 

was possible to record some of the children barn. From that we go to a more 

detailed study of the intervals between the births. If one child was reported, 

one sheet H is used on which information about the date on which the marriage 

was consumated and the birth of the first child is listed. From this, the 

interval between the two events can be calculated. Depending on the length 

of this interval, the answers will be accepted (for a period up to one year), 

or other intermediate events (or an explanation for the lack of such) will 

be sought. When several children are declared, the same process is repeated 
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with sheets of questionnaire I for the interval between two children or 

between the marriage and the first child, or between the last child and the 

date of the survey. 

Although this system is a bit complicated, it seemed to be the 

only one which made it possible not to omit any of those events often 

forgotten by the mother herself, this after a test survey in which female 

enumerators had been used. 

Questionnaires D, E and J requ1re no comment. These are either 

questions specially designed to better situate a particular woman (D -

information about the household; E - information about the previous husband) 

or charts on which information gathered in questionnaires F and I, once 

arranged, has been carried over. 

8. Processing and Analysis 

At the beginning, each round will be processed separately, 

something which makes it possible to obtain rapidly analyses of cross

sections, that is, the results one would get from three censuses each taken 

six months apart. During this stage, by provisional processing of the results 

from questionnaires concerning births and deaths, it should also be possible 

to start longitudinal analysis. 

Afterwards, the three rounds will be cornpared so as to be able 

to ga on to a straightforward analysis of the marriage cohorts. If the 

problern raised by inconsistencies concerning a single person are not consi

dered, we have available, a priori, seven populations. 

a. population contacted only during one of the rounds 

(l, 2 or 3); 

b. population contacted during two rounds (1 and 2, 2 and 3, 

1 and 3); 

c. population contacted during the three rounds (1, 2 and 3). 

It would seem to be the population of type c that would furnish 

the richest material for analysis, but one has to reckon with the reasons 

for which a persan would belong to populations a or b (birth or death in 

the course of the survey, migration). 
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One difficulty comes from the fact that for many people, the 

information is not likely always to be the same ori each round, something 

which might indicate human error (different birthdays, for example) or 

possibly a significant even (migra~ion for professional reasons, for example). 

When the reports go through computer processing, round by round, certain data 

can be corrected; thus there will be 

a. the regular correction of obvious mistakes (the sex of a 

mother, for example); 

b. the random correction of certain data (ages, etc.); 

. c. the replacement of certain unusable records. 

These corrections are warranted if they are not too numerous, 

but they will raise some problems when the three tapes, corresponding to 

each of the three rounds, are compared. After preliminary and separate 

processing of each of the rounds, similar tapes will have to be reconstructed, 

at least for that information concerning the populations met during the three 

rounds. 

If there were only a small number of mistakes, there would be 

no drawbacks to this method. Unfortunately, it is possible for errors to 

occur at three levels : the gathering of the information, and in the coding 

and recording on punched cards. Moreover, and this is especially true of 

migrations, the disappearance of an individual from one round to the next 

cannot be thought of as a random phenomenon. 

It is therefore necessary to be very careful when analysing 

the results obtained by longitudinal processing. However this may be, proces

sing was organized so as to be as simple as possible : 

There wiD. be three basic cards files established for each round 

- one card file for each household, one card file for each person, and one 

card file for each event (these subdivided according to the event). These 

card files can be put on punched cards af ter having been recorded on coding 

grids (Appendix 2) and transcribed on tapes afterwards. 

Preliminary processing will eliminate errors, either by listing 

those errors that have been made or by making automatic corrections, this 

depending on the type of error (automatic corrections, whether systematic 

or random, have always been preferred when they can be used). 
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As soon as the tapes are "cleane~', i.e., they have had their 

errors removed, a series of tables will be drawn up following a relatively 

simple scheme. 

It will then be possible to get tables as Chey are needed -

and rather quickly. This is true at least of simple tables (Chose bringing 

together three or four features). 

Ail the tables that have been planned for should be sufficient 

for rudimentary analysis, but it is obvious that being able to produce other 

tables as necessary will enable one ta go on to more complex analyses. The 

investigators should, however, take into account the limitations inherent 

in a survey made by sampling. Moreover, the errors made in observation, 

although they seem to have been eliminated during taping, still remain to 

some extent, since the methods by which they were corrected is necessarily 

arbitrary. 

In order to measure the extent of these errors, several methods 

can be used. As for sampling errors, there is no problem in making one's 

calculations, in spite of the various effects of clustering(l). For errors 

of observation, the method of Chandrasekhar and Deming might be used, 

observations parallel to those of the survey having been organized in some 

districts. The f act that the three rounds are relatively independent of one 

another might be of some use here, to the extent that the same ~uestions are 

asked again af ter a relatively long lapses of time. 

The practical organization of processing was doubtless made 

easier by the presence of a processing district in Oran, where it had been 

set up for the census. Facilities, supplies as well as part of the supervisory 

st~ff, was thus AVa;lable to the survey. It was, however, still necessary to 

hire seventy additional workers who began coding in January 1970 after their 

training periods. There is thus a lapse of about six months between the time 

the survey was carried out in the field and the time it was processed. 

Normally, at least tentative results should be available in the course of 

the survey so as to have the possibility of going back to do additional field 

work if necessary. 

(1) See Part Two, Chapter 4, "Method used in sample taking". 
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The above chart (Figure IV) indicates the circulation of the 

various documents during processing. The chart was made up at a time when a 

system of partial and rapid processing of some of the documents (Group B) 

in Algiers was being considered. It was thus possible to settle more quickly 

and easily some of the problems that arose in the correction of errors, taping, 

production of tables, etc., and in addition, to gauge the extent of errors 

that were perhaps being regularly made in processing. 

The f act that this processing chain was not located far f rom 

the group in charge of the survey in Algiers also had its advantages. Unfor

tunately, it was necessary to abandon the use of a second processing chain 

on account of practical considerations (lack of space, staff, etc.). 

9. Results 

The results listed below (see Table 1) come from the first 

round and refer to the part of the survey involving recall (for a household, 

the time interval used is that between Aid-es-Seghir and the date of the 

first round in this household). 

These conclusions require some connnent 

As they concern the part of the survey involving recall, it 

is likely that the.number of events was underestimated. The birth rates 

indicated there must be slightly lower - the death rates considerably lower -

than the true rates. 

The general male sex ration (49 %) suggests that the estimate 

of the total population is correct since during tne census more men than 

women were counted, clearly the sign of the incomplete registration of women. 

(Other reasons, however, can be cited to explain the small number of women). 

The division of births by sex (48 % are female) suggests that 

the omissions concern females most of all and very likely those who died at 

an early age. This would explain in part the difference between the death 

rates of men and women and also the relatively low child mortality rate. 

The very clear difference between the death rates for each sex 

might be explained in several ways, but most of all it is a matter of omissions 

made in the declarations of women's deaths. In any event, the non-recall part 

of the survey should make it possible to avoid these errors, and the death 

rates will undoubtedly be considerably higher. 
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Table 1. Summary of results of first round (20.08.1969 to 31.01.1970) 

·-·--- . -·· .. ·~- ,. ___ ,...... .. . ---· - ... , 
Number of Occuring af ter 21. 12. 1968 , Deaths of oeoole Number of inhabitantw households • Births Deaths less than one year old (according to sex) interviewed 

Male Female 

21,600 59,947 63,234 

17,984 53, 188 53,961 
19,529 59,804 62,428 

59,113 172,939 179,623 

-
Size of 

household Sex ration 

Male Female 
-

5,7 49 51 

6.0 49.5 50.5 

6.3 49 51 

6.0 49 51 

(according to sex) (according to sex) (according to sex) 

Total Male female total Male female Total Male female total 

123' 181 2801 2590 5391 643 566 1209 282 268 550 

107,149 2488 2312 4800 705 537 1241 327 276 603 
122,232 2721 2408 5129 805 682 1487 305 232 537 

352,562 8010 7310 15,320 2153 1785 3938 914 776 1690 

Births Births Deads rate Child 
(according to sex) rate (according to sex) mortality 

i. (per 1000) (per 1000) rate 

1 
(per 1000) 

Male Female 

1 
Male Female ~otal 

52 48 47,5 11.6 9.3 1 o. 7 102 
1 

52 48 l 48.6 14.5 10.8 12.6 126 
1 
' 53 47 ' 45.7 14.6 11. 8 13.3 105 
1 . 

52 47 47.5 13. 5 10.8 12.1 110 

w 
w 
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The child mortality rate given here is reported only as a mat

ter of information. 

All of the data gathered which can be seen in the questionnai

res that follow, will go through the first stage of processing at the end of 

each round (general demography, study of the working population, of the popu

lation attending school, of births, deaths, migrations). 

The number of tables to be made up f rom these questionnaires 

is considerable(I). 

But even this list does not aim ta be exhaustive, and to the 

extent that it is possible, requests for additional tables will be honoured. 

10. !ibli_o~z 

Published results are available at the "Sous-Direction des 

Statistiques" in Algiers. Many volumes are planned, on methodology as well 

as on the results. 

Sous-Direction des Statistiques, ~tude Statistique Nationale 

de la Population, programme d' exploitat:_i2.!!_ (Algiers, May 1970) 



DECES SURVENUS DANS LE llEN4GE DEPUIS l' AID ESSEGHIR DU 21 DECEMBRE 1968 (J CHOU AL 1388 
<Etablir la li~te du décédés par groupe~ ia.miliaux en commençant oar les décès des nouveaux.-oés, s'il a lieu) 

~~H NOftl et Prél'lo•s 
~ Po1ition ApouOéd1 Date du Déd1 lifu du Dëd1: • [trenger: OateO.naiuanc Soi nt 

:j]1 .... ,. Ptkiwrl"llllité CJC1œ'11!1Cri•mt1.éel P•y• • Algirir Com11u1n .. (Jour IDOi• Re~1 • Déhml "' M ..... J -\1. A ... 1111111•. •nnérl R-MD-SA v. 

___L_ - L...L LLL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 

1---L.. -- LL LLL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 

1---L.. -- LL LLL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 

LJ_ ..... LL LLL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 

1---1-- - LL LLL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 

Nombre total de décès survenus depuis l'Aid Esseghirdu 21-XIl-68: •••••• .\f: W, Fo LJ, Ens: L---1 
Nombre total de dé-c:ès de nouveaux-nés (1T1oins d'un an) durant cette période - - - M: LJ FoLJ, Ens: L.........J 

S'Ii 11'ra eu aucun d'càs dons le 1'éndge au cours de cette période, établir la lisle dea membres du Ménsire qui 
depuis l'Arll Eaaeghlr du 21- XII - 1968 auraient pu être Ylctlmu de maladlea ou d'accidents graHa : 

Nct11 •f """'-• 1: Po1ition A09 o~tu•I Dot• d• Io Molodi• Oot•d• Io .,ériton 
dti cal•de oo de l'accldenlê i..i dan11 (Prêei-l'11rli1é} ou d• l'occid.nt 

Ill leMln-. J·M·A 

Soins Reçus 
R-•ID· SA 

Date du demier dkèa survenu daas le Ménage lpt1kiaer le 111oi• e1 l'_n .. I • • • - - - - • - • - - •• • • • • • - • • ~ 
Sexe du demier défunt : •••• - •••• - ••••••••••••. ., • • • • . •••••••••••••••••••••••• LJ 
A~ au décès du dernier défunt (en 1110i• •I moia1 d'a& an, •i.ri.1a ea annll!;n; pr&.:iarr M ou A) : • , ••••••• , •••••• L.L...J 
Position dans le méaaRe du demier dé(unt .•.•.•.••.••.••••••• , ••• , •• , •••.••••••..•••••• 

Date du Contrôle : 

Nom et Prénoms du Contrôleur : 

Nature du Contrôle : Ménage enquêté en présence du contrôleur 

Ménage entièrement réenquêté par le contrôleur 

\lénage partiellement réenquêté par le contrélleur 
Dossier contrôlé en présence de l'enquêteur 

Dossier contrôlé en ch.imbre 

Autres Obserntlona (Contrôles de Cohérence) : 

Signature du Contr6leur : 

Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 

C-IHwtet M•tt•.! Rilpublique Al .. lo11ae 
O&riocr•l•e el Populaire 

2 
- l.c••-•t MI• .-.,.,1et1. 

ITUDI ITATISTIQUI! NATIONAL! ,, I• .-o.-uLATION 

l'eulll1 de M6nage : modèle commun A V1111 C. O. C, 0, l, I, M• 69-0J 

i'bn.lrodiPassas-(L :!. 3l .•• __ ••••• __ • __ .•••••••••••.. - • - •••••• - • - - • 

~trate : U, Département :L.i_j, Arrondissement : LJ , Commune : L...........J 
Œatrict : ••••••••••••• _ ••••••• __ •••••• _ ••• - •••••• - • 

Num~ro du Ménage pour l'exploitation : - • • • - •••• - - • - - • - - •••• 

Chef Lieu de Commune • • • • Ovi : LJ · Nono LJ. . 
Habitat : • _ ••• _ • • •• • .AllSlPméré. LJ · Epua:LJ .• 

Numéro d'ilot ou de Zone Eparse : . Nuniéro de Coosrruction : 

__________ LJ 

1 1 • 1 1 ' 1 

... - LL.LJ 

--· ITIJ 
. - LJ 
. .LJ 

Numéro de la reuille de Ménage: w...J Nombre de feuilles de Méflllge utilisées : L.L....J 

Nom et Prénoms du Cher de \lénage : _ _ • 

Adre-ue très précise : _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ • • 
Proresaion exacte: ___ • ____________ _ 

Nombre total de membres du Minage ( RP + RAA + RAEl , 

(Pour le première reuilli:= de Ménage seulement, et à partir du deu&l~1 passage) 

Date du premier passage dans le Ménage : ..•.....•.... , ........•••••••.... , , , • L..........L..J 
Nom et Prénoms de l'enquêteur du passagt> prlicédent., ...•...•.•.•••• , , ••••.• , • , ,·. 

Numéro de l'enquêteur du passage précédent : , ..• , , , •.• , , •.•.•.• , •• , • ,_, , ••• , , , , , L..L....i....J 

Date du passa~ •..•... . .................•.........•• ,L,,._W 
Nom et Prénorre de l'enquêteur. • • . . . • . . . . . . . . , , .. , , •• , .. , •• , , .• , , , 

Numéro de 1' ~nquêteur : ..••••...•.. , ••••••...... , . • . . . . • . . • , , , , •..•.• _ l...i._J_J 
, - Numéro du \fénagt:: dans le travail pour le contrôle : ...............•. 

l j ~~~= ~:t~Îe v~:i~: ~iait; ~- -. : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : =: ~ = : _-: _- _-_ -_ -_ -. : : : : : : .-.-. ; t Qui à répondu principalemenl aux questions?. __________________ • ______ •• 

J -_i De1rf de participation : t~s bonne: D boooe : D passable: D 
mauvaise : D très mauvaise: D refos total : D LJ 

ObHrtatlon1 

Signature de l'enquêteur: 

w 
VI 



MOMlll TOTAL DU Ml!lllDAH DU Ml!MAGI • LL.J. • L_.__J •.. LL...J MOM!AI! TOTAL Dl!S A. P, ., LL..J, p' L;._j. •.. ,L.L....J 

• _ ........ cf•• '-••I du ••O•• d• 111ol111 d• 5(t lllH 11--C"lbotoltH • L......J Mv• .... d'ordre de ee• '-••• dat11 I• ••llV" · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • MOM!AI! TOTAL DU 1, A • ., LL.J, p, LL...J 1 ... , L..-.J 
AUIDl!MTS Dl 

POUi TOUS LIS lll!llllUIS Al:SIDl!MTS DU Ml!MAGI! (rr,•etU• R.P. e1 Abar1111 R. A.) 6 ANS•' PLUS MOlüllS de 1S ANS 11 PLUS, l!T (pour l•!._•lrvl•• 0., l)l'EMYl!SNOJl.C:ELllL Dl!MOIMSD1!50ANS 

NOMI el PllMOMI de loQ1 LllM Ife " : DATI ••• LIBI Dl! AISIDENC 1 ,, Dl!PUll Dl!AMllAI J 1 J: 
f 1 P· li 1.!i OCCUPATIOJC PlllNCIPALI 

~ lee ri611idcata do •Un1ge, 1111 PARDITI ] ,1 d1 MAIHANCI! Al!VOLU NAISSMICI! 1.1v.a. ........ ARSIDIMCI :;~, ~" u. Dc-0 Srucdoa Adu•lle 

lti1crir• 101;1le• le• porooriac• .. w •lilolftld"~ (0.tc lb doraler ....... :1 i •I: 1!i n Sc.a Trcwall AJQt DOi• Tra•lllll6 Denilirr Situtloa 

t • q'lli ll•bitail aonaal-ea1 le : POSIT1C* ]! Mol••J [Uaolfl. p,,_ Reccaoem•n) vous d" 
il.; & l 5•1 

;;; 
P_,Pl!SSlmt DH•VIDUB.U 

! ~·TIOlf DAANCMI D'ACTIVITE DUAl!l ite 
~ r Joor-Mol ... Aonh ~21~. !5.u 101-eot et muigeat enaem- ..... •=~·· 1a 1 

J: 
•·!: S.E ~. ~;;,';.. ICONOMIOUI ! l'OCCUPA. 

~" ble, cp'elle1 eoi1110 pr6'c111e11 MD<AGI 11111laad'111: Algftie Cocmnoe f.1n:11SCI': Pep ··lrui~flll Etuapr: P11• M ~L Al AR 1 =· Pri ladlcpcr Hec prkleloa l11diq1;1er Hec: pfécieioa le TICN. CU .. 

1 .! RI FR .. ~~ S'ITl1'11 J !Dib .. oo ab•ecilco ili I• da1e de 11 • '"mM •ctvelle Al14rie : Comm1111e AnmM Als'rle: Commune V M ••• srm letrn11lellec1ol 
~P.EXP 

1enrr d'M'tn•ilé de l'1h•- °""' ... 
J wlsho commeacerperl1 fi· ... .lJDAD et •cloelle,eaprk-1· IAllP1ph111 •ctoelle, empr6cl· D T ri AU pJ ST lT 

NS bli11aemeat on de l'of11ni11111 
Pl~! ""' mille- do \:.M. Seatcr llOC Il· • hia:mA Hiii C1,.e.ll, mA 1uuCLoal. s •• Al R; .. ~ SC . .,. s FER oialelrH•1l•1teflecla'· 

D....&...J4-A 
Pr&c.llloaA SIJP INr fil' ~·- n11c1~~~!''°'ailoa •f'n'ice 0; 1 llCIG A mo oatre)e1f...,1ll~ c ~u AUT AUT 

' 2 • ' • 7 • • lll " 1T Ill ...... .. w " ~ " "' u • .. 
....L >- L L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Il 1 1 ._J_ L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

U- L L L _LJ_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ITrTT L J_ L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL >-

LL L L L _Li_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 
>-

11 1 11 L J_ L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

::r: - L L L _u_ 1 1 1 l l l TT TT T TTTTT L J_ L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

_L - L L L _LJ_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 L _L L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

U- -- L L L _Li_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 T T T T l TT TTT I: _L L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

J_ >- L L L _LJ_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L _L L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

_L - L L L _LJ_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Il 1 L _L L L LL L LL 1 1 1 LLL 

1 . 
SIULl!lllNT A PARTIA DU DIUXll!MI PASSAGI: Outre lei Persooae• mea1loonée111 r-1-d"••a•, "e11 e-t..fl d'1atre• qui babt1e111 eujoord'l!ol ••oc woo1 de minière h•bhoelle ?.,,, 0111:~. N011 zc::::l lf•-pfOI irnnd•-parenl•. l.mlea,. brrirrn•. domeeUcp•1 

SI 0111, completea I• fmWe de 1"11-a•' (eo proloa1eu11t la 11om6ro11ulon). enf1n11111dor11h. fu1nç""'"• bellr-f111m11lr •• 1c.-•• I 

S..1-•t 11 Io ri•l4••• .. Oof d• M6rlC191 at. '-IV-rW Hl Io•"'• 0 Io dote do la •l•lto 'llillh l•ec colot-c:l l• ll•111 doo por-11•1 oil le 1.IV-66 C,part.i.-Cllll ay l:U111oga et qgj 00111 Non·A911d-•o• ô lad ... d1 la •l•lte 
Lei rea•elp-•l• recu1llll1 devroat corrnponllrc & la 11h1;1•lioa de ce• l"!l•o11oee 111 mo111e111 de lear• dfpiut._ 

M-1 el''"'••• de• N,R Io,. de 11 .. , .... ... _ ... 
AQll111i16'(,M Dot. ... Dtp.t o..tlfllllfl•1 O..•Na11eenc. Ll••Nct.....-1 11a.- R.oai1.--1111 1111• d•• le toble., cl-cle11111, poar I• d111r dr;i dfplU"l 

wl•he, R dau Ir 1116"•1• (., l·IV-66, .. .. de.Hir ~~~. Pr6cllf'fl'cmit Jow'4o11AnnW ~1~r~a..i JoarMoloAim6e ~;r.':~ (Comin1 ol l'1aqgl1ear llall ve11a IRfWN,.f c•• p•N•fl•• Ill •o•-• d1 1 • .,,. diportl) 
(d•teda den1ier receo•-cal) Mi611 .. r "4ol10114.on6r 

- LL. L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 L L LL L LL 1 1 1 Ul_ 

- LL L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 LL L L LL L LL 1 1 1 Ul_ 

f. ((o>.1T1 NUE!>) PAGES .2. o.r>cl 3. 



llUMIROS o•o•DAI LLJ LLJ LLJ LLJ LU LLJ LL.J LLI 
DES FEllllES DE MOINS DE 

llO ANS llŒl-C:EIJBATAlllES 

llOll IT PHNOllS 

NDlllRE TOTAL DE Mn VIVANTS QUE VOUS AVEZ EUS AU COURS Dl TOUf! YOTll VIE 1 

SEIE IWlCIJlJN w LL.J LLI LLI LLJ LLJ LL.J LL.J 

SEXE FElllNIN LLJ LLJ LLI LLI LL.J LLJ LLJ LL.J 

lllHlllBLI w LL.J LU LLJ LLI LL..J LLJ LL.J 

COMBIEN AU TOTAL PAAMI CEUX.Cl SONT DECEDES A LA DATE DE LA VISITI 1 

SEXE MASCULIN LL.J LLJ LL.J LL.J LL.J LLJ LL.J LLJ 

SEXE FEMllllN LL.J LLJ LLI LLJ LL.J LLJ LLJ LL.J 

INSEMBLI LL.J LL..] LL.J LL.J LL.J LL.J LL.J LL.J 

Vous devez avoir posé toutes les questions du tableau ci-dessus pour toutes IH femmes du M•nage la'H d1 moins 

de 50 ana el nan-dllbatalrH, rfaldonlH pr4aonha ou r4aldHha obHnha. 

Dale du Coatr61e : 
Nom et Prénoms du Contrôleur : ........... . 

Natu'9 du Conlr&lo : 

1 

Ménage enquêté ea présence du Contrôleur D 
Ménage réeaquêté eati~meat par le Contrôleur : D 
Ménage réeoquêté pariellement par le Contrôleur : D 
Dossier coatr61é en présence de l'enquêteur : D 
Dossier contrôlé en chambre : D 

Autres Observations (Contrôles de Cohérence) : 

Sigaature du Contrôleur : 

Répabllque Al1êric1111e 

Démocr•ticiuc et Popul•ire 

ITUOI JTATISTIOUe NATIONALE de Io POPULATION 

eo..1uartot"-'I• .. 
• Re•11111•••t cl• Io Pepulatl• 

Vleo C. o. c. O. 1. s. N• 69-03 

l"oulllo dea Nalaaancoa ol Grouaoaua1 ourtonuoa dans Io 146nogo dopulu l'Ard Ea109hlr du 21 D'c•R1lmtl8 
(1 Chouol 1388) 

Modàle Commua B 
A toutes les femmes du M&age de moine de 50 aaa, aoa·c'llbatairea. 

Numéro du passage(!, 2, 3) '-······-·····--····-······-·--·----~----···--..1....J 

~i:t:c:t~ -'-~~~~~~~~ '. ~-.: ~~~d~~·-e~~~·:~:. -~~~~~e: ~: •• _ _ '.. ~ _ '. -~ 
Numéro du Ménage pour l'exploitation : .... ~ .................................. _ .. .. .. .. .. .. • ....... _ OTI 
Numéro de la feuille de Naissances : LW Nombre de Feuilles de Naissances utilisées : L.&...J 

Nom et Préaoms du Che( de Ménage ........•..•.•.••..••.• _ • __ •••.•••.••• _ •••• ·
Adresse tris précise : . . . . . . _ . 

N1:méros d'ordre dans le Ménage des remmes de moins de 50 ans, aoa • céli.bataires : .. __ ............... _ .. _ .. 
Nombre des femmes du Ménage de moins de 50 ans, noo·célibataires : ................... _ .... L..:....J 

Date du passage: .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. __ ..... __ ._ ........... ___ • _ ............... __ .. _ ..... __ .... l....J......&.. 
Nom et Pr&aoms de l'enquêteur: . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . ...• 

Numéro de l'enquêteur: ... __ ................................................. _ .. _ .. ___ .. _ ........ L............a. 
• Numéro du Ménage dans le travail pour le coatr&le .•. 

h u 
l! 

Do9r6 do Participation : très bonne : D 
mauvaise ; CJ 

Dbao,.allona: 

Signature de l'enquêteur: 

bonne 

très mauvaise: c:::J 
passable : CJ 

refus total : CJ w 

2 - \\IPE B~ a1f(THS AND PRECNANCIE~ IN 1-!0USeHOl-b SINCE 2.1. IZ..19~S 
WHITE. 12.,., Lll-1 c.m- PAC.Elit A on4 4 



TAILEAU SYNOPTIOUI llfSUMf DllS QUEITIONNAlllES ors NAISSANCES ET GllOSSEUn IUllVINUl!I DAHi u IAl!NJIGE DEPUIS L'AID ISSEGHlll ou 21 DICEMIRE 1968 OU 1 CHOUAL IJU 

LLI w trd'Ohh ... ,_ 
Noac:4lit.icr-cso. w w w w 
.._ .. ,,.... 

LL.LL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 UJ.J_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 Il 
Dateœl'i-e 

A19 l l°iMt1.e: LL Li_ LL LL Li_ LL 
(en anl\llasl ,.__ 

LL LL Li_ LL LL LL N.tur•d• 1'1.-ae: 

f'11Moia-c:o..i" 

!l!"tl! •u Multr•le , 1 1 1 1 1 1 

N•••tP""-• 
dia llOIYCM111il 

s ... 1 1 . 1 1 l T .. 
LleudeN•lu•c. 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
du !<1'011•en•oli · 

AHl•tanc• 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~ 

Aiield•ce 
du :-.ouveau•nll! · 

Dot• .. 4ici• u.u.::. LLLL 1 1 1 1 LLL...L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

At•.,, ... U..l_ LLL LLL LLL 1II LII.: 
(Prlci.er JourMoial 

Lieu clti 4ici• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Il 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111 
du Nouveeu •ru~ · 

l•g ile N•l•••H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
htte,,,allcdepoi• la 
den:iUse,.ei11ae11ce: 

LLL L.LL LLL L..LL LLL L..LL 

Dot. de l'iaeue : L.LLL LLLL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l Î îlîî 

Age i l'iHue Tl: LL LL LL n.:: LL 
1 .. 11 11nru!e11J ,__ 
Hoture dr l'i119Ur LL LL LL LL LL LL 

,,,\f ....... n ... ur!I 

.._Sl•pl•_.:'!...,hlpl• 1 1 1 1 1 Î 

Ho111 et p,tin-1· 

du'l;rû'""u•nt 

.... l 1 1 1 1 1 

l.leudeNaluance Il 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 îîlîî 
du :oilauve•u-nll! · 

Aul1tanc• 1 1 1 1 1 l 
Ri1ldence 
du ~ouve111i-116 : 

.. 

Do .. 4v 4iei11 L.L.L.L 1 1 1 1 LLL...L LLl .. ..L l l 1 1 i 1 1 1 

-'v• av dicè11 LJ......L LLL L..LL L..L.L LLL L.LL 
lPréci•erJov.rM11111l 

Lieu du dicè1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n.::r::::rr:: lîîîî 
du Soave11u·ne 

R•g 4• N•l1lllnH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 
h1t•rvolle depuia I• 

.d, rniere \.u•""n~•· 
LU LLL L..LL UJ_ TII U.L 

2. (CoNT1NUlil> 'I PAG~'!>.?. ,..,l> ?>. 

N'ya·c-il pas eu daru ce Mfna1e depui11 l'Atd 
l::aaeBhir du 21-Xll-1968,une oupluaieur• 
N•IHancH wlvonfH, '• le•••• ou/ouN'llul 
HH Rl1ldettfo•: obaeale., partie.ou morte.? 

Oui Cl Noo = u 
JI Oui : Combien ? LJ 

(Conaacrer ,our choculH de CH fe111111H uno 
colo1111e ... numérotée où . ... coaoi-
parez loua lee reaaeipemuto requie coacer-
aanl cea aaiaattncea vivanlea, ainai q .. 
f., tollH#flHntefth C911C81ftOftf fH mirot : 
Oate du départ, rai.on, auliaatioa ..... 
Corrl9ar 1 'Il y a lleu la foullla '• Mffot• of 
do Ofch) . 

Homàt1 Total flo Hol11011cu M 'LL.J 
vlYontoa tian. le M4H9• F . LL.J 
depuis 1 'Afd tHeshir du 
21 Décembre 1968 i:ne. LLI 

Hom!Jre Total de celle. qui, Il 'LL.J 
,.,ml c•ll ... cl • .ont dl/a F 'LL.J 
tl4cétlH• lora de la 
Yiaite: Ena: LL.J 

S'IL N'Y A EU AUCUNE NAISSANCE VIVANTE 
DANS L[ \l[NAC[ DEPUIS L'AID [SStCHIR DU 21 

DF.CEMBRE 1068 

D.ate Cie la demiire 
Naiaunce Vivante? · 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Sexe: u 
Actuellement"" vie ? : 

Oui· Cl Noa: D 
SI Oui : Réaideace Actuelle? : 

SI Hon: 

Date du décèa : 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Age au décia : 

(Précieer l'unité : J. M. ou A) LLLJ 

Lieu du décio : 

Etrcager : Paya 

Algérie: Coma111ne actuelle ,1 1 1 1 1 1 

w 
CO 



GU2JT_ .. NAISSAllCES ot GROSSESSES SURVENUES DE/'UIS ~'AID l!JSEGHIR dv 21 DECEMBRE 1963 (1 CHOU.Al. 138111 

-:::: L~·-~-~··· ~~ ~- ~.': ~~·. ~~,'.~'.·'.~'. ........................ Ei .... ~·A~: 0 ::: LS. 1903 

:::. ~~ -~~~~~· -~~~e. : • ." .": .":: ." ." ." .' ." ." _":: .": ." ." ." .' ." ." ." .": ." ." ." ." ." ." .' , . ~ . ~ . ~ , L.:....:j 
Nm::iim d:a Mm •• paar req,Joiblioa : • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ITIJ 
Na:mi&D de la Fm=e iD1enop dlma le Mtin.age ••••. · · • · • • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • · • · · · · • · · o::J 

Nam el Prina::m de le Fcame interrogée: ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Age cle la Fll!mMI: ia1amaée (a anéem révolae•) : . . . . ...•••• · • · • · · •• · •••• · · · · 

AYEZ-VOUS ETE RECEIUIEMT. OU BIEN ETES-VOUS 

AC'IUILLElllllT IMCl:PITI t OUI : Cl Paner en J HOH :0 Pouoren 

J ft•.,,.-weaa cepmdc:ll jcmaia ea de SID•sea.ea, 

de fmac9"CD11cfaee oa cfm&:alli aéa coa•vivate? Olll:c::J Pa•Hr •a J 

o .... ,., ...... : 
CIURU.1! UTLA DA.Ta EIACTE DE L'ISSUE DE Cl!TTE G•OSSESSE t 1 

c::J tùleim 8 

CJ ,,....,. 4 :: ~ ..... ., .. ' CJ ..... ., .. 

[

-/"AN E...Pi. do 21 Dfnm6no !Ha r D1,v11 l'i.rd Eo..Plr '9 214fn•6no 19'3 [ EH COURS , l Reporter ulte date pr«IH il•• la coH du 

Cl 

___ l__Hun•nnu•• noo •on••• o • o o o o o o • • ~'. • ~ • • • • • • • o•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n no••• no•••••••••• 

4 Avez..wa:aa m cm min: ac:coachemmt dcpui• 
l' Md EooeFir do 21 déccmlmo 1"68 ? ' OUI .c:J Rop••Hr ot1 , NOH,CJ TERlllNI 

S Q;.d igc ~•?: Cheportcr cet âge rPvolu préci• ea 111:111éu dmi.11 la coH .. Aeo'" du tableau BJ 
• A q:icl coi• de pa.-a• m he~vau• ? : (Reporter le a0 aa inoio d•• la caao ""Haturo ilo l"luue M M.la" e1:11 table-a 8) 

1 Avia-wo• déjà élé mceiale maparavut ' : OUI: t:J PaaHr 011 HOH: c::J E3 
8 Q:acl dad ••ni-il icoali cepaie l"iHae de "°otre aemière groasc11ae? : <Reporter ce d~lai aaaa la CHO .. l"N"allo 0 au 

a.Mec B. m pl'éc:i-=it mipmaaHDI l'DDité: M poar moia, A pour ma.éea), pula paHer m J 

9 A CIUEL aOll Dl YOTRI GROSSESSE L"ACCOUCHEMENT l!ST·IL INTERVENU 1: 

[ 

._ • 1 -'• : Fmae..coachee [ 7 •ola of ,lus : \lorta.l'Ua el ~ai1oaaacca Vivaatea 

cm. "lfdaN •ria-... 11) D Pouar an 10 b) Cl l'anar o• 1l 
-1'.C. ..,,Ja 1 ol Cl al CJ 

do y.y.., B d Cl f cl CJ 

---.+-------------·········----····· ................................. ······· .................. . 
iO Avin-..mm dqi ité mcei.a1e mp•ev•I ? 1 •l OUI: D HON : Cl 

b) OUI: D Ra,onor an J HOH : D Ponet.,, rr 
d DUl,CJ NON, CJ f 

~~~~~~~~--~~~~~--~~~-

Il Ava-'tOa.• ité mcc:ia.le depaia celle fauaac-

1·1 
OU/,CJ NOH, CJ 

ITEllMIHE 1 coadie,: b) OU/, Cl Rapauar an J HDH, c:::;J 
d DU/,CJ HOlf, = 

12 Ccue gmaaeac itai.14le multiple ? : r ou1,o HOH,= PaHOtOfl 14 
b) OU/,CJ p .... , .,. IJ NOH, = et l•1crlte 1 dao la 
d OU/, Cl NOH, = c .. a '"Sl•plo ou Mulfl,lo' 

D De fP.d ontre ? ; 

1~ 2' Cl 3' Cl .. = l111cr#r1 re"ro ift4i~Î d&aa la caH .. s,.,,. ft ll.t1lll,J• 
2, Cl 3' Cl . ' = "'" , . ., .... 

cl 2, c::i 3' c::i 4, = 
• .,,, ..... à 14 pour cba91e nouveau·•'-

14 L'IMPANT A·T•IL Clll 1' al) OUI , Cl Hlo v1 ... 1, 
a21 OU/, Cl 

~~ :~:; § ,, ....... 17 
cD) OUI: Cl la1erlra H.V.dana 
c2) OUI : c:J la coH '"Hofflro cla l'la. 

Aviez. voua diijà é1é encelafa CMlporaYanf l alb) OUI: D 
OU/, Cl 

cl Ou/, Cl 

Id Avea·voua été enceinte dopul1 ce Mort 1 a) OUI : D 
Né!' b) OUI, Cl 

d DU/, Cl 

•••" 

1.,, .... ,.,. 

11., .... , •• J 

17 Quel était votre âge eaact loro de cette nai .. aace ? · ( lge ea aaaéu révoluea) 
ra Quel• sont 1~0 fl'om et Prén"''"" ae l'enr.U\t,: 
19 Quel nt eon Sexe,: Dl1tacuhn: M. Fênunm: F) 
20 OU eat·il né?: Œtraager: Pbye, Algérie: Commune actuelle) 
l1 Qui vous a aasiaté lora de cet occouchemeot ? ; (Meaecio :M, Sqe-Femm~ · SF. 

Pereonne SAl 
ll Avu•voua accouchii chez voua? à l'b5pital? ou ca Clinique ?:(DomicileD, t H6pital H. Clinique C) 

ZJ L'EN,ANT UT·IL ENCftRE EN VII 
AUJOURD'HUI?: 

Contr'1ar Io '•ullla da Minot• at la 
,ouitlo J01 cl6d•, modèle A; corriger 
lu tableaux !pli y figurent e'il y a 
lieu. 

oil DU/, CJ 
o2J OU/, CJ 
bll OU/, CJ 
b2l DU/, D 
dl DU/, CJ 
c2J OU/, CJ 

Pon1r an J4 

NOH, Cl "'°''•·"'• NOH, Cl 
HON, Cl 

Pouarea 15 HOH, Cl 
HOH, Cl 
NOH, Cl 

HOH, Cl 

HOH' Cl 
HOH, Cl 

Paueren 1' 

HDH, Cl..---.. 
HOH, CJ G2iiil 
HOH, CJ 

Heporter cea renaei1oerne1111 dan• 
"'Oii• 101 caaoa du tohloou B 
préwea i cet effet "Ase,. , 
"!\om", "Sexe". "Lieu de 
Nai•aaoce". 
Reporter ce• iodica.uoaa daoa 
la coaa .. Aaalatoac•" 

HOH, CJ 
HOH, CJ 
HOH, CJ 
HOH, Cl 
HOH, Cl 
HOH, Cl 

Ponor an lS 

l4 OU "st-il B prë&ent , : Noter le rene.eignemenl llMto la CaH '"RffalflHca", Contr&lor Io leullla tl1 Méno91 : A af PaaHr an 28 

l5 A quelle date préciae est-il mort : (preciaer le jour, le mnia et l'année) 
26 Il o 0011c vécu combien de tempe? (Compter en Jour• ou en Moia révolu. Préciser bien Jou Ml Reporter en renaeigne· 
l7 Où eot-il mort?: <Etranger; Pays, Algérie: Commune actuelle) ment• dons los eona du 

.. ·r. --. --.. -. -... --... -.. ----. -............ -.... -.... -....... -. -....... !oJ•!•.o!'~PriÇ,'1'!•.i\c."! tlltt • ••. 

21 \viu-voua aéjii été oncolnfo ovonf 1 a) OUI: CJ HOH; CJ loocrareJdanalocaH•RCJ119" 

ceuc naiaaaace ? : b) OUI : CJ Paanr on lf HOH: CJ Pouor •• JJ 

~--------------•->_o_u_i_,_CJ ______ Jt HOH: Cl SarrarlocaH"lntorYalla" 

• 29 Avc1·vou1 eu au 111oln1 uno naf11onco 
vivant• avant celle dont ooua parlona? : 1 ·> 

DU/' Cl 
b) OUI, CJ 
cl OUI, CJ 

HOH, Cl 
p .... , ... JO HOH, Cl Po19ar Olt JZ 

t HOH, c::i 

JO Combien de Nainanccs viYan1cs ayez•vous eues avant celle don1 nous puions ~ 1 Cet enbnt don1 nous parlons esr donc voue, ••. ni~me ••.• ,. enfant~ Roportru Io num6tD oManu don• Io casa ••ront" 

Jr Quelle durfe sfparc la naissance de cet enfant de Io prfcfdentc naissance ,.i.,.n1e 1 Reporter Io di/al en prfcisant 
l'unlf4 : M pour Moia ou A pour Annfu dans la caao "'laferYolla'" rlu fo61uu 1. Puis repreadrc ea J 

Jl Una au 1Hln1 Jo "' prlcU1n,.. 1rouean•1 a) OUI :D 
a·t'"t'1le donnt lieu li un aounau • nf •ranf b) OUI :D 

"''' , : cl DU/ ,CJ 

J\ Am·•ou• ••• ••cal•le i H•Ylav da,vl• 
1' Accou.chcmenc dont noua puloaa 1 : l•l OU/ ,CJ 

bJ OUI ,CJ 
cl OU/ ,q 

Paner an 

.. , .... , ... 
HOH, CJ 

JO HOH, Cl Ponor on JJ 
HOH, CJ 

NOH, CJ 

'TE/Ill/HE. J HOH, Cl 
HOH, CJ 

3. - T'jPE C,_ (i)<J!:STIONNA1R.E Otf P.i1Rlrl!> AND PREGNANCIES 'INC.E 2.1.-12.1961!. 
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C .. SI la femme 11 1a eu aucune proHHH 

Paner cependant en 3 aur le modèle H l 1iatervalle entre la date de consommation du Ier mariap-e et 
la date de l'enquête, en l'e:qiliquant a'il est au~érieur ou égal à 24 moia. 

RELIER PAR UN TROMBONE TOUS LES FEUILLETS E, F, G, H, I CONSACRES A UNE MEME FEMME. 
INTERROGER DE LA MEME F ACON TOUTES LES FEMMES DU MENAGE, en prenont gonle de ne pas 
mélanger leurs douiers.' 

IV • PIUILLI MIMAGI M!ale D. 

Une bia que t:>utea le1 (emmea du ménage oot été intenogéea, remplir le mod~le D (voir au verao), 
.vec le chef de méaage. Pub ioaerer toua les douiera dea remmea intenogéea à l'intérieur de la chemise 
1T1odèle D. 

Y .. llCAf'ITULATIPI, 1194èl• J. 

Le aolr, une (oia le travail eur le ten'aio achevé, .,;tabHr lea récapitulatif ai modèle J ·Pour ce (aire, 
on utiliHra deu:s. ahiea de documenta : 

1 - Le dnHler de l'enquête lécnnollté étobli dons Io joumée 
2 .. Le queatioooaire géa«al coneapoodant au1: ménagea iatenogéa lora de l'en.quête r éc 0 D dit é 
Lu coatrôlelilr1 denoot meure eu questioooairea à 11 cl.q>Oaitloa de l'eoqu8teuae. On transcrirai 
les reoHipemeata coacemaat le méatge, le cbe( de méa.ge, les femmea loterrogéea et éventuel· 
l1meot leur cooloiat. 

Il doit y noir un récaphulatU par femme Interrogée. Répéter les renselgnemeats coacemant le ménage sur 
c:haque ricapltulati(, m8me al plusleura femmea appartiennent au .nême atftlap. 

Auger lea récapitul1tl(1 relatif1 è un m&me méaage daoa le doaaler modèle D corTeapondant 

0 0 
0 

-TOUTES LES FEMMES DU MENAGE DE MOINS DE 5-0 ANS, NON CELIBATAIRES, AVEC OU SANS ENFANTS, 
DOIVENT ETRE INTERROGEES 

-TOUS LES INTERVALLES, OOREES ET AGES DOIVENT ETRE CALCULES EN JOURS JUSQU'A 1 MOIS, EN 
llOIS JUSQU'A 3 ANS, EN ANNEES REVOLUES AU DELA DE 3 ANS. 

- TOUT INTERVALLE ENTRE LES GROSSESSES SUPERIEUR OU EGAL A 24 MOIS DOIT ETRE EXPLIQUE. 

SCHEllA DU DOSSIER : 

MODELE D - MENAGE 

• C)Jutioanaire conjolat 
ModHe E 

• Questioaoaime bi.stoire matrimoniale 
ModHes F et G 

• Queslioaaaire histoire géaé.si<lü:d~ea H et I 

• Récapltulatl! 
ModHe 1 

Lien dt oartnt' entrt lt1 conjoint• : 

CM : coualn• matemela 
CP : couaios paternels 

PE : Parents éloignés 
N: Nul 

Sltuatlon matrlmonlale du conlolnt : 

MG : monogame PG : Pol ygome 

R'1l11once actutll• dt1 enfuta : 

M : daoa le méaage A : ailleurs 

Nature dt1 l aauea : 

EC : en cours FC : fausse couche 
MN: mon.a~ C: "a crié", né-vivant 
C. EV : néo-vivant, actuellement eo vie 
C. DE : aé--Yivaot, actuellement décédé. 

R .. bllqu A114ri ... • 
D6::aoer11li; .. el Pop•lmir• 

IETUDI ITATllT!QIJI Dl LA l'Ol'ULATIOf:! 

IM1 u •• f'-etr'. r .. m. •••1e • Modl!• D 

COMMISSARIAT NATIONAL 
AU llCDUIMlllT Dl LA l'Ol'ULATIOM 

v1 .. COCOES N• 69·08 

Naa6ro dia pHHfil•------------D•l! dll pu••• dm• lt •'-••-------------Sont•------- wu.,. ________ o.,. _______ c-... ________ _ 
Di•trici N .. &ro • •'-•• po91' l'u:plohadn ___________ _ 

Gif Uea de COZUllUli!: O.i 0 Noa Cl • H.Wtat agl011S' D 'P•• Cl 

N1U1M> a'llot oa de aoa• 'P•M .. a de coa.tncd•------------

Noabr. a. fm:m~ '•M dlibdâr•• d.• .. iae d! 50 •o ------

Nos et pr•om.11 dl did do mlm.410 :----------------------------

A .. 11o~è• p"d•• :---------------------------------

RIMSllOHEMINTS COMCHllAllT LI tll!HAll 

Tate 

B•eqa•, FUbl 

Nid.0111 trlldltlœulle bùtt'9 pu u -1 •• .,. 

Mai1io111 tredhioaulltt li&bh6e par pl•.tnre ••epe 
Appatm1tt11t dmo lm:.•hle 

VIile 

N1o1•W. lll'etdrtt clo1 

r.•u1c101, .. •'Il• 
rhlcl .. t 4on1I•1116nage 

• RttYCDH ogrlcoleo 

• Ptt11eloao,retrid1ea 

• Aldu dlweneo 

STRUCTURE FAMILIALE DU MENACE: 

CJ t.. A'-ldlo OUI Cl NON CJ 
c::::J 1:1.cuichJ OUI Cl NONCJ 

Cl c,. o huue OUI Cl NONCJ 

D " • do nu. OUI Cl NONCJ 

D 
Cl Ne•lwtt tet•I 4e •lècH hot.1th1 1--

Me• t1o l'en-"-H : ______________ N111•h .. , .... _.,,_., =-------------
Stpetvre 4• l'•-.ltou•• 

4. - 'l"'jf'E !>. FERTILITY &U~VEY - G~E.EN - z.a .. 46 c,m. PAca.s -1A•H>1.-4 • 

~ 
0 
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INSTRUCTIONS• 

I • OUl!STIONNAIRE COMCl!RN~T LE DERNIER CONJOINT. MODELE E • 

Commencer par la feuille modele E .. Noter l'heure de la visite, remplir la partie supérieur de 
la feuille, puis demander à la femme les renseignements concernant son conjoint actuel 011 son dernier 
conjoint (si la femme est veuve, divorcée :>u séoarée), en resD«lant !-:::: ::insignu figurant cîans le ca
dre noir. 

Il· QUESTIONNAIRE DE L"HISTOIAE MATRIMONIALE· Modèle• Pet G 

IJl'le fais le 111Jdtle E remoli, passer à le oremière feuille d'histoire matrimoniale, modèl~ F. 
SUIVRE RIGQUREUSEllE~T L'ORDRE INDIQUE PAR LA NUMEROTATION DES QUESTIONS. 
Pour chaque U!Ùon, noter dais le tableau corTesoondant les noms et oréooms des enfants dont la femme 
se souvient, sans chercher à avoir une liste complète. Commencer chaque fois par 1' ainé et affecter 
au:ii: enfants. un numéro d' :>rdre ( 1 pour 1' ainé, 2 pour le second etc •• ) , en orécisant oour ch 8 c un G : 
garçon, F : fille, EV: vivant, DE : décédé. 

Si la femme a eu plusieurs unio1a,. :>u ai elle est actuellement veuve, divorcée ou séoarée de 
son orernicr CJnioint, prendre autant d'intercalaires modèle G qu'il y a d'unions. De la même façon, sui
vre ri~oureusement l'ordre indiqué oar la nuTJProtation des ~uestions. 

Ill· QUESTIOHMAll! DE L'HISTOIRE GEHES.OUE • Medile H et 1 

Passer abrs au questiJnnaire de l'histoire ~én~sique, MEME SI LA FEMME N'A PAS DE
CLARE D'ENFANTS AU COURS DE L'HISTOIRE MATRIMONIALE. 

A - SI la femme à déclaré dea enfants au coura de l'hlstolre matrlmonlole 

1 - Reporter imm~iatement les noms et prénoms de ces enfants sur les feuilles d'histoire génésique 
• Les noms et prénoms de l'ainé déclaré doiveat figurer face au carré noir de la feuille modèle 
H, en bas 

-Prendre ensuite autant d'intercalaires (modèle() qu'il ya d'enfants déclarés au cou ra de 
l'histoire matrimoaiale (moine l'aiaé). ifteporter leurs noms et prénoms face au carTé noir, au 
bas des feuilles 

- Remplir la pàrtie supérieure dea feuilles (ideotificatioo et raooels). 

2. Reorendre à la première feuille d'histoire génésique (modèle H) - Demander 1 es renseignements 
concernant l'aioé des enfants déclBJ'éa. Calculer l'intervalle séparant cette naissance de la con
sommation du 1er mariip. Le porter en 3 et chercher tous les évènemeots qui ont pu ae produire 
dans cet intervalle. En l'absence d'évèaemeuts, porter les eiplications nécessaires. 

- s'il n'y a eu qu'un évènement, porter les renseigoemeots correspondant à la case 4etcalculer 

l'intervalle entre la date de cet évènement et ls date de consommstion du ler marisgc 
(case 5) 
l'intervalle entre cet évènement et la naissance de l'ainé déclaré. (case 7). 

les exoliquer s'ils sont supérieurs ou égau:ii: à 24 mois. 1 

- s'il y a deu:ii: évènements, utiliser les cases 4 et 6 et proceder de la même façon. M. y aura alors 
trois intervalles à calculer qu'on portera dans les cases 5, 7, 8 en les expliquant s'ils sont 
supérieurs ou égaux À '.?4 mois.' 

·s'il y a plus de deux évènements (ce qui est rare), utiliser une seconde feuille modèle H et 
porter le 3ème évènement en case 4, le 4ème en case 6. Calculer les intervalles. 1Remplir les 
questions 1 et?, ouis les BARRER très visiblement pour montrer qu'il a' agit d'uoe seconde 
feuille, 

3. Remplir de la même façon les intercalaires modèle 1. 
4 • Ne pas omettre de calculer ! 'intervalle séparant la demi ère na i 1 s s n ce da t ~ de l'enquête, d'en 

chercher les raisons et de demander à la femme si elle n'est pas actuellement erteeinte, 

B ·SI 111 femme n'apaadéclaré d'enfanta au coura de l'hlatolre matrimoniale 

Chercher cependant à savoir si elle n'a pas eu de fausse-couches ou de mon-nés ou si elle 
n'est pas actuellement Mcr.Î.nte Le cas échéant, r~plir les cases 4 et 6 du modèle H, •saos omettre le 
calcul et l'e:ii:plication éventuelle des intervalles 

Lire la suite des insiructions au verso 

QUUTIONMAIRI! COMCUtMAHT LI! Dl'AMll!R CONJOINT·~ 
hl .. tt~coth"' 

A toute femme du mén•11: 11on célih•laire de moins de S.0 as, 11vec oo sa!IS Cl 
........ ""'"' ... ~" .. ,,. •• ,; ..... _.=_··_;·_··_·_· .. _··_··___________ Il ' 1 : LJ:LJ: 
•Numéro d'i101 oo d11 colle éparse. _______ N_ho de co!letrucûoa _____ _ 

- Nom el prénoms de I• femme lnterTDst\e 

• Et•I m•1rimooi•I •cl11.el ____________________ _ 

•Nom et prénoms= deniier co11joi1:1t _________________ _ 

I • N11.méro d'ordre d11. deRiler C011Joln1 _________________________ _ 
2· Ro.ide1:1ce (caaJolol "1.uel aet1lcmo111), ________________________ _ 
3- D•te de aai-•ce ci lge r6"ola _________________________ _ 

•- Ribideace atS l-IV-66 (coriJoiln 11ett1el eo1aleme1:1t)·---------------------
5- Durée de r&.ldo11co (co11Jolnt ..:tael -.i11.ler11ent) _____________________ _ 
6· N•tiœ•Uté _______________________________ _ 
7 -Lenpe m.ienielle _____________________________ _ 

8 • L•pe• écrite• ot hie• courmsmeiat ________________________ _ 

9 ."SGit·ll •ctnellsa!Jllt 1:111 e1:1.ecipem.oat r6pller (coajol111 •ctael -1mu1111) ______________ _ 
10 • N•ture d11 den&lor m.e:lp-mt 11111.i ________________________ _ 
11 ·NIYellG d'ill•trucdo11 ____________________________ _ 
12·Sltn•llo11i11di.ichielle ____________________________ _ 

IS-Profeulo11 i11dl.i=e11e ________________________ _ 
1'· Qii•llflc.tio1:1 ___________________________ _ 

15- Slto•tio11 dei• I• pn1les9io11 _______________________ _ 
16- Brmcbe d'•ct.1,-!té 6co1:1omlqao ______________________ _ 
17 -Socte11.r ____________________________ _ 

IB - Dur6e totale de l'occupation on da dl&m-. cllMll (conJoh1t •ctael -temend __________ _ 

19 - Oarée tot.Je d'•bse1:1ce d11rcll l• denilire omnée coaJaple __________________ _ 

20 •Lien de parent& nec l'épo11•e•---------------------------
21 • Slto•lloo m•trtmonble (monogame 011. poly3cae) _____________________ _ 

22 ·SI d6c6dé, d•e da déoli•·----------------------------
28. SI dédd6. lp m d6ch ___________________________ _ 

ODSllVATIONS :-------------------------------

SI le'-• eof 01tuoll-ent YCUYO, dlwrc&e, 1u:pe:rôo, eoo rcn11ctlgrur1aC1RtO &oç:J.1-cnt Io d-1• -l•h•t ot , • .......,,, ..,, 

Io lltuotl- d• colul-cl av aoacnf dw dicào, dir dlwoNo - do Io eépcrett- Coo QllHH-• (ilo l'OJ1ceptlo11deeque.t.lo11•'-5, 
ç et IB) 4..,._,""' po•M• à Io '-• 

SI Io'-•• l•t-giie e•t octuell-•t •ortM, IH tM•elp-enH IOttffnl•f I• -l•l•f ..... 1. C.-•ll•fl .. Nllt d'tà 
..,, I• •HH""elN glÎlliifel (qa1•t.lon11 l i1o 18), •"'""°le•,_,,.., et .. •• ,._o à I• •-•• q.i • I •• q11 e1ttei. • 
19, 20, 21, 22. 

Ler•.,'11 1'aglt âi 4-19' -l•h1t (femme V.D.S), -•• • •lts-etf•• ••• _,,"'8t_._ •• I• ••llté Ill•• , ...... 
o .. Mflv•• 

• D•te do p .... &e-------------------------------

• Nom et prioo111• de l'ftlCl'leteo•e---------------------------
- Nmnéro de l'enqulteooe ____________________________ _ 

•Heure del• vi•ite ___________ Oarée lat.Je de I• Yi•he ____________ _ 

• Degré de plltticlpation : Trô• boll.lle 
M.-i..,•l•e 

C::J Bo1111e 
D Trh111•11.v.be 

Cl 
Cl 

~··••ble D 
RefH total D 

s. _ 1-1Pa E. Q1.1EH•ONNA•RE CDtiCE.~tJING ·n1E MosT ~E.c.E.NT 
~POIJU.. ~MfTI!.. 22,.. ~D<P'. ["111C.E.1 • P!IG• '. aLANK 



CIUlmOICMAfll Dl L'tlllTOlll MATIHlOMIALI MODD.E F 
A'-'• f..ae •• •'"• llD!l et1Ub.tdre .. aol•• 4e SO ~ ame -'•'-_----111 ' L.......J!!,!~ 1 

11 .. n .. Ilot o. ...... .,.,.. _________ ,Nadro do coHtnctlon______ L.......J 
11 .. 1ro M le f•lll• •"kl•lolre ••rtmoalale •dlt_.e _______________ _ 

a--. de f•lll- ••w111o1re ... tztmaahJe ••Ill-'•• 
lfom•• pn.o.e de le f-• l•t.io1M-------------------
Etu•em-lal •chl•l----------Aa• -=tul _________ _ 

11 ......................... , ______________ •• ,_ _____ _ 

[!] · llAISSAJfCE DE 

!:!!!!!!!! 

[!] .. COllSWADOI! llO 
'- llAll~E 

(il · FIN DELA lor UNION 
• SI l"uloa 1D0111daee 

O.•'-------------------------- ----·PASSEi EN 0 

..... _____ _ ... ·-··""'ASSl:B Ell [] 

..... _____ _ 
Ap ----------- ----.,PASSER EN ~ 

Il 1111"1 .. .. , ... NOMS IT P'llNOMS 
OIS INPMTS 

[) · DUREE l-+-+-1---------1 

~_____J-1-+-+-1---------~·~· 

.............. ________ , 

•lll111!nwfln1 

hletolre madaonlale 
TERMINEE· PASSER A 
L'BISTOIBE GENESIQUE 

.. l'lf ,._ ....... _,_, 

prmdn ue l11tercalelre 
Modale C 

• St le f••• ... v.o.s 
pre:nbe •o lete1·a-llilr. 

llodàle C 

O.te Ap ----.,PASSER EN Ci] 
o .. e4el'•qslce ____ Apt\l'caqdto'-----+---+PASSEI llf (!] 

6. - TyPE F. Quen10NNAIRE ON MA~ITAl. HISTORV. 
'/~L.\.OW. 2'h.30 c,m. PAGE 1, PAGE;!• i3Ll'l"'K 

!'l!TIC!l!Alll p1 L•l1T91ll IA!llMllAl,,I • ~ ........... 

:: ::: ~:=-------_ .. -_-.. --~-~~-~~-~-·-:.._-_ .. _:.._-_-__ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ --1 " ' 1 : ~ 1 11-- .... r-w ................... 1111869 ______________ _ 

11 ....... IM:lll.r~....._. • ...,ll -.. ..-.... -. ........ , __________________ _ --o1-1 _________ ....... __________ _ ....................... , _____________ , .. ,_ _____ _ 
I!J·l'lllDILA 1JllJOll 

_ ..... .... -· ...................... 
, .......... wu • •-arlIJ 
..-> ..... - .... 1.1, ·-Ill 1 

r.T ---·---. 

__ _._Ill • a 1 ........ ___________ - ..• .::::_.- .. ----------··-·····-· ,..PASRaAL._.. 
GlllmQR 

III . DElmT Dl: LA •••• 
___ .,_ 

Ap -- _ __ .....,_111[] 
U!J!!! 

If.~ MGallTPI-.. - Dll •PMTI , ... 
··~-...... a1 ... 1re..c-1.a. 
T-SLPAllD A 
L"BlllTlllUG-QUI 

. ru r: • !!! .,.. I!!!!. 
.,._ __ 

..... o 

DUUI [!] ....... ,. !!!!!! !!! ..... 
'--' 1- ........ t..a.a.._. 

IWMaG 

ID· mlDELA •• Ulll 
__ ..... 

Ap . .. ·-··...i'AISDIEll 
.. ai-....osm1a .. • •• 0--1· ....... ____ Ap&r.....,. ____ ____ ....,_Ill 

7. - Ï'/PE. G. QuE•llOl'fNAl~S. ON MA~l"TAL HIS'TOlt'f 
VEL LO'H - 23 x.30 tin. PA GE 1 • PAGE. O!. : f!Ll\N Il. 

fH 



GUUTIONHAIRE DE L'HISTOIRE GENESIQUE • 'IOnfL[ B 

o\1001efemmed11m#.nogtnon céliboloiredrmoinode50.no ----------- ~ldcnllllc•llon _J 
Numéro d'ilo1 ou de zone fporoe Numéro de cons1ruc1ion _____ _ 

Numéro de Io feoille d'bio1olre (ténhi'11u~ u1ilioée _____ _ 

Nombre de feuille. d'hialobe 1énëoiqu"' olilioëea 
Nom el p1éaomo dt 11 fl!'lllme inll'!nogér 
noie de n•i9o•n.::e ___________ .o\ge 111c111rl 

Nom el prénoms de l'enquf1ru••------- Suméro _______ _ 

[I]. COSSO\l\lo\TION 

OC PRF\llFn 
"ARIAC[ 
(Roppell 

lïl-~ 
OEPUIS LA 
roNsOMiiAnoN 
DU PRDllER 
MARI ACE 

r-plic:•lion 
évrn1udledrce11e 
dure'..: __ _ 

fil-PRDllFR 
INr~LARf. 
au C'ours de l'hiotolre 

m•lrimoaiole (•ioê 
prêHmê} 

, Si Io ff'mme a déclore? dl!'a enfnn111 ou co1ua 

de l'bl111oire m1urimonial" ------------- --~PASSF.R EN m 
• Sinon, rechercher lu é,·enemea10 pouil1lee et__ --Do-P .\SSER EN m 

t----IN_T_E_Rl_'•_L_L_E_EN_T_RE_I_•_••--~ 

E11pllcot1on: ---------------

N• d'ordr• de l'anion __ ~, mole de FOooceoe 

c,rc,a:fli", t"11104ol'1 .. ..,. -·---
c. FC, l!N: Ar~ d-: I• m6re l 1•1 .. 11e--------I 
C,Mfli" : Aoola;ancc l l'lone __ Mohipllollf--Seae_ 

f:!!J.a.!!...l!.!a!at------------~ 
.Ç: Ourle de l'•ll•itement ___________ I 
f:.f.!: Aoe uh·oh1 •clllcl ___ R6.:dace octaellc __ 
~:Age oo dfcào Ds1e da d6d•---

• S'Ii 'I ovn ._.,,. , ........ , 
PA SS ER lN fi] 

s;noa PASSER Er' EJ 
·Porter Io nohfr• do 

l'fasuo d2ft1 Io COIO 

t.l•cho do l'oH 
• Ro1r1pllr Io t1rblo-

-- ... PASSER EN (!] 

S'Ii 1o4ovl!: ffino1nont1 l"t.,..Uialroo, INTEAVALLf ENTA! 41 ot 2-- _ ._.rA1iSCR J.N (!] 

Si'U n'J a •'•• 6wM11Hnl l•t-édl•lro, INTE"AVALLI ENTRI 41 •1 2-- .,.PASSER il I• fe11iU... 

Pi• d'ordre de l'unla•--~: molo de gtaaoeooe 
C,FC,MN : Dota do l'hwo 

ë.fc.MN : A10 do Io màre il l'leoue --------• 
f&.!!!! : As1lotance l l'l .. ••--M•hlp1lc1t6 __ Sos;e_ 

f..: Nom ot erM011to 

,S:.: Dllr6e de l'ollaltemeot ___________ I 

f:.!Y: Ase rlvolo actHl ___ ll6o14mco aclulle __ 
~: Aae H d6ch Daro à d6do __ _ 

INTERVALLE FJITRE d 01 J 

•Portor la notvro do 
l'losuo d0tt• Io ceoo 

blauh• do ru.a 
• Ao111pllr Io tohlo-

-+P ASSER EN m 

- •p Assen A Io fcu1ll• 
a.1ivorno DANS TOl'S L [5-
CAS. 

Mein1 et p1'no11to Sue • Ao"'llllr Io toltleau ot 

:~: ::: ::'::~-•• -=.:::::::::ri!:!d:~~::;~-----J---ll--..P.P.~Sr:n J-:N [!) 
Do:le •• nolnQllco ______ _ 

A;e de Io mere il li• oalso•'lcc __________ I 
A!n1iauncc à l'lsa11e ____ lw!11hirlicit6 ____ _ 

Tharée de l'•ll•itemeat ______ _ 
1\i11111ero d'ordre de l'wilan __________ _ 

8. ~ i '/P6. ~ - QUE 'TIONN Al~E ON C.Hll.t>SEM,IN Go Hl S';°OR)' 

flNK- 23x~Otm- PllGE1-Pl\G.l:.Z,,BLl\NK 

CIUlll!!O!!!!AllD DR L'HllTOfll !l!!ll!ICIUl-HODILi•I 1._ I 

A lnlo rama 11111 •lupllOD cQIMl.abo a.aobai .. 80.ia ~· -

11 .................... "'- ___ R_ ... _ ... _ .. _-_-_ ... _ .. ______ 1 : LI~: : R-t.o M la C..tUo cl"ldtMIN p&d ... udUo4o 
Roabn '° l..Woo .. MllSIOlro 5'1M:lp atlllo6m, _____________ _ 

Rom otprlaoaa .. lo rmmo ict-a6o----------------
Dao do adOGm• A(lo DCtOol-----------
Rom et pr6illcma 4o l'•qakccoa __________ R•""'------

m ·····.!!!Ml! DECI.ADJ: 
(Roppal dl d""• 
•fat port• .., Io 
feolllo pr'°4dmto) 

III ·DUIEE 
EllTaE 

•' o1 2ot loaa ,_, ... 
•'•I•dato•• 
......... 11 

locu aoatrelro 

Ï.l .... ar .. T 
..,.ra.as: ... 

Dcso .. adcac:r.oo ---- Si la fe::a:aa a d6claN im miro ..test 
---- im oaara da 1•uceo1ra mdrlDoalolo -- ASSER ER[!] 

---------- !mao., roo!lmor..100'9lamaes'4 ,. •• 

DIWea °'------------------- --...,PASSO Dl [!] 
llfTEIVAU.E ElfTIZ lot 6 • rHr•• •IN"'m•t ....... 

·-PAlllllEll T 

R• .. criN .. l'ml•---~ -10 .. po..._. 

.!O.!!O.!!!!·~ ... ~!!..[l!llll----------1 .!O.!!O.!!!! ' ............... , .... _______ .. 
~ : .A..:l••co 6.1'1,,..9-MahlpUcl&d __ s..a . 

S,:hot"""' 
"'' ...... re11e1 .. ------------1 
~: Aprhol• llOlul_l.W ... oe llCIHlla C, DE: Afo e:i d6cio ____ O.o 61 4&1o, ___ _ 

•n r o '-• "1All••t• la ... Ul•rn. IMTUYALLI IMTll .C e1 •--

. ,.,.. •• ...... •• r•••• ....... " ....... . 
r-

- 1..,11, 1 • ..w .. 
-oP.USEI 111 IIJ 

--,.l'A!llDlll [) 

•n.-, • .,._ ana. ..... ._ .... '°' IJllTllYALLl lllTll .Cet I ___ --...r•a aa.1.uu. 

JI• •'oràe •• l"uloa--&,!'iS 1 .ao .. ~ 
sn:J!! : loto ft l'loee 

~: Apdoleako &l'luu-------... .!àlll: Aalota• & ''-•--thldpllaltf __ _ 

--
••• ,.., ...... r, ... ................... 
r-. ......, , . ...,_ 

S.1 1!e"P!'-1 • •-..l'AIRID [] 
,S.1.Dv'9 •o l'lllloillm•t-----------1 s..!!' ....... ____ .... ._ .....u. __ _ 
.!O.!!!' ...... ._ ____ n... .. d ... , ___ _ 

t-----m_T_E•_Y_ALL_E__;lll:;;__:_'n=E:;;__:_•=·=·__:_-f---·----,_·œP::.~-..~DAlfa 
TOOSLDCAS 

rac.otpr.._• Som •a.,l1rlo"61 ... ot 

:_il:: ::-:-_ _.:::-.:------1~1--AllD 111 (!] ............ , 
Ap .. a. .... &loa.S--•----------t 
-'-'•moo a l'S.:-.-Jhldprll.i."------• Da'6e•r.iwa. ... ____________ , 

....... r--------------1 

9. - î'IPE. I. QuES110tHil\IR' ON ClilL.»~fiAA.ltHo Hlf>TOR'Y 
r1NK. z.1.,.10 1.m. PAGE"- f'A~E 2: l!.LANK. 



llNSllOMIMINTS. COMCllMANT LI Ml!NAOI! 

~ombretot.J der'-tde•ll IP , ___________ IA : _______________ _ 

lrlonhre tot.J .. r-.. 909 dllhtdfM ••-lu d• 50 ••-------------------

NonWo toi•• 4• I-•f•l• r&.li•l ••• I• •"-... 1---------------------
~ct•e r-llld• 4• •'-•F------------Ne•• •• ,__.. ocœp6u_~------

HAllTAT 

·T•te .. Cl . ·- OUI c:::J ROii 

·Bat-.. .. p•tW .. = •tlecltlch6 OUI c:::J ROii 

• Md90• tredideuelle hbhM pa a •"1 a61•p L Cl • C•I - Betae OUI Cl ROR 

• Maleo• tr.dldouolle hbltM p111 pl•.J.,.. ....... .. Cl •de •Oie OUI c:::J ROii 

• Apputem•I 4au laanbl• .. c:::J 
• vm. .. Cl M .. tw. ....... plffH .... tffo 1 

OllllVATIOllS ~ 

llYIMUS (par ordre d'l•porta11.co da11• le a6cl•r> 

Cl 
Cl 

CJ 
r::::J 

.... ,..,..d .. 
W.6ft.re1 ... •'Il• 

........... e .... 

.. .. .. 1 ...... ..... .. ..... 
p6rle"•l•h 

R•ve1u1• conmerd•tn 

Sd.tr• 

ReatH, Loyer• 

P•doa•, retraite• 

OISH:YATIOMS •-------------------------------

·Dale ihoo•ulle _______________ -·---------------
• Noa el prûoae dt. ooalt&lev ____________ _,=-------------1 

• R .. ere cl. oo.tr&le: r-• eacpkM • pr-.ce ft ooatr81ea CJ 
r .. e •d--nl r6enqdt.6e,., 1. ooet.?olev c:J 
r--e p..dell••• r6mcplt6o par le co11:1rfJle111 CJ 
Do .. ler coatr&I' • P''--oe 4e l"escpkeHe c:J 
Do..t• ooatr&ll a ck•llt. CJ 
l6eiaptt•l•llf 6tabll pu I• ooatr81ear Cl 

• Aatre• obeo"•lli»u (ooatr81H de ooUreoeo) ________________________ 1 

COMMISIAllAT NATIONAL l'si•bllqH Al1&.ieaH 
O-Ocratlq .. e& Pep•l-5re AU llCIMHMQIT Dl LA l'Ol'ULATION 

nup1 ITATISTIQIJ:I Dl LA POl'ULATION VIN COCOES 1'• '9·01 

~. 1•1114• 4• le"--'"' •fl!e4èle J .. Pou ta.le f-•• de •Mep .. molu de 50 .... IOll o4illhtalr•, n•c H Mn •f11ot. 

N•m6ro d. p .. •age ___ _ 

Strate Dlpan.am.t _______ Ar.adl•••t------C-H--------
llmtrict N-• da •'-•o ,_., l'oJifloludu ______________ _ 

aa.i .. u ... de -uo : o.t CJ N.a D 

Dahl..,, 14>- CJ 
Namn dm pu•aa• dmle le .... ,=---------------------------
fjoua6ro d'ilot oa dei sou 'Paree _________ ft .. "99• ••elr9ctl•------------
Nombte do r&usiltal&lfe •dll•'• poar la f-• N-'9o • Nc.pll'&t.df-----------

Nombr• d• r'caph11l&tlfa •d.ll9'e pHr le •'-•e-----------------------

Nom ot prSome da càef de•'--r---------------------------
A.d.re .. o kh pr6dee ______________________________ _ 

Nom et prSiocm do laf1mme l.mt-168--------------------------
Nua&ro d'ordre clea h mllta.ge ___________________________ _ 

TAILl!AU IYHOl'TIQUI, allUMI Dl L'HllTOlal MATAIMOMIALI 

1 • .Numé> d'ordre de l'aidoa -1· - 2- . a. • 4 • - 5 • 

2 .. Ode de dbt do l'anion (M H A) 

3 • Age do la femme dtl dSJat do l'uloa 

4 • Dv&o do l 'Woa. (M oa A) 

5 • Dato de fie d• l 'uloa OI o• A) 

6 • Age de la famme l la lla û l'uloa 

7 • latervalle •ln 1 .. ulou oa cla.r&o da 
ci.Ibo& acc.et lM o. A) 

l.J• clo p .. t& nac le deala coajolnt 

. O.te•PU&Cll•-------------------------------
& Nom ot prlilo1u do l'•qdtoHO---------------------------
" Num6ro do l'mcpkeuo ____________________________ _ 

• Bearo de la 'thlto ____________ Dnr&o totale do la 't'lllto __________ _ 

• Degré de partldpatloa : Tr~a boaae Cl Bono CJ 
.... a.. o ·rr9 M •• m.., o 

Puoahle 0 
Befuiotol D 

OIUl!RY.lTIOMS1 ___________________________ _ 

Slg11•fara 411:. l'••lt•ae 

t 
1 



2 • N11111éro d'ordre de l'union 

3 • '1111111re del'iu111e,111oisde LtrO•et•se(fC:, fC) 

4 - O•tede l'is.ae <rrécher111ois e111nnêel 

S • Agertlvola de la mère ilil'inue 

6 • Intervalle depuis issue prtld•dente ou dau!e depuis la con90111mllllon 

da nremier msri11 e ( rêciser \4 011 ~I 

7 • Tisisons de ce1 Intervalle ou de I• durée depuis la coasommstion 
du premier mariage 

9 • \luhipliciu! 

Io - !\eu 

11 • Ourée de l'alla1temea1 11111emel (en moisi 

1:? - !léaidence actaelle et:"'• d'ordre duale ména1e a'll y 1 lieu 

Il • Oste du déch lpréclaer \1 el Al 

1• • Aie révola du déch (préciser J, \I ou Al 

·Somme des daréeo des onio111 depiiis la conumm11lon cN premier 1i11rl111e 
(précl•er\loa Al: __________________ _ 

-Du.rée totale d' e a po •i t Io 11 (durée précUenlt molna les période a de 

stérilité temporalrea dicelées dma le t•ble11a) (prkl•et 'I ou A : ------

R•aalgr1-•ta 

Lo•-•• 

Le4-ler 
CIHll•lnt4e 

cett•'-•• 

Numéro 

d'ordre 
Ré•ideuc" Data de 

oalao11111ce 

lge rlvola 
oc111nl 

R6.tdence •11 Durée 

1-IV-66 .. 
ré:sldence .. 

'i 
8 
i 
" 

• Noinbre total d'anbna : ___ _ - Nombre lol•l de •011aea11ee : ------ • M-bre da .. , .. w1vant1 : 

• A10 .li 11 coaBOmmotloa ·MRDealiaa : .. -----
• F6mlah:10 

• Eaaembla: ------

do premier m1rla1e : ____ _ 

• Date de consomm11loo 

• Nombra iot.J da mon-ah,_.-------

da premier mariage: ____ _ • Nombra toul de f1:11aa<oaebt1111 : ____ _ 

i ! g 

i l D b b .. ;; 

• i= li 
~ • g-f· • j i ~ i i. :; ë 

1 u 5 1 if ! .... : Il. 1 • Ji: z 11 ii 
.... 8 

OCCUPATION PA:INCPALI. OCC: 9aiaden ociaella, STDT: demlflre oltaotlo11 

8 ,..,, ..... 1 • g Breche d'octlorlt6 du6edo ; l11dl•lduollo ! ~l 6coaomhpa l'occapa1loa 
B i "' s n oa da 

;; G cbamap J! .. - &OH) 

10 li " " .. .. 16 17 IB 

10.-(CotoJTINU'êt>) PAGE.!.eAw~~-

1 • 
~ • .. 
19 

• M-b•• da d4dd61 : 

·M1BCU1ina---
• Flmlalu ___ _ 

• FA•cmblo __ _ 

o. ... Si 
totale d6ddé, 

d•ebaeAce da1e 

j 
dauzu Io da d6c6o 

deml&o 

1111111,e 

eoojaple 

20 " .. 
1/1i,111/1,'1 /11/11//17 11111111111 //1//1//1/1 l,'1'.1/1;1/1;1,' 1111111.'1.I, 

/.1~1.1'~ ~~~~"~~ ~~~~~~~ ~./"'''~' 
~~~~~~~ '"'''~.11 'J.1.1'~1.ll 
/~~~ .. ,,~ '.~~~//~ 
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~ou SE.HOLD. HEA!) or- HCVSE.~OL) 

:'ipe "t co.rd. used 

Nurribcr o/ rounol 
Str~tu.m. w;la.~o. Da.~ro., Commune. 

~~.:.:rict 

:-1 .'.'l:.J $c.hold jproc.c s s.i t\9 numbc.r 

5;:.Cclcrnent 

"i'n>t:. o' rc,,1.>nd ~I\ ~h··~ hou.setio!d 

lèe{c.rcl'lce. nvml)e.ror hcad of nouseholol 

He.s.;dencs 

Carren.t a9c i" c.01'"111?1ete.d ~ea.rs 

tJAt.&. .:>~ b1 rll\. 

Re$1dence "" 01-0~-A9~o 

:..c.n 9tJ1. ol res iolence 

l\/a.t.ionol•l:'j , nati"e lori guo9e 

W rit ~c.f\. Lon-31.J a9e, c.vrrc.n.t schDol att::en.:ian c:a 

Mos~ rec.en.t !.c.ho0Lin9, le.ve.l o( ~ducol:Îon 

s~~ .... a.t.'on.. profes.siori • .s~llls 

S::atu~ in prtl,cSsron, brQnch .:;;{ ec.onom1"c. adiv1t;1, secfor 

Le.ri q l:h of Lm plv~ m e.n..t 

M.:l.'"• tot 5tatu s 

Sc.x 

To~olnumoc.ro~ rcside..ril:s {R.P • R/liA • R,AE ) 

Tota.l. l\v.mbcr ::>' non .1> &n~ le. worrien u.nder a'3e. Sô 

loi:ol ~•umber of their eh1lolrcn re!>ide.nt j11 nou.sc-hold 

T vC:il n .. un ber o~ people em~l.:)j ed 

f.àmill.J ~!:ructurc o/ household 

Î') t'"" uJ h-:>rJSÎn-3 

N:.rn11>e.r oi room:. u~eol For ho.hi tCl.t.;on 

Wa.tt.r. ~lec.tri·e.it'j. 9as. 

N U'T'iber oJ re9u.l.4,. incomc~ e.l\te.r;ng rtiore.(reque.l\t.I".) !:ha.n mot\.t.hl'j 

Nu. 11'\bc.r of re.~1.•lo.r rnonthl'j ii,comes 

~~ "'"'~-~ro( re9 ... la.r1ntomesCAtUlf\9 (eu frc.1..,.e,..ll'j tha."' rno"'~l\I~ 
T o ta. L nvrn b~ ol r e.'3 ula..r ·m t om e.r. 

To!:.:s.L nu.ml,e.r<lf ,·nc.omo eJ1.ter;n3 ·,rrc 91.tlo..rl::1 

T oto.l n.u rnbv of ineomu 1"n hou.schold 

Dale o/ th1'$ rou.n cl 

l\Ju.rn~e..r .:i/ tht. funale eniJmerator 

1'3.rb e;i pati ol'\. 

Cc..rd A 

.___. 

.....____. 

11. - CARI> A. HouUHOL.D·MIAO oP iroua&HOI.~. wl>1"tc, 1111iicoJ'"41"11~' 21x31 

~--' 
'-----1 2 

8 

11 

14 

J.............J 15 

'----' 16 

18 

'----' 19 

21 

24 

28 

31 

.____,33 

.___,35 

L--....J38 

L---.J42 

'---'46 

49 

......____.50 

..__.51 

53 

L........_...J54 

56 

..__.57 

..__,53 

..__.59 

61 

'----'62 

.____.()3 

.__.64 

.____,65 

._____,55 

...___,57 

.____,68 

71 

74 

....____, 75 



Type o~ card used 

Numbe.r of rounol 
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SPOU St. 

Straturr1, Wilaya. Da1ra. commune 

District 

Houtohold ·~ pt'ocuc.i119 number 

Sett1c:mc'-t. 

T')pe .:>( round Il'\. t.his hou.!.cnold 

.s p " ... ,se.'' rc r t,t e.n c.e nlff'nb e.r 

Rt!sidence 

Curre.n.t: age 1ri corn"'I e. ~eol ':l ~r.s 

"Date of birl~ 

Résidence or. 1. IV. 66 

Lw9th :lf r(<;idence 

1'ationalit!j ' r~a.!:.lve k.in9ua9 Q. 

Wn.tte.n to.n9uo9c , c.urreo.t. 5c.nool o.llcflà(l.rl c.e. 

M.o~t re.cc.,.J; 'ehool;ng, level o{ l;l.liuco.liori 

Situation, profession, sl.c.dls 

Statu:· B E A. Sector 

Lc:tl13 th of e.m pl oy rn e.h.t 

Ma.ritol .!.tatus 

Se.1' 

Totol lc.rl~th..:i~ a.b~enc.e dur1"0 ~La.il: jCCll" o~ mcirr1'ed l,"fc. 

Card B 

8 

....___......___,.....____, 11 

.....__......___,....._____, 14 

.....____, 15 

____.16 

...._____.....___, 18 

..____, 19 

...._____, _ ___. 21 

....___.._____...___, 24 

.___.___.____, _ __.28 

'-----'---L------' 31 

...._.__.i35 

'------' 38 

....___.42 

.....___,46 

...___,.....____. _ __.4 9 

.___.50 

..__l_,51 

..___...___...___, 54 

.___.....____, 56 Age a..t end of union L{ wom a.n. it. ~1dowcd, di11orcc.d, Sapar•:td 

lr. th1·~ the. rno~t re.ce.nt .!.~01.1se 1 .____, 57 



Type of carcl uud 

N 1A.mb1.r ol round 

Stratum, Wilaya, Daira, Commune 

District 

Moc.s'c h old.'' proc.us i ri 9 n.1.unbe.r 

5 e.t~Je.m en t. 
T~pe. o( ri:»ur'ld. in. t.~i• hous.c.hold 

Worne.n' 6 rc.{e.re.nc:c. numbe.r 

Residence 

C.urrc.nt a9e. ul\ C«"~le.ted ~ear~ 
bo.te o' bi r~h. 
Residence au 1.IV.66 

Ltril)t.h of rc~iolc.nc.• 
Nationality, nati.,e. lo.nq1.1043e. 
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Wl~E 

Wri.ttCI\ lo.n~..ia,c, c.urre~ st.hool a.~luidonc:e. 

Mo6t rc.c.ent ~c.hoo/1n9 , lt."cl o{ 1.duc.a.tio"" 

SituGtiol'I., 1>rofe.~$l;,.n, !>kÎlli 

5t ca.ttH il"I profe H•o"', br Cii\ c.ht o( C.C.Ot'IOfl\Îc. csc.t.. sec.toi" 

l.el\qth of t.mj>lo':}rru: .. ri.t. 

1-\ a.rC:to.1 ~te.tu:> 

Sex 
Re 'è.r c.nc.c nu m bu of rno ~ t re.c:e "t s p~ 1, 

T o!:(l.1 t e.I'\ 'l t;h of i.Jt1Î o~S 

loto! l..iL f>o~~re t1'me 

Toto.1 l\L>rhbc.r .:>[ union!. 

A.9e o.t c.oosvmo..ti on o~ F r.s t mo.r ri a 9" 
Q~l;C oÇ C.0 'HU moJ: j Of'\ of Ça r l !: r'\O.r r 1" U.gt: 

ioto.1 al..lml>er of t>r2 ~ncs.nc.\cs 
Toto.\ tiu.mbt..r o{ &till birll\s 

Toto.! n.<J..tl\!:>C.I" of mù.ca.rria.9u 

._____, 

._____, 

Toto..I nu.rnbero/ l;11e... bl•tli!. M..__..._,,__, F 

Tot4.\ n.u.mbc..r o' hvc. b;rt\\• nllw dec:«o~cd M..___,____, F 

13. - card c. wife. Wtii..l:.e. Mim40()rophed._ 21x31 

._g_, 1 

......_____. 2 

8 

11 

14 

.....____,15 

.......____, 16 

18 

.....Z.......19 

21 

24 

28 

31 

.__.33 

'------135 

.__,J8 

.____.42 

~46 

49 

....____,50 

...2_,51 

53 

56 

59 

.______. 60 

62 

65 

67 

.____.68 

i____..,69 

73 

77 



UNIONS 

Type of card 

Nt.:mber of rout'ld 

Stratuni, Wilaya, Daira, Commune 

District 
Hous.r.hold'h tyouHing nur'llbcr 

,, SoU;lenutnt 

Îlj!>f. of round 

Wcmen.'s refczrcncc rwnabfr 

Nu.mb cr of thi h• ni of\ 

bolcof t.hr..bœ91naif\9 of u.ruon. 

A9e of womQll ~ bc.,in11ih9 o{ UltÎtm 

Lc.n~t:h of uniol\. 

Dote o~ t-he a.nd of thi~ union 

Age c>f wonio.n o.t. the ""d ol u.hl~o 

l "'l&NGll !>ca..o.rot1n9th1s 11n1on r .. °"" ~rcv1~ u• 
•• 1• f" un•O~ 

!!LI 1 

LJ 2 

...__. .................... .__.___...~! 8 

.................... __,111 

'--''--'~114 

LJ15 

LJ16 

L..LJ18 

LJ19 

1 122 

L...L...J24 

...__..___..__.12 7 

L..........JL..........JL........J•30 

t.angtl-i .:>f ~ren.t 51Î'lgle. ·titr•"o al .. r wom411 .,,. 0.0f' se; 

L.L..J32 

........... '--'"__,13 5 

'--L......l--'138 

L...L.140 

L.L..J42 

L.J43 

N1>1!\ber o~ ~rc.9no.nci&.\ 

Nu.mhczt oJ liv~ bi..t~& 

]S t;h1's the. n\05l r«.u:.n.t uf\IÔn ? 
l!' Rcf-.rcznccz nurnbor o' tw'losl recczrJ: spousc 
.. c 
~ : How relot&d to spouJll 
.., D t :·è A~c dir.(4'enc:o Wlt" ~pouic 
~::1 

L.LJ~5 

LJ46 

1 149 

\..QJ 1 

U2 
8 

........... __.__.111 

~__._ ..... 114 

LJ15 

LJ 16 

L.LJ18 

LJ19 

1 122 

L..l......J24 

....__.__.__,! 27 

_ __.__.i 30 

L...L..J 32 

.................. ._.1 35 

.__..._.L-...11 3 8 

L...L..J40 

LLJ42 

LJ43 

L.LJ45 

LJ46 

.__.___._1 .... 1 4 9 

14. - Card D. Un1·ons • White. M1inco9rapluicl ... 21 x 31 

Card}) 

LQJ 1 

LJ 2 

8 

......_.__.__,111 

.._..___...__,114 

L..JlS 

L.J16 

L...L...Jl8 

LJ19 

1 122 

L.LJ24 

.............................. 127 

....._.__,__,, 30 

L....L...J32 

......... ___. ......... 135 

............................. 138 

L.LJ40 

LL..J42 

LJ43 

L....L...J45 

LJ46 

1 •49 

IQJ 1 

u 2 

8 

L......l---L--..1111 

.......... ---1.-1114 

L.Jt5 

L...Jl6 

L..L...Jl8 

L.Jl9 

1 122 

L...L..J24 

.._,,___.__,127 

....._.._,..___,130 

L....L.....J32 

L..........J---L~l 35 

.__..__.____,! 3 8 

L..J._J40 

L..L...J42 

LJ43 

L...L...J45 

L..J46 

1 •49 



OfF.SP11.lNG Card E 

Type o{ card WLJ 1 LEI 1 lE.J 1 LE;.J 1 

...iutn\ie.r o( round. LJ 2 LJ 2 LJ 2 LJ 2 

StratWI\ Wilaya. Daira. Commune 8 8 1 8 8 

District 111 111 111 Ill 

Mcu$8hDld 'r. l>roceuin9 n1.1mber 114 !14 114 114 

5&Utcment LJ15 LJ15 Ul5 LJ15 

Tjp" o( roiJnà LJ16 LJ16 LJ16 LJ16 

Mot.hcr'• tftfarancr.. numl:icr Ll......J18 LLJ18 LLJ18 LJ_J1a 

Rc{r..rcnce numb<&r o.f union LJ19 LJ19 Ul9 Lll9 

Re.{arancc numbl.' ol otfsi:.ring LLJ21 LLJ21 LLJ21 L....L...J21 

Now t.crm cndcrd , rno"'t" .of jiregl\csn C.'J UU23 LJ LJ23 LJ U23 LJ LJ23 

\)ot4 or cr.11d ol btrl't'I 126 126 126 126 

Oot4of c..onsumob'o.-i of Las!: mor•tC>g.!' 129 129 129 129 

A l)C cl mo)thcr o.t encl or t.um LLJ31 LLJ31 L....L..J31 L....L....J31 ~ 
!~ten1oJ se1>a.rotio9 th1'1 "olfl la.Jl t.c,,.,,., Ccwu 1 1 LJ35 1 1 LJ35 1 1 LJ35 1 1 LJ35 

t>eriod.z o~ non e.l.(>DJure sine& (eut t.erm 1 1 1 138 1 1 1 138 1 1 1 138 1 1 1 138 

A ua' t4·'"1t reee.t" tel ca.t. t1.rm LJ39 LJ39 U39 LJ39 

Sex LJ40 U40 LJ40 L-140 

.s ~ Nu.rnbo.r ol l:a.rm LJ41 LJ41 LJ41 L..141 
.~ ·; 

~loui long br&Oi~ t~d Ll.J43 J) - L.LJ43 LLJ43 LL....J43 .. -. -·- - Nun\ber oJ tti;s d .. hv~r~ u.J45 _, - Ll.J45 LLJ45 Ll......J45 _ ... 
M"' 

,6!1 
t.!u.rrhor of thi' bit\.\, LLJ47 Ll.J47 LLJ47 L.L.J47 

.... 0 Currant aqe 1n. e.omflle~td 11.ars 1 150 1 150 1 150 1 150 
~ 3 

..0 ., Currlln.1: ra!>idenc.e LJ51 U51 LJ51 LJ51 -~-a 

.:. J 

.__(I 
... ~ Rofo.renc.ct. nùmber 1n !kusohold i.J rt.S•d~N;: t:hcre L..LJ53 L...L....J53 L..LJ53 L...l......J53 

A1412 ol deolh 156 156 '56 155 
.f 
L b e.l.:e of d ea.th. 159 •59 159 159 

4 7\ aë Interv~I elo~scd SÏl\CA bhis tcrm 162 •62 162 162 
.. 0 
.u 

C.au1U ior Ws ;J.4rt4l U63 a LJ63 LJ63 LJ63 
~ 

15. - CAR1> e. of{s1>ri ng • Whi.l&. Mim1to9rof>I\ ed ·- 21 X 31 
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Oc..,.•c.r..t-. o...& rots...la.r ~~h' 0$ 6l~·n·oo 

NAi1ol'fll\L."'i'~I. •T-TISTle' ''h'"~" 

c.oQll'fG G-~,o. lfc>l.l~E·10LOS (.CAtd •) 

Form C. i 

1-Jpo o} card ._,.d .................... . 
.,~~be, or '°""4 .................... . 
St:r4tu11tt, w•lG-f•, 4ct.i'rG...c.ornmun~ ........... . 
1)11trtc.t' 

froc.&• ••ng n"""bczr .................... . 

scat of~"'""• ~ S~l•noc..,,t ............ . 
Î)lt' of rou.nci& ~ t+\ia h.~ci.hell-. .............. . 

1>4.1;, of f~rstro1mal .................... . 
N"'"'btrof first "'"'"''r..t.or .................. . 
Dab 0$ thi.i. r01"4li .................... . 

Nu"'bcr oS t.ni.1'tr,..t"er al\.~·, rou"d ............ . 

Pcutic.i1>ata'on .................... . 

Ru1olc.n,c. i11 A''' .................... . 
Tot~"~" ot t4-s1·.s~r. t. <.~·h z.) ............ . 
llo16e~\;pt"c.~"4 ............ . 

~•1cl..M.s cil, s~ .. .. . . .. .. .. . 
N->"'bv ot ne ... ,,l\,k w o.--cl'\ u.ndc..t- d.SC. .S"~ ........ . 
Nb .>i rc"'dcntl ..-h. h.a.'• 1.41: ~1nr.& l ')b6(C4.rcl\ ~, fl). 

r-l...m~r 0~ c.orch ~ ............ . 
tJu.n.~cr .,{ ~c.o.ths ~'tlMCf.11 Aï.J o.ncil ..\ ·~oond(c.-.r~ s'l. 
Nu.tf\•tro( ok~s """' f1ut rou11c:.L ( y...rch 6) .. 
("'\.o,r; rc.c..n.l' c4c. oJ;h .. 

N\, ot birt~u bc..tww.n Aïd o.M ,,rit: rou...d(cNÙs ~ . 
Nh of bi.rth~ ,,ne o ~t; ro~ ( c.u-U s U) 

H.:i H: rc.u"'l:- bi" th .......... . 

N•: 

................ UJ. 

................ U. 2 

.. .. LJ.1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 

............. LLW. 11 
. . . . l..i...J...J. 14 

.... .... .. .... U. 15 
............. U. 11 
. ........ l.L...LJ. Il 

......... l..a.....LJ. 22 
.. Li..W. 25 

.. .. .. .. . . L.i.......J. 28 

................ U. H 

.. .. 1 1 1 1 1 1. l.J. 35 

.. LL.J.w._j_ W.'' 

. ....... L.i..J. w. 45 
. ....... l..J...J. w. 49 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. U. 5o 
W. s2 

.. .. .. .. .. . .. U. 53 
U.U.U. 58 

. .. U.UU 51 
. ... U.WLW. u 
. . LU. W. LLJ. 10 
.. LL..J. LW. LW. 78 
........ U .. U lJ 1e 

16.- forrnC.1. Codi'iig 9rid, Hous«holc:il' (C.ard 4).whil:c. 
2.'l J( 31 "". 



flc.f o.(t...c.e. ly.M'\Wr 

~"'. ~t • .;,. ,tUuluc.e 

Da.te. of ~lit~ .• ,,_ 

VI 4.U ..,, blr ~ 

Rc..SLc:lc.f\(.a. lÎI ..A9" 

lL"'t:I, o~ rc.licl~cc. 

f'rutM>u~ fC.\•'cluu.c_, 

ftdc, ta.I rt.Ali.&.s., '41. l\al;. \ <LN)-

'flf, Uc.l\ l &A'· &l&lfU\t .~. Jt~<A,. 
t4-str..un! c~.,1-...cJ •J """"· 
~·~· ••olw.-, 1&...n1. 
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l)~U'..t.4. QMi l·~--- ~""·~ 0 r ~' ro· .. 

N .. t;.nal Vi.t.aJ S t.t;,~~,, ~nit..., 

C.od ;" ~ 9r i cl i . 1rid•v1'cl.-l1 ( c.o.cd~ 2. OAJl. ~) 

1 1 

n.t. •n t-ofc., .• br1.nc.li•/ E ·" s,.t._r .. 

b~th ·C <"'t>l·" ,,, ..... t 
1)p' o~ ro~9' 
(4.,,i, S'. '• f • or f 

Codang N' >1erif1'Mlc0n Pun~ CAf'I 

Do.t• 
17. - F"'orm C 2. C.cxh'n9 9rid • lnd1'1iàuo\~ (Cotd!. 2 o..nd 9) • whil:e wilh 

Type _,, can. LJ 

Î"jl'c. of rc.Çc.rc."c.c ~ 

M.>th&1'~ rcF•·<-~ no

Ço.tnu· s rc.JCA'c."u '\O• 

'Oote eol- a.no of Lerm 

l"iottlc.r' •o.~• 

How t:tr"' U1daol 

f\Jo o{ fcrm 

SCJx 
Ploc c of b li th 
A,~,·,t;anco 

Surv1~ol 

l)C&ta oJ dcot:h 

A ~t. l)è Jeoth 

f 14CC ol dao.~ 
No. of l:ft;'o ~r~ 

!n.~r"o.I 

blu~ ldbzr~. - U ~ 30un· 

F'orm C. ~ 

cod '"9 qrid _ Bùth .. (Core! S 3 4nc:il ~) 

1 1 1 16 

18.- FormC 3. Codin~ gri'ol. f°l;)(rt.h!r (Ca.rd~ ~O.l"\à ~). Whi~ with 
Dlu a. l~ tl:.er .s. - 2.2. ,.. 30 ~· 

u 
W19 
Wi1 

l.LJ...h, 



... , 
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IT\IDI rTATllTIQUI NAT10Mta Dl &A POPUlAT1C»ll 

l•atsf.'c,.\Ï>fl oJ ho"la~~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 

'Tii.c o~ u.f•r•t'l&O e/J.t~ •• .. .. .. LJ1, LJ,; LJ,, LJ,, 
!lt~&f'e,nc& t-o .. .. . . .. .. .. W19 li_J,9 LLJ,9 l...i.J,9 
Sc.-. .. .. .. .. . . .. . ... U20 u2(1 U20 U10 
?o,iM•" .. .. .. .. .. . ... LJ:, LJ2r LJ2r LJ2, 
A9a ot d..oU\ .. .. . . . . .. .. li.J.J2, LL..i_.1, Ll...i..J2, Ll...i..J2, 
o otc • r o.c"°' ... - .. .. .... l.i....i.J11 L.t.J, ~1} lw..J21 
tloc.t.oJ du.Ill .. .. .. . ... 1 1 1 1 '32 1 1 1 1 ln 1 1 1 1 ln 1 11 1 b1 1 1 1 1 
t)ol-.. -J ~.p~ .. .. .. u33 UJJ Un u33 
CCMa ra c aë.,,..O .. .. .. . ... LJ3, LJJ, LJ3, u" 

19. _ Fol"m C ~ . Codi "9 9r i ol - l>eo.Uu. l CA'ch S and 6) .. White. • 

l2. "~o tir\. 

~-- C6 

ITIJOI 8TAT18T1QUI NATIONAU OE LA POPULATION 

ï '\Pt of f'c.~c.c. c,Ql'd .. . .. .. .. LJ,, LJ,, LJ,, LJ,7 
R.cf~re.nc.e no • .. .. .. . .. .. .. w., Lll9 w., w .. 
.Su, ~o,ition .. .. . .. .. .. lJ LJ,, LJ LJ1, LI Un u LJ~, 
~.n ~ord.p~~rc .. . .. .. .. Uu Uu Un Un 
t>Gt;c oi e:Acpo.• \:ure. . • ....... ~15 ~15 l..J...i...J1, L.i.__ü,, 
Age ~ ~c.po.-rkt'c. .. . ...... Ll...i.J,, LLJ,, LLJ1. Ll-i.J11 
~tlt:;~&tlo"' .. .. . . . .. .. .. 

1 1 1 L, 1 1 1 1,. 1 1 1 lu 1 1 1 1,, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...... . ....... l~~~h9 ~b.s l '><l'><~hsl:ag 1~1~~~~~b9 bd:~bd~~~:J) 
Doti. .i b~'bk .. .. . ....... LJ'° LJ.., U'° UJ(l 
Pl$~ ol b,rt.h .. .. ........ 1 1 1 1 I·~ 1 1 1 '· Io 1 1 1 l 1 Io 1 1 1 1 1 l.s 1 
rtOli 4.1 '\:~ I ~ .. t.. \ ~1\.9' • · · • LJ lJ LJ,, LJ u u .. u u u .. u u u .. 

~ 7' 
°Wt~l:b.n l&.n,11.G(\C. .. .. .. .. LJ .. Un uft u. 
~rr"n.\: s~- .. ~~.!.·~- .... Uso ~' J:t. 0 

?" 
1-

U'° lJso LJI<> 
C't0ttrt.Ul\l.nk. \.,vù.~~-.... w LJ., w LJ,, u5l w UJ w 
Situ~.,,, pro(.c.1n•I), $~\.\' .... u w LJ51 u L..J LJs, u w Us1 u w LJ57 
«;t-o.t.~ .. \>t•t· B.t; ·A. rcc.tor LJ w LJ6, u w U1u u w u,. u W lJer 
~\:kot ~~~'JM.i ............ LLa..J,,., u..w"' L.Li..J64 ~"' 

N•: 

20. - Forrn CS - Cocling gricl. 'l)eparturcs (carets ;'<Jond 8). Whi~t 
wi.t:h bl"'c. \ c.~'l::.U"' • l2. ,..3 o ""'. 

.. u.·, 
W1, 

Uzo 
U11 

~24 
~1} 

1 11 1 1 '32 
Un 
LJ3, 

U11 
W:. 

LJ LJ1, 
Uu 

~zs 
lL-111 

'-1...LlLJu 
hsbJ ~I )tf')d~,9 

LJ,o 
1 1 1 11 !,, 

u LJ u. 
Uo 
UIO 

w LJ., 
u w u., 
u w u .. 
~" 
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Chapter 2 

TUNISIA 

Tunisian National Demographic Survey (TNDS) 1 

1. Goals 

It was as much to meet the needs of economic planning as to 

guide the action of the office of family planning (created in 1964) that the 

Tunisian goverrunent decided in 1967 to undertake a demographic survey on a 

nationwide scale. ~11ile the registration of vital statistics, reorganized 

in 1957, has certainly made great progress, and the registration of births 

is officially considered to be accurate, everyone agrees that the registra

tion of deaths remains very incomplete. During the last census, held in 

1966, a birth rate of 44.5 per 1000 was recorded, a death rate of 10.6 par 

1000, producing a rate of natural increase of 3.4%, clearly tao low. A com

parison of the last two censuses (1956 and 1966), these of rather good quali

ty, should have given a more accurate measure of the increase. As it happe

ned, depending on whether foreigners were or were not counted, and on the 

corrections that were or were not made because of under-recording, the average 

annual growth rate in between these two censuses has been estimated as being 

anywh~re between 1.8% and 2.6%, this last figure the most plausible one( 2). 

Moreover, the average for the period 1956-1966 could not give a fair idea of 

the current rate of growth of the Tunisian population(3). 

The first aim( 4) of the National Demographic Survey, then, 

was to suppl y as accurate a means as possible of measur ing the _ra~ of ..E..~ 

.~~ral increase by making satisfoctory estimates of birth and death rates 

(migration abroad considered here to be of secondaty importance). The second 

goal, no less important, was to gather data which would make it possible to 

draw up mortality and fertility tables of the population of Tunisia. Thirdly 

some measure of the extent of under-registration of births and deaths in of

ficial records was hoped for. 

-----·---------~---·--··---- .. ----·· 
(1) - See Bibliography, items 2, 3 and 10. 
(2) - The official rate of 2.3%, cited bath by President Bourguiba in bis 

speech of August 1966 and by the Goverrunent in its working out of the 
Four Year Plan 1968-1971 was, in any event, much lower than the real 
rate. 

(3) - Mostly because of the lowering of the death rate. 
(4) - See Bibliography, item 1. 
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There were in addition other and more ambitious goals but the

se vcre not of primary importance (a study of factors involved in fertility 

and mortality, a study of certain structural features of the population un

touched by the census, migrations within the country, etc.). 

2. Ra~e_of study 

The National Demographic Survey (TNDS), as its name indicates, 

covers teh entire country. Figure I shows the comparative distribution of 

people interviewed (TNDS 1967··1969) and counted in the 1966 census in the 

governorates. 

The Tunisian population is mostly rural (60% of the population 

lives outside of the comnmnes(J). Except for Tunis, Sfax and Sousse, the 

cities are mostly small (99 out of 137 communes have between 2000 and 3000 

inhabitants), located generally in the coastal area. The rural population is, 

moreover, very widely scattered, more than 40% of the country's total popula

tion (that is nearly 707. of the rural population) living in thinly-settled 

settlements( 2). Small villages are rather infrequent. In most cases, rural 

dwellings are isolated. We should remember that the Tunisian population is 

mostly Moslem, even though very diverse ethnically on account of Tunisia's 

long history and mixing together of many civilizations. lt is practically 

entirely Arabie speaking (only a few villages where Berber languages are 

spoken remain), but bilingualism (Arabie and French) is the rule in the pri

mary schools. 

The geographic conditions for carrying out a survey are good: 

no high mountains; a well planned system of reads, these in good condition; 

small desert area, few nomads and in any event, relatively little territory 

to cover (164,000 sq.km.). 

As we shall see later on a complementary survey was carried 

out as part of the main survey in two small rural sheikhdoms. The first of 

these is rather typical of the rural world in the coastnl area, while the 

other shows the features of those living in the steppes of the centre and 

south. They have been indicated in Figure I. 

(1) The basic administrative unit in 1966 was the sheikhdom. But some sheikh

doms, parts of sheikhdoms or groups of sheikhdoms, have been made into com
munes. In spite of the fact that there are a certain number of rural communes 
proper, the urban population in Tunisia is grouped together with the population. 

(2) By this is meant habitations that are totally eut off from all others or 
groupings of less than ten dwellings. 
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3. Numbers involved 

The TNDS wanted to represent all of the Tunisian population, 

by which is meant the entire resident population in Tunisia, foreigners in

cluded (Tunisians living overseas were not included). In the 1966 census 

4,533,000 people had been counted. If, however, the evident omissions of 

this census (off icially estimated at 4%) and the growth of the population 

from 1966 to 1968 are considered, the total number studied can be given as 

approxiruately five million inhabitants. 

The part of the sample that was actual ly interviewed was near·

ly 140,000 people, or 2,8% of the total reference number. 

As for the complementary survey, it was exhaustive in the 

sheikhdoms of Goraa and Oued-el- Khatef and involved therefore 5200 people. 

4. Method used in sample taking 

The method used in the TNDS was unfortunately not designed 

to meet all the survey' s goals. Various reasons account for this, and prin·· 

cipally the fact that the drawing up of the survey was not done by the people 

who carried out the survey proper. Our brief description of the method used 

in sample takiug will consequently be followed immediately by a short account 

of the problems faced and the remedies proposed. 

a) - Description of the method used in sample takin$~. 

The TNDS covered nearly 27,000 households drawn at random from 

the records of the 1966 census, as well as from the lists of new marriages 

reported by the civil registry, this carried out in the following manner 

prawing of households included in the census: the sampling was in two steps. 

In the f ir·st step, drawing was done from the rural sheikhdoms (rural popula· 

tion) or from districts in the connnunes (urban population in four strata: 

1. first rural stratum (rural sheikhdoms where the regis· 

tration of vital statistics was very poor), drawing 

1/10 with probability proportionate to size. 

2. second rural stratum (rural sheikdoms where the official 

registration of vital stratitics was relatively good), 

drawing 1/15 with probability proportionate to size. 

N.B. In each of the strata, the sheikhdoms whose population included less 

than 350 households were regrouped bef orehand for the purposes of sample ta

king. Moreover, the drawing was done by systematically consulting geographi

cal lists of the sheikhdoms so that all the governorates would be covered. 
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3. first urban stratum (communes with more than 3000 

households). After regrouping census districts for 

the survey so that each district included 225 house

holds, a l/2Ù drawing was corried out systematically 

this with stable probâbility because the sizes were 

the same. 

4. second urban stratum·(communes with fewer than 3000 

households). The same type of drawing but with a 

sampling fraction of 1/10. 

In the second stage, whatever the stratum concerned, a ran

dom drawing was done by working from the census lists: 

325 households in the sheikhdom (or groups af sheikhdoms) 

samples. 

90 households in sectors of the test communes. 

S:.9111plementary drawing from the lists of recorded marria~. The rule 

established was to draw at random four marriages per sector of a commune 

and twelve marriages per sheikhdom. As it happened, this rule could not al

ways be followed for lack of accurate address listings. The drawing was 

thus not truly random. 

The method used in sample taking can be summarized in the 

following charts .(Table I and Figure II). 

b). - Problems raised by methods of sample taking 

These fall into two main categories: 

I. Difficulties in making comparisons between the TNDS and the regis~!X. 

of vital statistics. 

It bas already been stated that one of the main aims of the 

TNDS was to quantify the under-registration of births and deaths in offi
cial records. 

As both sources of information, the TNDS and the official 

were presumed to be subject ot observa-registration of vital statistics, 

tion errors - these in varying 

their results in general 
degrees - it was not very useful to compare 

terms (crude birth and death rates, nor even age 
specific rates). It was f~ f 1 ~r more use u to compare the events observed 

case by case: was an event recorded by the survey also recorded by the of

ficial registry of vital statistics and vi"ce versa ?. Except for the use 
of the method developed by Chandrasekhar(I) , only this type of comparison 

(1) - This method is explained in full in the chapter "AnaÎysis" in Part 2. 
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makes it possible to detect the types of event which escape the notice 

either of the civil registry or the survey. 

The method of sample taking of the TNDS made such a compari-· 

son difficult if not impossible. On the one band, determining the events 

noted by the survey (but not recorded by the official registry of vital 

statistics, it would be necessary to compare the 10,000 odd births and· 

3500 deaths recorded by the survey with the 400;000 births and 100,000 

deaths recorded at the same time by the registry of vital statistics. More~ 

over, it is impossible to determine what events were recorded by the offi-· 

cial registry of vital statistics but ignored by the survey, because the 

populations being interviewed do not coincede with those in the registra"· 

tian zones of the civil registry. It is impossible to say whether an 

event recorded by the official registry but not appearing in the survey 

was simply omitted or whether it did not fall within the limits of the 

survey. This problem was apparent from the very beginning. One solution 

was designed to measure indirectly the proportion of events recorded by 

the civil registry but not by the survey: a number of births and deaths in 

the civil registry were chosen at random and the corresponding households 

were interviewed. This made it necessary, however, for interviewers not 

to know that these households were different from the others. There were 

"leaks11
, though, and this experiment failed entirely. 

A second solution - which succeeded - was set up at the end 

of the first round of the TNDS: two small rural sheikhdoms{I) were.chosen 

and they underwent the same survey as those in the main sampling (three 

rounds) but in such an exhaustive manner that they formed the abject of 

what was called later the "complementary survey"( 2). At this level, a 

comparison case by case was no longer difficult. Of course the results 

were not representative of the entire country, but they are of fundamental 

importance because they are unique. This complementary survey was, more

over, extended later on by a 11motivation survey11 designed to study the rea

sons for the under-recording observed at the official registry of vital 

statistics(3) in the two sheikhdoms in question. 

III. yalidity of the sampl~ _ 

The sampling of the TNDS is not perfectly representative of 

the Tunisian population. 

(1) - These are the sheikhdoms of Oued-el-Khatef (delagation of Kelibia, gover
norate of Nabeul) and Goraa (delegation of Sbiba, governorate of Kasse
rine). 

(2) - See Bibliography, item 3. 
(3) - See Bibliography, item 4. 
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T~Bl.E 1. FatAtURU OF $At-\P\.(NG 

a) Tirage sur la liste du recensement de 1966 

Slrale 1 Slrate 2 SUate 3 Slrate 4 Total 
Nral "ma1>•ait en1•1111remen1" Niai ''bon enregisuement" urbain grandes communts urb11n penttt communt• 

I" degré 

Unités Primaires cheikhau ruraux (ou groupes de cheikhats pour les secteurs d'enquête constilués à parlir du secteurs du 
(U.P.) cheikhau inférieurs à 350 mllnages) recensemenl de façon à conlenif 250 ménages chacun. 

Nombre d'U.P. 
314 359 1059 662 2394 dans l'univers 

Mode de tirage des systématique sur la liste géographique avec probabilités syslématique sur la lisle géographique avec prooabililés 
U.P. échanlillon de sortie proportionnelles à la !aille des U.P. égales de sortie 

Taux de sondage 
1/10 1(15 1/20 1/10 des U .P. échanliUon 

Nombre d'U.P. dans 
31 17 53 66 167 

l'échantillon 

iom• degré 

Nombre de ménages 
325 325 90 90 

·tirés dans chaque U.P. 

Mode de tirage systématique sur la liste du recensemenl 

Nombre tlllal de 
9934 6334 5228 4861 26357 

ménages-échantillon 

Nombre arrondi de mé· 
nages dana l'univers au 250000 280000 190000 150000 870000 

recensement de 1966 

Taux de sondage 4,0% 2,3% 2,7% 3,3% 3,0% 

b) Tirage complémentaire panni les mariages eruegistrés à l'état civil depuis le recensement 

"milieu rural" "milieu urbain" 

Nombre théorique de mé· 
nages par U.P. échanliUon 

12 4 

Mode de tirage systémalique sur les listes de l'état :ivil après élimination des cas mal idenlifiés 

Nombre tolal( 1) de 374 
ménages tirés 

:!03 577 

(1) non compri1 lu minaaea de ce type corre1pondant à du ména1e1 déjà lirés à partir du recensemenl (soit 2l ménqu tités deux folsl 
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The dating of the sampling frame in the two years that sepa

rated the census from the survey was <lue not only to the breaking up or set··· 

ting up of households by death or marriage. It would have been necessary to 

consider the total number of moves made by the population and the modif ica

tions in households because of migrations within the country, something that 

could not have been done thoroughly and even then, only at the cors of "scat

tering" the sample, an expensive operation. Moreover, the households regis

tered during the census were not covered so accurately as to guarantee their 

being retraced. Lastly, some households had disapperared since the census 

because of the death(s) of the individuals making them up. 

A total of 17% of the test households were not able to be 

interviewed during the first round(I). The figure is even higher in the mo

re urban governorates. The households that could not be interviewed were 

immediately replaced by others, according th criteria and instructions which 

had been very clearly defined( 2). 

These instructions were followed with greater or less sucess. 

In some cases the mcthods used in choosing these replacements is unknown. A 

premominary stydy made of the first rounds of the survey - and in particu

lar of the 11 replacement 11 households as well as those "replaced11 
- brought 

into the open the doubts that some people had had about the method of subs·· 

titution and thus of the representative quality of the sruvey<3>. After 

consultations with specialists in the field of sample taking (4) it was deci·· 

ded that the sampling should be corrected by a division into strata to be 

made a posteriori. This was done by using as controls, on the one hand, the 

size of the household (this index, which is relatively stable in short term 

analysis proved to work very differently in the "replacement" households 

from the way it did in households that had been "replaced"); and on the other 

(1) See Bibliography, item S. 
N.B. This was a problem during the second and third rounds The bouse· 
holds that migrated were followed as closely as possible. 

(2) As a rule, the new occupant of the dwelling in question, or lacking a new 
occupant, a neighbour chosen from the census lists. 

(3) See Bibliography, item 6. 

(4) Karol J. Krotki, The Tunisian National Demographic Survcy (T.N.D.S.) and 
Sorne Related Issues: Second and Completed Version (Tunis, 30 June 1969). 
See alos J. Vallin, Enquête Nationale Démographique, stratification a 
posteriori (Tunis, August 1968); Irving Sivin, T.N.D.S.: An Appraisal of 
Professor Krotki's Proposa! for a posteriori Stratification by Household 
Size and Amplification of the Proposa! (10 November 1969). 
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hand, the governarates, which scrved as an index of urbanization(S). The 

divisions of the population by household size was assumed to have remained 

unchanged since the census. For the divisions of the population by governo

rates, though, hypotheses were mad~ as to the extent of migration within the 

councty. This method, like the method of sample taking used, consists in 

putting one's faith in the count made during the census. The TNDS can there

fore furnish no improved knowledge about the total population, though this 

should not have any effect on the real goals of the TNDS, whether it be a 

matter of determining population shif ts or even changes in certain popula

tion structures. 

5. Duration of the survey 

The organization of operations in the field, including three 

rounds at six month intervals, respected three general rules: 

a) To make up for the absence of a pilot stydy a period of 11 breaking in", 

during which the interviewers would be actively supervised, was needed; 

b) Next, it was necessary to respect the reference period by keeping to 

the same day-by-day timetable six months later for the second round 

and one year later for the third round; 

c) The starting date of the first round was finally planned for 12 Ja

nuary 1968 (exactly one year after Aid-es-Seghir of the preceding 

year). To reduce the number of slips of memory, the starting point 

of the ref erence period in the retrospective part of the survey was 

set on the most important holyday in the Tunisian calendar(6). 

The operations were conducted in the following fashion: 

12-31 January 1968: first round of survey in the governorate of Nabeul. 

The interviewers work in teams (thus verifying one another's work) under a 

(5) It would have been desirable to stydy the size of the household in rural 
and urban milieux, but the 1966 census did not give this information and 
the weighting coefficient could not be calculated this way. From that ti
me on, the governorates were used as an index of urbanization (the rate 
of urbanization varying greatly in the different governorates). 

(6) Aid-es-Seghir, which marks the end of Ramadan (the end of fasting) is a 
holyday celebrated by everybody in Tunisia. It commonly serves as a 
chronological landmark in relation to other events. In the year in ques· 
tian, coming as it did in January, Aid~es-·Seghir had the advantage of 
bringing the reference period closer to the beginning of the civil 
year. 
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controller (one controller assigned to every three or four teams of two in

terviewers). Holding these operations in a governorate near Tunis made it 

possible for those in charge of the survey to make frequent visits. 

1 February - 15 May 1968: first .round of survey in the twelve remaining 

governorates. Each of the seven controllers were in charge of seven to ten 

enumerators in survey zones made up of one or two governorates. 

End of May - beginning of June 1968: complementary survey in the sheikhdoms 

of Oued-el-Khatef and Goraa. 

12 July - begginging of December 1968: same timetable for the second round. 

12 January - begginning of June 1969: same timetable for the third round. 

August 1969: motivation survey, 

6, C~nditions in which survey was carried out 

a) Government service in charge of survey: the Demographic Statistics Branch, 

at first connected with the services of the Secretary of State for Planning 

and Finance, bas since been made part of the National Institute of Statistics, 

under the Prime Minister's direct control. 

The Demographic Statistics Branch bas moreover received tech

nical help from the Division of Statistical Surveys (in working out the me-· 

thod of sample taking used), from French technical assistance, and from the 

Population Council (planning and carrying out of the survey). 

b) Financing and costs: the budget of the TNDS stood at approximately 

150,000 Tunisian dinars(!), not including the cors to processing. Half of 

this came f rom the Tunisian treasury (salaries) and half f rom grants from 

the National Center of Health Statistics (N.C.H.S.) of Washington (supplies 

equipment and travelling expenses). One of the serious problems of the TNDS 

was not to have been financially independent, a very undesirable situation 

when a timetable of operations must be kept to closely and when unexpected 

difficulties must be met. 

c) Staff: no special staff was hired for the TNDS. The seTenty odd of

ficials of the Demographic Statistics Branch who had previously worked on 

different aspects of the ccnsus were assigned to the TNDS. These people were 

not selected because of specialized skills proper; it was more a case of 

(1) The Tunisian dinar is worth slightly more than 10 French Francs and a 
. little less than S2.00 (U.S.). 
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looking rafouvably on their general range of previous professional experien

ce. Additional theoritical training was given in a two week course just 

before the f irst round and in a one week session right before the second 

round. Unfortunately, there was no pilot survey. The seven best "trainees" 

were appointed as controllers at the end of the f irst training course. This 

did not change their administrative status in the slightest, however, and 

in dealing with enumerators, they were unable to rely on any hierarchical 

authority, a situation which sometimes created problems. The organization 

chart in Figure III is somewhat idealized. The conscientiousncss and care 

with which the enumerators carried out their jobs should be emphasized here, 

though, whatever f laws thcre were in organizational planning. 

d) Equipement, transport: because of the lack of financial independence 

and not the financing itself, carrying out the TNDS in the limits of the 

timetable that was set up must be compared to an exercise in tightrope wal

king. The most serious problem in this sphere was that of transport. Given 

the fact that habitations were so widely scattered, and that it was so dif

ficult to get around in rural areas, it would have been desirable for each 

team to have at its disposition an all-purpose vehicule and a small car or 

van. It was not possible, though, for each team to have even the regular 

use of a single vehicule. Most of the time, the enumerators had to take 

c?.re of their own transport, some of them hiring donkeys, some bicycles, 

and even more often simply walking - up to thirty kilometres a day. We should 

say, though, that they were helped greatly in their work by guides hired on 

the spot, these guides knowing both the places and inhabitants well. 

e) The reception of the population: In most cases, and especially in 

country areas, the cnumerators were very well received by the population, 

in spite of the f act that during each of the three rounds they came with 

long questionnaires. It should be noted, though, that near Sfax the enume·· 

rators encountered a welcome that was somewhat more reserved; and that their 

job in the big cities was slightly more difficult because of the schedules 

of the people being interviewed, and sometimes because of city people's more 

"individualistic" way of thinking. The greatest cause of trouble in the ci·· 

ties was the mobility of people living there. It should be said, last of 

all, that in the smaller towns it would have been awkward to be let into 

people's homes to ask questions of women of childbearing age without the 
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help of the social workers, who served as "passed11 in getting the enumera

tors admitted, after which they were generally well received. 

a) Population and ref erence events 

The TNDS was concerned with a .d_r:_jure population. A hou

sehold was defined as all the people regularly living under the same roof 

and having their meals together. "Current residents" were defined as those 

living in the household longer than four months, or those intending to stay 

longer than four months (except for visitors present for less than four 

months). "Absent residents" were defined as regular members of the house

hold who had been away for more than four months (or less than four months 

when they did not plan to return), as well as those people who for one rea

son or another were in "spécial circumstances" (members of grouped bouse· 

holds, women who returned to their mother's house before delivering, etc. ). 

To fall within the limits of the survey, all events (births 

and deaths) had to involve either a current or absent resident and must ha

ve taken place during the reference period. These were as follows (Figure 

IV): 

Ald-es-Seghir 1967 Interview lst round 

a. Interview lst round Interview 2d round 

b. Aîd-·es-·Seghir 1967 Interview lst round 

a. Interview 2d round Interview 3d round 

b. Interview lst round Interview 2d round 

During the first and third rounds, a fertility from was 

used to bring toBether the details of the childbearing lives of women who 

were married, widowed, or divorced. 

b) Questionnaire: The questionnaire of the TNDS, filled in for each 

household, included the following four parts in each rojnd: 

1. location and identification of the household (household form); 

2. members of the household (household form); 

3. events occurring in the household during the reference period 

(household form and joint fertility form during the second round); 
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Figure IV. Overlapping of the ref erence periods used 
in the three rounds of the TNDS 

Lapse of time 
starting from date 
of f irst interview 
of f irst round 

AÏD ES-SEGHIR 
12/1/67 12/1/68 12/5/68 

Oi--------.:.i 1 

X -------~------~ 
~r--~~~~~~~~~~~~: --'~~i 

1 12/7/68 12/lV68 
6r-~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~'~-...!' 

A' 1 1 1 x+6 ______ !2, _____ _, _f!l_~-

1 
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1 1 
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1 1 1 ' 10~~~~~~~~~~~~+--...._~...ll-~--~~~ 
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4. complete fertility records of married, widowed and divorced women 

(individual fertility forms). This part was not used in the se

cond round for women who had already been questioned on the first 

rouns but on the third round it was used for everyone. 

There was, moreover, a series of questions in the first 

round for cases where a household had not been located. The method used in 

choosing these families replacements were listed (supplement ot the house

hold form). During the second and third rounds, this supplementary form 

helped locate cases of migration and ot follow the households that had mi

grated. 

Except for a few small improvements, the questionnaire 

remained unchanged from one survey to the next. What should be noted, howe

ver, is the abandonment of the use of individual fertility forms on the se

cond round and the amplification of questions relating to the household in 

the second and third rounds, and naturally, the changing reference periods 

as one goes from one round to another. 

Instead of treating the standard features of these ques

tionnaires, we will concern ourselves especially with what was distinctive 

about them. 

1. Use of answers given during preceding rounds during the second and third 

rounds. 

For both the second and third rounds, a certain amount of 

information was recopied on to the blank questionnaires before the enumera

tor went back in the field. This naturally concerned locating people accu

rately and identifying them so as to make it easier to resume work on the 

survey afterwards. The date of the first round in a household was also no

ted as it was this date that determined the dates of the second and third 

rounds six ou twelve months later. But in addition, the list of names of 

people reported as residents during the preceding round(s) was also copied 

over. During the second and third rounds the enumerator was supposed to 

ask the head of the household for a new list of "residents" in the house

hold. When the head of household neglected to mention someone already lis

ted, the enumerator could ask for explanations, noting the reason for such 

an omission when a departure or death was responsible for the change. In 

the same manner, when the person being interviewed indicated the presence of 

someone not previously listed, the enumerator could note the reason for 

this (birth, migration, error, etc.). This system made it possible to limit 

the number of errors and omitted events falling within the reference period. 
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However, for this to work wcll, the enumerator himself had to have enough 

self-discipline to ask the persan interviewed to make a list of the members 

of his household at the time of each round. Though it is impossible to 

know with certainty that this was always done as it should, it does seem 

that these directions were understood in general and followed. On the se

cond and third rounds, the names of married, widowed and divorced women and 

the answers given to the questions on pregnancy were also copied over. This 

method certainly is not faultless, some women not having answered as they 

should, but it did enable the enumerators to catch some births that had been 

followed by deaths at a very youne age. 

2. How tne reference periods funct_i.~~d._ 

The f irst round of the survey was entirely retrospective 

and was supposed to measure very roughly the fertility and death rates of 

the "previous twelve months". However, in order to reduce to the absolute 

minimum the answers duc to f orgetfulness or to vagueness as to the passage 

of time, the starting date of the reference period was sent on the holyday 

Aid-es-Seghir (12 January 1967). As a result, the reference period varied 

according the date of the interview. So as to be able later to go back to 

the events that took place in the twelve months following the holyday, the 

enumerator had the job in January 1968 of asking - when possible - for the 

precise dates of·these events (gctting some help from the landmark of the 

most recent AÏd-es-Seghir, which took place 1 January 1968 ). For other 

events, the enumerator had to have at least the month specified, though this 

could refer either to the Gregorian calendar or the Moslem calendar - or to 

important events in agricultural life. 

In the second and third rounds, as we have seen, the re

ference periods overlapped thosc of the preceding round. The advantages in 

this were twofold. On the one hand it was possible to avoid - to a certain 

extent - "telescoping". (if one asks questions about a pcriod longer than 

the reference period, it is possible to avoid most of the errors in dating 

both at the level of the interview and during processing). Moreover, an 

item-by-item comparison of those events noted in a reference period that 

had been used twice (with a six month interval between) made it possible to 

judge both the quality of the information received and the variations in 

quality over a period of time. 
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3. Order of que!:!_.t}~ 

As the months passed this proved to be very important.The 

order chosen followed two principles - avoiding any psychological jolting 

of the person interviewed that would lessen the value of his answers in the 

future while including places where there was overlapping, so that the enu

merator could check the consistency of the infonnation received. The ques

tion of fertility, for example, were saved for last, something which enabled 

the enumerators to get the confidence of the head of the household so as to 

ask his permession to question the women present in his household. The ques·· 

tions on pregnancies of course seemed to corne perfectly naturally at the 

end of a series of questions that had led up to this point. This was done 

so skilfully as not to create any psychological problems. At the same time, 

the head of the household was asked to list the members of the household in 

a particular order (starting from the yougest and going to the eldest, for 

the children), and to list in reverse order (eldest to youngest) the chil

dren of each married, widowed and divorced woman. The enumerator could de· 

tect inconsistencies immediately and ask the. questions needed to explain 

them. 

Most of the questions were repeated on each of the three 

rounds. The mass of information thus gathered can be used as the- basis of 

a system to calculate errors. Comparing the results of the three rounds 

makes it possible, for example, to get some idea of the approximate truth

fulncss of statements about ages. It is obvious that three answers which 

concur make the birth date in question surer than the one arrived at from 

three iuconsistent declarations{l). Likewise, the comparison of the data 

gathered on the fertility forms during the first and third rounds makes it 

possible to estimate the margin of error attributable to the omissions that 

are generally made. 

For financial and technical reasons, it was decided to 

process this information on a single card. But even so the repetition of 

the basic data useful while classifying the documents of the three rounds 

in a single folder, connections could be made, the most plausible answers 

could be discorered and the number of omissions and double entries (in the 

chilbearing histories of women, for example) reduced. 

(1) - Unless these answers corne from an incorrect entry at the registry of 
vital statistics. 
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There were many hesitations bef ore a method of processing 

was chosen. Was each round to be processed separately, leaving until later 

a comparison of the d~ta, or were the three rounds to be processed together ? 

It was the first solution that was decided on and put into practice as early 

as the first round so as to get a cross-sectional analysis as quickly as 

possible. As a final solution, though, because of some of the problems in

volved in sample taking and financial considerations, the alternative scheme 

was adopted, at least for the coding of "members of the household" and "chil· 

dren" on the fertility form. The first scheme was kept for other events. 

The advantage of this procedure was mainly being able to 

eliminate discrepancies in the information gathered on each individual du

ring suddessive rounds. This did, however, complicate the problems of co

ding · and these problems had to be settled before going farther. A number 

of new methods were developed, some of which will be described below. 

1) - ~rocessing of documents and pre-transcripti~~ 

a - Classification For each household, a household form and 

one (or several) fertility forms were filled in on each round, with someti· 

mes a supplement to the household form when there was a change of address. 

To make processing easier, all the records concerning the same household 

were put together in a folder with the household's number on the caver, as 

well as the two code numbers indicating the "method used to make replace

ments" and the "situation on third round" (this last reference included to 

make transcription later easier. 

The household files were then f iled in boxes of about 

thirty folders each, aranged by household number; these were then sorted out 

by sheikhdoms or survey communes within the same governorate. One room was 

kept aside for all these records, this under the supervision of an official 

who served both as archivist and coordinator. It was his job to keep re

cords of incoming and outgoing files indicating what they had been used for. 

Putting together these files made it possible to have ease

ly at band, in one short operation, all the information about a particular 

household. This classification made it easy, moreover, to verify consistency. 

b ~ yerification of consistency __ 

a fertility form was to be 
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filled in on the first aud third rounds for each woman resident in the hou

sehold. On these were to be listed all the children (deceased and living) 

declared by the woman as ber since her marriage (married, divorced and se

parated women only were questioned). The verification of ·consistency on 

the first and third rounds consisted in : 

- comparing the children listed on the fertility form of each woman on 

the first and third rounds to see whether all those listed on the first round 

appeared on third round were addcd to the fertility forms for this round, 

the colour of the ink used for such entries being different. (It goes wi

thout saying that the other possibility - the number of children on the 

third round being greater than that of the first round - always existed.). 

Only the fertility form from the third round was corrected and revised. 

-· rearranging the children according to their dates of birth, correcting 

their reference numbers when necessary. 

- indicating the interval occurring between each birth (or between the 

date on which the marriage was consumated and the f irst birth) in the margin 

of the fertility form (during the pre·transcription of identification co

ding). 

2. - Ages and dates of birth 

Each person was asked very early in the survey for his 

date of birth. When the date itself was unknown, the enumerator had to ma

ke do with the age. For the transcription of identification codes of the 

cards "m"mbers of the household", change the ages of those people for whom 

no exact date of birth was available into a year of birth. To do this, we 

chose a method of probability that paid due consideration to the average 

date of the survey in the governorate. For example, on the second round, 

the survey of the governorate of Bizerte took place in August 1968. As a 

result, the checklist for the conversion of ages into years of birth in 

this gobernorate planned for the conversion of eight of the ages declared 

in 1968 and four in 1967. Each time that an age was converted into the 

year of birth, the official in charge of the operation was supposed to 

cross the appropriate space on the checklist to find out the reference 

year for his calculations. 

-:-8--6-x8 __ :_1 __ 6_xs __ :_s __ 6·:---:-s __ :s·---:-7 __ 6_xs--:-s--:-7-j 

This was done for all households and on each round. 
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2) Transcription of identification coding 

a - Steps in transcription of identification docing 

1.- Events : Births and deaths for each round were transcribed se~ 

parately for observation periods which were divided as follows: AÏd 1967 

(12.01.1967) - first round (retrospective part); first - second rounds; and 

second - third rounds. A total of six coding grids were made up (three for 

births and three for deaths). Because of the rather detailed analysis that 

was envisaged, a lot of information was asked for: 74 spaces for each birth 

card and 61 for each death card. Coubtless not all of these columns will be 

used. 

2. Household members The sheets of coding grids summarize the 

results of the three rounds and includes only the most usefol information. 

It was at first planned ot make them much more detailed, but the fact that 

the goals of the survey were called into question and because of extensive 

administrative changes among those in charge of the survey, many of the ini

tial plans were eut back considerably. 

The summary card "household members" bas a total of 55 spa

ces, wkthout the figures used in weighting, which will be transcribed at some 

future date, these figures taking into account most often the "situation on 

the second round" but also some of the observations made during the f irst 

and third rounds. 

3 .. ~ertil~t~ : This survey was rich in lessons about the offspring 

of married, divorces or widowed women(I). For each person in this category 

a fertility form was filled in twice (on the first and third rounds). Con

nections could be made and the quality of the observations was thereby im

proved. The offspring of a total of 30 000 married, widowed or divorced wo

men was thus studied. A special transcription of identification codes is 

planned. 

b. A novelty in the method of transcription: the transcription of years of 

birth for members of the household( 2) 

So as to get the greatest use of the information gathered 

(1) The figures of illegitimate births, thought to be negligible, was not 
studied. 

(2) See Bibliography, item 12. 
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on the three rounds, a method of transcription of identification codes by 

years of birth was developed. We think it of interest for other repeated

round surveys and noteworthy because of some of the possibilities it suggests. 

It is for this method that we explain this method here in detail. 

1. Possibilities 

A person's date of birth might be declared on each round; on 

only two of the rounds; on only ~ round. The code "location of residence" 

made it possible to see which of these possibilities applied. 

2. Method of transcribing the identification codes 

Only the year of birth is transcribed for the code "year of 

birth" proper, the last two figures of the year being used. But in order to 

indicate how one arrived at the year of birth that finally was transcribed 

from the declarations made on the three rounds, a single figure showing the 

"degree of accuracy" was added. 

3. Code 

a. A person was interviewed in each of the three rounds 

a.1. The dates of birth declared on each round were the same. 

The degree of accuracy is O, whether these dates include the year alone, the 

month and year; or the day, month and year. 

a.2. The dates of birth declared on two of the three rounds 

were the same. The third date was not counted, except in special circumstances 

(see d). The degree of accuracy transcribed is 1. 

a.3. The dates of birth declared on each round were different, 

the gap between the two most widely separated dates from 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 

years. The year of birth falling between the two outside dates is transcribed, 

the code for the degree of accuracy of a gap of two years being 2; for a gap 

of three years, 3; four years, 4; five years, 5; six years, 6. 

For example, 



Maximum 

dif ference 

2 years 

5 years 

6 years 

Years of birth declared Transcribed 

Degree of lst round 2d round 3d round Year of birth Accuracy 

1936 1935 1934 35 2 

1940 1945 1941 41 5 

1946 1940 1941 41 6 

a.4. The dates of birth on the three rounds are different with 

the gap between the two most widely separated dates of 7 years or more. Except 

in special cases (see ~), the smallest gap between any two of the three years 

is used. 

If the smallest gap is of one or two years, the year falling 

between the two most widely separated years is used, the code for the degree 

of accuracy is 7. 

If the smallest gap is of three years or more, it is the average 

of the three years that is used (rounded off to the nearest whole number). The 

code for the degree of accuracy is 7. 

b. A person was interviewed on two rounds only : 

b. 1. The same date of birth was declared on both rounds. In this 

case, the code for the degree of accuracy is O. 

b.2. The gap was of one year. The year chosen is half the time 

the earlier year, half of the time the later one - except in special circums

tances (see ~). The degree of accuracy is transcribed as 1. 

b.3. The gap was greater than one year. In such a case, the 

year transcribed is the average year rounded off, the rounding off being 

done half of the time to the next highest number, half of the time to the 

next lowest number. As code for the degree of accuracy, the number corres

ponding to the gap between the two years declared is used : 2 for two years; 

3 for three years,,, and for seven years and more. 

c. A person was interviewed on one round only : 

The year of birth transcribed is that declared on the round 

when the person was interviewed (theoretically the third round). The code for 

the degree of accuracy is 0 unless the date of birth is given in day, month, 

and year - in which case it is 9. 
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d. Exceptions to a.2. - a.3. - a.4. - b.2. - b.3. -

When the year of birth was declared on one of the rounds in 

day, month, and year - and only in this case - it is this year that is 

transcribed, with a degree of accuracy of 9. 

e. Not reported 

When the date of birth is declared on none of the rounds, 700 

is transcribed. 

On the other hand, when the date of birth of a person interviewed 

on two or three rounds was given two or three times in day, month, and year, 

this not the same on each round, the regular instruction indicated above must 

be fol lowed. 

The empirical method is of course quite arbitrary and it could 

be improved. However, it should reveal very valuable information, and most 

particularly, help classify the accuracy in declarations of dates of birth 

according to a number of criteria (age, education, profession) and test the 

memories of those being interviewed. The frequent use of the method in other 

repeated-round surveys would make it possible to compare results and to draw 

up a table of degrees of accuracy to define the degree of error for each age 

or age group(I). This table could be used, for example, in analysing the 

results of single-round surveys and of censuses in the developing countries. 

3) Analysis 

a - Results of primary importance 

The calculation of various rates (birth, death, growth; tables 

of mortality, age specific fertility tables for mothers). The fields of analysis 

have been used according to the reference periods established for the obser

vation of births and deaths 

1) between 12.01.1967 (AÏd) and 12.01.1968 (retrospective survey), 

twelve set months; 

2) in the twelve months preceding the first round (retrospective 

survey), twelve month period which was not fixed; 

3) between the first and the third rounds (continuous surveys), 

two unfixed periods of six successive months, these "surrounded" by the three 

rounds. 

(1) The code number 0 would appear to stand for diverse sorts of information, 
as it includes dates of birth declared once, twice or three times. Other 
codes can be used in conjunction with the one described in order to make 
such distinctions. 
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The population known from the swmnary cards "household members" 

are those of the first, second, and third rounds. For the first two periods, 

calculations must be based on the population figures of the f irst round (for 

the period between Aid and the first round), as well as the births and deaths 

declared, to determine what the average population was, on the one hand, on 

12.07.1967 (first period), and on the other hand, six months before the first 

rounds (second period). 

For the third period, the denominator will be the average of 

the populations on the first and third rounds, from which the populations of 

households interviewed on only the first round, or on the first and second 

rounds only, will have been eliminated. (The same will be done for the events 

taking place in these households between the first and third passages). 

b - Analysis in detail 

- very detailed analysis of current birth and death rates; 

2 - total fertility for all women; 

3 - deaths among the offspring of all women; 

4 - structure of households and family units; 

5 - profession; 

6 - migrations during the f irst and third rounds. 

c - Under-recording in the registry of vital statistics 

We have already said that the method of sample taking used did 

not make it possible for us to quantify under-recording in the official 

registry of vital statistics. This was done to a limited extent - after the 

survey - in two sheikhdoms (Goran and Oued-el-Khatef), covered in an exhaus

tively thorough fashion in three rounds, these at intervals of six months 

(just like the national population). The item-by-item comparison of events 

reported by the survey with those of the civil registry for the same period 

led us to make a classification with four headings 

1. events declared to the survey and recorded at the civil 

registry; 

2. events declared to the survey but not to the civil registry; 

3. events declared to the civil registry but not to the survey; 

4. doubtful cases. 
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For categories 2 and 3, verification in the field made it 

possible to see whether these classifications were in fact accurate (this 

done by reclassifying under category l events recorded at the civil registry 

of vital statistics of another loc·ality or by not considering those events 

reported to the civil registry but not falling wi thin the spatial or temp.oral 

ranges of the survey). The doubtful cases were followed by a verification of 

these records (local or centralized) in the civil registry and a verif ication 

in the field. 

After these checks, the fourth category having disappeared, it 

was possible, with categories l, 2 and 3, to use the method of Chandrasekhar 

and Deming, and thus to reach an estimate of the number of events declared 

neither to the survey nor to the civil registry as well as an estimate of the 

rate of coverage of events by bath sources. Quite obviously, these results 

cannot be extrapolated on a national level. 

Following this complementary survey, a "motivation survey" was 

organized in the same sheikhdoms, in the households that had reported births 

and deaths to the survey but not to the civil registry, this so as to learn 

the reasons for the absence of such declarations. 

4) Time needed for and the costs of processing 

The processing of the Tunisian survey was particularly disturbed 

by the administrative changes that occurred at the beginning of 1970. The 

Demographic Statistics Branch - which ran the survey - was separated from 

the Secretariat for Planning and Economy after this had broken apart (autumn 

1969) and joined up with the newly created National lnstitute of Statistics, 

reporting to the Prime Minister. The most immediate practical result was a 

great eut in staff, especially of those in charge of the transcription of 

identification codes, whose numbers were reduced from fif ty to ten. Under 

these circumstances, the rate at which the transcriptions currently being 

carried out will be finished will be greatly slowed down. 

At the moment this book is being written (March 1970), the 

transcription of events (births and deaths) for the three rounds has been 

completed, as well as the preparation of the corresponding punched cards. 

The transcription of the cards "household members" is being checked and the 

punched cards should be able to be finished in June 1970. Machine processing 
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of the results of primary importance will be done by the Population Council 

in New York. The time necessary for the final machine processing, to be done 

in Tunis, is not yet known. The most optimistic prediction has the detailed 

results ready at the end of 1970, except for the fertility results, for 

which a method of transcription is being prepared now and which will not be 

used until after the transcription of "household members" has been checked. 

All of this will be done by th~ ten remaining officiais (there are approxi

mately 30,000 fonus awaiting transcription). 

The average rate of transcription has been 25 forms a day per man 

for the births and deaths (a total of roughly 15,000 forms) and 17 forms for 

"household members" (approximately 25,000 forms). 

The costliness of these operations is due essentially to the 

salaries of the active staff (about fifty officiais from June 1969 to January 

1970 and ten since February 1970) and supervisory staff (a technical assistant, 

a statistical operations engineer, and a civilian foreign technical specialist). 

To these expenses must be added printing costs (mimeographing 

or offset printing of 17,000 coding forms for births and deaths, 27,000 for 

household members, and 32,000 for the children recorded on fertility forms). 

9. Resul ts 

A - The ohly ·resul ts now available are tentative 

l. Manual processing of the first round (retrospective part): 

These results were published in October 1968(l). They are given as a matter 

of information only, for they are not weighted and they take up only the 

retrospective part of the survey. 

Birth rate (for all of Tunisia) 

Death rate (for all of Tunisia) 

Total of age specific fertility rates 

42. 1 % 

12.7 % 

7.0 

2. Under-recording at the registry for vital statistics 

(complementary survey) : For all of the events recorded on the first, second, 

and third rounds of the survey in the sheikhdoms of Goraa and Oued-el-Khatef, 

the rates of coverage for the survey and for the civil registry were calculated 

as f ollows : 

(1) See Bibliography, item 2. 
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Births Deaths 

96.9 i. 87.6 % 

78.4 % 60.1 % 

In these two sheikhdoms, during the period from 12.01.1967 

(AÏd) to May 1969, the amount of under-recording at the civil registry was 

therefore approximately 22 i. for births and 40 i. for deaths. 

3. Conclusions from the motivation survey : The survey conducted 

in the households of these two sheikhdoms where births and deaths had not 

been declared to the civil registry would indicate that the main reason for 

under-recording is that the population was not sufficiently well informed. 

An educational campaign was proposed, first for the of ficials of the civil 

registry, and then - with the help and support of the press and radio - for 

the entire population(!). 

8 - Overall view of the main data collected in the different question

naires of the TNDS (see Table II). 
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Table II. Overall summary of data gathered by the TNDS 

Feature 

Household members 

a. For all members of the household 
- Location 
- How related 
- Residence 
- Sex 
- Date of birth 
- Place of birth 
- Marital status 
- Level of education 
- Nationality 

b. For those people over 10 years 
- Profession 
- Profession of head of household 
- Branch 
- Name of firm or organization 
- Rank in profession 

Events occurring within period 

l. Births 
a. For each birth occurring during 

reference period 
- Sex 
- Date of birth 
- Place of birth 
- Assistance received at delivery 
- was child alive at time of survey 

b. If no birth during reference period 
- Date of last birth occurring outside 

reference period 

2. Deaths 
a. For each death occurring during 

reference period 
- Sex 
- Date of birth 
- Date of death 
- Place of death 
- Care received 

b. If there was death during reference 
period 
- Date of last death occurring outside 

ref erence period 

c. In either or both cases 
- Any stillbirths 
- Did child cry or not 

1st Round 1 2d Round j 3d Round 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Feature lst Round l 2d Round 1 3d Round 

widowed women(l) 
1 

Married, divorced and 
- Date on which marriage contract 

drawn up for first marriage X X 

- Date on which first marriage 
was consumated X X 

- Number of most recent marriage X 

- Husband polygamous or not (and 
number of wives) X 

·' X 

- Pregnancy X X X 

Off spring of the woman 
a. For each live birth 

- Sex X X 

- Date of birth X X 

- Place of birth X X 

- Still living at time of survey 
(date of death when appropriate) X X 

- Number of this marriage X X 

Structure of the household 
a. For each household 

- Size X X X 

- Type X X X 

- Relocation of household X X 

- How relocation took place X X 

- Reason for the relocation X X 

- Number of family units X X X 

b. For each family unit 
- Size X X X 

- Type X X X 

- How head of family unit related 
to head of household X X X 

(1) This section completes the information concerning the woman as member 
of the household. 

-
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N• d'ordre 

L-~ 

FEUILLE DE MENAGE 

(Ptt:mi<r Passage) 

1 - Gouvcmorat de -----------

2 - OOl!gatioo de-----------

ModOle2 

3 -Chdkhat de------------------------------•) Zooeoa!W'elle:N• ______________________ _ 

b) Agglombl!tioo : Nom ----------------------
ou 

4-CommDDC de-------------------------------
Quartier : Secteur: ___________________________ _ 

n.--
l - Nom et PRnom du Chef--------
2 - Adr<sse -------------------------------
] - Prof...Wo 

Agou Enq11ltelD' : 

NomdPrdDOm------------------------------
Datedcl'Enqu!le _____ ~------------------~~~-

AgouC~: 

Nom~~------------------------------
Dll~dcCoott6lo ______________________________ _ 

ObttrVOtiont: .. ·------------------------------

J.-rorrn2 _, Hov.s<t.holoqorm (hl round). Whit:'a _ ~11"42.Vll· Po<;te.s 1"'"'d4 · 

CX> 
\.11 
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UL-~·~ 
...._2- 1-.~·T..m6 .... 

!, J NOM n PUNOM LIEN Sil... SEXE DATB LIEU DE. NAJSSANCB ~~ ... ! • parwalll ~ dl naillanm mocial 
DEGRE Natio-

d'instruc:tion aalit.I 

J-('°l)~I·---- _ _,(1),,,_ ______ 1---'(3.:!)c__ ~l--"(S),_..._ __ .,(6._> __ 11------'("'7)'------·1--'(8'")-L---"'(9),__ ·-- _l!!!L 

10 

Il 

ll 

1l 

14 

u 

" 

(11) - Nomtn dll fanmi. (N, V, D.) : ·--.... _ .. _____ _ 

·--------·-· 

~=~.QMlkà&l ... c--.f'OUI 
i. ,.._ ,.... • 1·~. k: rua. 

,..., .... u.M D4I.. 

""-
- ... Com. 

·--·-.. -·-·-··-·--·- Pa,.. -- - -

.... IWI. ·------- - ... -----.. -
Ch. --------·- ··-------------
Com. ----··------------------ Pa)'S ------- ----------···-----·--·-

.... OO. ------------
Ch. -- ---.. ·----· --
Com. ----- ----

~------ Pa)'I 

OO. ......................... - ............ . 

·-----1 Ch.. --·-···· .. ---··-·-.. ·-· .... Com. .• - --··--··-····----
----········- Pa)'I .. , .. ,,., """''' -

OO. ... -···-·······-·- ·-----·· 
Ch. -·---···---··-
Com. -- -·----........ ----·-
Paya ------· -,........ .... -····- ... --- --· --·--------

~ ... 
·----·-----

~ ... 
·--··-·"''-'""--···-

OO. 
Cb. 
Com. 
h)'I 

OO. 
Ch. 
Com 
Pays --

OO. 
Ch. 
Com. 
Pays------ ................. _ 

DOJ. 
Ch. . 
c..m. 
h)'I 

--- , ....• 

·-...... ~ OO. -- - -------····--.. -····-----·-· .... ·--·--------- Ch. 
Com. 

..--·-···------ h)'I -

'-· ...... Mmlll D6. -
------··--······- Cb. 09.... Com. --- -

·······-·-·--······- Pays - -

'-·.......... 04 --------·-----
---.. ····----- Ch. 

- .... Corn. 
--·-·-·-----····------ Pa)'I -·- "' 

OO. - ----·---·-
Ch. -- .... 
Corn. 
Pa)'I -- -

OO. -- ··-.. ·----·-----·-
·····-···-···-····-·-······- c:h. 

°" 4-- Corn 
..... ___ .. _ Pa)'I 

~.Mali.~ Da. 

-··--·--··- Q. - ·-

- .... Corn.. ----------
-----··- Pa)'I ......... _ ·-- ·-· -- -----·- -

,........... 06. -
1-----··-·- c:b. --

- .... Com. -
l'a)'I 

(12)-TOlaldoo...-(IU' + RA)du-:SM:. ; SF; 

·----- --···-··---·---·- ------------------- --------------

: en. . 
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SECRETARIAT D'ETAT AU PLAN 
ET A L 1 ECONOMIE NATIONALE 

ENQUETE NATIONALE 
DEMOGRAPHIQUE 

1 Modèle 2 bis 

Complément à la feuille de ménage 

N° d'ordre N° de ménage 

1 1 1 1 
Etablir un modèle 2 bis dans tous les cas où il y a changement du chef de ménage 

ou remplacement du ménage par un autre, 

1 LOCALISATION 

1- Gouvernorat de : •........ , ...•...........•............... 
2- Délégation de . . ...................... , .................. . 
3- Cheildlat de : .•••..........................••••.•.•....... 

a) Zone Naturelle N° ••.••••.••.••..•• 
b) Agglomération , • , •••••..••..•....•. 

ou 
4- Commune de .... ' ........................................ . 

c) Quartier .. , ......... , , . , .. , ......•. 
d) Secteur , .••••................. , , ... 

Il IDENTIFICATION 

A) Chef de ménage indiqué sur le Carnet de Visite 
1- Nom et prénom ............................... . 
2- Prénom du fils ainé , , ••• , . , •.•• , . , ..•• , ••••••• 
3- N° de compostage , .............•............ • • 

B) Chef de ménage actuel 

Nom et prénom . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . ..... . 

III RAISONS DE CHANGEMENT 

1- Changement de chef pour cause de décès du chef de ménage 
2- Départ du ménage par suite de décès d'un des membres 
3- Départ définitü du ménage non motivé par un décès 
4- Changement de chef pour cause de vieillesse 
5- Ménage inconnu 
6- Autre cas (à préciser) ........................................... . 

• ' ••••••••••• If ........ ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 1 •••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••• 1 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

IV RENSEIGNEMENTS COMPLEMENTAIRES DANS LE CAS D'UN DECES 

1- Nom et prénom du décédé : ••• , ••.••.•••••••.•.•.•••••• , , . 
2- Sexe . . ...... , , . , ............................•....•...... 
3- Date de naissance •••.••.••••••••• ou ~ge du décédé •••••• 
4- Date de décès . . • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . .... , , , • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
5- Lieu de décès .....•. , ........................• , ......... . 
6- Etat II18.trimonial du décédé ••..•.•.•••••••••••••••.••••..• 
7 - Le décédé était-il le chef ••••.•••• , •••••••••••••••••••••.• 

2 _ for rn a. A. Supplamen.t to housenol à fo"m. 
l"\imco grat-hed l.1 J' 31 ""'· 



N' NOM ET PRENOM 

(1) (2l 

10 

Il 

12 

" 

14 

DATE 
SEXE LIEU DE NAISSANCE 

de naiuanœ 

(l) (4) (!) 

D& 

Ch. 

Com. 

06. 

Ch. --

Corn. 

D& 

Ch. 

Com. 

06. 

Ch. 

Corn. -

06. 

Ch 

Com. 

06. 

Ch. 

Com. 

D& 

Ch. 

Com. 

D& 

Cl>. 

Com. 

06. 

Ch. 

Com. 

21 Grossesse : La femme est elle enceinte 1 (oui, non, sans rl!:ponsc> 

Observalions : 

Nom et Prl!:nom 

Date de reoquèle 

Enqu!telU': 

Signalure 

Nom et Plinom. 

Date du oontr61e 

Esl-il encore Vu N• 
vivant (en vie) ou d'ordre 

ou d6c6d6 aoa. du 
(claie de dkàl) mariaae 

(6) (7) (8) 

ContrôleW" : 

Signa1ur~ 

8BCBBTABl4T D'l:TAT 
&U l'L&ll 

BT A L'llCOMOlllll NATIOMALll 

ENQU~TE NATIONALE Ol!:MOGRAPHIQUE 

N• d'ordre 

LLl~I 
RUILLE ll'l!CONDITE 

~' 

Etablir un quutionnaire « Mod& 3 » pow choque/emp1e marile, Vftlve ou tlill'Ot'Cle, inscrite en partie Ill 
du « Modile 2 11, mime si elle n'a ptU eu tfenfan11 a11 cour1 de sa vie con/,,,ah. 

1-Loœ--. 
1 - Gouvernorat de . 

2 - Do!lqation de 

3 - Cbei<hat de a) Zone naturelle N' 
ou b) A.gglorm!ration : Nom 

Quartier 

4 - Commune de . ·············---·····--··--·-··- ··---···-·· Secteur N' 
11-ldmllflcollaoa 

1 - N' d'ordn: de la femme d&na le m<!oage ..... 

2 - Nom et Prl!:nom de la femme -···-

3 - Date de la r6daction du contrat du Ier mariage ·-··· 

4 - Date de la consommation du premier mariage ····-

5 - Votre l!:poux a t-il actuellement d'autres femmes ? 

Activit6 a) de la femme 

6 - Profession ......... _ .. _ .. -.... ------· .. --. 
7 - Branche d'activit6 l!:conomique .. 

UI - F'"'8ndlté 

Si oui combien ? .......... -.... - .. ·-·---·--··-

b) de l'dpoux 

1) Indiquer daDI l'ordre de leur naissance loua Ica enfanls que voua avez mil au monde au coun de votre vie, qv'iU mienl 

encore en vie 011 non. 

N' NOM ET PRENOM SEXE 

(1) (2) (3) 

~m 1 ~oœ•~ 
de.........,. 

(4) {S) 

06. 

Ch. 

Com. 

D<I. 

Ch. 

Com. 

06 . 

...... 
Com. 

06. 

Ch. 

Com. 

IOI h1P. Dnl~·TVl!sa 

Est-il encore Vu 
vivant {en vie) .. -(date de dkà) 

(6) (7) 

N• 
d'ordre 

du -(8). 

3._ form ~. farlilit~ form ('"htround), Dron9e. 2h 3f cm. foge.> 1 Qlld 2.. 

ex> 
ex> 



IV. - E--- lz ........ dçlols lt U jm:lricr 1967 (a•am dcnaicr Aïd Eaegldrl 

1.--
Da~ de la c1crn• naiwancc dam k mm.se (qu·cllo:: 

a11 eu lieu avanl ou a~ le premier paaaae). 

Z.--

N· DATE SOINS 
! N"" Pa~ic NOM ET PRENOM ScK de 

DATE .. LIEU DE DECES 
rcçU3o • 

Ill 

; (Il 1!1 (]J (41 

a1isunce 

f~I -(61 (7) 18) 

1 1 

Dtl. 

o. 
Com. 

Dtl. 

o. 
Corn. 

... 

bl Pouw:r vow. notA nappeler les ~ qui on1 eu lieu cnlrc le 12 janvier 1967 (avut dernier Aid es Scbirl et notre 

premier p:astaSE. 

,j1L.._j i:<1ll"J (_,..;.;.y1 J.,i _,,.;...Il_.,. rH.I •<#>ï .,._,4 12.;,.., y .:-iJ ,r'l .o.l,_li,JI, ,j.,-5:.; .;1 J-.. J" 
.,s; .r-1 JI JJYI 

Jltl. 

o. 
Com. 

-
D<L 
o .. 
Corn. 

Dtl. 

Ch. 

Com. 

• Prtciscr : H6pital ou Oinique (Il), Dilpaasaize (D), Mld«in à donUc:ile (MD), Infirmier à domicile (ID), Ym aail
taocc ISA), 11.UtRI Cils à Jdci=cr. 

c) s·i1 n·y a au eu de d6câ dans le Mlnaac depuis le 12 
jaavicr 1967 (uanl da'aier Aid Cl 51hir), date du dernier dl:· 

"" 
OBERVATIONS : --

·--- ----1 

RBPUBLIQUB TUNIBmNHB 

8SCBZTAIUAT D"BTAT AIJ Pl.AH 
ft A L'BOONOlllll NATIONALB 

ENQUETE NATIONALE DEMOGRAPHIQUE 

N• d"ordrc 

1. - Localilatioa 

n:UILLE DE MENAGE 

·-~) 

1 - Gouvernorat de-·---·--··-----·-----·-··· 
2 - o.!ltga1ion de -···--

3 ··- Chcikhal de -··---
----- ····-··-·- -··-·---····-

------····--·····--·----·---···---------
aJ Z.ooc naturelle : N• ---···-··----- ··------··-·-·-···-·-·-·-·--·----

bl Agglomfralioo : Nom -··-···- ··-···-······-·-·····-·---·-------
ou 

- Commune de -·· 

Quartier: 

Secteur : 

J - Nom et PRnom du Chef _ 

2 - Adl<S5C 

3 - Profession 

Agenl Enqlllteur: 

Nom cl Nnom ·····-·--·-··----·-·--··· ·--·-··-··----····· 
Dale de l"Enque1e Ier Passage : ..•.... 

Agent Con1r6'eur . 

Nom el Pr~oom ··-· __ _ 

Dale de Contrôle 

_ .. - 1- Oi'lioadlo·T..-T~ 

Obser11utions : 

·-·· .... Ume Passage : 
Signatwe 

SignaJure 

4. _ forrn 4-_ l-lou~onoLd {orm. ( 2nd round). Crre.~. l\ 1'-142. c.m. Pages 1 Qnd 4, 

CO 
\0 



w.-~•a--.. 

zi NOM111"Plll!NOM 

I_!!!_ - CZ) 

...., ........ ~ ................ ~ ......... _. ... a.r-.-... 

•• 

li 

Il 

Sl!XI! 
OATè· ·- LIEU Dl! NAISSANCE 

__ ,_,, __ ~- -'-"- ___ .. _) ------ --~ ·--

r:=r:~ 
.... A ....... ........... -- .....,,~.a.aw-c-. ... ... _ ...... ,._._ .. ,.,. 

,.__...,_ oa 
CIL - -------
C-. -----·------------··- ,.,. ___ --

......... -.... DOL -- --------
11 -
Caon. -..,._ 
DOL 
a.. --
c-. ·---.. ,. 

,_._ .... -- DA. --· ------ - --- --
------1'1 ------- -

- - Coal. - ---- --- ----

08. 
a.. -
c-. -.... _ 
1>1111. - ·- - --- -
a.. --- ---- --- -
c-. - --- ------

------·-1 .. ,. -

.... 

... 

.... 
,__ ........... ... 

DOL ·-
CIL -- - - - -------
C-. -- -------- . ..,._ 
lMI. ------
a..--------- ·
ea... ------ ---..,._ 
08. ------
a.. -----------
c-. ·--- ---· ··-- -..,. 
oa. . 
a.. -
c-. ---..,. -

Ch. - --
C.mn. -----
.... ,.. ----- -- -- ·- -- --

COID. -·- -
Pays -- - -- ---

• ...._ : -""'- - -..a11. - ---•,... • ••• r-. , __ •• r..,•,ftull'-'I, ...v.u• ... wn...t, i..nr-. .. '" ~ I• ,... • ...,., 
"" ....... : .,.._ ~ ............... .._....._ ............. ._.-., -...n.r, ... f..UW, • ....,_u, •lltn ~-Cà pr6c~J. 

l!TAT 
....,;. 

maaial 

fi) -N; .... ; . ... --

DEGl.E Natio- T1PC Prokmim Brudie •"lldivM ~ .:.!~ Sla1u1 

d"imcrucboa oalil4 d"activitt iDd.iridudlt ~- dl .......... """-ionnel 

(9) ~ --'~"~'--11----~"~"----1---~(l~)) ___ ,, ____ p_•l ______ (!.!!.___ ....... ,_...,..._ 
~ ................ 
f?:.=.*&J.$ :..:. -· ..._.: -

----1-------t· 

UlJ- ....._ ._ .._. 01. v. O.):------ 112J-T-.. .. __... (llP + llAJ .. ..._.:SM:---; IP: ---; Bm ---

\0 
0 

a 



SECRETARIAT D'ETAT AU PLAN 
ET A L'ECONOMIE NATIONALE 

- 91 

ENQUETE NATIONALE 
DEMOGRAPHIQUE 

.1 Modèle 4 bis 

Complément à la feuille de ménage 
2° passage· 

Un questionnaire modèle 4 bis doit etre rempli chaque fois que le ménage enquêté 
au 1er passage ne se trouve plus dans le cheikhat ou le secteur de commune oi\ il ré
sidait lors du 1er passage. Il est absolument indispensable de connattre sa nouvelle 
adresse avec précision. 

N° d'ordre N° du ménage 1 1 

I SITUATION AU PREMIER PASSAGE 

1) Localisation 

Gouvernorat 
Délégation 
Cheikhat 

••••••••••••••• 1 .......................... ' ••••••••••••••••••••• 

ou 
Commune 

•• Ill •••••••••••••••• Ill •••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Z.N. . . . . . . . . . . ' ............ . 
............................ Secteur : .. , , ............•.. 

2) Identification 

Nom et prénom du chef de ménage : ........ , ................. , .•..•..• , ... . 
Nom et prénom du fils ainé ...........••..• , .................•.......... , • 
Nom et prénom de l'épouse : ...•........................................... 
Profession du chef : ....•.............................................•.... 
Adresse exacte : ••••••••• ... ····························· 
Il CAUSE DU DEPART OU DE LA DISPARITION 

1) Disparition du ménage pour cause de décès (chef isolé) [=:1 
2) Départ du ménage pour cause de décès du chef c:=i 

décès d1un autre membre c::::::J 
travail c::::J 

3) Autres cas {à préciser) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

·······································~······· 
N.B. En cas de décès d'un membre du ménage ; préciser : 

Nom et prénom du décédé : ...............•.............•............. 
Sexe 
Date 
Lieu 
Date 

. . ······························································· de naissance • 1 •••••••• 1 ••••••••• ou !ge au décès: ••••..•••.•• 
de naissance : ...•.•............................................. 
du dêcès : ••••.•••••.•..••••.••..••••.•.•.•••.••..•....•.••••••• 

s. -Forrn +a. bu"plernen.t. to t:h• hou.scahol d form ( 2nd rou.nd). Mtnir..,~ro. phe.à. 
:li "li c.m. Pd91 • • 
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Lieu du décès : •..•.... , .......................... . 
Etat matrimonial du décédé : célibataire c:::::::J 

veuf c::::::J 

Lien de parenté avec le chef de ménage 

marié 
divorcé 

Soins reçus : ......... , . . . . . . . . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •..•..... 

Ill NOUVELLE SITUATION (au 2e passage) 

1) Localisation 

Gouvernorat : .•...........••.•.•..........................•............. 
Délégation ........................ 
Cheikhat : ........ , ........ , ...•. Z,N, . . ' ....................... . 

ou 
Commune 

2) Identification 

Nom 
Nom 
Nom 

et prénom du 
et prénom du 
et prénom de 

chef de 
fils aîné 
l'épouse 

Profession : ...•.......... 
Adresse exacte : •••• 

Secteur 

ménage : ......•.••..•............. , , ••...••.. 
••••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••••• ' •••••• 1 •• 

IV PERSONNE QUI A DONNE LES RENSEIGNEMENTS 

1) Est-ce le cheikh 
le voisin 

un parent 

c::::::J ? 
? 
? (lien de parenté avec le chef : 

••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••• ) 

autres cas (à préciser) •.•...••.••.•••••• , ...••• 

2) Indiquer : 

Nom et prénom de cette personne : ••••••.•.•..••••.••••••••.••. 
Profession : , ............................•..................... 
Adresse : •• 

Nom et prénom de l'agent enqu@teur : 

s. - (Con.~in.1.1ed}P"9e 2.. 



Eat-il encore 
DATE vivn.nl (en vie) 

N• NOM ET PRENOM SEXE LIEU DE NAJSSANCE ou...,...., .. ........,. 
(date de d&à) 

(1) (2) (3) (41 (Sj (6) 

Dtl 

Ch. 

Corn. 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

C<>m. 

Dt!. -
Ch. 

C<>m. 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

C<>m. 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

Com. 

Dtl. 

10 Ch. 

Com. 

Dt!. 

Il Ch. 

Com. 

Dt!. 

12 Ch. 

C<>m. 

Dt!. 

Il Ch. 

C<>m. 

Dt!. 

" Ch. 

Corn. 

2) Grossesae: La femme est elle enceinte 7 (oui, non, sans objet, &ans réponse) 

Observatioru : -·-···· 

Enqubour: 

Nom et Pn!nom Nom et Pttoom 

Date du contrôle 

Cootrôlaur : 

Signat11re 

Vu N• 
d'ordre 

du 
.,,.,;,,,,. 

(7) (8) 

SBCBBTADIAT D'BT4T 
AU PLA>! 

liCT A L'BOONOl!:ID NATIOl'fAUI 

~I 

N• d'ordre 

LJ-1-1 

ENQUtl:TE NATIONALE D~MOGRAPHIQUE 

1 FEUILLE INDIVIDUELLE DE FECONDITE 1 

(D<mliso """"'3<) 

N• du Ménaae 

li 
EuJblir un questionnaire « Modèle S )> pour chaque fetruM 11wâü. veuve ou divorcée. nou11ellemen1 inscrite 

en partie Ill du « Modèle 4 )), ou nou116lemenl mariie ml~ si elle n'a pas eu d'enfanJs au cours de sa vie con
jugale. 

Date de l'enqufte : Ier passage 

1 - Locmi:mllom 

1 - Gouvernorat de 

2 - DéMgation de 

3 - Cheikhat de 

ou 

4 - Commune de 

li - ldastlllaillom 

1 - N• d'ordre de la femme dam le ménage 

2 - Nom et Prfoom de la femme 

3 - Date de la r&!action du contrat du Ier mariage . 

4 - Date de la consommation du premier mariage 

S - Votre époux a t-il actuellement d'autres femmes 1 

2ème paasage 

a) Quartier 

bl Secteur N • 

Ac:tirité a) de la femme 

6 - Profession 

7 - Branche d'activité économique 

8 - Date d'arrivée dans Je ménage 

Si oui combien 1 

b) de l'tpoux 

11 Indiquer dam l'ordre de leur n.amanœ IOU& ka cnfn.nb que vous 11.vez mis 11.u monde au coun de volrc v~. qMïù :wi~nt 

N• NOM ET PRENOM 
de nai.uaocc 

DATE 

(!) (2) 

'

SEXE 

Jl) (4) 

UEU DE NAISSANCE 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

Corn. 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

C<>m. 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

Com. 

Dt!. 

Ch. 

Com. 

(>l 

N" 

(8) 

~-il cncatf ~u vivan1 (en vie) ou d"ordn: 
ou~ DOD du 

(date de d6cè!il vu nwi.qe 

16) (7) 

6.-FormS - Incii\/1dual {e.rtilit~(orm, (Zrid rou.nd). '{eltow. 2t.,.2>-1 c..m. Poges 1o."d2.. 



2° FEMME 

1) Nom •t Prenom 21 N" d'ordre (Partie Ill IT'IOdèle 4) ; 

J) Eto1t~lle enceinte cu Ier pa:uoge ? (Qui, Non, MJns rCponsel 
4) Inscrire ln ncuuonca qu'elle a euH depu;s le ler P<:mogc ou depuis Io dote d'amvée dam le ménage) .. - DAn 

llT ._,.. 
d'•-

d9 l'mt'UM """" ........... .. .1. K. A. 

(al ,., "' ,., 
LJEU D& NAIBSAHClr 

°"' Ch 

Com 

"'1. 

Ch. 

Com 

IP.N Vll-:1 
............ w-

f'llal<1.Jetl~•·' 

"' 

vu 
ABllIB-
TAHCS• .. 
'" 

,., 

S) PCIU't9z-vous ~ rappeler lin noiMoncn qui ont eu Irieu entre le 12 JonvW,.,. 1967 (ovont dermer Aid 
Seghir) et notre ~ pouoge ? 

1.P, .,;;L,- 12 .;.,-, l.o ..J "-"'J ,,-JI vbYJ_J\ jf;; ~\ J...._ J~ <S 
.,.i:-;.,--1 JI JJYI .j;\,_j ~;li; <.r-:-'-YI j~ _.,;..-Il...,. r>-<> 

11 1 l 1 ~ - -u~J 1 l I 
6} Groueuo : La femme •t-oUe encointe ou Umo possoge ? <out. Non. IJiaDa répcmm, 8&DI obJot1 -··

• ~ CIUDique {M); l. *-1111111 ; ......aa <I»il), -.o-f~ (J)S) IBIMI ...-&&noo ~&&.l; Mlln CU l. pr6clar. 

l 3" FEMME l 
1) Nom .. p..._: .. ····-·-- 21 N• d'Of"dro (PortMt Ill mndèlcl 4) : 

J) Etoit...UO onceinte eu Ier pouoge ? (Oui, Non, 1ans repomel . . ... -··. --·····- --·. 
4) lrwcrire krs naiuances qu'elle a ~ dapuis le Ier passage ou depuis kJ dore d'orrivM dons Ml tnenoge) 

.. *=* sr PBDOlil DATll e.1-:_11 ~ .um&- ~ =- .. I...,._ ll&lll .. ,,.n:.7 LISU Da: llAl88AJ'°2I hb~~lt..1 T&JtOll• ~ 
1-""-1----..;.";;...."----l'~l--1'-'··~-1-----'";..'----1--.-!!L- __ .., __ ~ 

D61. -
Ch. 

"""' 
""· -- -- -·------
Cb. -·- ·--- - --- ·----
Oom.. --

5) Pouvez-vous. nous rappe .. r '91 naiucnces qui ont ru lieu ontre le 12 Janvier 1967 <ovont dernier Aïd 
Seghir) et notre ~ pauoge ? 

11 

•<Pl .,;;4" ~ l.o ..r .;...:..;, ,,-JI .,,1,y~1 .tf;; ~· J...._ J~ <S 
.,.s:-; .,--1 JI JJYI .j;\,_j ~;li J <.r-:-'-Yl J~ _.,;..-Il ...,. r.>-<J 

6) Gros.oae : Lo femme est-ello enceint• ou 2""9 pouog.e ' (CM. Nan, aa.n. r6ponM, S.DI obJell ··-·-·--

llOP&al. CllDJqu. lM); 'domkllll: D6dlda <DILI • ..,..f9IDDMI (DIJ> M.W1 aaiatADol 18Al; aut.n eu l ~-

ENQUETEUR CONTROLEUR 

Nom ot Prénom : Nom et Prénom : 
Dote de contr6le 

ENQUETE NATIONALE DEMOGRAPHIQUE 

... d'ordrO 

Dato 1 ar PCJl$09GI : 

L - LOCALISATIOPf 

1) Gouwrncwat do 

2J DO!égato0n de 

31 Choil<hot do 

4) Commune de 

IL - ftCOJCDITB 

..... _ 

o) Zone naturello N" 

bJAQgiomOn>hon: 

o) Quartier 

b) Sectour N" 

Et:obJir kl IW ~ tout.es les #ornmea mcr'6os, vowcn: °" drvorcéft d*,6 W"tKrrtes lot's du pnlllTtitll poaogtJ, 

ou nouv9''-mont JnSCr1tn en parW Ill '""""- 4 : 

1- FEMME 

Il Nom et Prénom : 2l N" d'Ot"dre (Port~ Ill ~ 4) : -------·-----

3J Etott-ello oncetnt• OY 1 Of' paaog11 ? (Oui, Non, aons reponw) · 

4) l1"11Cr1re la naauonca qu' .. lo a aun dopun '8 l er passoge ou depu11 la date d'œrHlie dore "9 ménog:9) 

... 
d'or· ... ... ,., 

DA111 ..,.,. .. _ 
J. M. A. 

"' ,., 
"' DllH... _______ _ 

Oh 

0-

Kal-11 __.. VlJ ... ·•·· - .. 
111111 'f'IK• T.&lllllll• .... __ ... .. ·u... ........ 1 

'" 
... "" 

5) Pouvo:r:-vOl..IS nous roppektr ... r'IQd.IOl"tCGI qui ont ru lieu entre Io 12 Jorrvter 1967 Cavant d:Dmier A.id 
Si.gfitrl et notre prtlmtOt pouogl8 ? 

r<PJ .,,..L,- 12 .;.,-, l.o ,,. --...;, ,r)I .obY~I .t f;; ~1 J...._ J" " 
.~_,....-1 JI JJ"il .jJ\.._j ~_,t.;_, (~'11 J--:-6 ~I ~ r~) 

H-J.--1 t~ --E=+4 
6) Gtoueue Lo f•l'l'lfM ost-dlo ence1nte ou 2àme ~ > 10u1. Mon • .Dam ~ a.na ott.)sc.1 ----··-···-

• H6pltal, CUIUqm <Ml;• domldM ; -*IDdll CDJlll}, -S-·!omme 1081 MD1 ~ (&l>; a.ucn 011M1 6. pré:dD;lr. 

~ r .... ulti•.Je ,_.ertit;t....r rorm. (c?rol.M'ld) - f,·n~ . ~-173-1 c...r·fl- Parias '1 and'_ 7. - ~ orr11 !=> - ,-, ~ I' ; f --,, <-



IV. - z.- """"""" ""°"' le Mkose o!epll:i le lm - de Ptœqœ!o 
1. - Nai.s.eœ. 1 

a) EtablU IG liste de Ioula lem D&iaaDCCQ qui oat eu lieu dam Io mlmse depuia k 2'" IDf!SGP. quo l'enfant soit eocoro 
='rieouDDD.. 

N• 

NOM ET PRENOM ........... 
(l'ridm:r ... ...._ 

daptrollldol9mtnl 

DATB 

Sl!XB do ........... 
LIEU DB NAISSANCB 

OO. 
Ch. 
Cam. 

06. 
Cb. 
Cern. 

OO. 
Ch. 
Cern. 

t:MI. 
Ch. 
Com. 

• Prkiœr : H6pi.W ou Oinique (Il), à domicile aaiat6o d'un m6decin {DM), 6. domkile aailt6e d'une oaao-femmo 
(DS). à domicile 1aD1 UlillaDcc (SA), autl'el eu A prkiaer. 

c) S'il n'y a pu eu de mioanœ depuis Io Ier passa.p Indiquer : 

Date de la dcrnike aailllanœ 

Nom et prâlom de l'eofant 

2.-IMcio: 

1-
a) Etablir la llnc del ~ IUIWOUI depuil k 2" pnmaae (enfADts cl adultes, p;uaats ou non puenb avec k chef). 

N' NOM BT Pll.ENOM 
BTA.T DATE 

SEXB .-1r1-
-'*1 de D&Îllaltœ 

(1) fl) (]) (4) (5) 

DATB ·(6) 

LIEU DB NAJSSANŒ. 

Dl<. 
Cb. 
Com. 

Dl<. 
Ch. 
Com. 

m 

SOIN~• 
.._ 

(8) 

• • Pr6:iaer : H6pil&I ou Clinique 00, Di:tpc:mairc (D). M•decin à domicile (MD), uns uaiscance (SA), aulna eu à p ....... 
c) S'D a'J a pu eu de dkà depuia io premle. ~ btdlqucr ; - Date du dcmicr d6cla : J ·--··- -··----· ·- -· · -

- Nom et pcûom du d6c6clll :- "·····--------···-----

- Lka de pan:alli du cWddt avec le chef de m6:1ap _. _ ·----·----------------'-------
d) Y a-t-il eu un mort-DIS depuil le premier puaaac, ai oui indiquer la date 

l'eafaat a·t-il cril! (OUÏ OU DOG} -----

RSPOBLIQUll '1'tlRJBllDIRll -EJBOim'T.6Ill6T D"llTAT AU i'l.4a 
BT 4 l/IWOJllOKlll Jll'ATIONALIJ 

IYodtloll 

JENQlUIBTJE NA 'f!ONALIB DE..MOGJR.APHIQUJE 

Fi!UILLI! Dl! lllENAGI! 

1. - LocolbodoEI A) oo Ier -

1 - OouY<l'DOl"Dt de . ·-·----·--------· 
2 - DQqatioa de 

3 - Cbelkhat de ---···-----------
•) Zone uaturdle : N" ......• 

b) Agglomi!ration : Nom .... - ........ ·--· ---· 

ou 

4 - Commune de -·· 
Quartier : 
Sectt:ur : 

11.-1-

B)m1-,_ Cl•--

3 - Profession ·------------------·---------

Agen1Enqllltnu: 

Nom ot Pn!nom ···-··------·-· 
Dale de l"l!aque1e Ier Passage: ... .... . ....... lmne Passage : . ··········-·--···- 3m>e Passage : . 

Signature 

tf,genl Contr6lau • 

Nom et Prt!nom .............. ···--··-··· .. 

Date de Contrôle ... ··-·-·-····· 

.... , lap. ~-n:m , ... 

Obttrwrtio1U : .. 

···--·-····--···--·-·--··-----·-------

s. -- for m '\ 2.. l-lou$ehold. {orm (!>cl rounol.) _ 'Vel\ow - 21"1 "~ic.m. Poges 'land 4-. 

\0 
VI 



f LIEN SITU.UIC* DE aUIDDIŒ 
• 1! NOM ET PRENOM ·-------X o ......... ;, Ier .... r .... )•DU. 

(Il (2) (]) (4) ~ ~ 

lllaltllr la llata dal maabre AlideaU ....... 1. ""' 
lndlqger .. - -.. ....... ~ _.._.. . .... ·- .. 

DATE 
SEXE 

de naiauœ 

W.-C~aMaap 

LIEU DE NAISSANCE 
ETAT 
matri
monial 

DEGll.E 

d'imll\lction 

Na1i~ ..... Bra.acbc d'lldhi:tl ............. Nom de l'employoar Stalat 
ou nilon IOCialD 

dt l'eatrqirile ProfcimioaDel 

(7) (8) -~-~--~---• ----~~~>~---~ii~-'~'~~-i,,~:::::::,,,_::="u~!>~~"'"°'...,._==~~ ~_1_11_1 __ 1 ___ _,,u•~>--~i~--<~'"~---r--~•~••~> ___ 1 ~~<~•n-'---~ 

-........ 
PN&IMrlaloar, 

lollobdel'.&m161. 
A cUl'aut dll dllU 

ladlqUlr""" 

lour,McM........_ 

pr, le Pa)'I . 

[Ml. --
Cb. 

ou..... Corn. 

---- hp --- -··. 

Jour, l:klla. Azm6e DQ. 

Cb. 
CIU o\al Corn. 

-------Pays .... -

Jour, Mol.1, Ami6a Ott ........ --
Cb. ou,... Corn . 

.... -Plrip 

Jnur, MoU. ADIMa Dtl. _ ... ··-Ch. -
Com. .. .. 

lour, llnh, Aaalc Dtl. 

Cb. 
Corn . .... 

JDW', 11o1.1, ADllM 00. 

- ..- Corn. 
·-··- Pays -·-· 

,_,._111--.AJID6a IMl.. -·· 
Ch. 
c..n. 

- Pa11 -------

Jour, lloU. AGDlie Dtl 
Cb. oa.,... Cons . .. ,,_ 

OllU.laln; ...... , ·-.._ uon. &oultab. Prlmllltt, 
ttorm. 8-ndaln. o 

e:.'~ 
motm da 5 - m11-
1~: ... ,.,.._ 

t---1-----•--1----·l-------1-----~------1---~ 

......... ----------+---.....,1----•---+---·t----11------1-----------1----l·------1--~------1-------l·-------1-------~-----1 
Jour, •• .ua6o Dtl 

10 

Il 

12 

---Cb. 

- ....,. Corn. - ______ .. ,,_ 
lour, 11•, A-"' Dtl. ... --

Cb. 
ou .\&I Corn. 

···- _ Paya ---

Jour. lillall. Aa.a6a Dtl. 
Ch. 

oa Al• Corn. 

··- Pa)'S--

J.,.u, MoU. Ann6a [)tl. 

Cb. -- Com. 
__ Pays 

: oo:c:Dpl, MDI tra .. atl. - lr'llHll DOGt Io 1'r1 ,.., ,...._ •11 toru, Hodlanl, rlllre.111, <oletllard, lnflrnw, auUe r .. (Ill prkl1tt1. 

• • PrKIMr : .. u-. _,._ eoop&alcar, lnHIUllClr IDd•,..111laat, -plort, ou<or\tr, aide funlftel, •pprenU, autre r .. !Ill prklMr). 

(181 - Nombre ck9 femmeo (M. V, 0.) : (19) Total des membres (RP + llA) du m6'1aac : SM ; ; SF: 

8. - (Continued) t:>~es Z. a.nd 3. 

;E.n1: 
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Modèle 12 bis 

Enquête Nationale 
Démographique 

Complément à la feuille de ménage 
3ème passage 

Un questionnaire modèle 12 bis doit être rempli chaque fois que le ménage enquêté 
au 3ème passage ne se trouve plus dans le cheikhat ou le secteur de commune où il ré
sidait lors du 1er passage. Il est absolument indispensable de connattre sa nouvelle adres
se avec précision. 

N° du ménage 

Situation A) Premier passage 
1, Localisation 
Gouvernorat 
Délégation 
Cheikhat 

ou 
Commune 

. . . . . . . . . i.N. ... 

......... S. .... 

Adresse exacte : .•..•.•.•.•• 

2, Identification 

Nom et prénom du chef de ménage 
Nom et prénom du fils atné 
Nom et prénom d~ l'épouse 
Profession du chef 

B) 2ème passage C) 3ème passage 

. •..•..•.••. .ZN •• •••••••••••• Z-.N • 

. ......... s .... . • •••••••••• .S. ••• 

...................................... ...................................... 

II CAUSE DU DEPART OU DE LA DISPARITION 

1. Disparition du ménage pour cause de décès (chef isolé) ~ 

2, Départ du ménage pour cause de décès du chef C=:J 
décès d'un autre membrec:::=:J 
travail c::::l 

3, Autres cas (à préciser) . . . .................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N.B. En cas de décès d'un membre du ménage ; préciser : 

Nom 
Sexe 
Date 
Lieu 
Date 

et prénom du décédé ...................................... 
de 
de 
du 

9. 

...................................... 
naissance • • • • • • • • • • • ou ~ge au décès : .•..••••• 
naissance ...................................... 
décès ...................................... 

Form -12 A_ .Sui:>plement t.o the househ...,ld forni l~c:l roul'\d)_ Mlmeogra.. 
ph ccl • i '1 " l t c.tT'I • ~(M}a 1 ' 
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Lieu du décès ....... ' ............................. . 
Etat matrimonial du décédé célibataire c:::::J 

veuf c::::::J 
marié c:::::J 

divorcé c::::::J 
. Lien de parenté avec le chef de ménage . . ............................... . 

Soins reçus : .............. . 

III PERSONNE QUI A DONNE DES RENSEIGNEMENTS 

1. Est-ce le cheikh c::::::J 
le voisin c:=::J 

un parent c::::::J 

? 
? 
? 

autres cas (à préciser) 

2, Indiquer : 

Nom et prénom de cette personne 
Profession : ... , ....•........... 

(lien de parenté avec le chef : 
.. ) 

Adresse : .................................................... . 

Nom et prénom de l 1Agent enqueteur : ...•.•••••••••.........••• 
Date : .........•......... , ....................... , ........... . 

9. - <Conlil\ue.d). P"'3e. ~ .. 



Jnchqucr c&i.lh l'ordre dr: leur mllU.nce 1ou~ ks c:nf•nb que ccn.: lcmm..· a nu' au monde au coun dr: sa vac, q1lih .IOMn1 

~~Cii •• ou'"'"· 

N" NOM ET PRENOM SEXE 

Cil 12> Ill 

DATE 
LIEU DE NAISSANCE 

(4) 

bt·i.I encore Vu 
vivant (ea vie) ou ou- ... 
(da.le do dkibl 

(6) (7) 

N" ........ 
du ........ 
Ill 

1~1 !----1----!--!----!1---li_ I_ Com 

10 

" 

Enqullcur: 

Nom et Prénom 

.,. .. 
Ch. 

Com. 

""' Ch. 

Com. 

.,. .. 
a.. 
Com. 

""'· Q. 

Com. 

OO. 

Ch. 

Com-

D61 .. 

a.. 
Com. 

.,. .. 
Ch. 

c .... 

.,. .. 
Ch. 

Corn. 

""'· 
Ch. 

Cum 

""' Lh. 

Cum. 

""'· Ch. 

Cum. 

i Nom cl Prtnom .. 
Dale du contrôle 

Contrôleur: 

Signature 

UCllrl'UIAT D11TAT 
.&D Pl.AH 

•Q' A L"BCONODID MATIONAL& 

ENQU#!:TE NATIONALE DÉMOGRAPHIQUE 

N• d'ordre 
FEUILLE FECOND~ 

ITroi~ii!:mc Passa.gel 

1----! 
! Modek IJ I 

Etablir un questionnaire 11 Modèle 3 •• pour c/Jaqu~ /t!mmt!. mariü, 11euvt! °" di11orc,t!, irucritl! l!n po'fil! Ill 

du " Modèlt! 12 1>, miww si ellt! n"a JNL' f!U d'en/anis au cours de sa 11ie conjuia/e . 

Dole de l'enquo!IC : 1er passage 2i!:mc passage 

1 - IAm!!!l1!llloa ... - -

1 - Gouvernorat de 

2 - Ol!ltgatioa de 

J - Chei&bal de 

ou 

4 - Commune de 

- N• d'ordn: de la lemme dans le mmage 
2 - Nom et Prtnom de la lemme 

.l - Date de la r«tac1K>n du contrat du 1er maria!e 

4 - Dale de la consommation du premier maria,-e 

ji - Etat matrimonial actuel 

· 6 - Rang du dernier mariage 

7 - Age ou dale de naissance de la Femme 

8 - La Femme l!tait-clle enceinte au premier passage 111-1---1 - Nom et Prtnom du mari actuel 

2 - Age ou date de naissance du mari 

l -- Le mari a-t-il actuellement plusieun Femmes ? 

IV - Adl9136 

1 - Profession 

2 - Bnnche d'activitt! l!conomlquc 

Obser11a1ions : 

Zone na1urclle N• 

Seclcur N• 

au :urne po...,. 

Si oui. combien ···-·····-·- .. ····--···-···-··-··· 

a) de la remme 

IO. - :Forrn n. Fc.rlil•"t'j form. ( ,!, d l"oun~). Grun. ,?1 ,.'3'\ c.m. Page..s 1 and~. 

\0 
\0 
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ENQUETE NATIONALE OEMOGR.A.PHIQUE 
MEMBRE DU MENAGE c/tàfrqur 

14t.2•.3• Pl::luagft- 1968.1969 
modtht- 113-1 vlrilicof<tUI" 

I DENTIFICATIOH CARM:Tl:R1snoucs DU NEN40E 

l'>p clchobr 1 1 ...... ,. ., loco/110/lon 1 (n1m~( E1 El ~ 1 loi//• 1 1§ El 

........ '--' ..........__. ........._. '---' .......... 

HDIJRES DU HEi/AGE 

,.....-

~0 
lgj~ 

œ 
~ploc•,,., omttdlt 

œ 1 1 ~œ du d noisson<tt n~u ctt naissanccr localisotlon 
noyau •ild<risid ! eld«fl.pr& 
~ 

~...._, ........__. ......... . .......... L......I L--J 

'--'--' .......... ~ '--' '--' L.....J .......... 

.___..__. .......... .........__. .......... ..._. L..-J L.....J 

'------' ...._, .........__. '--' ......... L.....J L.....J 

.......__.. .......... .........__. 11--1 '--' L..J .......... 

._.___, ...._, ~L......I • 1 .__, L-.J ......... 

......___. .......... l......L-..J ......... ......... L-.J L.....J 

lall• 

œ 
dGplac.•rnl annelido 

œ ~~ ~m noiuanc~ du •• R 11..., de ..,;ss0nce locollnation 
noyau i1lcltrt1id ~<1<9-préci 

i.....-.....1 '--' i.....-.....1 .......... .......... .__, 1--J 

............... 1--J i.............. .......... L......I L.......A L......& 

..____, ........ 1......-.-1 ....... '--' .......... ........ 

"'--"--' '--' ..__.____, '--' '--' '--' ,__, 

~ ........ '--'--' ....__. .......... '--' L.....J 

............._, ........ ~ '--' ......... L-1 L.....J 

...____ .......J ~ ......... L--J '--' L..-J 

~ ......... L-...-1 .......... .......... .......... 1--1 

1......o..-1 L--J i........-J .......... L--J L-1 1--J 

i-............. '--' .__.__, L.....J .._, ... a....s \....J 

1..-...1 L-1 ~ ........ L.....I &......! ~ 

11.-F"orm -12.3.~. Codln9 9rid. Hou~e liold members. 
\NhLl:a. . l1 " ?J1 c.m. foge.5 -1 an~ 2. 

"-
""'• 

caroct~N-stiqun 

Economiqu ~s 

caractJ'ristiqua1 

iiconomiqucs 
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SECRETARIAT D'ETAT AU PLAN 
ET A L'ECONOMIE NATIONALE 

ENQUETE NATIONALE DEMOGRAPHIQUE 

Nom du chiffreur ••• , •••• , ••• 
Nom du vérificateur ••••.•..•. 

1 Modèle 11 m 

FEUILLE DE CHIFFREMENT : NAISSANCE 3ème passage 

A remplir pour chaque naissance inscrite en partie IV.1 de la feuille de ménage (M.12) 

INTITULE DU CODE CHIFFREMENT 

----IDENTIFICATION , LOCALISATION (code lère partie)---------

type de carte et choix 11 
strate et localisation (FMI) 12 
n° d'ordre de l'enqu"teur (FMp.1) 13 
date de l' enqu@te (FNp. l) 14 

-----CARACTERISTIQUES DU MENAGE (Code II ème partie)---------

taux de pondération 
n° du ménage (FM p, 1) 21 
profession du chef de ménage (FMII) 22 
taille du ménage (FMIII. 1 et 2) 24 
type de ménage (FM_III) 25 

4 colonnes vierges 

-----1CARACTERISTIQUES DU CHEF DE MENAGE (Code IV ème partie)----

degré d'instruction du chef de ménage (FMIII. 9) 4Y 

----CARACTERISTIQUES DE LA MERE (Code IVème partie)--------

situation de résidence de la mère (FMm. 4) 
année de naissance de la mère (FMID et IV. 6) 
migration de la mère (FMI et m. 7) 
état matrimonial de la mère (FMm, 8) 
degré d'instruction de la mère (FMm, 9) 
nationalité de la mère (FMill, 10) 

45 
47 bis 
49 
4X 
4Y 
4Z 

13. _ FoRt-\ l\.lll. C.OPING GR.lb· B1R.,t-1S (3d round). 'INHlîE. 
M1Me.O~l\l'~En. li 'l( 31 Gm• Po~e11 i . 

....._____.__ ..... .___, 
'-----' 
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-----CARACTERISTIQUES DU MARIAGE (Code VIe partie)-------

année de consommation du 1er mariage (FF. II. 4) 61 
de la mère 
profession de la mère (FF. II. 6 et 7a) 64 
profession du mari (FF. II. 6 et 7b) 65 
nombre d 1enfants survivants (FF. III. 6) 68 

-----CARACTERISTIQUES DU PERE (Code IVe partie)---------

situation de résidence du père (FM III. 4) 
année de naissance du père (FM III. 6) 
migration du père (FMI et III 7) 
état matrimonial du père (FM. III. 8) 
degré d'instruction du père (FM. III. 9) 
nationalité du père (FM. III. 10) 

45 
47 
49 
4X 
4Y 
4Z 

-----CARACTERISTIQUES DE LA NAISSANCE (Code VIIe partie)-----

catégorie d'accouchement (FM. IV.1) 
sexe du nouveau-né (FM. IV. 1 et 3) 
date de naissance du nouveau-né (FM. IVl et 4) 
assistance à l'accouchement (FM. IV. 1 et 6) 
rang de naissance (FF. III. 1) 

72 
73 
74 
75 
76 

-----CARACTERISTIQUES DU DECES (Code VIIIe partie)--------

date de décès (éventuellement) (FM. IV. 2 et 5) 84 
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ENQUETE NATIONALE DEMOGRAPHIQUE 

Nom du chiffreur , ••••.•••••••• , • 
Nom du vérificateur •••••••••••.••• 

1 Modèle 12 Ill 1 

FEUILLE DE CHIFFREMENT DECES 3ème passage 

A remplir pour chaque décès inscrit en partie IV(2) de la feuille de ménage (Modèle 12). 

INTITULE DU CODE CHIFFREMENT 

--IDENTIFICATION. LOCALISATION( Code le partie)---------------

Type de carte et choix 
strate et localisation(FMl) 
n° d'ordre de l 'Enquêteur(FMp. 1) 
date de l'Enqu@te(FMp. 1) 

11 
12 
13 
14 

--CARACTERISTIQUES DU MENAGE(Code Ile partie)--------------

taux de pondération 
n° de ménage (FMp. 1) 
profession du chef de ménage (FMIII) 
taille du ménage (FM. III 1 et 12) 
type de ménage (FM. III) 

21 
22 
24 
25 

--CARACTERISTIQUES DU CHEF DE MENAGE (Code IVe partie)---------

13exe du chef de ménage (FM. III. 5) 
date de naissance du chef de ménage 
(FMIII. 6) et degré de .précision 
migration du chef de ménage (FMlll) 
état matrimonial du chef de ménage 
(FM. II • .S) 
degré d'instruction du chef de ménage 
(FM. II. 9) 
nationalité du chef de ménage 
(FM. Il. 10) 

46 

47 
49 

4X 

4Y 

4Z 

--CARACTERISTIQUES DU DECES (Code Ville partie)-------------

n° d'ordre du décès (FM. IV. 2, 1) 
sexe du décédé (FM.IV.2,3) 
date de naissance du décédé (FM. IV. 2, 4) 
et degré de précision 
date de décès et degré de précision 
(FM. IV. 2, 5) 
lieu de décès (FM. IV. 2, 6) 
soins reçus (FM. IV. 2, '7) 

81 
82 
83 

84 
85 
86 

14.FoRM'1l.lll. Cot>lNC:rt,R\O. osAT1-1s:(3ÔRou,u>) VfHITE. 
MIME06RAPHE1>· 211'31 crn • Pogci i. (fo~~z. blank) 
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Chapter 3 

SENEGAL 

Sine-Saloum, Khornbol-Thiénaba, Pikine and National Survey 
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There have been follow-up demographic surveys going on regularly 

in Senegal since 1962. The first three surveys were local, and go under the 

names of the survey of Sine-Saloum, Khombol-Thiénaba, and Pikine. The last 

one, begun in 1970, involved the entire coûntry. 

These surveys are related to one another to the extent that 

the lessons learnt in one survey were used in the others. There is continuity 

in the personnel in charge of the surveys, these attached to the Division of 

Statistics, often closely associated with the staff of O.R.S.T.O.M. 

Each of these surveys, however, had its own special characte-

ristics. 

The main goal of the first survey, that of Sine-Saloum, was 

to test this new method in a rural environment, in the hopes of getting more 

reliable information than the single-round retrospective survey had yielded, 

this for measuring the growth (natural and migratory) of the population, and 

for improving the workings of the official registry of vital statistics. 

This method apparently worked out well, for it was applied 

later in 1964, in the region of Khombol-Thiénaba, to test (by working from 

the mortality rates for children) the efficaciousness of the health programmes 

carried out there. 

Finally, starting in 1966-1967, the sarne cxperiment was tried 

in an urban setting (Pikine), this time by sample taking. 

The three local surveys are therefore treated in the same 

chapter. The national survey by sample taking, which logically followed these 

other surveys, is taken up separately. The primary aim of this survey was to 

supply representative demographic data on the national and regional levels. 

A - The local surveys (Sine-Saloum, Khombol-Thiénaba, Pikine) 

1. Goals 

In addition to the main goals spoken of earlier, one of the 

special aims of these surveys was to provide the basic framework of obser

vations that could best explain the factors and tendencies of demographic 

change. Infonnation on the following was accordingly gathered 

- epidemiology (especially the vaccination programmes against 

the measles, whose ravages in Africa had been amply demonstrated during the 

single-round retrospective surveys); 
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- fertility (weaning, an attitudinal survey of the knowledge 

and practice of contraceptive measures, etc. (I); 

- economy (employment in urban environments, etc.). 

2. Range of study 

Sine-Saloum. There were two surveys zones in the region of 

Sine-Saloum, the entire arrondissement of Niakhar, in the department of 

Fatik (Sine); the northern half of the arrondissement of Paos-Koto in the 

department of Nioro du Rip (Saloum). 

Khombol-Thiénaba. In the region of Thiès there were several 

groups of villages in the arrondissement of Thiénaba and the commune of 

Khombol, located in the heart of this arrondissement. 

Pikine. In the region of Cap Vert, which corresponds roughly 

to the commune of Dakar, the settlement of Pikine is the largest part of the 

fifth arrondissement of this commune. 

A single rainy season, from July to October, characterizes the 

climate but in the zones of Sine-Saloum and of Khombol, there is a dominant 

dry wind in the dry season, called the "harmatan" (climate of the Sudan), 

while in the region of Cap Vert to Pikine (maritime climate of area below the 

Canaries) this dry season is tempered by the east winds from December to May. 

Playing a determinant role in increasing the uncertafnties of 

agricultural production in country regions is the annual rainfall - less than 

800 mm. in the areas of Khombol-Thiénaba and Niakhar, somewhat higher in 

Paos-Koto. 

The rural zones studied are located on a plain of clay and 

sand composition less than fifty metres above sea level. 

The principal crops are millet and peanuts. In Khombol-Thiénaba, 

the land is extensively cultivated, with no land lying fallow, 1 hectare 

(2.47 acres) per persan, and a population density of 85 inhabitants/sq. km. The 

southern part of the arrondissement is taken up by uncultivated land with a 

high salt content, the population density in Khombol-Thiénaba going higher 

than 100. In Paos-Koto, the population density is not as great. 

(1) A special fertility survey was carried out on a carefully defined sampling 
in trimestrial rounds in each zone. For convenience, this survey is taken 
up separately in one of the appendices. 
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Dwellings are grouped rather close together in Khombol-Thiénaba, 

with the average size of villages being 500 inhabitants. In Sine, however, the 

dwellings are more scattered, even though 65 villages of the arrondissement 

of Niakhar have similar populations (540 inhabitants). In Saloum, in the other 

hand, the 135 villages studied are much smaller, 140 inhabitants but these 

inhabitants living more closely grouped together. These lands have not been 

occupied as long as those of the regions spoken of above. 

The surface area covered by the survey in Khombol-Thiénaba 1s 

close to 300 sq. km.; in Niakhar, 414 sq. km.; in Paos-Koto, 484 sq. km. 

In Pikine Settlements are more recent. Urban building plots 

were parcelled out there in 1952 to serve as an outlet for the growth of the 

city of Dakar. A small section is composed of less organized areas which have 

mushroomed up overnight along axes that continue those of the main thorough

fares. 

There is also an area in the outskirts where expansion 1s still 

possible (though such is no longer so - theoretically - for the "unplanned" 

areas just spoken of), 

In urban areas, the ethnie makeup is varied, with the Wolof 

dominating. The rural milieu is far more homogeneous. 

Commune of Khombol : majority Wolof; Thiénaba, Wolof in the 

north, Serer in the south; Niakhar, Serer; Paos-Koto, majority Wolof, and other 

ethnie groups (Peul, Serer, etc.). 

Numerically, the populations are Moslem, except in Niakhar, 

where most of the Serer believe 1n animism. There are minority groups of 

Christians in this area as well as in urban areas. 

3 and 4. Numbers involved - Sampling frame 

üveral view. In Sine-Saloum each zone was studied completely; 

in Khombol-Thiénaba selected village groups were studied; in Pikine, there 

was sampling of city blacks. 

Methods used (these varying according to the zone studied). 

Sine-Saloum. The entire population of each zone was interviewed 

during three yearly cycles, 1963-1965. On 1 January 1966, the region of 

Niakhar included 35,000 residents, that of Paos-Koto, 19,000. 
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Since 1966 the same survey has been carried out in only two 

groups of villages : in Niakhar, in the Ngayorhem group (5200 inhabitants); 

in Paos-Koto, in the Ndemen group (4100 inhabitants). 

Moreover, special surveys were carried out in even smaller 

sections of the population : 

a) in a random sampling made in one of every five villages on 

the second round, this survey for women 14-44 years of age (retrospective 

questions on the number of marriages, live births, and children still living); 

b) among all women either married at least once or having had 

at least one live birth in the period 1963-1965, the observations continuing 

through the beginning of 1968 (approximately 6000 women at Niakhar; 3000 at 

Paos-Koto); questions about what happened to the children born during this 

period were also asked (8560 births in Niakhar; 5200 in Paos-Koto); 

c) among the cohorts of children (0-14 years old) counted in 

the first listing, these followed through the beginning of 1968 (7735 in 

Niakhar; 4755 in Paos-Koto); 

d) among birth cohorts reported in 1965, 1966, and 1968; questions 

about what happened to these cohorts were asked on the following round (1260 

in Niakhar; 430 in Paos-Koto). 

Khombol-Thiénaba. The villages were chosen according to the 

health programmes that had been carried out there. The villages all together 

comprise about 40 7. of the rural population of the arrondissement. 

The survey covered only the population from 0-14 years of age, 

which is slightly higher than 12,00 children. 

It was possible to begin, in a limited number of villages only, 

educational and health programmes; there were, moreover, a limited number of 

doses of anti-measles vaccine available to fight against this disease whose 

virulence in Africa is well-known. 

These programmes were carried out in different village groups; 

it was therefore decid~ to compare the death rates of village groups in the 

same geographic area, when these had benefitted from different medical and 

health programmes. 

A brief description follows 
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l) Khombol, where a dispensary with eight bed and a maternity 

have existed for many years. There are also street-fountains in the commune. 

2) The villages chosen for the experiment in health training, 

in conjunction with a medical study of the dispensary. There are two in the 

north and four in the south. These will be referred to hereafter as "Maternal 

and Child Welfare" (= MCW). 

The medical and health programmes undertaken were in the fields 

of 

- nutrition advice concerning the diet of young children 

(starting in 1964), 

- sanitation : installation of latrines, 

- campaign against malaria : tablets of "Nivaquine"(J) were 

given out under the supervision of teams from MCW, as well as those of the 

cooperatives, 

- var1ous treatments administered to children during weekly 

visits. 

3) In one group of four villages the children have been given 

an anti-measles vaccine since January 1965. These groups will be henceforth 

be designated as "measles vaccine". 

4) In two other village groups, a male nurse was placed in 

charge of the health education programme; one for the north, from Touba-Toul; 

one for the south, from Mboulouktene; these village groups will hereafter be 

designated as "male nurse". The health education programmes carried out on 

rounds in these villages have since 1966 consisted in dietary suggestions 

and recommendations about measures of basic sanitation - the installation of 

latrines, the partial covering of wells, disposa! of household wastes. 

Nivaquine was this distributed, under supervision, in some of the villages. 

5 The other villages make up the control groups proper, and 

are referred to here as "control". 

In the entire zone Nivaquine has been distributed by the 

agricultural cooperatives since August 1965 during each rainy season. During 

the first two years, the drug was administered under partial supervision; in 

1968, the distribution of Nivaquine was supervised in only a few villages. 

There are therefore seven village groupa, whose numbers have 

been broken down in the following table. 

(1) Translator's Note : Nivaquine is the French company Specia's brand name 
for chloroquine. 
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Table I. Numbers involved and populations of villages in each of the seven 

groups. 

Croup referred to Humber of villages Births 1967 Numbers involved, 01 .01.1968 
------------- ---------------· 

1-4 years 0-14 years 

Commune of Khombol 5 districts and 
1 village 268 712 2290 

MCW 6 240 559 2050 

Measles vaccine 4 188 426 1534 

Male nurse (north) 16 297 661 2636 

Male nurse (sou th) 5 129 300 1317 

Control (north) 

Control (south) 

Total 

7 88 235 856 

11 267 542 2095 

53 1477 3502 12778 

Pikine. In January 1970 the population of this settlement was 

estimated to be approximately 100,000inhabitants. A sampling of one in twenty 

people was carried out, and this gave a sample of 5000 people. 

During the first year of the survey (1966), the sampling frame 

chosen was the building plot (occupied on the average by ten people), this 

considered to be the smallest but most representative unit of habitation. 

On the city plans the numbers of each building plot are given. The plots 

were drawn from the city plans following a circular scheme. The outskirts, 

only partially occupied, had been thoroughly covered by the census. 

Because of the difficulties due to the unit chosen (half or 

double plots} and organization (a loss of time in locating the plot), it 

was decided to change the sampling frame starting with the second yearly 

cycle, using instead the block - that is, a group of lots divided by roads 

and other such divisions. These included 100 people on the average. 

The sampling frame of "blocks" was set up fol lowing the ci ty 

plans for the bµilt-up lots; by making a very approximate outline of the 

blocks, with lot numbers given by the enumerator in districts that were less 

organized (and not on the city plans), 
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After all the blocks were numbered, a drawing of one in twenty 

(10, 30, 50, etc.), starting with the oldest blocks, was carried out, with 

a total of forty blocks. 

5. Duration of the survey 

Sine-Saloum : The survey covers the entire population of each 

zone, in three full cycles (each cycle lasting a year). 

Table!!. Dates and Duration of Rounds in Niakhar and Paos-Koto 

Round Starting Date Duration (in months) 
~-----------------------------------

Niakhar Paos-Koto 

c 10.1962 
0 

1 l /2 1 

Quaterly round 

c, 12.1963 2 1 1/2 

c2 01. 1965 2 1 1/2 

c3 01.1966 2 1 1/2 

Following the same rythm, but limited to two village groupa 

(Ngayorhem and Ndemen), the survey has continued up to now, with a total of 

seven complete cycles, 1963-1969. The special surveys were carried out 

simultaneously. 

Khombol-Thiénaba : In the group MCW, observation waa carried 

out practically continuoualy. The records were brought up-to-date during the 

weekly visita. 

In the other groupa, the rounds were generally made annually. 

Note : The surveys of 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, took place during the 

rainy season, from July to October, a period of nearly three months, not 

counting the baseline listing in Khombol in February 1964 and in the group 

"male nurse (south)" in August 1966. 

There was no survey made in 1969 but there was one instead at 

the beginning of 1970, after an interval of eighteen months. Additional 

surveys were made in the group "measles vaccine" at the beginning of 1968 

and 1969. 
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As of the writing of this book, six complete annual cycles 

(1964-1969) have been made in the group MCW, and five complete annual cycles 

(1965-1969) in the other groups. 

Table III. Dates of rounds in the different groups of villages 

Round Khombol Measles Male Nurse Control 
------------------------ -----------------------

North South North South 

c 1964 1964 1964 1964 1964 
0 

cl 1965 1965 1965 1965 1965 

c2 1966 1966 1966 1966 1966 1966 

c3 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 1967 

c3a 1968 

C4 1968 1968 1968 1968 1968 1968 

~a 1969 

CS 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 1970 

Pikine : For the sampling by building plots, the baseline listing 

was carried out in June 1966. The building plots of the older districts were 

re-examined in Marchand July 1967. For the sampling by blocks, the baseline 

listing was carried out in July 1967; the surveys that followed, in July 

1968 ànd 1969. Each survey lasted approximately three months. 

During these rainy seasons, the resident population was thought 

to be minimal. After 1970, the survey period was shifted to January-February, 

at which time the population was assumed to be at its maximal point. 

6. Conditions in which the survey was carried out 

The conditions varied with each survey, especially the circumstances relating 

to responsability for the survey and ist financing. The desire of various 

organizations to work together made it possible to continue the observations 

that their cooperation had made possible in the first place. 

Sine-Saloum : The Statistical Services of Senegal were Ln charge 

of the first two rounds, O.R.S.T.O.M. for the following rounds. Financing was 

carried out by two successive subsidies of 4,000,000 Francs CFA(!) from the 

(1) Translator's Note: 1 Franc CFA= 0.02 French Francs (01.01.1970). 
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French National Fund for Aid and Cooperation and later by a subvention of 

the World Health Organization, the remainder of the financing done by the 

Statistical Services of Senegal and later O.R.S.T.O.M. Both I.N.S.E.E. and 

I.N.E.D. also collaborated in the.processing. 

Khombol-Thiénaba : Three organizations took part in the survey 

Ln addition to the first two just mentioned - the Statistical Services of 

Senegal and O.R.S.T.O.M., as well as the Department of Social Pediatrics of 

the University of Dakar. Technical guidance was provided by O.R.S.T.O.M. 

Financing was provided by these organizations, I.N.S.E.E. helping in the 

processing. 

Pikine : The baseline listing of the sampling by building plots 

was carried out in 1966 by I.S.E.A. (Institut de Science Economique Appli

quée)(!) thanks to the help of UNICEF. 

The costs of carrying out these demographic observations were 

taken up after by the three organizations which had worked together on the 

survey of Khombol-Thiénaba through 1968, with the added help of a subsidy 

of the Population Council in 1967. 

After 1968 the survey became part of the progranune of the 

National Cotmnittee for Social Welfare (Ministry of Planning and Social Welfare 

of Senegal), and was financed by O.R.S.T.O.M. 

Staff 

The initial planning and technical management of the three 

surveys was taken care of by one demographer from O.R.S.~O.M~ 2 ) The other 

staff are described as follows : 

- Controllers : 

Sine-Saloum two from the Statistical Services, each Ln charge 

of one zone. 

Khombol : one from the Statistical Services, he later replaced 

by a controller from O.R.S.T.O.M. 

Pikine : one from the Statistical Services or from O.R.S.T.O.M., 

aided successively by statisticians of I.S.E.A., I.N.S.E.E., and geography 

students. 

(1) Translator's Note : Institute of Applied Economies. 

(2) Reassigned by the United Nations to the Statistical Services of Senegal 
in 1962-1964. 
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- Enumerators : from the Statistical Services or O.R.S.T.O.M.; level 

between that of the "C.E.P." (certificat des études.primaires) and that of 

the "B.E." (brevet élémentaire); on-tle-spot training with some of the enume

rator~ remaining ta train those that came after. 

Sine-Saloum C , 10 enumerators; on the following rounds, 5 
0 

to 10. Average daily output on C was 70 peop.le interviewed; on following 
0 

rounds, 100. 

1 

Pikine (in 1970) : a refresher course with daily checks for the 

enumerators proved to be necessary. 

Equipment and resources 

- Housing was set up in the centre of each rural zone~ 
~ 

- Transport was generally by 2 CV Citroen in the country, by 

bus in the cities. 

- Distance from the capital, Dakar 

Khombol = 100 km. 

Pikine = 10 km. 

Working conditions of survey 

Sine-Saloum : In the early stages, the population was told of 

the survey by the ·administrative heads of the ~rrondissements and by religious 

authorities, particularly on the occasion of meetings of groups of villages 

that brought together the various village heads. 

The survey was in general well accepted, the hesitations of a 

group of villages of Paos-Koto eliminated after an appeal was made by poli

tical and religious leaders. In most cases, the suspicion with which the 

population looked on the census (considered to be for tax purposes) disap

peared on the following round, when the families saw that the survey had 

nothing to do with their finances. 

It is the Wolof language,_ which is understood in all areas, 

that bas been used. Some enumerators also speak Serer and Peular. 

Khombol-Thiénaba : The population· learnt of the survey f rom those 

in charge of the Centre for Rural Health. 

In general the enumerators were well accepted. The population's 

hostility to visits of the medical staff had no effect at all on the reception 

given the enume·rators. 
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Wolof is thé language understood in the entire border area, 

which separates Wolof-speaking from Serer-speaking areas. Many Serer villages 

are, moreover, becoming Wolof-speaking. Some enumerators however do speak 

Serer. 

At the beginning of the survey, checks were made once or twice 

a week by the director of the survey. 

Pikine : At first the survey was not as well accepted here 

as in rural areas. The head of the household often away during the day, the 

enumerators switched to evening hours, working most often on half-days. 

In each arrondissement, a representative of the government 

helped by getting in touch with the district heads, who in turn contacted 

the heads of building plots. 

7. Survey techniques 

Population and reference events 

which was studied in this survey. 

It was the de Jure population 

In Sine-Saloum, during the baseline listing, visitors and 

residents who were absent were recorded, but because of the distorsion due 

to under-recording (this varying with the enumerator), visitors were no 

longer recorded in the counts made at later dates. 

In Khombol there were forms for each person, this only to make 

it easier to record visitors and to help verify residences during subsequent 

counts. 

In Pikine, on the other hand, where changes of residence were 

much more frequent, particular attention was paid to both de facto and 

de jure populations. 

For the events "births", "marriages", "deaths", only the 

de jure populations were considered in the three surveys. 

The documents used 

J. General questionnaire 

Different styles evolved as a result of experience that had 

been gained or because of special circumstances. In each case, though, it 

was printed on one sheet of stiff paper, so as to be handled easily in the 

field on successive trips and during the processing that followed. 
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The first survey, in Sine-Saloum, was meant in the beginning 

to include only two rounds. The format chosen was therefore a multiple 

household form ( 32 x 34 cm.). 

The front of the form includes two parts : the listing of members 

of the family and the events (births, deaths, marriages, changes of residence); 

new members of the household - births, immigrations, omissions - are added 

later. The other side of the form, meant for comments of the enumerator or 

controller, is left blank. 

As the instructions were printed in a separate brochure given 

to the enumerators, it was possible to simplify labelling on the form without 

being unclear. Different coloured inks were used on each round so as not to 

mix up the counts. In spite of this very necessary measure of precaution, the 

fact that so many modifications were made on the next two rounds made it 

obvious that this format was inadequate for more than three or four counts. 

For the other surveys, the format of "individual" forms was 

used, this first tried out in the region of Khombol-Thiénaba. As only children 

(0-14 years of age) were to be studied, the format adopted was of an even 

smaller size (12,5 x 7,5 cm.). There were two sections on the front : the 

identification on top, a space left for three successive addresses at the 

bottom. The reverse side was lined (one for each visit) and description of 

the characteristics studied. 

This type of form proved to be as practical for the field work 

as it was for processing. It was then used for entire population - children 

and adults - something which made it necessary to add information about 

marital status. The format of the individual forms was modified as a result 

(13.5 x 11 cm.) and this was used in the rural survey of Sine-Saloum on two 

very well-def ined groups of the village and in Pikine. 

The special problems arising in an urban background led to the 

listing of information concerning, in particular, the length of residence, 

education, employment. A new format adapted to this additional questions 

was therefore devised (21 x 13.5 cm.). 

It seemed, in short, that for surveys including more than three 

or four rounds, two types of individual forms could be used - one for the 

cities, the other, simpler, for rural environments. 
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2. Other documentary records 

The following documents, also used, will be briefly discussed 

below 

1) Forms on internal migration. 

2) Forms on births, deaths, and marriages. 

3) Fertili ty f orms. 

4) Prenatal forms. 

5) "Village ledgers". 

1 - Forms on internat migration : used in Sine-Saloum to check 

migrations within this area at the place of destination. The same process 

was used in Khombol-Thiénaba, but the use of individual forms made it possible 

to avoid using a special form. When there was an internat migration, the 

individual form was simply sent to the new residence. If a new count had 

already been made here, a form existed for the immigrant •. Comparisons were 

made and only the older form was kept. 

In order to make manual processjng easier, a control form, in 

a different colour, was tentatively kept in the migrant's "source" town to 

record the departure. This precautionary measure turned out to be unnecessary 

when processing punched cards. 

This type of check could not be carried out in Pikine, where 

a sampling of the population was taken and where sampling units were relatively 

small (blacks of 100 people). 

2 -Forms on births, deaths, and marriages : These were used 

only at the beginning of the survey in Sine-Saloum, one for each event. 

After the first yearly cycle, they were no longer used, repeating as they 

did information found on the general questionnaire. 

3 - Fertility forms : After the third round in Sine-Saloum, 

they were used to help make comparisons of successive events in the life of 

one woman and in the lives of those of her children born during the observa

tion period. 

4 - Prenatal forms : for recording obvious pregnancies or those 

declared during a given round. These were followed up on later rounds. 
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At the beginning of the survey in Sine-Saloum, it was thought 
1 • 

that women would react poorly to these questions of. the enumerators, and for 

this reason sucb recording started only on the third round. The use of 

separate fertility forms was meant to make it possible ta process them 

separately and easily~ 

In Khombol-Thiénaba, processing was all the simpler thanks to 

the individual forma. Each recorded pregnancy was registered on one of the 

regular forms (general questionnaire), with "pregnancy" indicated on the 

back. On the following round the forms could be grouped together for indepen

dant surveys and to discover wh.y certain deaths at an early age had not been 

declared. 

.5 - "Village ledgers" : a ledger was given to the head of the 

village for him to record all the births and deaths that he knew about in 

the village. These records were kept with several different aims in mind : 

a) To help record the exact dates of events occurring in between 

two rounds and to limit the number of omissions of deaths at a very early age. 

b) To compare at some future date the information given by the 

village head with the data that the enumerator gathered independently. In 

such a case, the ledger would have been collected beforehand by the controller 

before the enumerator's round (this was done in Sine-Saloum). 

c) To improve the official registry of vital statistics at the 

local 'level. The design of the ledger was arrived at empirically. At the time 

of the baseline count in Sine-Saloum, a ledger wa~ given to the head of each 

village. The ledger, the same type as the copy-book used in schools, was 

blank, with the pages at the beginning kept for births, the pages at the end 

for deaths. The bead of the village was asked to record the events according 

to whatever system be liked. Following this one year trial period, a more 

substantial and printed ledger was prepared with its wording inspired by the 

listings of the tr~al period. 

The entries were as follows 
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Births 

On the date of -----------

Was barn -~------------
and 

Son of ------ --------

at (exact location) in (locality) 

Deaths 

On the date of -------------

Died ----------------~ 
Son of------

at (exact location) ---- in (locality) 

Stamp of the Official Registry 
of· Vital Statistics 

N° of this document 
ND 

Stamp of the Official Registry 
of Vital Statistics 

ND of this document 
ND 

This ledger was thirty-two pages long (twenty pages for births, 

twelve for deaths), each separated by stiffened paper (the caver tao is in 

cardboard). Four events were planned for each page; the ledger book, when 

completed, included 80 births and 48 deaths. It could thus·be used for a 

period of two years in villages of 1000 people. In general, a new ledger 

is not issued on the first day of the new year, and the ledgers are kept in 

the villages, unlike the official records of vital statistics. Spa~e was 

left ta record the numbers assigned by the official registry of vital statis

tics. 

These records served as a sort of connection between the 

village and the official registry of vital statistics. The head of the village 

who was in charge of the ledger, either recorded directly himself (or had 

someone else record) - in the language and form of writing that he chose -

vital events as they happened, day by day. Then, at least once a month (one 

month was the time limit for declaring such events in the country) the village 

head went to the centre. where the official registry of vital statistics was 

kept, preferably on a weekday agreed upon in advance, the day on which official 

declarations were made. The ledger serves as written evidence. Official 

certificates were then written up by the official at the registry of vital 

statistics, and the appropirate birth or death certificates were given to 

the village head, who distributed them to the people concerned. 
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These ledgers were used in the areas of Sine-Saloum and then 

in Khombol-Thiénaba. 

This scheme was in fact only partially useful, for it could be 

used only where there vas someone who could keep the ledger. Moreover, omis

sions in registrations coritinued to be made, especially in the larger towns, 

where dwellings were not necessarily concentrated in one district. It was 

possible, though, to use the method of Chandrasekhar and Deming to verify the 

results. 

Operations in the field 

Sine-Saloum Operations were carried out in the following 

order : 

- Baseline count (= C ). 
0 

List of plots and map of city . 

• Count made by the enumerator in each plot. 

- During the very first annual cycle, the controller made his rounds 

quarterly but only in the villages and small settlements. Then he recorded 

births and deaths, each event reported on a separate form, this infonnation 

obtained from the village ledgers and from whatever other sources the control

ler discovered. 

Because numerous omissions were discovered on the following 

round in the information given by the families (in comparison with the infor

mation obtained by the enumerators in the plots)(!), these rounds by the 

controller were no longer made in the next two annual cycles. 

- Counts that followed (c1, c2, c
3

) : 

• Count of people previously recorded (residents, people who 

had emigrated, died). 

Registration of the new people in the plot (births, inunigrants, 

previous omissions) • 

. Check of those who had emigrated. 

Du ring cl and c3, prenatal ques,tionnaire, with a follow-up 

on pregnancies reported in c
3 

. 

• During c3 , a separate comparison with the village ledger. 

(1) Births : Niakhar • 20 %; Paos-Koto = 10 %. Deaths 
Paos-Koto •. 29 %. 

Niakhar = 7 %; 
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These studies were momentarily halted in 1967 because of a 

lack of money. 

In 1968, the final revision of the fertility forms, of lists 

of cohorts of children, and of follow-ups of pregnancies, was carried out. 

Moreover, it was at this time that the study of the entire population was 

limited to a group of villages in each area. 

The parallel study of the efficiency of the official registry 

of vital statistics was continued. The efficiency of centres in areas covered 

by the survey was improved, and new sub-centres were set up in 1966 and 1967, 

so as to have a centre in each group of villages (4000-5000 people). 

To set up these centres, the controller of the survey, with the 

approval of the local prefecture, asked for the cooperation of a local govern

ment official ) a primary school teacher, a nurse, a director of the agricul

tural cooperative. Afterwards he arranged a meeting of the· village heads in 

the jurisdiction of the centre. At these meetings, the controller explained 

the value of a necessity for these declarations, and gave an officially 

signed register and stamp to the head of the centre. He had this official and 

the village heads agree on a weekday on which declarations had to be made. 

Last of all, he began to record in the register the events of the previous 

month listed in the village ledgers that had been brought for the occasion. 

During the controller's quarterly rounds and as part.of the 

survey, he gave a small grant to the local official in charge of the centre 

for vital statistics, so as to learn whether this added inducement would have 

any effect on improving registration. 

Khombol-Thiénaba : The operations in the field proper were the 

same as in Sine-Saloum. In addition, during the baseline count, the MCW records 

available were used to help list dates of birth with greater accuracy. On the 

following rounds, the forms written up by enumerators were compared with 

those forms used for prenatal medical visits in Khombol that were available, 

after these had been classified by village and the plots located. 

Starting in 1966, prenatal forms were filled in by the enumera

tors, the results of the follow-up of pregnancies indicated on the following 

round. 
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Checks of changes of residence were made at both ends, not 

only at the destination - as in the survey of Sine~Saloum - but also in the 

"source" town. 

Pikine : No special remarks need be added to those already 

given in preceding paragraphs. 

8. Processing. Analysis 

In general, the tallying was done manually, the transcription 

of datf and the checks carried out by the enumerators and controllers taking 

part i* the survey. Processing was done either manually or by using punched 

carda. l 
1 

Manual processing was used especially in the survey of Khombol

Thiénaba. It had been designed, in fact, to serve as a convenient way of 

calculating death rates for nurses or social workers assigned such functions. 

Two fonns were planned for this (see appendix) 

- tallying sheets, so as to keep up-to-date the listings of 

people by age; 

- calculating forms, for figuring death rates (used as a gauge 

of the level of health and sanitary conditions). 

In spite of the fact that this method of calculating was rela

tively simple, it turned out that the staff that had been expected to use it, 

coul~ not. On the other band, though, this same staff could undoubtedly take 

care of coding, which is part of the preparation of punched cards. All the 

data were recorded on punched cards in 1969 and 1970, that is, at the end 

of the survey. The punched cards were processed for various studies, depending 

both on what was needed for the analysis and on the financial resources of 

the moment. 

Follow-up surveys make possible cross-sectional and longitu

dinal analysis. Longitudina analysis requires that a permanent identification 

number be given to each persan and that these be kept even when there are 

changes in residence, so that changes and "events" in a persan' s life might 

continue to be noted. This type of analysis, however, is hardly wortwhile 

unless the observation is carried out for some period of time. 
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At the beginning of the survey in Sine-Saloum, only one annual 

cycle was planned and a person's number was relatèd to his residence (village, 

plot in the village, position in this plot). This made longitudinal analysis 

impossible when people moved, lea~ing open only the possibility of cross

sectional analysis by working from the inventory population on a given date 

and by studying the events occurring during a given period (this inventory 

includes listings of recent births and immigrants but does not include 

listings of recent deaths and emigrants). 

At Khombol-Thiénaba, manual processing also made impossible 

a longitudinal analysis of cohorts. 

Later on, a permanent identification number was given for the 

processing of fertility forms (mothers and children) in Sine-Saloum, for the 

forms on children in Khombol-Thiénaba, and for the forms in Pikine. 

Two types of relationships were considered 

- relationships between individuals in the same biological 

family, for example; 

- relationship between the events occurring to the same person 

during different inventories. 

Relations between individuals were carried out by indicating 

on each person's card the numbers of the people to whom he was rel~ted and 

by listing the mother's number on the cards of her children. The gaps between 

two successive births can thus be calculated automatically. A wife is related 

to her husband in the same manner. 

The relationships of events occurring to the same person varied 

as to whether the survey was open-ended, to be followed by other rounds, or 

closed. 

The latter case posed no problem (see the model of "card file 

on children, Senegal", used in Sine-Saloum, for the children listed in the 

card file on "fertility" and "cohorts of children" and Khombol-Thiénaba). 

In the case of a survey which was to continue, with the results 

presented after each round, it was necessary to plan the programme differently. 

Two types of cards were used, one for admissions and one for revisions. The 

admissions card were concerned with residents recorded in the baseline inven

tory; omissions later located; births; immigrants. 
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Each card includes, after the person's number, those identifying 

charact~ristics that don't change and those which can possibly change. 

The revision cards include all changes in the features that 

are studied - some of these changes are permanent (death, weaning, tee.); 
• others are not (marital status, residence, etc.). 

This card includes three sections : the person's number; the 

code for the characteristic that has changed; and information on the feature 

in question (date, place, etc.). To better relate the individual to the members 

of his biological family, the following information was added for children, 

their mother's number; in couples, the number of the other partner, etc. 

lt was thus possible to add to the list of features identifying 

an individual those of generations preceding and following him, of his partner, 

etc. 

Reference period : For the first annual cycle in Sine-Saloum, 

the first reference period used was the twelve months that followed the 

baseline count in each village; reference periods afterwards were of full 

calendar years. 

The inventories of the population were obtained on 1 January of 

each year, the average population chosen being the arithmetic mean between the 

numbers at the beginning and end of the year in each age group. 

In Khombol-Thiénaba, to avoid bias due to annual fluctuations 

and needless difficulties in calculations, the beginning of the observation 

period was made to correspond with the first of the year. 

9. Results 

The kind of data obtained 

The information obtained about individuals - and most of this 

information can be used as variables in the analysis of the results - has 

been listed below in the overall sUDDnary. 

To make the table easier to read, the particular uses of the 

data have not be.en specified; that is : 

- the distribution of each variable; 

- the relationships between variables; 

- calculations (proportions, ration, etc.); 

- data concerning groupa (households, migrations, etc). 
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Table IV. Overall Sununary of Data Obtained 

Sine-Saloum Khombol-Thiénaba Pikine 
-· 

Date of the count (and nth round) X X X 

enumerator X 

Locating the individual 
village group (or urban district) X X X 

village (or city block) X X X 

land allotment (or building plot) X X X 

household X 

family name and first names X X X 

how related to head of household X 

filiation (father, mother) only in special surveys X X 

sex X X X 

age X X X 

date birth reported to registry 
of vital statistics X X X 

place of birth X X X 

ethnie group X X 

caste in part 
lineage on mother's side in part 
religion in part 
residence (presence and absence from) X X X 

length of absence; location during absence X X X 

marital status X X 

profession X X 

employment X 

level of education X 

weaning X X in part 
measles X x· in part 

omissions of individuals X X X 

Modifications 
pregnancy X X 

births (date and place) X X X 

(comparison with village ledger) X 

(information on mother) X X 

deaths (date and place) X X X 

(comparison with village ledger) X 

(circumstances) X X X 

emigration (date and place) X X X 

illDlligration (date and place) X X 

omission of one of these events X 

marri age ( 
divorce ) date X X X 

death of husband/wif e ( 
employment X 

weaning X X in part 
measles X X in part 
vaccination X X in part 

etrospective questions 
marriage ~ of women in part 
offspring 



Rate (per 1000) 

Birth 

Fertility 
(15-49 years) 

Death 
general 
infant 
1-4 years 

Growth 
natural 
by migrations 
crude rate 
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Numerical results 

We have listed below only selected results from Sine-Saloum 

and Khombol-Thiénaba. Significant results of the same sort are not yet 

available for Pikine. 

Sine-Saloum 

Table V. Selected rates in the region of Sine-Saloum 

Niakhar Paos-Koto 

Total 1963 1964 1965 Total 1963 1964 1965 

49.0 50.6 44.8 51. 4 51.1 53.7 45.7 54.0 

217 222 198 229 219 229 197 234 

34.3 34.4 35.3 33.4 27.3 24. 2 27 .2 30.6 
170 157 197 165 129 107 156 127 
108.9 111. 7 112.2 102.3 81. 1 65. 1 77.6 103.7 

14.7 16.2 9.5 18.0 23.8 29.5 18.5 23.4 
2.6 0.6 1o.1 - 2.8 - 22.4 - 28.3 - 21.8 - 17.1 

17.2 16.8 19.6 15.2 1.4 1. 1 - 3.3 6.3 

Th f 2 1 d . . f. . ff b h e test o X revea e s1gn1 1cant d1 erences etween t e 

death rate (1-4 years) in Niakhar (Sine) and in Paos-Koto (Saloum), this 

likely due to differences in economic levels. 

Khombol-Thiénaba 

Table VI. Death rates, 1-4 years (per 1000), in the region of Khombol-Thiénaba 

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

Khombol(I) (14) 31 66 48 
MCW 122 93 133 128 105 
Measles vaccine 76 146 118 98 
Male nurse (north) 112 149 179 
Male nurse (south) 176 
Control (north) 93 90 161 
Control (south) 95 196 127 

(1) The results of this study in Khombol in 1964 are very uncertain and they 
should thus be used with great caution. 
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There were obvious differences between the small centre of 

Khombol and the villages. During the entire period 1965-1967, the test of 
2 

X revealed significant differences between, on the one hand, the group MCW 

and the "measles vaccine" group, and on the other, the "male nurse" and 

"control" villages. For this same period, each year, there were also consi

derable differences in death rates for all the groups (Khombol included) but 

one (MCW), which would appear to have had better defences against hazards 

due to ecology, The great differences from year to year, it should be noted, 

appear to be related to agricultural production. 

Table VII. Table of infant mortality (per 1000) in the region of Khombol

Thiénaba 

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

Khombol 26 54 98 87 
MCW 139 175 204 175 170 
Measles vaccine 104 132 107 88 
Male nurse (north) 92 151 181 
Male nurse (south) 295 
Control (north) 118 89 182 
Control (south) 136 201 213 

The death rates listed above are not equally useful, since with 

annual rounds, the surveys were necessarily purely retrospective. The diffe

rences noted in one year were compared with what had happened to these 

pregnancies, the result of which was a follow-up observation. 
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Date de départ : !entourer le cas correspondant) omission volontaire 

omission involontaire 
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R, S, ENQUETE ETAT - CIVIL 

Prénoms 

née le : à 

Nom 

Adresses successives 

Villages : Secco 

Epouse de : 
Résidant à Secco 

Remariage avec 
Résidant ; Secco 

MARIAGE Date visite 

Célébration ... 
z 
t.:i 

Consommation ~ 
t.:i z 

Arrivée au foyer t.:i 
> 
t.:i 

Divorce. veuvage t.:i ... 
Remariage ~ 

Cl 

FECONDITE (Femmes de 15 à 49 ans) 

Père : Mère: 

Secco : Tim. Ethnie : Caste 

Concession n• C.F. 

Nbr. ép. act. Tim/Ethnie Caste 
Concession n• C,F. 

Nbr. ép. act. Tim/Ethnie Caste 
Concession n• C,F. 

QUESTIONNAIRE RETROSPECTIF' 

DATE NV SV D M 

Date de visite : Date de visite : Date de visite : 

Nom de l'enfant Date Lieu En vie 
Sexe: Rang: nais. nais. Rés id. 

Sx: Rg: 
---
Sx: Rg: 

Sx: Rg: 

Sx: Rg: 

Allait, R. Décès En vie 
Allait. 

R, Décès En vie 
d. l. c. Rés id. d.l. c. Rés id, 

". 1. ('. 
6. - f"ERT1Lt1"Y FoRH , M1 MC.OCA.AP~ED • 2.of ltl-1 Clft • 

Allait. R. Décès 
d. l. c. 

clatf", lieu, c-ause 
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QUESTIONNAIRE PERINATAL (Evolution de la grossesse enregistrée) 

Secco : Village : c n° : CF : 
Femme, Prénom : Nom 

Nom Epouse de, Pr~nom 

Date de visite : Personne interrogée la personne elle-même 
autre personne interrogée 

lère question : la femme a-t-elle accouché depuis le dernier enfant inscrit ? 
OUI NON 

Si OUI, date de l'accouchement : 
MORT-NE : à terme ou grossesse de mois 
NE-VIVANT enfant EN VIE 

11 11 
: enfant décédé : AGE AU DECES 

2ème question Si NON, comment s'est terminée la grossesse de l'armée dernière ? 

Emigrée à S 

Date de visite 

lère question 

Date de l'accouchement : 
MORT-NE : à terme ou grossesse de , , , , , , mois 
NE VIVANT enfant EN VIE 

11 
" : enfant décédé : AGE AU DECES 

Village c. n° CF. 

Personne interrogée la personne elle-m~me 
autre personne interrogée 

la femme a-t-elle accouché 
OUI 

depuis le dernier enfant inscrit ? 
NON 

Si OUI, date de l'accouchement : 
MORT-NE : à terme ou grossesse de • • . . • • mois 
NE VIVANT enfant en vie 

11 
" : enfant décédé : AGE AU DECES 

2ème question Si NON, comment s'est terminée la grossesse de l'année dernière ? 

date de l'accouchement : 
MORT-NE : à terme ou grossesse de , , , • • • mois 
NE VIVANT enfant en vie 

" " enfant décédé : AGE AU DECES 

SD 2.hU Clfl· 
7. - PR~NATAL FoRM .M•MEO~APH • 
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Village : Secco: Strate : Date de recensement : 

Année étudiée : 

Résidents habituels (visiteurs exclus) 

Effectif au : 
Année Immigrés Emigrés Décès Bilan Effectif 

Ase 
de au 

Initial Omission Double Rectifié Age nais. lnt. Ext. lnt. Ext. 
+ - + + - - - ± 

ND. 

14 15 
13 14 
12 13 
Il 12 
10 Il 

9 10 
8 9 
7 8 
6 7 

5 6 
4 5 

3 4 
2 3 
1 2 
0 1 ex 1X 0 X 

Nais- Residente Nais. A 

X [>( A+ B 
sance au moment Viv. 
chez: de la nais-

sance 
B 0 Immigrée >< après la 

naissance 

Ensemble A + B + C 
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DECES MOIS DE L'ANNEE 

Age au décès Ens. J F Ill A M J J A s 0 N D 

0 mois 

1 mois 

3 mois 

4 mois 

S mois 

6 mois 

7 mois 

8 mois 

9 mois 

IO mois 

li mois 

1an0 m 

3m 

6m 

9m 

2ans0m 

3m 

6m 

9m 

3ans0m 

6m 

4ans0m 

6m 

Sans 

6 ans 

7 ans 

8 ans 

9 ans 

10 - 14 

Total 



CALCUL DES TAUX DE MORTALITE 

Village : Stratum: ~~a..r s ludiecl : 

Décès 0 an X l 000 X l 000 
Quotient Mortalité infantile "'" = ---= 

Naissances 

Age 
Effectü au Effectif Taux pour mille 

(année) Somme moyen Décès DXIOOO 

Somme/2 Effectif moyen 

0 an 

l 

2 

3 

4 

1-4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

5-9 

10-14 

0 - 14 

9 .. TA ... 1. .... $Mnl:T fOfl. CALCVl.ATIN<;'l"HI: oa.qTH l\ATS.Wlill&. ,?1"a1cm-



tf colonne 

1 - s 
6 

7- 8 
9 - 10 

11 - 12 

13 
14 - 16 
17 - 19 

20 

21 - 22 
23 - 24 
2S - 26 
27 - 28 
29 - 30 
31 - 32 
33 - 34 
35 - 36 
37 - 38 

39- 40 
41 

42 

43 - 45 

46 - 48 l 46 - 48 

49- 58 

S9- 63 
64- 6S 

66- 67 
68 - 69 
70 - 71 
72 - 73 
74- 7S 
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FICHIER ENFANTS - SENEGAL : DESSIN DE CARTE MECANOGRAPHIQUE 

Libellé 

N" d'ordre dans la zone 
Sexe 
Date de naissance 
Mbil 
Ann6e 
Ethnie 

Adresse 
Zone d'enquête 
Village 
Concession 
Ent~ dans le fichier 

Sevrage : date : mois 
année 

Rougeole : date : mois 
année 

Vaccin : date : mois 
année 

~càs : mois 
année 
cause 

Changement de domicile 

date. : mois 
année 

Catégorie de lieu 

Lieu-village 

Soit émigration interne à la zone : 
n° concession 
Soit émigration ou immigration externe à la 
zone : n° arrondissement 
Changement de domicile supplémentaire 

n° de la màre 
rans de naissance 

~ : au sevrage 
à la rougeole 
à la vaccination 
au décàa 
à la 10rtie d'observation 

Cock 

Recensement initial 
y compris omissions 
Naissances 2 
Immigrant externe 3 
dans ce cas on chiffre la provenance en 
colonne 39 - 48 

Unité du millésime 

dans la zone 1 y compris dans le même village 
hon de la zone E ! 1 "retour" 
dans l'Arr. 2 ! 5 
hon de l'Arr. 3 ! 6 
code village 
si émigré en dehors de la zone, laisser en blanc 

Calcul et perforation automatique par 
ordinateur 
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Appendix 

Special Fertility Survey 

The continuaus observations of the survey of Sine-Saloum yielded 

data on the interval between two successive normal births and the relations 

such bas with the length of the nursing period or with the death of the child 

born just before or after the pregnancy in question. 

A special survey was organized, its main goal being to get 

further details on this, by reducing the gaps between rounds to three or 

four months and by setting up new parameters, these related to the intervals 

between births : deaths in utero; resumption of sexual intercourse af ter 

delivery; duration of amenorrhea in the puerperium. 

The survey was run by a demographer of O.R.S.T.O.M. and carried 

out with the help of a grant from WHO (Research Unit on Human Reproduction). 

The survey covered three samples of women (15-49 years old) in the geographic 

areas that had already been treated by a survey : 

- Pikine : all the women in the sampling at the time this survey 

began (approximately 700). 

- Khombol-Thiénaba : women of the commune of Khombol (roughly 

700); women of the village group MCW (roughly 700). 

Sine-Saloum : women of the Peul ethnie group in some of the 

villages in the vicinity of Paos-Koto (about 400). 

The survey was carried out by two teams of female enumerators 

of Senegalese nationality, one team for Khombol-Thiénaba, the other for 

Pikine and Paos-Koto, each team under the supervision of a sociologist. 

Continuous observation was planned for three annual cycles, and 

got under way about January 1968. It was interrupted after one year in the 

Peul area of Paos-Koto because of the difficulties in hiring a female enume

rator and after two years, in December 1969, due to circumstances having 

nothing to do with the survey. 

Some retrospective questions made it possible to extend the 

observation period somewhat. 
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For this survey short questionnaires were used, one during the 

second round, covering the nature and extent of infonnation, attitudes, and 

practices concerning fertility; the other, during the third round, covering 

the frequency of sexual intercourse. 

Lastly, a short survey of girls aged 12-17, in the sampling of 

Pikine, made it possible to determine the average age of puberty (14 1/2 

years). 

The data were rapidly processed manually and are now being 

processed by a computer. 

B - National Demographic Survey 

1. Goals 

The demographic data available on Senegal came mainly from the 

Demographic Survey of 1960-1961, the results of which, by extrapolations 

made each year, give regional and national population estimates. 

The administrative censuses were not able to be used regularly 

by the Statistical Services. Moreover, these censuses were often incomplete 

and of varying value. Generally speaking, they indicated that the population 

had been rather regularly under-estimated. All of this is understandable 

when one realizes.that these censuses were carried out primarily for the 

purposes of taxation, and that as a result, the under-estimation that was 

first·noticed in the National Survey of 1960 and confirmed by the survey 

going on right now, indicates an attempt to evade taxation, especially by 

the rural population. 

There are virtually no other sources of demographic data besides 

the administrative censuses. The official registry of vital statistics works 

well only in the cities, and even then, only more or less well (except, 

probably, for Dakar). There have been efforts made, in cooperation with the 

Ministry of Justice, which administers the official registry of vital 

statistics, to improve this, but much remains yet to be done. 

Except for the limited data on these subjects furnished by the 

survey of 1960, there are no worthwhile data on migratory movements or 

employment. Confronted with this serious lack of data, the government of 

Senegal decided (during the World Population Census in 1970) to finance by 

a direct cash grant a national demographic survey which would make it possible 

to bring up to date various demographic data. 
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It should be noted that a survey covering several years was 

later proposed, so as to get more accurate information and to improve the 

official registry of vital statistics. The problem of financing remains, 

and for this, appeal must be made .to outside sources. 

The goals of the National Demographic Survey are naturally, 

above all, to yield demographic data on population structure, as well as on 

both natural (births and deaths) and migratory shifts. 

But at the same time, when the cost of the survey was considered, 

it seemed desirable to take advantage of the occasion together additional 

information - on economic and social conditions and possibly on housing. 

It was also necessary to reckon with the need to obtain infor

mation on the regional level, for the general data gathered could not satisfy 

the authorities, who intended to meet the needs of their administrations as 

well. 

It ~as finally decided to carry out a follow-up survey. 

Practically speaking, this meant three rounds of six months each, this to 

study a sampling of about 150,000 people. 

2. Range of study 

The survey concerns the entire population of Senegal. On 1 

January 1970, the population was estimated to be 3,822,000 people, these 

people living in the seven regions of Senegal. 

Population 

Cap-Vert 693,000 

Casamance 622,000 

Diourbel 590,000 

River Area 406,000 

Eastern Senegal 177 ,000 

Sine-Saloum 853,000 

Thiès 481,000 

Total 3,822,000 

The population is spread over the country very unevenly. The 

density varies from less than 1 person/sp. km. in eastern Senegal to more 

than 100 people/sq. km. in the areas where peanuts are grown (Thiès, Diourbel, 

Sine-Saloum), and to nearly 1000 people/sq. km. in Cap-Vert. 
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nie rural population is spread over about 12,000 villages, and 

the rate of urbanization has been estimated at more than 30 %. 

In the River area, there is a nomadic population, the Peul, who 

are basically atockbreedere. 

The population can be grouped under the following categories 

urban population, living either in communes or in settlements of comparable 

size; rural population, scattered in the 12,000 villages of Senegal; semi

urban or semi-rural populations, with features intermediary between those 

of the groupa mentioned above. 

The population of Senegal includes foreigners (estimated at 

47,000 people), primarily Frenchmen, the features of whom are quite obviously 

very dif ferent from those of the Senegalese. 

3. Numbers involved 

The sampling was random and included 277 clusters, that is, 

approximately 150,000 people (the average sLze of a cluster being 536 people), 

if the regular under-recording of the sampling frame, set up by using the 

data from the last administrative census, is not taken into account. One 

should, in effect, expect the real sampling to be at least 10 % higher than 

the theoretical sampling. 

4. Method used in sample taking 

The available sampling frame was set up by working from the 

information yielded by the administrative census of 1969-1970, this completed 

when necessary by rounds made in the heartland of Senegal and by rapid counts 

in some urban and semi-urban settlements for which no population estimates 

existed. 

The entire country was split into seven strata corresponding 

to the seven administrative regions in order to be able to get the results 

by region easily, and then into urban, semi-urban, and rural strata - these 

defined as follows : 

- Rural stratum : villages of 0 to 999 inhabitants; 

- Semi-urban stratum : villages and cities of 1000 to 9999 

inhabi tants; 

- Urban stratum cities of 10,000 + inhabitants. 



Reg ion 

Cap-Vert 

Casamance 

Diourbel 

River area 

Eastern Senegal 

Sine-Saloum 

Thiès 

Total 
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Table 1. Division into strata of the population of each region 

Rural stratum Semi-urban stratum Urban stratum 
Villages of 0- Villages of 1000- Communes of Total 

999 inhabitants 9999 inhabitants 10,000 + 
inhabitants 

Il " 581,000 581,000 

399. 727 104, 577 72, 184 576,488 

367,200 47,331 91,745 506,276 

180,479 97,542 81 , 204 359,225 

136, 171 22,052 21 • 760 179,983 

494,571 103,693 96 ,330 694,594 

275,128 67,662 124,160 466,950 

1,853,276 442,857 1,068,383 3,364,516 

It will be noted that the data indicated in this table show 

12 7. under-recording in comparison with the estimates finally adopted. 

The total ref erence number was divided into clusters of about 

500 inhabitants. ln order to do this, the area units were made into survey 

districts, these bringing together the small villages of up to about 500 

inhabitants (in fact, between 400-600). The villages of 500-999 inhabitants 

were kept at they were and divided into as many districts as necessary; 

communes (cities) of 1000 + inhabitants were treated as follows 

Villages of 1000 - 1249 inhabitants 2 districts 

1250 - 1749 inhabitants = 3 districts 

1750 - 2249 inhabitants 4 districts. 

The demographers in charge wanted the choice of the number of 

test units to come as close to the optimum sample as possible. A number of 

survey districts were this drawn these proportionnaUy to the population 

figures of the regions used for the sampling frame. lnside each region, the 

number of districts was then divided into rural, semi-urban and urban strata 

proportionnally to the population figures of the respective strata. 
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Table II. Division of regional districts into strata 

Reg ion Urban Stratum Semi-Urban Rural Stratur Total Stratum 
Stratum 

Total number of 

Cap-Vert districts 1021 0 0 

Number of test 
districts 48 0 0 48 

Total number of 

Casamance districts 142 212 714 

Number of test 
districts 10 14 22 46 

Total number of 

Diourbel districts 182 103 697 

Number of test 
districts 12 7 23 42 

Total number of 

River area districts 162 192 326 

Number of test 
districts 7 8 15 30 

Total number of 

Eastern Senegal districts 43 44 255 

Number of test 
districts 3 3 9 15 

Total number of 

Sine-Saloum districts 198 205 885 

Number of test 
districts 13 14 29 56 

Total number of 

Thiès districts 297 137 476 

Number of test 
districts 14 6 20 40 

Total number of. 

Total districts 

Number of test 
districts 107 52 118 277 
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5. Duration of the survey 

The survey is to include three rounds of six months each and 

it is so arranged that the first and third rounds will take place at the same 

time of year, at an interval of one year (15 May - 15 October 1970 and 1971). 

The households in the sample are visited approximately one year after the 

first round. 

The first round began 15 May 1970 in the farthest regions, 

where winter sets in early and which are thus somewhat inaccessible. 

Numerous problems, yet to be defined, will doubtless upset this 

timetable. lt will then be necessary to solve these satisfactorily. These 

problems can be of various sorts. lt is because of the notorious logistic 

problems that the success of a survey depends more on the conditions in 

which it is carried out than on the method used. One of these problems is the 

necessity to pay the survey's staff regularly (not always easy to arrange 

when the administration is involved). Others include bad weather, accidents, 

the illnesses which are difficult to avoid in the forgotten rural zones rife 

with numerous parasites. 

6. Conditions in which survey was carried out 

It was the Statistical Services (and in particular, the Division 

of Demography and Surveys) which was in charge of the survey. This was financed 

by a direct cash grant by the government of Senegal, which allotted 75 million 

francs to the programme, to be used over three fiscal years, from June 1969 

to July 1971. The 75 million francs was divided in the following manner: 

Staff 

Equipment 

25,000,000 

30,000,000 

Processing and PublicationslS,000,000 

Unforeseen expenses 5,000,000 

Total 75,000,000 

The staff of the survey included ten controllers and thirty 

Senegalese enumerators, with the running of the survey entrusted to two 

statistical engineers (also Senegalese), supervisors of the Division. Four 

foreign technical assistants helped as well. 
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The controllers have taken part in numerous surveys, demographic 

in particular, and are certainly most experienced in this area, especially 

in follow-up surveys. The enumerators were hired on the basis of a test 

equivalent to a sixth fonner's(I) level, though some of them have the 

"B.E.P.C.". 

The organizational chart that follows makes it possible to see 

clearly how the work was split up. 

The staff finally selected had come through a series of elimi

nations. After the first of these, at the beginning of January, fifty appli

cants were trained for three days to make a count in the region of Cap-Vert, 

the only region, it so happens, for which there are few administrative data. 

After the count, the 35 best enumerators were chosen for the 

training course proper. This took place from 30 April to 2 May, and consisted 

in theoretical training (lasting for two weeks) and written tests. Afterwards 

there was a test survey lasting about one week. It was after this training 

course and a week's rest, that the staff went into the field 10 May, the 

survey starting on 15 May. 

There was some forgetfulness on the part of the enumerators, 

this attributed to the rest periods. At the beginning, the controllers found 

numerous mistakes in the questionnaires but rather quickly the quality of 

the information obtained improved. 

There were in general no particular problems in interviewing, 

except for the usual difficulties in finding out ages, types of residence, 

etc. There were greater problems in finding villages, getting to them by 

car, finding petrol stations, etc. 

There was also a big problem because of delays in the payinent 

of the survey's temporary help, something which brought work in the field to 

a halt on more than one occasion. These delays came about from the inevitable 

slowness of administrative machinery, and it was for this reason that petty

cash funds, to meet the numerous expenses of field work, were also set up 

la te. 

It appears that in the future, thanks to a move by the ministry 

in charge, it will be possible to speed up these matters. 

(1) Translator 1 s note 
years old. 

6th form in the French system, i.e., pupils 10-11 
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7. Survey techniques 

The method used was that of follow-up surveys. Three rounds of 

six months are planned for the periods 15.05.1970 to 15.11.1970, 15.11.1970 

to 15.05.1971, and 15.05.1971to15.11.1971. 

Work in the field is supposed to be spread over the first five 

months of each period, the final month being used to make necessary revisions, 

to draft the lessons learnt during the round, and to better prepare the 

following round. It is also planned to give all the staff a week's rest. 

So as to get as much value as possible from the survey, it was 

planned to add a survey on economic and social matters to the purely demo

graphic part of the survey on the second round, and a questionnaire on housing 

on the third round. 

These questionnaires help break the routine of the three 

rounds. But it is necessary to pay attention so that the demographic part of 

the survey - which is most important - does not lose its central place. 

The demographic survey proper includes two sorts of question

naires : a questionnaire for households (called "DEM l"); a questionnaire 

for women (called "DEM 2"). 

On the end paper of the questionnaire DEM 1 is given the geo

graphic location of the household, the dates of the survey, and the names of 

the controllers and verifiers, with a retrospective suounary of natural events 

occurring in the household in the preceding twelve months. 

On the other pages, individual items of information about the 

members of the household is recorded. The information asked for is the type 

of information usually asked for. It should be pointed out that the first 

questionnaire had been intended to be used on four rounds, and not on three 

- as was the case finally - because of financial difficulties. 

The questionnaire DEM 2 is to be filled in by all women 13 or 

more years of age who have been counted in the household during the first 

round. The demographic information to be collected concerns the marital status 

of the woman, and all the times she bas given birth, whether or not the baby 

survived. 
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The questionnaire on economic and social matters, DEM 3, was 

designed for the second round; it is to be filled in for each person in the 

sampling; it includes information about the region, ethnie origins, languages 

spoken, level of schooling, economic activity, etc. 

It was at first planned to carry out another round, not connected 

with the survey proper, this survey carried out by a dif ferent staff so as 

to control the information recorded by the survey's regular staff. This too 

expensive, it was finally decided to fall back on the information recorded 

in the ledgers of vital statistics which were kept by eminent figures in the 

villages, who received honoraria for their services. 

This system might in the future form the basis of a permanent 

system of keeping the registers of vital statistics, something which after 

all is the ultimate goal of any permanently set up survey. It is obvious, 

though, that to extend the survey beyond the three rounds, outside financing 

is indispensable. 

In any event, the two sources of information - the survey 

forms and the registers of vital statistics - .should make it possible to 

verify the information to some extent, and to improve results considerably. 

It was decided that on future rounds, different coloured inks 

would be used by the enumerators on each round : blue on the first round; 

green on the second, black on the third, etc. Verification was done with 

red ball-point pen. This method, which makes locating separate rounds easier, 

was already used during an earlier survey in Sine-Saloum. 

8. Processing. Analysis 

In the early stages, the three rounds will be processed by 

cross-sections, that is, separately. Processing of the first round should 

make it possible for a minimum of provisional tables to be prepared quickly, 

near March 1971 - something which whould be very useful, as it is important 

to be able to give some results quickly to governmental authorities. 

The events occurring in the twelve months prior to the survey 

and the information in the questionnaires on women, might serve as the 

beginning of longitudinal analysis. 

As the enumerators return to work in the field with the same 

questionnaires (which have been transcribed in between the two rounds), the 

correction of mistakes noted during transcription or during the following 
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round will be indicated directly on the questionnaire. Correction cards will 

be used whenever necessary in future rounds. 

The headquarters of the survey was able to use the services of 

card punch operators and one verifier for the processing. When these people 

were on holiday, the two IBM 360-40 computera of the Ministry of Finance and 

Economy were available. 

9. Results 

The first round should be completed at the end of October. The 

f irst results of the cross-sectional analysis of the first round should be 

ready about March. 
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Chapter 4 

CAMEROON 

Experiment in the recording of vital statistics 

on a regular basis in Adamaoua 

The follow-up survey carried out in Adamaoua from November 1965 

to April 1968 did not aim to note demographic features of the populations 

living in this part of Cameroon, as this had already been done several years 

earlier by sampling(t). 

In this pilot study, what was attempted was to gather, in a 

well-defined area, as much infonnation as possible on the feasibility of 

follow-up surveys in an area in which regular data were lacking. 

The main goals of the survey were as follows 

a) The accurate definition of the population of two cantons so 

as to compare the figures obtained with those given in the administration's 

recent census. The exact (and not estimated, as before) percentage of cases 

in which events were not declared in a limited area could thereby be deter

mined. 

b) The definition of births, deaths, and marriages occurring 

over a year, so as to calculate with perfect certainty the percentage of 

events recorded by the official registry. 

c) The distribution of ledgers on villages, these medgers meant 

to record immediately declarations of vital statistics in the aim of seeing 

whether the ledgers (where events could be recorded for no fee) were used 

more than the official registry (which was not free). 

d) The gathering, by continuous observation, of as much demo

graphic data proper as possible, some topics (marriage, divorce) never having 

been covered before in these areas. 

e) A comparison of the traditional demographic data, collected 

by continuous observation, with those gathered during the baseline count(C ) 
0 

by retrospective questioning. 

(1) Survey carried out by the Statistical Services of Cameroon and the 
technical assistance programme of I.N.S.E.E. in 1962. 
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f) The verification of whether such a method of regular or 

continuous observation enabled accurate studies of changes in migration to 

be made. 

g) The calculation of the numbers of people intentionally not 

declared, or left out by mistake on the baseline count but recorded on the 

following rounds. 

h) Making a minimum estimate of the costs of each operation. 

i) Weighing the advantages and disadvantages of extending the 

use of such a system to areas that were even more outspread, by fixing the 

minimum estimated cost of such a programme. This was done with an eye to 

having such information available for governments that might be interested. 

2. Range of study 

The department of Adamaoua covers a surface of roughly 67,000 

sq.km. and is on a volcanic plateau 1000-1400 metres above sea level, this 

in the centre of the Federal Republic of Cameroon (see Figure I). The geo

graphic nature of the area makes it an important reservoir, and the main rivers 

of Cameroon have their source in these highlands. There are two clearly 

defined seasons (dry and rainy), these dividing the year into almost equal 

parts. 

The average rainfall in the rainy season (which begins at the 

end of. April) is about ISOOŒl., with the greatest rainfall in July, August 

and September. The average temperature during the year is about 23 degrees 

Centigrade. 

In Adamaoua, the most important resource is in the herds of 

zebu, estimated at nearly a million head, which graze all year round in these 

vast natural pasturelands. 

The variety of resources obtained from agriculture and from 

trees, because of the climate of the area, spare the inhabitants of the 

plateau the droughts which can hit the other areas of northern Cameroon, 

where the variety of crops grown is not as great. 

The food supply in the region is well balanced, and needs 

only to be further exploited. 

The 200,000 odd inhabitants that make up the population of 

Adamaoua are divided into the following ethnie groupa : 
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- The Foulbe, most numerous in the area, often sheperds. They 

have their own culture - Moslem in character - and this culture (l~nguage, 

way of life, religion) has growing influence in the region. 

- The Mboum, the fonner rulers, overthrown in the nineteenth 

century by the Foulbe conquerors; there are only several thousand of them, 

spread widely over the territory. They are. cultivators primarily, who in 

spite of social changes, remain very much attached to the chiefs of their 

various clans. 

- The Dourou, most of whom emigrated from their lands in the 

Northern plain several decades ago. They are both excellent cultivators and 

skilled ironworkers. 

- The Laka are the descendants of people captured during the 

last century who worked for a long time as servants in Foulbe families. 

All of the populations of the plateau that have been listed 

above have adopted, in varying degrees, the Moslem way of life. There are, 

in addition, other ethnie groups (Baya, Niam-Niam, Mbororo, etc.) found in 

the plateau, but they are not found in the zone that was finally studied. 

This zone is made up of two neighbouring cantons within the 

department, Mbang-Foulbe and Dourou Plateau, which cover a surface area of 

approximately 1000 sq.km. and include more than 15,000 people. 

The two cantons include about sixty villages (three of which 

are administrative seats) which are located close to a carriageable dirt 

road. In the rectangle fonned by this road there are only a few villages. 

Most of the land, especially that near the Bini River, which splits the 

region in two, is natural grazing land (see Figure II). 

The two cantons were chosen for several reasons : the population 

density is greater here than it is elsewhere : the dirt road can be used in 

all seasons; different ethnie groups are represented; the official registry 

of vital statistics is practically nonexistent {because of this, the survey 

could test the use of the village ledgers without seeming to question the 

existing system); the possibility of working in well-defined cantons, as 

these might be the units used in future additions to the survey, if such a 

system is adopted. 
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3. Numbers involved 

In addition to the entire population (15,303 people during the 

baseline count) spoken of, some samples of different populations (these of 

different levels of schooling) were formed primarily to test the use of the 

"village ledgers". 

We will not take up here the work done in these complementary 

samplings (which do, however, appear in the total cost of the operations), 

some of which - the Dourou Plain, the Voko, the Kolbila - have also been 

studied in a follow-up survey. 

The 15,303 people making up the main sampling (two cantons) 

fall into the following categories : 

6924 Dourou (Plateau) 

4329 Foulbe 

1194 Mboum 

666 Laka 

2140 persons of mixed ethnie group (husband/wife of different 

ethnie groups), 

as well as members of other ethnie groups who make up the remainder. 

4. Method used in sample taking 

No special method of sample taking was required as the two 

cantons had been thoroughly studied before. 

5. Duration of the survey 

The total amount of time spent in the field was thirty months, 

twenty-seven of which were devoted to the actual observation work, thereby 

bringing the reference period up to two full years. The rounds took place 

exactly six months apart in each of the villages that had been in the first 

count. A total of five semi-annual rounds were thus carried out : C , the 
0 

baseline count, followed by c1, c2 , c
3 

and c
4

. 

A set of retrospective questions on events occurring in the 

twelve months preceding the survey was included in the baseline count, 

something which provided retrospective information for an additional period. 

The timetable was as follows : 
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C - mid January to mid April 1966 (with retrospective questio
o 

ning) 

C1 - mid July to mid October 1966 

c2 - mid January to mid April 1967 

c3 - mid July to mid October 1967 

c4 - mid January to mid April 1968. 

6. Conditions in which survey was carried out 

ln charge of this pilot-survey was O.R.S.T.O.M., which was 

represented by a research worker from the Demography section of the Behavioural 

Sciences Unit. lt was 0.R.S.T.O.M., too, that financed the operation. 

a) Costs 

It had earlier been planned to cover more of the population, 

and if enough money had been allotted, all of the rural cantons of the 

arrondissement of Ngaoundéré (about 60,000 people) would have been studied. 

After some hesitation, it was clear that the money allotted to 

the survey would make it possible for only two cantons to be studied. 

Besides the main sampling, which has been described above, 

additional samplings were prepared for other purposes. The budget shown 

below covers all of the surveys. 

Main sampling : 15,000 people included in C
0 

and later c1, c2 , c3 , c4 
(15,000 people x 5 rounds = 75,000) 

Additional samplings Number of people Number of rounds Total no. of individual 
observations 

Dourou (Plain) 4500 2 9000 

Voko 1000 2 2000 

Kolbila 1000 2 2000 

Niam-Niam 1000 1 1000 

Mbororo 1000 1 1000 

Mboum 1500 1 1500 

Baya emigrants (Moslem) 1000 1 1000 

Laka 1000 1 1000 

Miscellaneous (not processed) 1500 1500 

Total 95000 



Year 

1965 (15 .11 
to 31.12) 

1966 

1967 
1968 (01.01 
to 18.04) 

Total 
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The number of individual observations is therefore about 

95,000, and the money allotted should be taken to refer to this figure. 

The expenditure of about 1,700,000 Francs (CFA), or 34,000 

French Francs, in thirty months does not include the salary and lodgings of 

the demographer in charge of operations. (All other expenses - without 

exception - are included in this figure). 

During the survey an extra long Land Rover was put at our 

disposal, this necessary in order to get about on the small local roads in 

all seasons. The total distance covered was about 35,000 km. If we add the 

depreciation of the vehicle (which for such a distance is about one quarter 

of the price), we come to a general total of about two million Francs (CFA), 

or 40,000 French Francs. 

When divided by the 95,00 people covered in the visits, this 

budget cornes out to 20 Francs (CFA) per person (z 0.40 French Francs). 

Besides the equipment necessary for the enumerators'work (clip

boards, forms, medecine, etc.), after the baseline count, each enumerator was 

supplied with a bicycle. 

On the whole the operations were deliberately carried out 

economically, so as to yield estimates for future operational budgets that 

could be handled by African countries. 

Table l. Breakdown of operational budget 

Petrol and Maintenance Miscella- Stationery Purchase 
Staff lubricants repairs of neous stamps of Total 

vehicles camping bicycles 
equipment 

27,500 13 ,055 19' 158 28' 170 20,555 - 108,438 

442,165 172,858 62,636 30,330 28,582 40,550 7 77 '121 

326,490 179,372 84,481 37,550 22,500 - 650,393 
125,419 45,592 6,730 18, 112 5,368 - 201,221 

921,574 410,877 173,005 114,162 77,005 40,550 1,737,173 
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Cost of two different expanded progrananes 

- Expansion of programme to the entire arrondissement, both rural 

cantons and urban settlements : 

- For example, the arrondissement of Ngaoundéré : 

rural sectors, approximately 60,000 inhabitants (official 

data), 

urban sectors, approximately 20,000 inhabitants (official 

data), 

Total (arrondissement) 80,000 inhabitants. 

- Duration : 2 1/2 years, with rounds every six months after 

C (i.e., a total of fixe counts). 
0 

- Number of people interviewed : 80,000 x 5 rounds = 400,000 

people. 

Estimated cost : 400,000 x 25 = 10 million Francs (CFA). 

(The salaries and lodgings of two demographers are not included). 

It would be good to allow for an additional six months of 

service by the staff after this period, to help the census~takers of the 

first administrative census (approximate cost, one million Francs CFA). 

This would produce, finally, a total of eleven million Francs (CFA) (our 

figure based on the purchasing power and salaries of 1967). 

2 - Expansion of the programme to fif teen cantons or parts of 

cantons (each including about 5000 people, thus a total of approximately 

75,000) 

Duration : 2 1/2 years, with rounds every six months after 

C (i.e., a total of five counts). 
0 

- Number of people interviewed : 75,000 x 5 rounds = 375,000 

people. 

- Estimated cost : (Travelling expenses higher because of the 

greater distances between cantons. To provide some sort of check for this 

progrmmne, it is necessary to count about thirty Francs more per person 

interviewed in the costs of such an extension) : 375,000 x 30 a 11,250,000. 
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To this figure, as in the programme just spoken of just above, 

one million Francs should be added to cover the salaries of the enumerators 

who would help carry out the census in the field. 

Total : 12 million Francs (CAF). 

With this programme, however, the supervision of two or three 

trained demographers would be absolutely necessary. 

The costs of the two expanded programmes are very similar, 

amounting to eleven to twelve million Francs (CFA), (the salaries and lodgings 

of the people in charge not included. 

b) Staff 

It is necessary to consider separately the staff used in these 

operations during the baseliœ count and during successive counts. 

During the baseline count, the investigator in charge had the 

help of team heads (who had already worked on surveys for four years) and 

seven enumerators. 

For the later counts, besides the official of O.R.S.T.O.M., 

only one head of an interviewing team and two enumerators were used. 

c) Hiring and training 

During the period in which the amount of money to be allotted 

was not known, the following measures were taken so as not to delay tle start 

of operations 

- Public notice of a month's training course to fifteen 

"students" who had sat a small preliminary test, this on the four basic 

arithmetical operations and on the description of traditional customs of the 

student's ethnie group in particularly "demographic" spheres (births, deaths, 

marriage; having a child, etc.). 

During this training period, the students received 100 Francs 

(CFA) (- 2 French Francs), which could - depending on the local way of life -

pay for their daily costs. 

2 - The training period, which lasted roughly three weeks, was 

made up of three diff erent parts : 
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- Basic demographic matters and the usefulness of surveys in 

rural and/or little known areas. 

- Training the students to use the questionnaire of the baseline 

count (the longest to learn); practice in the use of symbols; practice 

filling in questionnaires. 

- The way in which introductions to village heads, heads of 

districts, heads of households, should be made. Moral issues in the survey 

intellectual honesty and honesty in other matters. 

At the end of this training prograDDDe, after details on the 

amount of money available had been learnt, a final exam was used to find 

the seven best students, who were then signed up for the survey. 

3 - Preliminary pilot experiment. Before going into the working 

zone proper, the new enumerators went through a dry-run in an urban section 

where they lived. 

4 - A small second training period took place before the first 

round after the baseline count, in order to teach the enumerators how to fill 

in properly the parts of the forms that covered events taken place after the 

preceding round. 

d) Reception of the population 

The survey began in the administrative seat of the f irst canton 

studied, so that the head of the canton, also head of bis people, could 

witness the operations for himself and see that the population was not at 

all troubled by them. 

It was strongly emphasized that this survey was purely demo

graphic, and was not to be confused with the usual censuses for purposes of 

taxation. 

Village ledgers were distributed for demographic events to be 

recorded in the future. This too helped convince the population of the true 

goals of the survey. 

With the help of the traditional chiefs it was possible to 

eliminate the reluctance of rural populations that is generally perceptible 

during censuses. 
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The mistrust felt when dealing with someone unknown was also 

reduced by the use of members of different ethnie groups. On the whole, in 

spite of the restraint of people in a few villages, the population was not too 

uncooperative during the baseline count, always the most ticklish moment of 

a survey. 

On the following rounds, the reception of the population changed 

from one of restraint to one of general cordiality when it became clear that 

the survey had not done any harm - all the more cordial as we had distributed 

whenever possible seeds, seedlings of fruit trees, and had gone so far as to 

brighten up evenings spent in the villages in the bush country by showing 

how much young children enjoyed whipped egg whites (in quite a few traditional 

ethnie groups eggs are rarely eaten). 
• 

The obliging help of traditional authorities eliminated all 

sorts of problems, for people had been sent into the various villages to 

speak about and comment on what was going on in the administrative seats, and 

to say that the survey would later pass in these villages as well, where 

ledgers for vital statistics would be left off. 

Near the borders separating cantons, it sometimes happened that 

villages of a neighbouring canton wanted to be included in the survey and 

ledgers to be set up there too. 

7 - Survey techniques 

A - Questionnaires and ledgers 

Three types of documents were used to carry out this continuous 

study 

- A questionnaire connected with the baseline count (C ), . 
0 

which included space in which the births and deaths of the preceding twelve 

months (retrospective questioning) were to be included. During this baseline 

count, a special questionnaire (for married women or women who had been 

married) was included to record the offspring of the women, marriage by 

marriage, as well as the names of those children still living. 

It should be stated, too, that before the survey lists of the 

various districts of the village, and the heads of families in these districts, 

had been prepared. 
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- A questionnaire concerning the "new events", those that had 

taken place since the preceding round, used therefore in c
1

, c
2

, c
3 

and c
4

• 

- A set of ledgers for the villages in which were to be noted 

the births, deaths, marriages, arrivals and departures taking place in the 

village throughout the entire period of the survey. 

a) Questionnaires used in the baseline count (C ) 

* Family form (Appendix 1). 

On this questionnaire, which follows the regular format in such 

cases, the enumerator was to record the names of all people regularly living 

in the "sare" (family dwelling) or having passed the preceding night in its 

limits. 

This family form was given the same number as that appear1ng 

on the list of family heads in each' district. 

Afterwards, the different members of the family were recorded 

following a fixed ordre : the head of the family, his first wife, followed 

by her unmarried offspring, his second wife, followed by her unmarried off

spring, then those of the married offspring who had remained in the family 

compound with their children, any older generations not yet listed, and 

other relatives, servants or employees, and lastly, visitors. 

For each person the following information was listed· : 

. family name and first name; 

• how related to head of f amily; 

. whether absent, present, or visiting during the enumerator's 

round; 

. ethnie group, sex, age, place of birth, marital status, 

profession, and as a marginal note next to the reference number, religion; 

• for people who were absent or visitors, the dates of depar

ture or arrival were also listed, as were the place of destination or "source" 

village. 

It was possible to list fourteen people on each family form, 

and when there were more entries than spaces free, a second f amily form was 

used for the same compound, the numbering of the family (15, 16, 17, etc.) 

continued on the second form. 
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At the bottom of the form were listed the births and deaths 

that had taken place during the preceding twelve mqnths (this retrospective 

questioning forming part of the survey). 

For each live birth was given the mother's number as listed 

on the family form; the baby's first name, sex; date of death, when appro

priate; place of delivery (village or maternity clinic). 

For each death, the name of the person was recorded and his 

relation to the head of the compound, his sex and age. 

* Form used for married, widowed or divorced women (Appendix 2). 

On these were listed not only the information needed to identify the woman 

(village, district, number of sare, number on family form), but the total 

number of children still alive, marriage by marriage; the listing of children 

still alive and those having died, each sex listed separately; notice of 

stillbirths and miscarriages, each sex list~d separately; lastly, when appro

priate, the reason for the ending of marriage (death or separation). 

Between each marriage a line was left for recording the lapse 

of time between the date on which the previous marriage had ended and the 

new marriage took place. 

b) Questionnaire used on rounds following the baseline count - the follow-up 

observation proper (Appendix 3) 

Separate sheets were placed alongside the right side of each 

family form (by a clip or rubber band around the clipboard) made it possible 

to record the changes occurring in a f amily after the baseline count. 

This sheet could be used for three rounds (and if necessary, 

for three others, which would be printed on the other side). 

It included two parts : on top (besides the usual references - village, 

district, etc.) were noted whèther the situation of such and such a person 

on the f amily form (which could be f ound on the lef t) had changed or not 

since the last round. 

The changes might have been due to a person's being listed as 

present when absent; being listed as absent when present; having died; having 

left the compound (temporarily or permanently). In all such cases, the date 

of the change was recorded as well as the appropriate place name (origin, 

place of death.) 
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When there have been deaths or permanent departures, the persan 

concerned is crossed off the family form with a single stroke. 

At the bottom of the form were recorded the names of new members 

of the compound, those who had settled in the compound since the last round, 

with a marginal note on the round on which they were first recorded, and 

indications as to the person's being either a new baby or a new adult arrival. 

Also noted were 

bis relations to the head of the compound in the case of a 

new arrival, or the number of the mother for a new birth; 

• the sex, age of the new arrival; 

• the date of birth or arrival; 

• place of birth or "source" village; 

• a note indicating whether the new member had been seen by 

the enumerator or not (absence, departure, death). 

It is here that could be located the child born or dead in 

between two rounds; in the case of absences, departures or deaths, the place 

where the person then was (or the place of death) was noted, as well as the 

date of departure, of absence, or of death. 

Whether the new arrival was present or absent, a line on the 

family form was devoted to him so as to give the total number of people 

within a compound after each count. 

To locate people more easily and to tell at a glance which 

additions have been made to what count, different coloured pencils might be 

used during the first three or four counts. It is obvious that the two 

questionnaires used (family form and "new events") make it possible to see at 

any time, and with accuracy, the precise makeupof the compound (a permanent 

census). 

c) Village ledgers of vital statistics (Appendix 4) 

These were formed of five different ledgers relating to the 

births, deaths, marriages, arrivals, departures, in the village since the 

baseline count (C ). They were left off in all the villages studied. The 
0 

ledgers consisted of numbered sheets on which the appropriate events were to 

be recorded. Copies of the forms "births", "deaths", and "marriages" can be 

found in the Appendix. It appears tbat information on the relatives (of the 

deceased, of the husband or wife) should be eliminated from the forms "death" 
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and "marriage", for experience has shown that this information was not regu

larly given by those making the declarations. 

After each count, the head of the team compared the entry in 

the village ledgers with the events observed during the count just completed; 

he made additions to the ledgers when necessary. 

During the pilot experiment, declarations for the ledgers were 

made freely, by either the person concerned or the head of the district. No 

receipt was given out after such declarations, and the entry was naturally 

free. 

These two features clearly set off the village ledgers from the 

official registers of vital statistics, for which a stamp tax had to be paid 

before or at the time a receipt was issued for births and marriages (death 

certificates are issued by the authorities of Cameroon free of charge), 

The village ledgers were entrusted to an unpaid "scribe" who 

was appointed by the head of the village. They were generally kept in French, 

except in one of the Foulbé villages where the village chief had made entries 

there in Arabie characters (no one in this village could write in French). 

B - How the operations were carried out 

After the enumerators had been trained, an operational timetable 

was set up 

meeting of the official in charge of the survey with the 

head of the canton; 

- enumerators were sent to the administrative seat; 

- the first family counted was that of the head of the canton; 

- each evening, for the duration of the survey, daily summaries 

were made to establish in what families new demographic events had been noted 

(the numbers of the compounds had been listed in a notebook); 

once the survey in this village was over, these summaries 

made it possible to see how of ten the village ledgers were used without going 

through all the forms. Additions could be made when necessary; 

- each evening, the head of the team collected the fonns used 

that day, and made whatever conunents were necessary; 

- on the following day, the head of the team checked the results 

reported for a given dwelling of bis choice, after having given the enumerators 

the lists of sares to be covered that day. 
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- the official in charge of the survey stayed in the village 

for two or three days. The staff met each evening_and checked the fonns one 

by one. Ways of feeding the staff were worked out (and this problem is not 

always easy ta settle); 

- when everyone had been counted, the team moved on to another 

village, always following a timetable made in advance. For the baseline count, 

short distances were covered by foot, longer distances by car. During the 

rounds that followed, each enumerator had a bicycle ta use and was free to 

get around as he chose af ter being taken to the area where he was to work. 

the village being interviewed and the official in charge of 

the survey kept in touch regularly. The official had the forms sent ta him 

as soon as a village was f inished ta avoid loss or damage (from rain) and in 

order ta be able ta get on with the initial breakdowns necessary for the 

process of verification. 

C - Difficulties encountered 

a) In filling in the questionnaires proper 

Those enumerators whose basic training courses were adequate 

were able to go about their duties the very first day. 

It is a good idea, however, while the enumerators are being 

broken in, ta watch over the quality of their written work. In the ·evening, 

poorly written forms should be recopied; families in which events cannot be 

explained normally should be revisited. During the first few days of the 

baseline count, explanations should be given regularly by the persan in charge 

of the survey, either to the heads of the teams and ta the enumerators, or to 

the population in general. It is also good ta examine closely the accuracy of 

the daily SU11llllaries. The volunteer "scribe" should also be taught ta keep 

the village ledgers accurately. Replacements for enumerators who are ill or 

whose work is unsatisfactory must also be ready at hand. 

In general, most of the technical problems involved in filling 

in the forms were settled in the first fortnight, but there always remained 

some repeated errors which could be righted only by breaking down the ques

tionnaires ony by one and then making the necessary commenta. 
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b) Difficulties due to local habits and customs 

The greatest were : 

- Determining ages and the period really meant by the last 

twelve months (in the retrospective questioning of the baseline count). 

Drawing up and distributing agricultural calendars or calendars of historical 

events did not enable one to hope for absolute accuracy in this area, even 

though making up such calendars was indispensable in some regions. Enumerators 

of the ethnie group in question should be used, as they are best acquainted 

with the tempo of local life and various social considerations that make it 

possible to determine ages with the greatest possible accuracy. Whatever 

measures were taken, there always were some mistakes about some out-of-the-way 

populations (though in the savannah, some Moslem groups knew their ages 

accurately). The importance of this matter must be emphasized often to the 

enumerators. Regrouping can be done quickly because of the average age of the 

mothers in a given year (generally close to 27-28 years in these parts of 

Black Africa, as elsewhere in the world). 

If the average age is found to be 22 or 32 years, for example, 

after a thousand people have been taillied, you can be sure that the ages 

were reckoned very poorly and that it is necessary to start again. If you get 

27 years as the result - as generally is the case - one can assume that the 

ages given are reasonably plausible, give or take a year. It is better, and 

someti~es essential, to do the processing by groups of five or ten years of 

age. There is, moreover, a specific case which shows that the use of groups 

of ten years of age was valid. In almost all the rural pyramids of Black Africa, 

there is a considerable amount of uncler-recording among fernales 10-19 years 

old, and this is not a coïncidence. Rather, it cames about from the regular 

habit of the parents of omitting fiancées and girls of marriageable age. 

- The residence of young mothers who go ho• to their parents 

before delivering and who stay there to nurse (during which time sexual rela

tions are forbidden). The mother and child should be counted only in the 

compound they came f rom. 

- Problems in contracting cultivators at certain times of the . 
year, because of crops raised in rotation on burnt-out land, they live in the 

fields for at least a month, these in a radius of 30 lan. from the village. 

The authority of a helpful chief can sometimes be all that is necessary to have 

them came back to their families for one or two days, for the sake of the survey 
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- The period of Ramadan can also account for delays in the 

tempo of work, as the Moslem staff are not supposed to eat or drink so long 

as a white thread can be made out from a black thread. With Moslems, a break 

must be planned in the afternoon,·and work must be picked up again at night, 

when storm lamps can be used for light. 

c) Material problems 

Feeding enumerators and relations with populations : it was 

necessary to allow for some compensation to be paid to the families that 

provided the enumerators with their food (this is one of the most awkward 

matters to settle). Moreover, drinking water is often very dangerous. To 

avoid delays due to illness, water-purifiers must be given to enumerators. 

Interference from other admiristrative operations : during the 

third count, the operations of the .survey were somewhat d;srupted by the 

territorial administration, which arrived in the same area the survey was 

working in, at the same time, this for the general census. Happily, after 

covering the first few villages, they ran out' of questionnaires - for a 

month ! 

Dangers in the bush : there were serpents but the length of 

time that the survey was in the bush made it impossible to store the serum, 

which had to be regrigerated. The "black stone", which absorbs the venim, 

could in such cases be very useful to the enumerators. This is popular among 

missionaries in the bush, who use it regularly when they cannot afford the 

expense of the serums. 

Language used for the survey : four languages were used : 

Dourou, Foulfoudé (the language of the Foulbé, in general the lingua franca 

spoken with varying fluency) and French (used very little in the rural areas). 

The existence of these numerous languages made it necessary to have enumerators 

of all the ethnie groups studied. 

Keeping the village ledgers : when they have been entrusted 

to a schoolteacher during the year, it is advisable to give them to the son 

of a local personality during the suuaner holiday (about four months). It 

should be kept in the chief's cottage so that an assistant secretary (and 

this must be thought of) can fill them in when the secretary is ill. 
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d) Changes made during the survey 

Only one change was made in the original working plans. During 

the survey, two of the five village ledgers were eliminated. After c2, it 

was discovered that the ledgers of migrations (arrivals and departures) had 

very few entries. Rather than discourage the volunteer secretary by repeated 

complaints, it was decided to eliminate these ledgers, keeping only these 

which could be used in comparison with the official registry of vital 

statistics (births, marriages, deaths). 

8 - Processing. Analysis 

A - Tallying the questionnaïres 

The tallying was done manually by the research worker in charge 

of the survey, this for the purposes of verification and accuracy. 

An experiment in coding was made with the local staff (level 

of schooling of the "C.E.P.") in order to set up at some future date processing 

by office calculators. This was finally given up because of the numerous 

mistakes this coding was responsible for. 

It was only the manual tallying of the 15,500 people of the 

baseline count that was very tedious. This was done between C
0 

and c1, with 

the result that all the forms were checked and tallied before the beginning 

of the observation period proper. The sares where questions arose were 

accordingly revisited and the interviewers saw that their forms were carefully 

checked. This took about three months to do, at the rate of two or three 

hours a day. 

The tallying of the following round was also done by the 

official in charge of the survey. Such took a very short time to do. For a 

village of about 300 people, about thirty minutes were needed to record the 

demographic events that had taken place between two rounds, these six months 

apart. This could be done at the same time as collecting the relatively complex 

data about marital status, which was to be put in a table containing 1500 

entries. 

A system of tallying by punched cards was suggested in one of 

the reference works (see Bibliography). 
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B - Tallying the village ledgers 

This was done by the head of the team. The tallying consists 

of recording every six months the number of events listed in the ledgers, 

after verification as to whether the events were indee recorded by the survey. 

At the end of the year, these were compared with the registers 

of the official registry (which were used for about 1-10 % of the cases in 

the two cantons in the experiment). 

C - Analysis 

1 - Besides the traditional demographic data analysed by the 

official in charge of the survey, some other interesting relationships were 

shown by the analysis 

- between the number of 0-14 years old and women married one 

time only; 

- between the average number of inhabitants in a saré and the 

numbers of women married one time only; 

- between the average number of marriages per married woman 

and the average number of inhabitants per saré; 

- between the fertility indicator P0_4/w15_49 and the index of 

relative polygamy; 

- between the average number of children per woman and the 

fertility indicator P
0

_4/w 15_49 • 

2 - A more detailed analysis of infant mortality was undertaken, 

including a biometric analysis of infant mortality, this confirming the 

alignment of Mr. BOURGEOIS-PICHAT; a definition of endogamous and exogenous 

mortality by graphs and mathematical calculations. 

3 - Lastly, the analysis has shown most of all that series of 

indices move in parallel fashion in geographically homogeneous zones. 

This information would make it possible to deduce from one 

index alone the basic demographic data (excluding death rates) of a given 

ethnie group. 

The existence of similar relationships had been brought out 

by studies carried out by retrospective questioning between 1960 and 1965, 

these studies including fifteen different ethnie groups. 



Ethnie groups 

Dourou-Plateau 

Mbororo 

Niam-Niam 

Mboum 

Dourou-Plain 

Foulbé 

Mixed groups 

Laka 
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To give a better idea of this, we have shown below the features 

of four groups of populations that develop in distinetly different ways. All 

of these groups are found in the plateau of Adamaoua and they were studied 

either by follow-ups or by more standard proeedure : lst group, Dourou

Plateau, Mbororo, Niam-Niam; 2d group, Mboum, Foulbé, Dourou-Plain; 3d group, 
11mixed" groups (populations where the head of the compound and his first wife 

were of different ethnie groups); 4th group, Laka, formerly the servants of 

the Foulbé, displaced by the eonquest at the beginning of the nineteenth 

eentury, subjugated ever since then (Table II). 

Table II. Demographic features of four ethnie groupings in Adamaoua 

Population structure Marri age system Fertility 
---------- --------- -------- ---------- ---------- -------- ----------- -----------
Proportion Proport. P0-4 

No of men Average No of Average Index of 
under 14 under 60 

Wl5-19 
per 100 No of consec. No of relative 

years % years % women marri ages wives children fertility 
per woman per man per woman 

44 4 0.81 103 1.43 ). 96 5.4 0.14 

48 5 0.85 117 1.48 1. 91 5.1 o. 15 

46 5 0.80 113 1.48 2.07 4.9 0.15 

37 10 0.52 99 J.8 2.67 3.5 0.25 

36 11 0.55 99 1. 6 2.23 3.9 0.27 

37 10 0.51 39 1. 8 2.58 3.5 0.29 

25 12 0.38 85 2 2.7 3.2 0.34 

12 21 0.12 78 2.2 3 2 0.50 

We can see here that the chains of indices for each ethnie 

group all change at the same time, this in such a way as to make it possible 

to approximate the indices of all the other groups by working from the figures 

obtained for one group. It appears that this type of linking exists only 

within homogeneous geographie zones, where climate and natural resources are 

similar. It should be noted that no index of mortality appears in the chains 

of indices presented here, mortality functioning independently. 
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In surveys involving more than one round, it is better not 

to begin analysis before having carried out the next two rounds, which reveal 

the people forgotten or undeclared during the baseline count (in the sampling 

here in question, 4 7. of the total numbers involved were thus "retrived11 

within one year, 7 7. of them Foulbé). It is this possible to avoid making 

the analyses a second time, as has appened to us. 

9 - Results 

It was stated at the beginning of this chapter that one of the 

goals of this pilot experiment was to collect as much demographic data as 

possible, as well as data that would make it possible both to improve the 

registration of vital statistics, and to estimate minimum costs of possible 

future extensions of the survey. 

The overall sunnnary below (Table III) presents the type of 

data gathered in these different areas, with indications as to whether the 

data came from retrospective questioning, from the baseline count, or from 

follow-up rounds. After this chart, we have listed some numerical results 

which concern only the groups here studied. 
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Table III. Overall suuunary of data gathered 

Age pyramid and major groupa of ages 
Sex ratio 
Miscellaneous sociological features 
(av. N° of residents per saré, 
profession, religion and schooling) 

Marriage system 
N° of husband 1 s wives living 
N° of marriages of the women 
Index of relative polygamy 
Marriage rate 
Husbands by age groups 
Wives by age groups 
Husbands by the N° of marriages 
Wives by the N° of their marriages 
Various indicators 
Marriages by months of the year 
Divorce 

Births - Fertility 
Index of relative sterility 
Crude birth rates 
Average age at motherhood 
Fertility rates by age 
Av. N° of children per woman 
Variations in births by months 

Deaths 
Crude death rate 
Death rates by age 
Biometric analysis of infant mortality 
Survivorship ratio 
Life-expectancy at 0-5 years 
Variations in death rates by seasons 

Natural growth 
Crude rate of natural growth 
Net rate of reproduction 

Migrations 
N° of arrivais by place of origin 
and ethnie group 
N° of departures by destination 
ethnie group 
Pyramid of ages of arrivals 
Pyramid of ages of departures 
Comparison of total mobility 

Use of village ledgers 
Use of ledgers of births 
Use of ledgers of deaths 
Use of ledgers of marriages 
Comparison with the offical 
registry of vital statistics 

and 

Results from 
-----------~-~------------
Retrospective 
questioning 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Baseline 
count (C ) 

0 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

··----

Regular 
nbservations 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Results by 
ethnie 
groups 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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a) Majors groups of ages (%) 

0-14 years 36 

15-59 years 58 

60 + years 8 

100 

b) Crude rates of marriage and divorce (per 1000), this following two years 

of regular observation 

marriages 

divorce 

lst year 

22 

9 

2d year 

23 

10 

c) Births, fertility (average over two years of observation) 

d) 

Crude birth rate 29 per 1000 

Average age of women at motherhood 26 years 1 month 

Age specific fertility rates (per 1000) 

14-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 
165 191 136 98 

N° of children born per 1000 women 

Deaths 

General crude death rate (per 1000) 

Total 

Men 

Women 

Rate of infant mortality (average 

35-39· 40-44 
61 29 

14-49 years old 

lst year 

22 

23 

22 

45-49 
13 

363 

2d year 

21.5 

23 

20 

over two years) 161 per 1000 

Age specif ic death rates for the last two years of real observation 
(per 1000) 

lst year 2d iear 

1-4 years 24 28 

5-9 years 7 6 

10-19 years 5 7 

20-29 years 8 6 

.J0-39 years 1 1 13 

40-42 years 16 13 

50..-59 years 21 16 

60-69 years 37 39 



Survivorship ratios 

Average life span 

Lif e expectancy at birth 

Life expectancy at 5 years 

e) Growth 

Rate of natural growth 

Net rate of reproduction 
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1 st year . 

49 years 

43 years 

50 years 

Real rate of natural growth (rate of Lotka) 

f) Migration (per 1000 residents) 

Outgoing population 20 

Incoming population 18 

Total mobility 38 

2d year 

45 years 

40 years 

49 years 

8 per 1000 

1. 1 74 

6 per 1000 

g) Use of village ledgers compared to that of the official registry of vital 

Statistics (for events actually observed; average over two years) 

Official registry 
of Vital statistics Village ledgers 

(1965) 

Births 2 % 52 % 

Deaths 11 7. 43 7. 

Marriages 7. 27 % 
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FICHE FAMILIALE du saré N° •••••• 

(y inscrire toute personne vivant habituellement dans le saré, ou ayant couché la nuit pré
cédente dans le saré) 

Village : •.••.•.• , ..•.•..• 
Quartier : .....•..••...•.• 

INVENTAIRE DE BASE 10 

No 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Nom. prénoms Relation Pr Ethnie Sexe Age Lieu naiss 
avec C. S Ab 

Vi 

NAISSANCES ET DECES survenus 
durant les 12 derniers mois 

NAISSANCES VIVANTES (enfants ayant crié) 

Enqu~eur : .•. , .... , ... , . 
Date : ....... , , •..• , .• , . , 

Sit Prof es. Si Ab, ou Vi 
Mat. Date Lieu 

DECES 

No 
Prénom BB 

Age BB Sexe si dce date Lieu ace 
mère en mois Nom Rel, avecCS Sexe Age 

1. - FAMll.'w' C:Ol\M. Wl-11 TE, M•MfOC'.RAl'HU>, 2~ v 21 c.m. 
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POUR CHAQUE FEMME (mariée, divorcée ou veuve) DE 14 ANS ET PLUS 

Village : ................... Saré N° : .....•.............. 
Quartier : ........••........ N° familial de la femme : .••• 

Enfants Actuellement Morts-nés F. C. Cause 
nés Viv Surv. Dcd (pas crié) OUI NON dis sol ut 

mariage 
Age M F M F M F M F 

1er mariage 

Intervalle •••••• 
2ème mariage 

Intervalle, . , ••• 
3ème mariage 

Intervalle •••••• 
4ème mariage 

Intervalle ••••.• 
5ème mariage 

Intervalle ••••.. 
6ème mariage 

Intervalle •••••• 
7ème mariage 

IntervaU.e ••.••• 
8ème mariage 

Intervalle •..••• 
9ème mariage 

Intervalle •••••• 
lOème mariage 

Total général 

Observations particulières 

2. _ FOltM FO" WOMaN MAtUtlEI>, OIVOlltGED, Oil WIC)DWED. I~ Y&"ll$ Ol.D o .. MO~E. 

W Hl TE, MIM,O(ôll.Al'ME'I> • é!f .~J ttn• 
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Village : .............. . 

Quartier : ......•...•..• 
EVENEMENTS NOUVEAUX au saré N° , , , ••••••• 

INVENTAIRE I1 INVENTAIRE I2 INVENTAIRE ls 

Enquêteur : . . . . . . . . . . . . Enquêteur. : . .......... Enquêteur . . ............ 
Date . Date . Date : . ................. . . ...... ' ........ . ............... 
Sit. Situation chanaée Sit. Situation chanaée Sit. Situation chanrtee 
in chan. P.A. 

Date Lieu 
in chan, P,A. 

Date Lieu inchan, P,A, 
Date Lieu Pou A S.D. p ou A S.D. p ou A S. D. 

NOUVEAUX MEMBRES 

Né viv Relation av. CS Date naissan Lieu nais. P.A. Si A. SD 
ou Nom N° mère si BB Sexe Age ou d'arrivée Provenance S.D. 

Entrée Date Lieu 

3. -(li~NGll IN $1lUAllOt-1.lQ1JUTIO..,NA1fl.E UUI> Al'TSfl. ll.IUl:~ll'lr. AouND) 
'#./ H 1 "TE , M1 M E'06&" t'lol El>· 2. 'l .,. 2.1 c,rn. 
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NAISSANCE N°,., ••• , •.•• 

Village de ...•..........•............. , le . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 . ....•......... 

EST NE VIVANT AU VILLAGE DE ....................... , le •••• 19 ........ , à H 

L'enfant dénommé : 

NOM : •••.•••.•••.••••••.•••..•.•• , Prénoms ............................... 
du sexe : ••.••••.•. 

dont le père est 

Nom et prénoms ...•...•...••............•.......•............................... 

Ethnie ou race : . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....••.•..............•.•............ · .. · · · · · 

Date de naissa.n.ce ou d'ge : ...•••••...•................. , .......................... . 

Lieu de naissance : .....•........................•.......................•.......... 

Profession : ....................................•................................... 

Domicile : ....•..............•........•.......••............... , . , ..............•.. 

et la mère est : ................................................................... 
Nom et prénoms 

Ethnie ou race : 

Date de naissance ou d:ge : .....•..•.•.•..............•............................. 

Lieu de naissance . . _. .............................................................. . 
Profession . . . .............. . 
Domicile : 

Date et heure de la déclaration 1 e . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 19 . . . . . à . . . . . heures 

Nom, prénoms et domicile du déclarant ........................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Nom du secrétaire ............................................................... 
4. - V11"AI.- DATA LS.UGEll.\. (B1-.·uu). WIUTE • .z.c Jl'lf cm. Piiie;& t. 
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DECES N° • , •••.•••••• 

Village de ....•.....................•• le .••... , •.... , . , . . 19 ... , . 

EST DECEDE (E) au village de ................. , • le , •• , • , • .. 19 ... , à •.... H 

Nom : , • 

Prénoms 

Sexe : 

Ethnie ou race . . ............................................................... . 
Date de naissance ou 4ge : ....••......•.....•...•••••......•••.•.••. 

Lieu de naissance 

Profession 

Domicile : 

Cause déclarée du décès : . , .....................•................................ 

Parents de la personne décédée : 

Père Nom 
Date 
Lieu 

et prénoms : 
de naissance 
de naissance 

Profession 
Domicile : 

........................... ' ........................... . 
ou ttge : .•••••••• , .•.••••..••••.............•.•.••••..•• 

Nom et prénoms : ............•....... , ..... , .................... , .. , ...... , . 
Ethnie ou race : ............................ , ............................... . 
Date de naissance ou 4ge : ............................ . 
Lieu de naissance : . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Profession . . ..•..•.......................................................... 
Domicile : .................................................................. . 

Date et heure de la déclaration le . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 19 . • . • à • • • • . • Heures 

Nom, prénoms. ltge et domicile du déclarant : 

Nom du secrétaire ............................................................. 
4. - ((.ON1•NUED). f~ô~ l . l>EAT ~ .S • 
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MARIAGE N° • , • , , .. , , , , , • 

Village de : ............... . . ..... , le ................. . 19 •••••••• 

SE SONT MARIES le , • , •••••. , •••..•. 19 . ...... , au village de 

EPOUX Nom et prénoms : .................•..•..... , ...........•.•...•....•.•• , •. 
Ethnie ou race : •••• , ••• 
Date de naissance ou 4ge . Lieu de naissance . . ..................................................... . 
Profession : ....•..• , .... , ................................ , 
Domicile : •...• , ....•.............................. , ...... . 
Nombre d'épouses actuelles (y compris l'épouse ici désignée) : ••••• , •• , , , •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Parents de l'époux 

Nom et prénoms 
Ethnie ou race : 
Date de naissance 
Lieu de naissance 
Profession 
Domicile : 

Père Mère 

................ 

EPOUSE :Nom et prénoms 
Ethnie ou race : 
Date de naissance ou fge : .............................................. . 
Lieu de naissance : . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
Profession : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . ............... . 
Domicile avant le mariage : ............. , . , .. , .. , .... , , .. , .......•....... 

S'il y a lieu : 
- Nom, prénoms et domicile du précédent mari : , •• , ••••• , •• , ••••••• , • , •••• 

- Date du précédent mariage : ....•...........•........................... 
- Cause de dissolution : Divorce ou décès du conjoint 

Parents de l'épouse 

Nom et prénoms 
Ethnie ou race : 
Date de naissance 
Lieu de naissance 
Profession 
Domicile : 

Date et heure de la déclaration 

Père 

le ........... . 19 

Noms, prénoms, 4ge et domicile des témoins du mariage 
1 • ••••.•••••.••.••••.•..••.•..•...... 
2 • ••••.••.•••.••••••.•••••••.•••••••• 
Nom du secrétaire : 

Mère 

à ••••••••• 

4. - (CONJllllUéb) NAft9'\AGU. PAGE .). 

Heures 
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Chapter 5 

MADAGASCAR 

The experiments in Ambinanitelo and Ankazoabe 

1. Goals 

Data concern1ng population shif ts in Madagascar corne from 

several sources 

- the official registry of vital statistics; 

- the demographic survey of 1966 (traditional survey by 

sampling, with a retrospective questionnaire); 

- the administrative censuses, which made it possible to. follow 

population shifts from one year to the next. These were carried out both on 

the national and regional levels (province or sub-prefecture) or in the 

various urban centres. 

A critical analysis of these sources has revealed their inade

quacies, and even the data of the 1966 survey, which appear to be most 

accurate, must also be verified and added to. Moreover, knowledge of migra

tory shifts is still sketchy. Lastly, according to the cross- checks of the 

official registry of vital statistics that have been made, the registry 

functions more or less as it should, 80 % of the births reported, 50 % of 

the deaths. However, these general figures have to be made more specific 

and persistert: gaps discovered so that ways to improve registration can be 

found. 

It was these f indings that made clear the need for a survey 

that would give in detail the levels of births and deaths, and the general 

tendencies regulating these phenomena; migratory shifts; the causes and 

extent of under-recording at the official registry of vital statistics. 

The scheme most suitable for reaching these three goals appeared 

to be a follow-up survey carried out over one or several years on a national 

sampling that included several communes in their entirety, where the results 

obtained could be compared with those of the official registry. 

Before launching the survey itself, the methodology was to be 

worked out in the light of the experiments carried out along with the two 

censuses, one of these by the Institut National de la Statistique et de la 
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Recherche Economique (I.N.S.E.E.)(l), this in Ambinanitelo in 1967-1968, 

the other, by the same group in Ankazoabo in 1969-1970. These are the two 

experiments described here. The lessons of these experiments should help 

set up later a national survey of the same type. 

The experiment in Ambinanitelo was very quickly organized, 

without having received the fullest consideration beforehand. It was carried 

out with little financial help. It is being analysed in this work primarily 

because the lessons learnt in this experiment were very useful in planning 

the experiment in Ankazoabo (where the second experiment dif fers from the 

first, it was the criticisms of the first survey that explain the changes 

made). Moreover, some of the studies carried out in Ambinanitelo were thought 

to be very interesting and worth developing in Ankazoabo, where processing 

will not begin until early 1971. 

2. Range of study 

1 - On 1 January 1970 Madagascar is supposed to have had 6.7 

million inhabitants, spread over a territory of 586,000 sq. km., this divided 

into six provinces, including eighteen prefectures, 93 sub-prefectures, 780 

communes and 25,000 villages. 

The general features of the sub-prefectures, conununes and 

villages are as follows : 

Sub-Prefecture Commune Village 

Average population (inhabitants) 72,000 8600 265 

Average area (sq. km.) 6,300 750 

Average number of villages 272 31 

Average number of communes 8.4 

2 - The two experiments covered, firstly, the conunune of 

Ambinanitelo, in the sub-prefecture of Maroantsetra (province of Tamatave), 

on the eastern coast of the island; secondly, the sub-prefecture of Ankazoabo, 

in the province of Tuléar, in the southwestern part of the island (Figures I 

and II). The features of these tow areas are the following. 

(J) Translator's Note : =National Institute of Statistical and Economie 
Research. 
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CoDDilune of Ambinanitelo 

14,396 

1 ,400 

28 

Sub-Prefecture of Ankazoabo 

24,313 

7,436 

200 

4 

A comparison of the two tables reveals that the coDDilune of 

Ambinanitelo is rather important, both in size and population, with a population 

density slighty lower than average on the island (10.3 people/sq.lan. rather 

than 11.4), and that it is made up of big villages (average size of villages 

514 people). The sub-prefecture of Ankazoabo has a smaller population but its 

area is larger than average; its population density is low (3.3 inhabitants/ 

sq.km.) and it is made up of small villages (average size, 122 people). 

3 - a) The coounune of Ambinanitelo is located on the eastern 

coast of Madagascar, at the end of the Bay of Antongil. It is the wettest 

area of the island, with 3,850 mm. of rain per year, this on 262 days of the 

year. The hot and wet climate prevalent most of the year is responsible for 

the lushness of the vegetation. Practically the entire commune. is covered by 

dense forests. It is, moreover, a region which is very isolated, living apart 

f rom the others and accessible to Tananarive only by a difficult dirt road. 

The population lives mostly in the valleys, where the.alluvial 

soil is very rich. The main crops are rice, cloves, coffee and vanilla. There 

is little breeding. 

The majority of the population are Betsimisaraka (88 %) or 

Tsimihety (10 7.). The Betsimisaraka is an ethnie group that peoples the entire 

eastern coast of the island. They live in thatched houses built on piles. The 

population of the conunune is very young, 49 7. younger than 15 years. The rate 

of schooling is relatively high (54 %). 

h) The sub-pref ecture of Anlezoabo is located in the south

western part of the island, and is part of a plateau generally sloping in a 

north-south direction. Its altitude is between 200 and 600 metres above sea 

level. This region is very dry (840 mm. and 61 days of rain per year). 

Most of the sub-prefecture is covered with pasturelands where 

there is a lot of livestock. Crops grown are cassava, rice, peanuts, sweet 

potatoes. Cotton is starting to be grown. 
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The population is made up of the Bara (64 7.), the Antandroy 

(JI %), the Betsileo (8 %), the Sakalava (5 %), and the Mahafaly (4 %). The 

huts are generally made of puddled clay, except in Antandray, where they are 

made of thatch. 

The population is somewhat elderly, as only 34 % is under 15 

years. The rate of schooling is relatively low (33 %). 

3. Numbers involved 

Both surveys covered the populations of the two zones in their 

entirety, that is, 14,396 inhabitants in Ambinanitelo, and 24,313 inhabitants 

in Ankazoabo (population at baseline count in both cases). 

4. Method used in sample taking 

Does not apply. 

5. Duration of the survey 

The baseline count in the counnune of Ambinanitelo was carried 

out 1 September 1967. The experiment in permanent observation continued for 

a year, with monthly rounds in all the villages. 

The census in the sub-prefecture of Ankazoaba was carried out 

1 October 1969. The experimental follow-up survey which is going on as this 

book is being written (March 1970) is supposed to continue for at least a 

year (and perhaps longer), with rounds made every four months. 

6. Conditions in which the survey was carried out 

The Ambinanitelo Bureau of Agricultural Production had asked 

I.N.S.R.E. to carry out the first census in Ambinanitelo; the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Rural Development was the requesting agency in Ankazoabo. 

Resources available 

It is not easy to give exact figures for Ambinanitelo, as they 

take in the census of the entire sub-prefecture of Maroantsetra, for which 

(with its 68,768 inhabitants) the operation was conducted by 130 enumerators, 

and was directed by three specialists, one technical assistant and twelve 

controllers. The means of transport used were one Land Rover, twoo Jeeps, 

and one motor boat. The total budget came to 2,600,000 FMG(l) (the salaries 

(1) Translator's Note FMG (Malagasy Franc) = 0.02 French Francs (01.01.1970). 
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of the specialists, technical assistant and controllers not included). This 

was divided as follows 

Salaries 

Petrol and upkeep of vehicles 

Transport expenses (staff and equipment) 

Printing of questionnaires, miscellaneous 
supplies 

1 ,800,000 

300,000 

400,000 

100,000 

In comparison, the survey of the commune of Ambinanitelo was 

carried out by about 27 enumerators and cost 550,FMG. The tallying included 

a first phase done manually (in the villages) and then processing by office 

calcula tors. 

The census in Ankazoabo was carried out by 70 enumerators, and 

was administered by three specialists, two technical assistants and ten 

controllers. Two Jeeps were used. The operations cost 700,000 FMG (the 

salaries of the specialists, technical assistants, and of seven of the ten 

controllers not included). 

Salaries 

Petrol and upkeep of vehicles 

Transport expenses (staff and materiel) 

Printing of questionnaires, miscellaneous 
supplies 

410,000 

200,000 

20,000 

70,000 

The tallying was done entirely manually by twelve officials. 

How the survey was carried out 

In Ambinanitelo, the permanent observation that followed was 

conducted by an enumerator who went about the commune regularly, making his 

monthly visits to all the villages on foot or by canoe. He had been introduced 

to the various notables of the commune (mayors, heaœ of villages, etc.) and 

bis work was verified by the controller of a "household budget" survey, which 

was going on at the same time in the sub-prefecture of Maroantsetra. The 

controller had been hired for the survey and was given additional training 

for this new job. For lack of money, the commune could be covered by only one 

enumerator, who had been taught to ask the village notables for information 

about the events which took place since his last round and to record the 

nature of the events after the households concerned had been covered by 

retrospective questioning. For births and deaths this system was almost 
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satisfactory, but it was much less sa for migrations. The most obvious 

expense in this permanent observation was thus the salary of this sole 

enumerator, that is, about 180,000 FMG. 

In Ankazoabo, the follow-up survey was conceived of very 

differently, for the rounds were reduced ta one every four months, and the 

enumerators in charge of operations did not remain in the field all the time, 

but instead went to Ankazoabo every four months for about a month of survey 

taking. These enumerators had been chosen from the regular staff of I.N.S.R.E. 

For the census, the sub-prefecture had been split into nine zones (8 rural 

zones, which included 1700 to 4600 inhabitants, and 17 to 31 villages, and one 

urban zone, the urban centre of Ankazoabo, 1800 inhabitants), an enumerator 

assigned to each zone, the tenth enumerator kept in reserve. The work of the 

enumerators was verified by three controllers (specialists or technical 

assistants) who had two all-purpose vehicles at their disposa!. Most of the 

staff had already taken part in the census and already knew the region. Their 

training, carried out in Tananarive, lasted eight days. The cost of the 

survey, which was included in the general budget of I.N.S.R.E., can be 

estimated at 100,000 FMG for salaries, and 100,000 FMG for petrol and vehicle 

upkeep, not counting the cost of the questionnaires. 

The operations (census and then survey) had been the abject of 

a publicity campaign among the notables and in the population at large, 

especially in Ankazoabo. The welcome extended the enumerators was warm, the 

people apparently delighted that someone was taking an interest in them. 

7. Survey techniques 

a) During the censuses in the two zones, de facto and de jure 

populations were counted. 

b) In Ambinanitelo, the permanent observation concerned only 

de facto events, that is, those related to the population actually living 

there. Those residents who left the zones of the survey when it was being 

carried out were considered to have left the range of the survey as of the 

day of their departure; newly arrived residents entered its range as of the 

day they arrived. The events recorded were births, deaths, arrivals, depar

tures, marriages, divorces. It was more difficult to study these last two 
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phenomena because of the vagueness of the terms "marriage" and "divorce" 

(expecially because of the distinction between legal marriage, traditional 

marriage, and free marriage). Among the Betsimisaraka, there was in addition 

an idea of great "mobility" attached to the concept of marriage. 

In Ankazoabo, the permanent observation concerned both de jure 

and de facto events (that is, those taking place in the sub-prefecture). The 

observations of de facto events was carried out in this experiment to harmonize 

things with the official registry of vital statistics. 

The events recorded were births, deaths, arrivals, departures. 

Moreover, pregnant women were counted on each round in order to cross-check 

birth registrations. 

c) Questionnaires used (see Appendix). 

In Ambinanitelo, the following method was used. The question

naires used in the census had been designed for the permanent observation 

work; the right-hand side of the questionnaire was left blank during the 

census itself, and was to be filled in only later by the enumerator of the 

permanent observation study. This enumerator had at his disposition the 

questionnaires of the villages stapled together. He was supposed to record in 

a communal ledger all the events he had recorded, and in addition, summary 

memoranda that he sent to I.N.S.R.E. every month, these making it possible 

to follow the operations roughly from Tananarive. Trips in the field enabled 

him to keep closer track of the work being done. 

In Ankazoabo, the enumerators recorded the events occurring 

in a household on m "event form" for this household. They also had available 

the questionnaires filled in during the census (two types of questionnaires 

had been used, one for rural areas, the other for the city of Ankazoabo). 

They also had to fill in a "job sheet", which could be used to trace their 

movements. 

The information the questionnaires asked for on each persan 

was as follows : 
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Feature Ambinanitelo 
Ankazoabo· 

------------------------------
Rural Urban 

Family name and f irst name X X X 

How related X X X 

Location of residence X X X 

a) For residents 

Date of arrival X X 

Previous residence X X 

Reason present X 

b) For absent residents 

Date of departure X X 

Where located X X 

Reason absent X 

c) For visitors 

Date of arriva! X X 

Regular residence X X 

Reason for visit X 

Sex X X X 

Date of birth X X X 

Place of birth X X 

Nationality X X 

Ethnie group X X 

Marital status X 

Level of education X X X 

Principal activity 

Type of activity X 

Profession X X X 

Professionnal rank X X X 

Branch of activity X X 

Other activities X 

Disabilities X X X 
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This information had been gathered during the census and a 

different coloured ink for the various types of information was to be used 

in recording them during the enumerator's rounds : the newborn, new residents, 

and visitors. 

Moreover, for each type of event, the following information was 

asked for 

Type of event Features noted Ambinanitelo Ankazoabo 

Births Date X X 

Place X 

Conditions (health 
training or not) X 

Live birth or stillbirth X 

Twins X 

Sex X X 

Deaths Date X X 

Place X 

Conditions (health 
training or not) X 

Cause of death X X 

Arrivals and Date X X 

Departures "Source" village X X 

Place of destination X X 

Reason for move X X 

Marri ages Date X X 

Divorces Date X X 

Pregnancies X 

8. Processing. Analysis 

It is the experiment in Ambinanitelo which i.s treated here, that 

in Ankazoabo still being carried out in the field. 
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1) Ambinanitelo 

The results of the experiment were tallied manually in three 

stages 

a) The processing of events recorded by permanent observation 

was done in tables on which each line was given over to a village of the 

commune. The following information was obtained 

- births by mont-h 

by sex 

by the mother's age 

by the mother's marital status 

- deaths by mon th 

by sex and age 

by cause 

- marriages : by month 

by the ages of the couple 

by the place(s) of origin of the couple 

- divorce by month 

by the ages of the couple 

- departures by place of destination 

- arrivals : by "source" village 

b) Processing the results of the registration of vital statis

tics : births and deaths must be registered officially in the commune where 

they occur, and they are recorded on statistical forms that are sent to 

I.N.S.R.E. for processing. 

To investigate the findings of the official registry during 

the period in question, the statistical forms of events in the population 

studied that had occurred in the twelve months following the census were 

sorted through. In order that this processing caver the same scope as that of 

the permanent observation study, it was necessary to : 

- Firstly, consult the forms of the registry of the commune 

of Ambinanitelo and to eliminate those events which did not take place during 

the time of the survey, and then to eliminate the events concerning people 

whose residence was not in Ambinanitelo. 
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2 - Secondly, to retrace events concerning the commune of 

Ambinanitelo which had been reported in neighbouring couununes. This was easy 

in the commune of Maroantsetra, where there were, in effect, births and 

deaths on record of people from Ambinanitelo. The forms of other communes 

in the sub-prefecture of Maroantsetra, were likewise also studied, but these 

yielded only one relevant death, this reported in the commune of Mahalevona. 

It of course was impossible to repeat this in the 780 communes of Madagascar; 

thus it is possible that some events were not studied in this investigation. 

There are probably few cases like that. 

Eighty-f ive per cent of the births and deaths concerning the 

population of Ambinanitelo took place within the commune. 

These results were processed exactly like those of the permanent 

observation study : 

- births 

- deaths 

by mon th and place where registered 

by mon th and place of de li ver/ 1) 

by sex and place .of delivery 

by the mother' s age and place of delivery 

by whether or not father had been registered 

by time and place of delivery 

by the interval between the date of birth and the 

date of registration, and the place of delivery 

by month and place where registered 

by sex and age 

by the interval between the date of death and the 

date the death was declared 

- stillbirths by the place of delivery. 

c) Comparison of the events coming from two sources : it was 

possible to make a comparison by recording the births and deaths of the 

permanent observation study on the forms of the official registry, comparing 

thereafter, for each form, the events as recorded by each source. It was 

possible to classify them in three groups : events occurring in both, events 

noted only during the permanent observation study, events recorded only at 

the official registry. The formula of Chandrasekhar and Deming(2) was applied 

-------.,....---.-----
(1) That is, whether or not this was in a maternity. 
(2) c. Chandrasekhar and W. Edwards Deming, 110n a Method of Estimating Birth 

and Death Rates and the Extent of Registration". Journ. of Am. Statist, 
Assn. CXLIV (March 1949), 101-115. 
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after those events occurring in health care facilities, which were regularly 

recorded, were momentarily left to the side. Figures were made up first for 

all the events in question (that is, all the births and all the deahts), and 

later for the categories found in both tallies 

- births and deaths, by village 

- births and deaths, by mon th 

- births by sex 

- births by age of the mother 

- deaths by sex and age 

It was essential to rearrange several groupings (major age 

groups for the deaths in particular) so as to avoid the risks due to small 

numbers. There were difficulties in identifying shared events because of 

different ways of reporting names, dates, or ages, in the two sources. The 

registrations of sex and residence were generally in agreement. 

d) The processing was done in four months by the enumerator 

who had done the field work. The survey continued for four months after that. 

2) Ankazoabo 

The processing of the experiment in Ankazoabo is supposed to 

take place in three stages. 

a) The mistakes (omissions and double entries) made during the 

census and later observed during the first two rounds are corrected. These 

mistakes are analysed. 

b) The events noted are recorded on forms (these appearing in 

an appendix). There are forms for births, deaths, migrations, and for each 

migrant. The forms for births and deaths are similar to those used by the 

registry of vital statistics in order to facilitate the identification of 

events listed by both sources. The forms on migrations and migrants will 

permit, in the case of the former, the study of moves (date, place came from, 

gone to, reason, how made up) and, in the case of the latter, the study of 

successive migrations of individuals who have migrated several times. Moreover, 

for the migrations within the sub-prefecture, the comparison of the arrival 

and departure forms will make it possible to better check the quality of the 

observation, so that this can be revised and added to when necessary. 
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c) Lastly, as was the case in Ambinanitelo, the forms are 

processed independently of those of the registry of vital statistics. After

wards, the births and deaths recorded by bath sources are compared. 

9. Results 

For the moment, only the experiment in Ambinanitelo can be taken 

up. 

A) Tally charts 

These charts, mentioned just above, served as the basis of the 

published results. The main charts were : 

- Total number of births and deaths in health care facilities, 

according to the observation on a permanent basis, the registry of vital 

statistics, extrapolation. 

- Births and deaths by village, according to the permanent 

observation study, the registry of vital statistics, extrapolation; signifi

cance of the size and isolation of villages. 

- Births and deaths by village, according to. the permanent 

observation study, the registry of vital statistics, extrapolation; relation 

between dates reported by enumerator and by official registry; role of the 

rainy season. 

- Births by the age of mother, according to the permao~nt 

observation study, the registry of vital statistics, extrapolation. 

- Births by sex, according to permanent observation study, the 

registry of vital statistics, extrapolation; death rates by sex and age. 

- Features recorded only by the permanent observation study 

. births according to mother's marital status 

• deaths by cause of death 

. marriages and divorces 

• migrations 

- Features recorded only by the official registry of vital 

statistics : 

• births, by whether or not father had been registered 

. births by time of birth 
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• stillbirths 

. births and deaths by the interval between the date of the event and 

the date it was declared. 

B) The main numerical results 

They are given as a matter of information only, as the primary 

concern was the methodology used. 

(deaths). 

statistics 

- i. of events reported to enumerator 81 i. (births), 72 7. 

- % of events reported to the official registry of vital 

77 i. (births), 74 i. (deaths). 

(and for events taking place touside health care facilities, 

50 i. (births, 71 7. deaths). 

- Estimated correlation of the two sources : if the presence 

of the enumerators had not improved the percentage of events reported to the 

official registry of vital statistics, the percentages would have been only 

75 i. (births), 66 i. (deaths). 

- Birth rate (extrapolated) 

- Death rate (extrapolated) 

55 i.. 

18 7.. 

C) Main conclusions drawn from the experiment 

1) The·workings of the official registry of vital statistics 

a) The registry of vital statistics appears to run more or less as it 

should. The main lessons taught by the survey were : 

- That births were declared more regularly than deaths, but 

this because of the large numbers of births in maternities, where they are 

automatically declared. 

- That the isolation of a village does not seem to be an 

important factor in explaining why events are not registered. It should be 

said, though, that the region of Maroantsetra, where it is rainy all year 

round, did not lend itself very well to the study of this point. 

- That fewer births of girls than of boys were declared. 

- That the births of children by women who were very young or 

very old were not as regularly declared. 
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- That the deaths of women were not declared as rcgularly as 

those of men. 

That the events reported to the official registry of vital 

statistics were always registered within the legal time limit, though 

sometimes at the price of falsified declaration dates. 

b) It is not easy to judge how the population regards the legal obliga

tion to make declarations to the official registry of vital statistics. 

Ignorance of the law is recognized, however, as one element of the problem 

by the Mayor of Arnbinanitelo, especially for births and all the more so for 

stillbirths. It was reported that fees were illegally charged for making 

declarations at the registry of vital statistics, but it was not possible to 

verify this. 

2) The use of maternities 

a) Was one of the factors explaining the improvements made in declaring 

births (and stillbirths). 

b) But this depended on : 

- the remoteness of the villages 

- the amount of rainfall 

- the ages of the woman. 

c) lt followed naturally that the assessments of births taking place 

in maternities could not be regarded as valid for all births. 

3) Method of survey taking 

The survey in Arnbinanitelo was experimental and necessarily 

was not as good as it might have been. In analysing the results, it was 

apparent that some of the difficulties met up with carne directly from these 

weaknesses. But the general principle of the operations was shown to be valid. 

The main lessons learnt in this experiments, which were applied when the 

experiment of Ankazoabo was set up, were the following : 

a) The training of the enumerators should be developed further. 

For the survey in Ankazoabo, there was a week's training course at Tananarive 

before each round. 
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b) It is absolutely essential for there ta be supervision of 

the enumerators throughout the observation period. ~ecause of this, at 

Ankazoabo there were three controllers (statistical engineers or technical 

assistants). 

c) A cens us count at the end of the· ope rations seemed necessary, 

and this was to serve as a final check. 

d) The enumerators must be shown the necessity for noting 

carefully names, dates, and full descriptions of events. All of this is 

indispensable when making comparisons with the official registry of vital 

statistics. 

e) Additional instructions should be given the enumerators on 

how to treat the special cases that can occur : 

- Stillbirths should be recorded exactly like normal births, 

with an attempt made ta estimate the length of the pregnancy. 

- Record should be kept of the mistakes noted on questionnaires 

from the baseline count so as to avoid such mistakes during later census counts. 

- It is difficult to observe accurately marriages and divorces, 

and they are less important for the survey than births, deaths, and migrations. 

They were no longer studied 1n Ankazoabo. 

- One problem in the observation of migrations 1s the distinc

tion one makes a priori between the terras "temporary" and "permanent". It 

would 'not be desirable to ignore or forget this ambiguity, but rather to 

draw up a list of reasons that should be taken into account to explain 

migrations (looking for a job, assignment, long visit, etc.) and to consider 

the question of the long-term intentions of a persan when taking up residence 

somewhere. 

f) The monthly rounds doubtless added ta the accuracy of the 

dates of events. But it appears that it would be better to sacrify this 

accuracy (which could be obtained by giving the enumerators better training 

and by working up certain new division of the population for study) to 

covering the villages more thoroughly less frequently. A better system seems 

ta be that of rounds every three or four months, and there appears to be few 

ill effects on the dates that are sa reported. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Part One of the book, the actual workings of some follow-up 

surveys in five African countries were described. In P~rt Two, an attempt 

will me made to get some overall idea of the effects that these surveys 

might have on methodology, by considering the problems arising at each 

stage in the carrying out of such surveys • . 
The following table (1) will serve as a useful item of referendum 

throughout the second part of this book. 

(1) The table also includes surveys not taken up fully in this work. 



Country Part covered by 
eurvey 

Morocco Rural zone 

Algeria Entire country 

Tunieia F!ntire country 

Senegal Pikine 

Ivory Coast Abidjan 

Cameroon Yaounde 

SUMMARY OF DATA GATHERED IN RECENT POLLOW-UP SURVETS IN PRENCH-SPEAKING COU1lTRIES(1) 

1 - METHOD USED IN SAMPLE TAXIRG 

Sampling frame Strata Uni te Draving 

Liat of villages - geographic: 11 village syetematic {proportionate to 
( 1 960 ceneus) - village size: 4 the size by substrats) 

(substrats) 

Districts - 4 regional metropolieee 0 district syetematic (vithin each stratum) 
(1966 census) - urban communes 1 i'1 I• 

- densely populated areae 1et etep: commune let etep: proportionate to eize 
- districts vith grouped 

settlement:J 2 
- districts vith ecattered 2nd step: fixed number set tlements 3 {varying vith the stratum:high - spareely populated areas for lov denoitieo) - districts vith grouped 2nd etep: district oettlemento 4 
- districts vith scatter~d ) oettlements 5 

- Sahara 6 1
' sampling by quota 

a) 1966 ceneus - rural lst etep: village 1st step: proportionate to Bize 
: - registry of vital } (•hoikda) 

statistice functions 
poorly 1 

- registry of vital 

-statistice functions 
vell 2 2nd etep: household 2nd step: fixed number 

- urban } lst step: eector let atep: unvarying proportion 
- large comciunes 3 (250 households) 
- s::all communes 4 2nd stop: household 2nd step: fixed number 

b) marriages recorded - rural } lat etep: see above 
since the censue - urban 2nd etep: rural (12 households) 

urban ( 4 households} 

Cadastral maps form of construction 1966: building plot systems tic 
1967: block systems tic 

List of dvellinge form of construction dwellings system.a tic 
dvelling or cluster 

Aerial photographs type of district (4} block 1st step: absolutely thorough 
and activi ty (8} or syetematic 

2nd step: decreasing size 

(1) for dates, type, and scope of survey, see the general introduction. 

Fraction 

let round: 1/25 
other rounds: 1/12 

1, 

) 
1/33 

IJ 

1/25 
1\) 

1/43 
1/37 

1/30 

" 

" 

1/20 
1/20 

let round: 1/5 
1/10 

2 folloving rounds: 1/20 
last round: 1/10 

1/5 X 1/8 
(on the average) 



Country Surveya 

Morocco Rural zone 

Algerta· Entire country 

Tunisia Entire country 

Senegal Sine-Salown 

Khombol-
Thinnabn 

Pikine 

Ivory Coast Abidjan 

CSCleroon Yaounde 

Adamaoua 

Madagascar Ambinanitelo 

Ankezoabo 

De jure population: RP + RA 

De facto population: RP + V 
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2 - SURVF.Y T!-':CHllIQUP.S 

How th .. rounds were 

110 i:'roquc11cy 

3 b cionths 

3 5 months 

3 6 monthe 

4 3 months 
later 3 ' year 
later 3 ' year 

for fertility 

5 or 6 , year 

4 1 year 

4 4 months 

2 6 months 

5 6 months 

12 1 mon th 

4 4 months 

(RA a Vi ) 
population and eveuts 

cnrried out J Popu1"tion 1'vont 

Duration :"'f'ft?rrPè to 

3 :nonths lst rou!ld: : 
- list of heado of hounehold. 
- questionnAiro . 
2nd round: 1 dl' ,jure de jur<> 

- new questionnnire 

! "" 
nnd 1,nd 

- questiorn"iru 01'. ,,, .. P. f:1Ctt".I èP r~.-:tn 

- ouf'ntio~1'.'"_t1ir~ or C:r·:,thr: . 
5 ~onths 4 parts 

- censun count 
- .,i~r··tiore 

- <le~· t!'.s de j11r€ de jure 
- births 

71 Months 4 parts 
+ supplec:<>f1t - loc•1tb1~ hou::ehol<ls 
surv<?y - co.,p; rifior. of hour.•·holè!I de jure de jure 

- events 
- fertilit.y 

2t monthe 5 types 
'tt months - genoral questionnaire de jur<> de juro> 

- domontic migrations and and 
- fertili ty ln ter la ter 
- prenntnl study de fncto de facto 
- village ledgers 

3 months 2 types 
- genernl queetionnniro de jure de jure 
- prenntnl atudy 

3 months multiple questionnniren 
and later individunl 
questionnnirP.s de jurP. de jure 

2 months 1 questionnaire per round de jurP de jurP. 
and end 

de facto de facto 

6 months a single quPstionnnirc de jure de jurP 
and 

de f.11ctc 
3 nonths 3 type1.< 

- genernl quentiœin~ire de jure de jure 
- nov events 
- registers of vital 

statistics 

1 month 3 types 
- general questionnaire 
- commune ledger de jur<' de jure 
- eummarieed specification , mon th 2 types 
- general questionnaire de jure de jure 
- avent forma nnd nnd 

da facto de facto 

De jure events: concerning the de jure populution:within 
nnd outside zone 

.De fncto events: concerning the de focto populntion:within 
the zon" 



Country 

Korocco 

Algeria 

Tunisie 

Se ne gal 

Ivory Coaot 

Cameroon 

Madngnscnr 

Survey Organiza li on 
in charge . 

Rural zone Statistical 
Services 

Entire country Stntisticnl 
Services 

~~tire country Stntisticnl 
Services 

Si:i.e-Snlou!:'l 

Khombol
Thienabn 

Pikine 

Abid.ian 

O.R.S.T.O.H. 

O.R.S.T.O.M, 
+ University 
+ Stetistical 

Services 

O.R.S.T.O.M. 

S.E.M.A. 
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3 - RESOURCES AVAILABLF. 

Budget 
(French Francs) 

5 000 000 

8 000 000(1} 
.. 0,67 francs 

per person 
covered 

= 23,0 francs 
per peroon 
polled 

1 500000(1} 
,., 0, :n francs 

per person 
covered 

.. 11 fr11ncs 
per person 
polled 

160 000 
+ 'o.H.O. grnnt 
+ nid of Statis. 

!'lervices 

Staff (in the field) 

2 directoro 
2 specialists 
40 controllers 
40 hendo of teams 
200 enumorators 

1 head 
3 regional directors 
9 verifiers 
26 teams,each includ. 

1 controller 
3 or 4 enumerators 
1 driver 

+ administrative ove. 
+ Sahara survey 
+ survey for fertility 

questionnaire 

7 controllers 
.63 enumeratoro 

1 hend 
2 controllers 
10 enumerators 
(lntor only 5 or 6) 

1 head 
1 controller 
3 enumera tors 

1 hend 
1 controller 

enumerator 

40 enumerntors 
(6 tonms) 

Ynound" Statistical Svc. Multi-purpose 
+ S.E.D.E.S 

Adao11oun O.R.S.T.O.M. 

Anbinnnitelo St ri tiotical Svc. 
+ O.R.S.T.O.M. 

A!'.kazoabo Stntistical Svc. 

ourvey 
1 000 000 

40 000 
= 2,7 francs 

per person 
pollcd (2) 

1 head 
1 head of tenm 
7 onumerators 
(lnter only 2) 

- baseline cennun: 
11 000 I 27 enumerators 

- following rounds: 
3 000 

1 
1 enumerator 

- baseline census: 
14 000 1 70 enumerators 

- following rounds: 
32 000 

1 

J controllers 
10 enumorn tors 

F.quipment 
(in field) 

40 2CV 
Citroen 

28 Renault 
R.4 

Processlng 

1st round: standard 
ealculatora 
other rounds: 
~anual procossing 

Transcription: 
1 head 

10 controllers 
15 verifiers 
45 recordera 

Punch carde 
Progrsmming 

1 head 
3 progrnmmoro 

Computer 

Manuel processing 
la ter: 
Transcription: 

3 supervisors 
50 agents, later 

only 10 
Processing by off. 
calculntors (Tunis 
and !lew York 

1 2CV Citroen Transcription by 
survey etnfr 
Tabulntion using 
standard oaterial 
Manual calculations 
and leter computer 
processing 

1 vehicle Manual tallying 
Computer processing 

l'.anunl tallying 
Processing by 
off.calculators 

Manuel tallying and 
processing by 
off.calculatore 

Te.llying by 
cooputer 

1 Land Rover lrlnual tallylng by 
head of survey 

1 jeep Manuel tallying and 
1 amphibious later processing by 

vehicle off .calcula tors 

, amphlblous t-!anual tallying 
vehicle '.1 enu:neratcr + 

1 h,0 c~} 
2 jeeps Manuel tallying 

(12 enumorators) 
2 jeeps Manual tallying 

( 4 enumerntore} 

(1) not including processing. 
(2) related surveys covering a sa~ple of 15 000 people were also carried out on the saoe budget; this lowered the cost per 

person polled te about 1,3 francs. 

off 
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4 - DATA COLLECTED 

Senegal Ivory Cameroon Mndagnscsr 

Feature Morocco IAlgeria Tunisia Coast 
Sine- Kllombol- Pikine Abidjan Yaounda Adamnoun Am bina- Ankn-

Saloum Thienabs nitelo zosbo 

Family name and first name X lt lt lt lt X lt lt X X X 
How related X lt lt X lt X X X X X X 
Type of resident X lt X X X X X X X X X 

.... ot ·~···' { 
- X - - - X X ci ty &: ' Reei- housing 

P.revious residence dents - X - - - X - X - X X 
Reason for change - - - - u - - - - - - X r 
~!:t~~n departure { p~opl: X - - - - - - X X X b 

X - - - - - - objective X X X a 
Resson for absence a sen - - - - - - - crit.in - X X n 

Date of arrival 
{ visitors 

X - - - - - - determin. 
residence X X X 

Ususl residence X - - - - - - X X X 
Reason for visit X - - - - - - - - X 

Sex lt X X X ::i: X X X X X X 
Age (date of birth) X X X lt X X X X X X X 
Place of birth X X X X X X lt X ::i: - X 
Na tionali ty - X X - - - X - - - X 
Ethnie group - - - X X X X X X - X 

Marital statue X X X X - X X lt lt X -
Education X X X - - X X X - X X 

Activity hesd of 
X X household X - X X X X X X 

Miscellaneous - sehool- - ~inoago measles - - - - 19econdnry 
ing ineasles l'lCtivity d~sa-

~isabilitJ bility 

{"" X X X X X ::i: X X X X X 

Births place X X X X X X X X X - X 

sex X X X X X X X X X X X 

assistancE IlCF 
miscellaneous - - llltJther nge - - - - - - - "itlllity 

vitality twins 

{"" X X X X X X X X X X X 

place X X X X X X X X - - X 

Deaths sex X X lt lt X X X X X - -
age (date of birth) X X lt X X X X X X - -
miscellaneous - - care circum- circum- circum- - - - cause cause 

received Jitances stances stances HCF 

c·· - X departure domest. X X X X X X X 

Arrivals place - X of head Of migra- X X X X X X X 

and cause - X household tion lt lt X X - X X 

Departures previous 
miscellaneous housing 

in city 

residence - ferti.lity fertil. prenat. - - fertil. 1:1arriage pregnant 
employ- form form form employ- form divorce women 

Hiscellaneous ment prenat. ment (dnte) 
condtne 
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CHAP'PER I 

GOALS 

Both in North Africa (Algeria, Tunisia) and in Black Africa (Cameroon, 

Senegal) and Madagascar, follow-up surveys achieve goals analogous to those 

of retrospective surveys, but they go about them differently - more thoroughly 

in such a way as to become natural replacements of retrospective surveys. 

They attempt to measure population growth from natural growth and 

from migrations, such information generally necessary for planning. At the 

~ame time, follow-up surveys aim to test their worth against other methods of 

collecting data (retrospective surveys, registries of vital statistics). 

With regard to these goals, it is possible to distinguish, in the forms they 

have since taken, two types of survey, both of them connected with the under

lying strategy spoken of above - local surveys and nationwide surveys. 

Local surveys are essentially experimental and are not meant to be 

representative of regional or national characteristics. In starting them, 

though, their future broad expansion was taken for granted. Such has corne 

to be the case in Senegal and this is planned for in Cameroon. 

The nationwide surveys (Algeria and ~unisia) are directed to measuring 

the national growth of these countries. Their goals might be compared to those 

of the PGE (Population Growth Estimations) carried out in Pakistan and 

Liberia, for example. These surveys have not been tried out beforehand. 

The Algerian survey is an integral part of demographic studies in 

which a follow-up survey and a census count are to be used alternatively 

over a ten-year period. The Tunisian survey is primarily to verify the 

accuracy of the registry of vital statistice, and especially the reporting 

of deaths. 

Follow-up surveys quite naturally have led to the use of new tactics, 

the basic idea of which is continuity. 

Setting up permanent observation studies should yield - at least in 

the samples under study here - more accurate data than those obtained from 

the registry of vital statistics and the census. Follow-up surveys so used 

provide an automatic system of verification. 
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Along with the demographic and methodological goals proper, there 

are other complementary goals which can be reached precisely through the 

gathering of data likely to explain the elements and tendencies of demographic 

growth. 

The Tunisian survey should thus make it possible to orientate better 

fami_ly planning services and studies of factors relating to fertility. The 

survey of Khombol-Thienaba should help to compare nnd check the efficiency 

of henlth programmes thnt hnve beeri set up by using the information about 

mortality revealed by the survey. The surveys in Algeria and Tunisia should 

be used to estimüte more accurately the migratory shifts that nffect thcse 

countries. 

The basic goal of follow-up surveys remains, however, the study of 

demographic growth, and to a certain extent, the study of the factors explain

ing this growth. It is likely, as some of the surveys have already shown, 

that the goals of some of the various experiments in methodology will be 

progressively dropped as experience corroborates the rnethod. But, it is 

also possible that this type of survey will be used as a rneans of getting 

indicators in other nreas, particular in economic fields. 
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CHAETER II 

THE RANGE OF STUDY 

Characteristics of the ranges of the surveys is the diversity of the 

environments studied. This heterogeneity is evident both in the scope of the 

surveys as well as in the geographic and human environments that they study. 

A - Range 

With its range very variable, the surveys of Algeria and Tunisia 

cover the totality of each country respectively. 

In the other countries, the range was more limited, going from the 

area of a sub-prefecture to that of a commune, these administrative divisions 

corresponding to areas which varied greatly in size (Table I). 

Table I - Range of the surveys 

Country Zone covered ~rea covered(in lOOOs 
of souare kilometers 

Algeria entire country 2 382 

Tunisia en tire country 164 

Senegal 1 serni-urban arrondissemen.t 
(Khombol-Thienaba) 

0,3 

1 rural arrondissement 0,4 
(Sine: -Niakhar) 

1 half of a rural arrondt. 0,5 
(Saloum: Paos Koto) 

1 district of Dakar (Pikine) -
Cameroon 2 northern cantons 1 

(Mbang Foulbe and Dourou Plateau 

Madagascar 1 northern commune 1'4 
( .bbinani telo) 

1 southern sub-prefecture 7,3 
(Ankazoabo) 

B - Geographic environment: 

Because they were nationwide, the surveys of Algeria and Tunisia 

covered vastly different areas, ranging from the coastal region of Tell to 

the Sahara. 
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In Senegal, the surveys were carried out in a country of plains where 

there is very little rainfall (approximately 800 mm.). The principal crops 

are millet and peanuts. 

The department of Adamaoua is also rather uniform. The department 

covers a piateau at 1000 metres above sea level where the heavy rainfall 

(1500 mm.) makes it possible to grow numerous crops. 

In Madagascar, the regions studied offer many contrasta. The commune 

of Ambinanitelo, in the Ba.y of Antongil in the northern part of the island, 

has a very wet climate (3850 mm.), luxuriant plant life (with thick forests) 

and is isolated from the rest of the country. In the southwest, the sub

prefecture of Ankazoabo stretches over a low-lying plain with little rainfall 

(840 mm~), this covered with broad expanses of grazing land. 
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C - The bu.man cnvironment 

Table II - Main characteristics of population interviewed 

Inhabitants Density Numbcr of Rural of Type of Dominant ethnie group Zone covered villages urban habitation 

Algeria n ooo ooo 5(1) 676 mixed Arab and Berber 
communes 

Tunisie 4 600 000 28 mixed Arab 

Senegal 
!fiakhar 35 000 85 65 R scattered Serer 
Paos Koto 19 000 39 135 R grouped Wolof, Foulbe 
Khombol 30 000 100 R grouped Wolof, Serer 
Pikine 100 000 u grouped Wolof 

CBll!eroon 
Mbang Foulbe 15 000 15 60 R 8rouped Dourou, Foulbe Dourou Plateau 

Madagascar 
Ambinanitelo 15 000 10 28 R grouped Betsimisaraka 
Ankasoabo 25 000 3 200 R ocattered Bora 

(1) The Sahara not included. 

Zone covered Size of Bate of Children Polygamy Cumulative Bir th Death 
houoeholds achooling under 15 rate total { ) rate rate 

6-13'{/ears years(%) fertility 3 {per 1000) {per 1000) 

Algeria 6 47 47 7 47,'5 12, 1 

Tunisie 5 73(1) 47 7 42, 1 12,7 
Senegal 

Niakhar 12 15 45 1 ,31 6,8 49,0 34,3 
Paos Koto 12 5 45 1,63 6,6 51,1 27,3 
Khombol 
Pildne 9,5 75 50 (39) { 11) 

Cameroon 
30< 2> Mbang Poulbe 5,7 37 1,40 3,63 29 22 

Dout.ou Plateau 
Mallagaacar 

Ambinani t•lo 54 49 
Ankazoabo 33 34 
\ 1J b-14 years. 2epublic of Tunisie, Division of Planning "Teaching Statistica" 19t>5-1,bb 

(2) lOJ' of thia schooling in the Koran. 

(3) Total offapring according to fortility rateo observed in schooling in the Koran. 
Figures in brockets are provisional ostimates. 
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CHAPTER III 

NUMBERS INVOLVED 

Overall summary tables 

Table I makes it possible to divide the surveys studied in this book into two categories: nationwide 

surveys and local surveys (in most cases experimental). The surveya in Tunisia and Algeria, and one of the 

surveys in Senegal (Pikine) were the only ones to use the techniques of sample taking. lt is therefore these 

surveys that are richest in lessons and information learnt (see Chapter IV, "Method of Sample Taking"}. 

Table II gives in outline the way these three representative samplings were made up. 

Table I - Numbers of people interviewed 

Total population Pouulation (in millions) 

Country (in millions) of total polled Meane of sample taking where survey was ref. no. 
carried out 

Algeria 13,0 13 000,0 400,0 random drawing by strata of 
"census districts" to be covered 
thoroughly by survey 

Tunisia · ( TNDS) 5,0 5.000,0 140,0 random drawing by strata in two 
steps of households on census 
liste 

Cameroon 
(survey in Adamaoua) 5,6 15,3 15,3 exhaustive survey made or two 

cantons chosen empirically 

Senegal 
3urvey in Sine-Saloum 3,6 
baaeline count 54,0 54,0 exhaustive surv~y made or two 

cantons 
linked survey 9,3 9,3 a group of villages in eacb 

canton 

Survey in Xhombol-
Tbienaba 12,8 12,8 seven groupe or villages 

Survey in Pildne 100,0 5,0 systematic drawing of 1/20 or 
the blocks 

Madagascar 6,7 
Survey in Ambinanitelo 14,4 14,4 exhaustive survey or two 

communes chosen empir!cally 



Table II - Overall outline of methods of sample taking 

Survey Sampling frame Strata No. of PSU Method of Sec. Method of 
steps drawing Sampling drawing 

PSU11 Units(SSU) SSUs 

"metropolises" 0 1 district systematic 

Urban communes 1 
Densely populated 

communes fixed No. 
Grouped districts 2 systematic of districts Algeria geographic division Scattered districts 3 

1969-1971 of population by Sparsely populated 2 commune proportional district accord. 
to size to stratum cebsys districts communes 

Grouped districts 4 
Scattered districts 5 

Sahara 6 

Rural sheikhdoms systematic 
poor off. regis. 1 (or groupa of proportional 
good off. regis. 2 sheikhdoma to size aystematic 

when f ewer with a const. 
a) list of houaeholds than 350 No. of bouse-

from 1966 census households household holds per PSU 

Tunisia Urban "sectors"{l) (strata 1 and 

1968-196'3 big citiea 3 of communes 2: 300; 

small cities 4 of 250 
systematic strata 3 and 

households ordinary 4: 90) 

b) marri ages 
recorded since Drawing of 12 bouaeholds in each rural test sheikhdom and of 4 households 
last census in each sector of test communes. 

Pikine cadastral map 1 1966: bldg. 
(Senegal) plots systematic 

1967: bloc:kli 

(1) Sectors in the census had been redivided for this survey (the survey sectors were to include each about 250 households). 

r"raction 

1/33 

1/25 
1/43 

1/37 
1/30 

1/20 

N 

1 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHOD OF SAMPLE.TAKING 

1 - Summary of the principal methods of sample taking. 

Different methods of sample taking might be used depending on the 

goals of the survey in question. We will go through them rapidly, emphasizing 

their advantages and disadvantages especially in third world countries. 

a) The exhaustive survey 

Although this method does not really involve sample taking, it is the 

only one that can be used in countries where there are very few people, for 

in order to know a sampling, the total number involved must be sufficiently 

large (1). 

This method was used for some of the experimental surveys (Madagascar, 

pilot survey in Algeria). In most cases, it was uaed in conjunction with 

other types os sample taking, and involved the atudy of some zones in their 

entirety: two cantons in Cameroon, a few villages in Senegal, several districts 

in Algeria, two sheikhdoms in Tunisia. 

This method has obvious advantages: since all people in a given area 

are to be interviewed, all that is necessary is simply to cover the area 

thoroughly. There are, however, some sizable disadvantages (though these exist 

as well in the aurveys made by sample taking). The area to be covered by the 

survey must be well defined and covered very systematically. This makes it 

necessary to do what is sometimes a lot of mapping beforehand, and this is 

often done especially for the survey. Moreover, the meaning of "all people 

found in a given area" must be made clear. Migratory shifts can be a great 

obstacle for the enumerators. 

(1) When a small population is studied exhaustively, the results obtained can 
rarely be used as acceptable durable statistics. These exhaustive surveys are 
thus often thought of as samplings drawn from a limitless number of cases and 
when this is so, one speaks of the "confidence interval11

, just as if a real 
instance of sample taking were involved. This mental manoeuvre should not be 
confused with that in which the results gathered for one sampling are said 
to cover a well-defined total, even though the confidence intervals will be 
calculated in practically the same way. 
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b) Empirical methods , 
These methods, which assume that a "planned choice" is possible, are 

not the best to use in third world countries. Let us run through them quickly. 

- Standard units: in this case, either individuals (or perhaps 

"clusters of individuals") sharing the average features of the population in 

question must be determined. It is therefore necessary to know beforehand - at 

least roughly - what the basic features are. As this is not u~ually possible, 

this method very quickly becomes arbitrary. 

This method can, however, be used for some special cases: pilot surveys 

(in which the study of the questionnaire rather than the survey's represen

tativeness is important), verification surveys, and in cases where clearly 

defined local phenomena are being measured in experimental surveys, etc ••• 

- Quotas: though the basic idea in this system resembles the approach 

just mentioned, the method is based on statistical knowledge of the population 

to be studied, not empirical conclusions. The sample covered by the survey 

is similar when it come to describing some features (sex, age) that are well

known by the entire population. There are two big dangers in this, though: 

in most cases, quota figures for the study being planned are not available, 

and the enumerators in all good faith might distort the sample, it not being 

easy to verify the results. 

Even though these empirical methods, with soma important improvements 

made, have yielded excellent results in countries where good basic statistics 

are available and where the enumerators are well organized, it seems preferable 

that they should not be used· in third world countries. In any event, they 

should only be used to study some well-defined parts of the population (urban 

populations, "built up" areas, etc ••• ) 

c) Methods based on probability 

As the aim of these surveys is most often to describe entire popula

tions, the results of studies based on samples should be extended only very 

carefully. The bid disadvantage of empirical methods of sample taking is that 

a true measure of the representativeness of the sub-population under study 

cannot be established. ~he method based on probability, on the contrary, makes 

it possible to measure accurately the sampling error, and this with as much 

accuracy as one chooses. 
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In our opinion, this advantage is compelling, and we recommend that 

the method based on probability be used whenever the population under study 

makes this possible (and all the more so when the population is large). It is 

of QOurse not always easy to make a random drawing in the sampling, especially 

because of the necessity to have a sampling-frame beforehand, but there are 

metho~s of drawing flexible enough to be adapted to most cases. 

2 - Random drawing and how to carry it out. 

Strictly speaking, a sample should be drawn as follows: after all the 

individuals mo.king up the population have been listed, a number of individuals 

on this list are chosen at random, the number corresponding to the sampling

frame chosen (for example, 1 in 100 or 1000 individuals chosen at random from 

a list of one million inhabitants). In this procedure, the probability of a 

person's being included in the sample is known (and equals the sampling

fraction). The standard results of the calculation of probability can.be 

applied. 

This method cannot generally be used because, for one, the individuals 

chosen would be much too scatter~d geographically to permit this to be done 

economically; secondly, a complete list of the individuals in the population 

studied, with no repetitions, is necessary. Lacking this list, one can however 

replace it by another which is generally easier to obtain: a list of households 

or buildings (each individual clearly "assigned" to a household in such cases), 

lists of well-defined geographical areas, lists of tribes, clans, etc ••• 

Before the drawing of the sample, the sampling unit must be defined 

very clearly. This unit can include the individual or a cluster of individuals. 

Once this is defined, it is essential to draw up a list of the sampling units. 

The choice made often depends on practical considerations. 

When one has a sampling-frame - not always the case - it is necessary 

to bring it up-to-date before going ahead with the drawing. The ease with 

which this revieion can be carried out depends on the method of sample taking 

chosen. When the sampling units are areas - most often defined geographically 

or by their populations - one need only verify that the population has not 

varied too much, especially in critical zones (near citiee, recently constructed 

zones, etc ••• ). When there have been modifications, the boundaries of the area 

must be recalculated so that they come out to be more or less equal. When the 

sampling unite are households - or all the more so individuals - one must try 
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to draw up, before the survey begins, a list of households that have arrived 

since the time the sampling-frame (generally the census count) was set up. 

Obviously this is much simpler if the sample taking i.nvolves several steps and 

if the primary sampling units are, say, villages where the local authorities 

can provide essentiel information (i.e., the households or individuals which 

"no longer exist 11 pose fewer problems, as they are eliminated automatically 

at the time of the survey). 

A particular sampling unit may be chosen over others because of the 

problems under study. In demographic surveys, for example, there is no doubt 

that a list of clusters (households or individuals) is.to be preferred to a 

list of individuals, even in the very rare cases where such is possible. For 

the study of births and deaths, it is necessary to have a reference group to 

re~er to. 

The sampling units chosen should include the following features: 

- they should be able to be defined very easily, 

- they should remain relatively stable over a period of time, 

- they should be able to be located easily, 

- they should cover the entire population (each persan should be 

covered by one unit and one unit only) (1), 

- they should be able to be listed {a list need not necessarily exist 

before the survey, it simply must be possible to draw one up). Sample taking 

in several steps makes it possible to use relatively limited lista. 

In the Tunisian survey, the household was chosen as sampling unit. 

This was possible because of a survey which had been carried out earlier, and 

in which an inventory of all the households had been made. However, besides 

the problems encountered in defining the households, the mobility of households 

created some difficulties, it not being always easy to locate or look for 

some households (problems of homonyme, those that disappeared, etc ••• ). For 

the Algerian survey, geographical areas (census districts) were chosen instead. 

(1) Assigning an individual to a sample unit can often pose some problems over 
a period of time. It sometimes nappens that individuals joins and leave a unit 
in a relatively short space of time (for example, a birth followed by a death 
several days later). This problem can be settled in part by asking the enumera
tors to take special care to note these cases carefully, at the risk of having 
to make a decision before processing begins as to whether or not a person 
belongs to the sample. Individuals who are very mobile might thus be left out 
or counted several times. The omissions and double entries probably balance 
one another out (see the chapters "Length of Survey" and 11 Survey Techniques"). 
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Inventories could be traced and located far more easily. The population shifts 

within theee areas did pose some important problems,though, eepecially·in 

zones where there were many migrations. 

For follow-up surveys, geographical units appear to be better than 

houeehold units. The use of the individual as sampling unit is to be avoided 

at all. costs. The disadvantage of ueing geographical areas as sampling units 

comes in part from the fact that· the population figures can vary greatly 

between two rounds; in part from the importance that some "cluster effects" 

can have, especially when migrations are involved. The same drawbacks exist 

for households, or for any other groupa of individuals. 

In surveys baeed on area units, at the end of several rounds one 

finds the following sub-populations in each of the areas: 

- The population present during all the rounds (including births and 

deaths involving people who are supposed to have been residents); 

- The population present during only some of the rounds (1 and 2, 2 and 

3, 1 and 3, etc ••• ). 

It is clear that in each round the size of the sample can vary, since 

the sample will be the total number of people in the first category and only 

a part of those belonging to the second. As there is no evidence to show that 

these two behave the same way (only the second is affected by migratory shifts), 

considerable bias can filter in from one round to the next. However, ~f there 

is a sufficient number of test areas one can conjecture that the number of 

departures observed in the test areas equals the number of arrivals (if only 

domestic or interna! migrations are considered, the chances of being covered 

by the survey are the same for the person who leaves as for the person that 

arrives, when the sampling-fraction is the same). This hypothesis is in most 

cases founded, except when some areas have been affected by great overall 

shifts (large-scale emigration or immigration). These shifts can generally be 

detected early enough and the appropriate measures taken. For example, the 

disastrous floods in Algeria led to some sample districts being replaced by 

others with related features. 

When the sample taking is based on a list of households, there are 

two sub-populations: households covered during all the rounds; households 

covered during some of the rounds only. 

The difference between this method and the preceding one is that here 

the household lista from one round to the next are lost permanently, the 

statiBtics all the more so, as the househoids which cannot be located often 

have special features - small numbers, mobility, etc ••• 
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3 - Random drawing and the method of drawing. 

When the sampling units have been drawn, they should be listed and 

the sample units drawn. Usually, there is not simply one drawing but several. 

Most often local considerations led to the population's being classified in 

several strata, these strata correspond±ng either to geographical regions or 

to bodies of homogeneous populations. It is in most cases best to use as many 

strata as possible. The sampling-frames of each stratum can be the sa.me if, say, 

the aim of stratification is to study certain zones in isolation, though the 

populations covered are a priori different from one another. They can also 

vary from one stratum to the next, if stratification has isolated rather 

homogeneous groupa. Stratification in the Algerian survey had this double aim: 

on the one hand, urban and rural populations, two groups relatively distinct 

a'priori were distinguished; on the other hand, geographic zones of different 

sorts were distinguished so as to be able to adopt in each case the particular 

methods appropriate to its problems. As it was not evident that there was any 

homogeneity within these strata, and as the population was for all practical 

purposes of the sa.me size, the sampling-fraction was the same in nll the 

strata, but the method of drawing made it possible to concentra.te better the 

districts to be covered by the survey in zones that could be reached with 

great difficulty. 

Within each stratum, the drawing of the sample can now be made. As we 

have seen, one should avoid the use of the household as sampling unit. Instead, 

sarnple-taking by geographic clusters should be prepared. Within each sample 

cluster the enumerator must caver the entire population. 

In most cases, it is advantageous tv draw the clusters in a single 

step in the sample ta.king. For the drawing, either a table of random numbers 

can be used or - as such is generally available and is theoretically valid -

a systematic drawing (units k, k + n, k + 2n, etc ••• ). It is assumed that a 

complete list of clusters (villages, census districts) exista beforehand. 

In some special cases, drewing in two steps of clusters is necessary. 

In large countries geographically, or in cases where the number of the 

sampling (of clusters) is not high, the random of systematic sampling of 

clusters leads to the clustersdrawir\gbeing so widely scattered that verifica

tion of the field-work is thereby hindered. In such cases, as first step, one 

goes about sarnpl;~ taking by area uni ts in order to concentra te the clusters 

of the sampling. 
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The analysis of several demographic surveys has shown that the optimal 

size of the clusters is about 200/300 inhabitants. But great variations in 

this optimal size are possible without any great loss in efficiency. It does 

however seem advisable not to go beyond the limit of 1000 people per cluster. 

when the sampling units available are too big, a better solution is sample 

taki~g in two steps, in which case clusters of the desired size, these 

serving as secondary sampling units, are created within each primary sampling 

unit drawn. 

In this (very rare) case, the drawing is made from a list of primary 

sampling units at a certain ration (t 1 = 1/n1) and from these the list of 

secondary sampling units is set up from which ~ sampling at the ration t
2 

is 

later taken in such a way that t 1 x t 2 = t = the desired sampling-fraction. 

This procedure requires in the early stages an exhaustive list (by strata) 

of primary units, and later, of secondary units forming part of the primary 

unit samples. 

The ratios t 1 and t 2 are chosen somewhat arbitrarily. But with the 

strata, it is preferable to maintain the same probability in the drawing of 

each sampling unit. If it is possible to obtain the result by successive 

drawings of 1/n1 primary units, and then 1/n
2 

secondary units among the 

primary units drawn, it is better to use the following method: drawing of 

primary units with the probnbility of leaving the observation set proportionate 

to the number of secondary units that these contain, followed by the· drawing of 

a fixed number of secondary units in the primary sarnple units. 

4 - Size of the sampling. 

When one wants to observe certain events touching a population, the 

sampling, in order to be representative, should include a large enough number 

of these events. Therefore, it is the frequency of the events observed that 

determines the size of the sampling, as well as, naturally, the accuracy that 

is looked for. If one assumes that the accuracy desired is the same in the 

features studied by the survey, it is clear that one's plans should depend on 

those observations which are infrequent. 

In a demographic study, it is in general the death rate that is 

studied. If you assume that the death rate is about 15 per 1000 and 2000/3000 

deaths can be observed, the sampling should include about 200 000 people. 
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It is obvious that the larger the sampling the more accurate the 

sample taking. The' added accuracy in moving from a smallish sampling to a 

larger one is not great (if the sampling is extended to 100 000 people from 

1000, the accuracy is only ten times greater). It ie far better to take 

average sized samplings, the sampling errors being generally only one of the 

factors in question: the errors in observation are likely to increase with 

a large sampling, and the cost of the operations very quickly becomes 

prohibitively expansive. 

Sampling error 

The exact calculation fo sampling error varies according to the method 

of sample taking adopted. However, a simple method of calculations can be 

gen~rally used for making the first estimates: it is assumed that the events 

(births, deaths, etc ••• ) touching the population under study follow the 

binomial law, according to which the probability of an individual's being 

affected by an event (i.e., of his dying or being born during the observation 

period) comes out to the following ratios: if p is the rate observed in the 

sampling, and P the real rate existing in the population, you get 

P = p + 2 ~ (at 95%) 

when q = 1 - p and n = numbers of the sampling (1). 

Coefficients of variation, which are more eloquent than confidence 

intervals, might be preferred. In addition, they have the advantage of being 

valid both for estimating rates (t) and numbers of people involved {e). 

a, oe 
-y=-=t e 

Tables I to V will make it possible to get an idea of the accuracy 

of these types of sample taking, this depending on the size of the sampling and 

the rates most often found in the third world. 

More precise calculations of sampling error should take into account 

the specific features of the method of sample taking: stratification, drawing 

in several steps, varying probabilities, etc ••• We have 

{1) The confidence interval at 95% is p ± 2 -JP.Q/n, which is calculated 
by p + 2 \.f'POJll" 
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Table I - Confidence intervals at 95% of the crude birth (1) and death (1) rates and of the 
rate of natural increase (1) according to the eize of the sampling (2). 

Size of eampling Birth rate Death rate Rate of natural increasc 
(45 per 1000) (20 per 1000) (25 per 1000) 

2d 2d/t 2" 2d/t 2d 26/t 
25 ODO ! 2,6 5,a:' !: 1,8 8,9% + 3,2 12.~ 
50 000 !: 1,9 4, 1% !: 1,3 6,3% ! 2,8 8,9% 

75 000 ! 1,5 3,4:' !: 1,0 5,1% + 1,8 7,3% -
100 000 + 1,3 2,9:' ! 0,9 4,4% + 1,6 6,3% -

Commineion Economique pour l'Afrique (C.E.A.)1 Demographic goals and size of eamplings necessary for surveys 
of population ehifts, 

( 1) t 

(2} in the case of a direct drsving, in one etep only. 

Table II - Confidence intervals at 95% of soma age specific death rates, according to the 
size of the sampling (1). 

Age groupe 

less than 1 year 1-4 years 30-34 years 4~-49 years 60-64 yeare 

Proportion asswned to birth rate 
cxiot in total 
population (k) 

45 per 1000 o, 13 0,06 0,04 

Acceptcd estimste of 
death rate per 1000 (t) 150 30 10 15 

Size of the sampling 26 26/t 2<S U./t 2 CS 2d/t 26 26/t 

50 000 + 15, 1 10, 1% !: 4,2 14, 1% !: 3,7 36,9% !: 5,4 36,3% 

100 000 + 10,7 7,1% ! 3,0 lO,o% !: 2,6 25,~ + 3,8 25~-r,C -
150 000 + 8,7 5,8% !: 2,4 8, 1% ! 2,1 21,o% ! .,, 1 21,o% -
200 000 ! 7,5 5,œt !: 2, 1 7, 1% + 1,8 18,2% :!;·2,7 18,2:' 

Source: C.F..A. : Demogrsphic goals and size of eamplings necessary for surveys of population shifte 

(1) In the cnse of a drnving in one step only, 

+ 

+ -
+ -
+ -

Table III - Confidenc" intervals at 95% of the death rates of tvo age groupe: lees than 5 years, 
5 yenrs and older, according to the size of the sampling.(1). 

Age groupe 

0,02 

40 

2d 2d/t 

12,4 31,o% 

8,8 21,9% 

6,2 17,o% 

6,2 15,5% 

0-4 yeare 5 years and older 

Proportion assU!lled to exiet 
in totol population (k} 0, 17 

Accepted estimste of death 
rate per 1000 (t} 60 

Size of esmpling 2d 216/t 211 

50 000 !: 5,2 8,6% + 1, 1 

100 000 !: J,6 6, 1% !: 0,8 

150 000 !: J,O 5,o% !: 0,6 

200 000 + 2,6 4,3% ! 0,5 

Source: C.F..A. : Demographic goals and size of samplings necessary for eurveys of population ehifts 

(1) in.the esse of a drnwing in one step only, 

O,B'.5 

12 

2d/t 

8,9% 

6,3% 

5,2:' 

4,511& 
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Table IV - Confider:ce interv:da nt 95% of nge specific fertility rates, according to the size of the 
rnndom snmpling (1) 

Age groupa 

15-19 yrn 20-24 yra 25-29 yrs 30-34 yra 35-39 yrs 40-44 yro 45-49 yrs 

Proportion mmumed 
to exist in total 0,052 0,044 0,037 0,031 0,026 0,022 
population (k) 

Accepted estimate 
estimate of 
fertili ty rate 110 280 290 240 180 80 
per 1000 (t) 

Size of the 2 <S 26/t 2 6 26/t 26 
sampling 

26/t 2d 26/t 26 u,/t 26 26/t 

50 000 + 12.-5 11,1% + 19, 1. 6,8% + 21, 1 7,3% + 21,7 9.o% + 21.-j 11. f!f, + 16,4 20,4% - - - -
100 000 + 8,7 7,91 + 13,5 4,8% + 14,8 5,1% + 15,3 6,4% + 15,3 8,4% + 11,6 14,5% - - - - - -
150 000 + 7, 1 6,5% + 11,0 3.~ + 12,2 4,2% + 12,5 5,2% + 12,3 6. f!f, + 9,4 11,f!f, - - - - - -
200 000 + 6,2 5,61i + 9,6 3,4% + 10,5 3,6% + 10,5 4,5% + 10,7 5,9% + 8,2 10,2% - - - - - -

Source: C.E.A. : De::logrnphic gonls and size of samplings necessary for surveys of population shifts. 
( 1) ln th•: case of a drawing in one step only. 

Table V - Confidence intervals nt 95% of the average age ut childbirth (1) 

Size of anmpling 2d 2 d/m 
(yenrs) (m"' 29,3) 

50 000 1,286 4,2% 

100 000 0,910 3,1% 

150 000 0,746 2,5% 

200 000 0,644 2,2% 

Source: C.E.A. : Demographic goals and size of samplings necessary for surveys of pupulation ohifts. 
( 1) In the case of n drnwir:g in one s tep only, 

0,018 

20 

26 26/t 

+ 9.3 46,~ 

+ 6,6 33,o% -
+ 5,4 27,o% -
+ 4,6 23,2% -
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We have seen that the method used in snmple taking might use several 

techniques, stratification generally recommended and the drawing by clusters 

practically obligatory. 

No special remarks need be made about the effect of stratification 

on the calculation of sampling errors. We need simply say that the advantages 

in using stratification are unquestionable, a good stratification resulting 

in greatly increased accuracy, a poor system of stratification not necessarily 

resulting in a loss of accuracy. 

It is not easy to calculate the effects of a drawing in several steps. 

It appears thut in most cases it reduces accuracy, often by just a little, 

though sometimes with considerable effects. It should be specially noted 

that apart from the cluster effect, all sampling by clusters con be considered 

to be sampling in several steps, the cluster (sampling unit) thus considered 

to be the same thing as the last unit in the drawing. We could cite some 

of the results of experiments in this area. 

In the Algerian survey the sampling error was calculated by t~o 

methods, working from a sampling used in two stages of verification. For the 

birth rates, the relation between the sampling errer calculated exactly 

and the one calculated 8pproximately varies from 1.25 to 1.85 according to 

the strata. Analogous figures have been made based on surveys C8rried out 

in Chad and Nigeria (see Tables VIII, IX and X). 

In France, working from two housing samples, one in one step only, 

the other in several steps, the ratio - which vnries according to the 

features observed - is most often close to 1.5. (1). 

In a sampling in two steps, if the number of secondary sarnpling 

units drawn in each primary unit is gradually increased, it finally cornes out 

that all the secondary units have been chosen in each primary unit, producing 

a sampling by clusters. As the number of secondary units is increased, the 

sampling error is increased as well. One can say that the cluster effect is 

basically the same as the effect of a drawing in several steps, though 

somewhat more pronounced. 

These two types of clustering are directly related to the spatial 

dimension of the feature being studied. The effects will be considerable when 

(1) F. Chartier, "Erreurs d'échantillonna e our dive 
logements". Annales de l'I.N.S.E.E. II October l969) pp.24-25. 
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the units within the same cluster are alike; on the other hand, if each 

cluster includes .a population that is as heterogeneous as àn entire population, 

there is no clustering. Moreover, the more secondary units there are in 

each primary unit, the greater the clustering. 

If the clusters are not very big, there is often little clustering 

as regards demographic features, such as birth rate, death rate, division 

by ages, eto ••• For Factors such as migration and the rate of economic 

activity (and all the more so for the type of activity, schooling, etc •• ) 

clustering can be considerable. This often depends on individual appreciation. 

It cnn be said that the more reason one has to apprehend clustering, 

the smaller the clusters themselvesshould be. The experience drawn from 

several African surveys makes it possible to state the following practical 

rule, this for clusters of about 300 inhabitants and the sampling errors 

affecting vital rates: if the accuracy is the same, a sample of clusters 

should be about twice as large as a sample drawn directly. 

We can also speak of some experimental resul~s obtained from three 

samplings of dwellings in France, one of them drawn directly, another 

directly, the thi·rd in clusters of 240 dwellings. The coefficient of variation 

goes from 1 to 1 .05 to 1.18 in the case of one of the factors studied, going 

from 1 to 4.08 to 4.92 in the other. The difference is bigger or smaller 

depending on whether the cluster is effective or not in relation to the 

factor studied. 

The following tables give an idea of the sampling errors to be 

expected, this varying according to the method of sampling used. Note that 

the events measured here are extremely infrequent (births or deaths), 

something which explains the large size of the samples. 
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Table VI - Approximate size of sampling necessary for estimates with 
a given accuracy, assuming that: 

a =fi-4 • n 

Acc\lracy Size of the sample 
' 

2 tr Direct Drawing Drawing Drawing in 2 + 
t drawing in in steps in clusters 

two steps clusters 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

3% Births 100 000 200 000 240 000 280 000 to 350 000 
Deaths 200 000 400 000 480 000 550 000 1;o 700 000 

5% 
Births 40 000 80 000 100 000 120 000 to 140 000 
Deaths 75 000 150 000 180 000 220 000 to 260 000 

Notes: Calculations made at a level of significance of 95% for the crude 
birth rates (t) at about 45 per 1000; for death rates, about 20 per 1000. 

(a) direct drawing of n people, not related to one another, chosen from 
the entire population; 
{b) drawing in two steps of n people, not related to one another, chosen 
from the entire population {this method can be compared with that of the 
Tunisian survey); 
{c) direct drawing of about 500 groupa of individuals from all of these 
~roups (drawing by clusters); 
(d) drawing in several steps of groupa of about 500 individuals from 
all the groupe (method of sample taking in the Algerian survey). 

Table VII - Accuracy of estimates for a sample of a given size, assuming 
that: 

Accuracy of the estimate 2 tS ( %) 
Size of the t 
sampling 

Direct Drawing Drawing Drawing in 2 + 
drawing in in steps in clusters 

two steps clusters 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

50 000 Births 4, 1 5,6 6,2 6,8 to 7,5 
Deaths 6,3 9,1 10,0 11, O to 12,0 

100 000 Births 2;9 4,2 4,6 5,0 to 5,5 
Deaths 4,5 6,3 6,9 7,6 to 8,3 

150 000 Births 2,4 3,4 3,7 4,1 to 4,5 
Deaths 3,6 5,0 5,5 6,0 to 6,6 

300 000 Births 1,7 2,4 2,7 2,9 to 3,2 
Deaths 2,5 3,6 3.9 4,3 to 4,7 

500 000 Births 1, 3 1'9 2, 1 2,3 to 2,4 
Deaths 2.0 2,8 3,1 3,4 to 3,7 
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Notes: calculations made at a level of significance of 95% for the crude 
birth rates (t) at about 45 per-1000; for death rates, about 20 per 1000. 

(a) direct drawing of n people, not related to one another, chosen from the 
entire population; 
(b) drawing in two steps of n people, not related to one another, chosen 
from the entire population; 
(c) direct drawing of groups of individuals (about 500) from all of these 
~roups (drawing by clusters); 
ld) drawing in several steps of groupa of about 500 individuals from all 
the groupa (method of sample taking in the Algerian survey). 

We should emphasize the arbitrariness in the choice of the coeffi

cients which make it possible to measure the loss of accuracy as one goes 

from one method to the next. Tables VIII, IX and X, drawn up for three 

surveys that used method "c" allow the suitability of the proportions we 

have chosen (G$, = 1_
54

) to be appreciated. 
CS a 

6 - Distortion of the sample. 

For various ~easons, it can happen that the sampling covered by the 

survey is not the same as the theoretical sampling. Mistakes can slip in at 

the time of the drawing, especially when the sampling frame has not been set 

up well. Therefore, between the drawing of the sampling and the survey's 

departure into the field, the principal sample unite, if not all of them 

ehould be checked. Improvising in the field, the effect of which on the 

enumerators could only be regrettable, can thus be avoided. That is, if it 

is necessary to change the sampling unit (becauee of the impossibility of 

locating it in the field, poor definition, etc •• ),it is always better that 

the enumerators should know nothing of this, so that they do not came to do 

this themselvee. 

It often happene during a survey that mistakes in identification are 

made. This is especially true when the sampling unit is the household 

(homonyme, etc •• ). It is possible to avoid such errors to a large extent by 

defining clearly the units to be covered by the survey, something which 

also enables the eff~cts of those errors which remain to be lessened; e.g.,' 

a household would be described not only by the name and address, but also 

by the size, professions of one or more of ite members, etc ••• 



Table VIII - Algeria (verification of the 1966 census count) 

Births 

Size of Number of Average size 
Coeff.of variat. Stratum the clusters of clusters Cru de 

sampling rates (a) (b) 

10-4 10-4 1 o-4 

0 32672 57 573 535 234 287 
1 38733 69 561 513 219 270 
2 36970 63 587 463 237 296 
3 49159 95 517 552 187 964 
4 31665 37 587 427 324 599 
5 36753 70 525 512 225 342 
6 27292 58 571 417 293 526 

(a) Approximate figures, which assume that the drawing has been made directly 

(b) Exact figures taking into account the method of drawing 
(clusters, method "c" of Tables VI and VII) 

N.B.This is a verification of the results of the Algerian census of 1966. 

.W. 
(a) 

1'38 
1,23 
1,26 
5, 16 
1 ,85 
1, 52 
1,80 

Table IX - Chad (1964 Survey) 

l3irths 

Size of Number of Average size Coeff.of variat. Stratum the clusters of clusters Crude ffi sampling rates 
(a) (b) 

1 o-4 10-4 10-4 
1 17936 59 304 420 355 560 1, 57 
2 11931 41 291 270 467 530 1, 13 
3 8910 30 297 350 550 500 0,91 
4 8316 28 297 350 575 520 0,90 
5 12814 43 298 450 406 440 1, 08 
6 14429 47 307 450 384 390 1 , 01 
7 8932 29 308 550 438 610 1, 38 

Deaths 

Crude Coeff.of variat • 

rates (a) (b) 

10-4 10-4 10-4 
68 669 1 004 

110 487 769 
109 495 813 
104 440 916 
93 700 1406 

116 482 1168 
95 619 1328 

Deat!i.s 

Cru de Coeff.of variat. 

rates 
(a) (b) 

10-4 10-4 10-4 
320 409 790 
240 584 720 
200 740 960 
220 735 940 
320 488 1 080 
300 472 700 
430 500 520 

(a) and (b) see notes Table VIII. 
Source: Scott and Coker, "Sample design in space and time for vital-rate surveys in Africa" (UIESP) 

.W. 
(a) 

1,49 
1, 58 
1,64 
2ro1 
2,00 
2,43 
2, 15 

ffi 

1, 93 
1, 23 
1 ,29 
1,29 
2,21 
1,48 
't ,04 



Size of Number of Average size 
Stratwn the clusters of clusters 

( 1) sampling 

1A 77 644 47 1 652 
2A 46 656 24 1 944 
3A 166 341 89 1 869 
1B 75 712 338 224 
2B 45 173 199 227 
3B 154 785 607 255 

(a) and (b) See notes Table VIII. 

Source: see note Table IX. 

Table X - Nigeria (1965 - 1966 survey) 

Births Deaths 

Crude Coeff .of variat. Cru de Coeff.of variat. 

rates .W. rates .W. 
(a) (b) (a) (a) (b) (~) 

10-4 10-4 10-4 10-4 1 o-4 10-4 

373 182 470 2,58 184 262 582 2,22 
325 253 442 1'75 129 406 784 1, 93 
353 128 388 3,03 226 161 443 2,7,5 
371 185 254 1; 37 184 265 337 1'27 
304 266 361 1'36 129 410 492 1'20 
345 134 235 1'75 220 169 263 1'55 

(1) The strata "A" cover as much geographically as the strata 11 B11 (except for several units eliminated from "B" because 
of inadequate data). The analysis in strata "B" covers divisions which are more detailed; i.e., smaller clusters within 
the larger ones used for the analysis in "A" were used. 

/\) 
CX> 
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At the same time, it is occasionally difficult to find units from 

one round to the next. This is especially inconvenient when measuring the 

effects of migrations, because it is the migratory units precisely that 

cannot be found again. Only sampling by geographical areas can avoid this 

problem. 

Finally, when it comes time for processing, there are always a certain 

number of records that cannot be used. If there are only a few of them, their 

distribution can generally be regarded as random. 

The only real solution to all these cases of possible distortion is 

to have a network of very conscientious controllers, for they can make sure 

that the units have been clearly identified, and on the other band, concen

trate on tracking down those unita which do shift, thus reducing considerably 

the number of unusable records. And as. ~ar as the records are concerned, it 

is essential to eliminate the whimsical enumerator, for his mistakes cannot 

be righted by random corrections. 

To eliminate these distortions {when they are not too numerous) -

and without greatly affecting the value of the sample - the following 

procedures can be used: drawing of a sample bigger than needed and subsequent 

elimination of units poorly covered by the survey (or not covered at all); 

replacing units poorly covered by the survey (or·not covered at all) by 

similar units. There are two possible solutions, either doubling the 'first 

unit or. looking for and then doubling a similar unit. 

But the work of the survey takes place pi'imarily in the field, and 

the survey's success depends on the conscientiousness of the enumerators, and 

the speed at which the people in charge can make the necessary adjustments. 

7 - Problems peculiar to follow-up surveys. 

All of the above mentioned remarks can be applied to any survey by 

sampling. The use of follow-up surveya, however, raises additional problems. 

a) Impairment of the sampling 

The sampling can be said to be representative if the sampling-frame 

was perfectly up-to-date at the start of the survey. However, when the survey 

is to continue for a certain length of time, distortion between the -

population and.the sample is likely to develop quickly. It is therefore 
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necessary to give the sampling a ttbooster", to regenerate the sampling , ~ 

in th~ course of the survey. For example, if the sampling unit is the 

household, a list of the new households in the population could be drawn up 

and a few of these could be covered by the survey. (In this particular case, 

it is easy to .follow systematically from one round to the next the households 

which have grown out of those on the baseline sampling). 

The sampling can be regenerated all the more easily if it is in one 

ste.p, at least - this based on area uni ts - since i t would be only necessary 

to note the changes tak:en place since the first count. .When sampling is 

-d.one by spatial units, this "booster" is administered automatically. In such 

cases, moreover, special attention should be paid to areas where the 

population varies corisiderably from one round to the next. 

The longitudinal analysis of some cohorte, one of the basic centres 

of interest in follow-up surveys, poses somewhat more awkward problems. Such 

analysis is of course impossible except when the individuals mak:ing up these 

cohorte have been covered by successive rounds of the survey. This can be 

done, therefore, for only a part of the sampling: that part of the population 

which is settled, or mostly settled, for the entire length of the survey. It 

is theref ore necessary to make corrections unlike those which had been 

planned for and to consider the risk of contacting only a somewhat biased 

sampling. 

There are two solutions to thia problem - to accept or reject the 

bias in question. If it is accepted, it is not necessary to regenerate the 

sampling. It can be corrected·when the results are being analysed by using 

formulae of extrapolation that will have been worked out beforehand (estimates 

by the quotient or by regression, by using the data of a round processed by 

cross-sections in order to determine the amount of regression. If the bias is 

accepted, the sample should be regenerated from one round to the next, and 

each time an individual is covered, one should check to see whether he had 

been contacted on the previous rounds, those who were not covered being 

given a retrospective questionnaire. The number of individuals covered on 

only some of the rounds is thus reducêd, something which gives the retrospec

tive questionnaire added importance. 

b) Correcting mistakes: 

However much attempts are made to eliminate mistakes when the survey 

is being carried out or processed, some will remain, and these should be 
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eliminated in the last step before analysis {see Chapter VIII, "Processing"). 

Wben considered from the point of view which concerna us here, that 

of longitudinal analysis, correction of these errors results in either a loss 

of numbers, or a rather big delay in processing. It would be possible to 

plan on making corrections after each round, but the information obtained 

concernang a single individual could no longer be regarded as homogeneous. 

(We could cite the example of a profession which was not reported at the 

beginning. Random correction should by no means be taken as being migration 

for professional reasons.). On the other band, if instead of making the 

necessary corrections one waits for all the rounds to be completed, it is 

impossible to carry out the prooessing over a period of time. The results 

of the first part of the survey would not then be available until the end 

of the survey. 

8 - Errofs in observation. {Also see chapter "Analysis 11
) 

The errors in observation are even more dangerous than sampling 

errera. The methods we propose here should be used with the greatest caution, 

but we do think: that it is necessary to make some estimate of these errors, 

however imperfect this estimate may be. 

a) The method of Chandrasekhar and Deming. 

The method of Chandrasekhar and Deming is based on a comparison of 

two completely seperate surveys that cover the same sampling. It is described 

in the chapter "Analysis". The method was used in Alger_ia on a subsampling 

and in Tunisia, Madagascar, and Cameroon, in very limited experiments. The 

results that have been obtained are not in fact perfectly satisfactory. The 

hypothesis on which these experiments were based are too rigid: firstly, it 

is well nigh impossible to get two surveys that haven't the slightest 

connection with one another; secondly, it is doubtful that the observation 

of events within one of these surveys is governed by the same probability 

as in the other survey. In addition, such a venture is very costly. 

b) Estimates by using the quotient, by regression, etc •• 

The method we outline here should make it possible to estimate, and 

thus correct, with reasonable acouracy, some errors of observation. Or to be 

more accurate, we should say that this method enables one to meke the start 

necessary, in work that should undoubtedly yield many results. 
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The basic }dea behind th~ theory is to compare the results of two 

separate sources: on the one hand, the general survey, with all its 

weaknesses; on the other, another source, totally separate from the first, 

and which would not include any errors of observation. The differences 

between them, which affect the results, are of two sorts: firstly, the 

sources in question are not representative of the same total number of people; 

secondly, one of the sources (the survey) includes errors of ob~ervation. 

The method of estimation by using the quotient can be used to eliminate 

this first difference. What remains - the errors of observation - can be 

measured. 

The following examples will show this: 

Imagine that by processing statistics on revenues one could get, 

-without any error, the ages and numbers of children still living for all 

work~pg women. In the survey itself, questions would have been as~ed about 

activities, when appropriate, and about the ages and number oC children. It 

is thus possible to locate in the survey the subpopulation of working women, 

with the ages and number of childre~. The variable "number of children still 

living" is relatively undisputed, so that there is little error of 

observation. On the other band, though, the variable "age" is likely to be 

very inaccurate. 

NomltN ........ 

FIGURE 1 

Nombre 
d'eal&nU 

A10 

FIGURE 2 

All_the information thâ.t follows can then be recorded graphically: 

x = average age according to the statistics on revenues 

y = average number of children according to the statistics on 

revenues 

X = average age of working women according to the survey 
-Y = average number of children of working women according to survey. 

There are two reasons to explain why points A (i, y) and B (X, ï) do not 

coincide. Whereas the statistics on revenues cover all working women, the 

survey only gives a biased sampling of this population. Secondly, the 

statistics on revenues are assumed to contain no errors, while for the ages, 

the survey gives inaccurate information. 
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We must now correct the sampling so as to eliminate the bias which 

comes from the surveys not being representative. To do this, we will assume 

that the quotient .!. is correct (the numerator and denominator do not include 
y . 

errors of observation); the value of Y in y will be corrected (y gives the 

true value if the statistics on revenues are thorough), and will deduce X' 

in such a way that 

- - i - -
(X - X') =-:-(Y - y) (Point C). 

y 

In the two observations we have eliminated the bias due to the 

sainplings not coinciding. The gap that remains between Point A and Point C 

represents the total amount of error in the survey (at the very least, for 

the subpopulation "working women")v This 

an error due to the sampling {E ), which s . 
of the nuinbers involved in the sampling; 

error itself is made of two elements: 

can be figured out from our knowledge 

and then an error of observation, E , 
0 

that can be calculated by subtraction. 

E =../E2 
- E2 

0 t • 

Figures I and II illustrate two possibilities: 

Figure I: in the population covered by the survey, the proportion 

of young women is not large enough, which accounts for the number of childre 

{Y) being overestimated. On the other band, the ages were underestimated. 

This underestimation can be represented by CA, if the sampling error is not 

considered. 

Figure II: in the population covered by the survey, the proportion 

of young women is too great, which accounts for the number of children (Y) 

being overestimated. This overestimation can be represented by CA, if the 

sampling error is not considered. 

N.B. It is easier to study the Point D, AC and BD being equal. This amounts 

to saying that it is the sampling of the survey that is representative, and 

that the statistics on revenues are biased - but the reasoning is unchanged. 

The method described here should be developed further. But let us 

make the following remarks: 

a) It is necessary to have two separate series of observations, one 

of which includes little error of observation. If need be, a small survey 

could be made, containing few questions, and in ·this survey one would try to 
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eliminate this type of error. 

b) This method requires working on variables that are closely related 

(but rather than correct the samplings'by using the quotient, they could be 

corrected by regression, though the problem remains basiçally -the same). 

One of these two variables should include few errors of observation made 

in the survey part. 

c) Only some variables can be used to figure out the error, and this 

often for only part of the sampling. It is not certain that the errors computed 

will always exist. 

c) Comparison of various rounds 

One of the advantages of surveys that include several rounds is that 

they yield successive observations made of the same phenomena. The differences 

between these observations oan be measured and explained. As the aampling 

remains basically the same from one round to the next, it is possible to get 

a rough idea of the extend of the errors of observation and especially of the 

features which were observed with the least accuracy. 

d) Comparison of the various enumerators 

It is possible at some point to compare the results given by the 

various enumerators. This method, however, is open to discussion, beèause 

the enumerators are not assigned their territories in random fashion, the 

bias which might slip in is not necessarily the fault of the enumerators. 

Nonetheless, rotating the enumerators from one survey to the next would make 

it possible to measure the main brrors made in one population. 

9 - Conclusion 

The success of the survey depends in part on the method of sampling 

that is chosen. When the desired goals are taken into consideration, this 

method should be as simple as possible. For demographic surveys, we believe 

that the following techniques might be recommended: classification by strata 

beforehand; drawing by area units in several steps, this necessary only when 

the range of the survey is very large or when the clusters that can be used 

are unusually big. 

!fhe samples should be rather large, and.sample taking itself can be 

done_only when the population is large enough. The only method of drawing 
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to be recommend~d is random drawing, even though more empirical methods can 

be used in some cases. 

Sampling error should not in general create great problems. One of 

the advantages in a study made by sample taking is that errors of observation 

can be reduced by training extensively a small number of enumerators, and by 

setting up a system of well-trained and conscientious controllers. 
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CHAPTF:R V 

DURATION OF THE SURVEY 

The central idea in the methodology of follow-up surveys is that the 

events taking place in a given period are observed by an enumerator during 

two rounds, one at the beginning, the other at the end of this period. The 

total length of the observation period, as well as the·frequency of the 

survey cycles, can vary from one project to the next, but experience has 

shown that certain general principles must be followed if the work done is 

to be worth anything. 

A) - Total length of observation period 

1) Period of continuous observation (1) 

The original projects notwithstanding, it always proved necessary to 

have the continuous observation work cover at least one year, in order to 

avoid confusion due to seasonal changes. It is in fact rather unusual to have 

avnilable an estimate of seasonal shifts sufficiently accurate so as to 

extrapolate, for a whole year, the results of a survey covering less than 

twelve months. This was tested in Tunisia, a c.ountry where the registration 

of vitnl statistics is, however, relatively accurate. The extrapolation of 

the results of the first six months that wns done at the end of the second 

round was shown to be false by the results of the third round (although not 

only the seasonal changes in births and deaths, but also seasonal variations 

in recording these events a.t the official registry, had been considered). 

Although the minimum period neceesary is twelve months, nothing rules 

out making it longer, something which would, moreover, have the following 

advantages: 

a) The events taking place in a given period can be known witn 

greater certitude when the period covered by the observation is longer. It is 

thus possible to avoid, or to correct a posteriori those errors due to 

"telescoping" (poor definition of the situation of the event in the reference 

period). 

b) A long observation period enables the momentary ~ffects of 

circumstances and random fluctuations (the latter are greatèr when the 

(1) We make.the distinction here between "continuous" observation and 
"retrospective" observation. 
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numbers involved are smaller). In surveys covering small populations, there 

is thus a natural tendency to extend the observation period, in compensation. 

It would not, however, be possible to extend the length of the survey 

indefinitely without taking special precautions, for if the rounds were to 

occur.too frequently, there would be the risk of tiring the people covered by 

the survey. One might also wonder if over a period of time, the sur~ 

doesn't distort the behaviour of those being questioned, this introducing a 

bias in the sampling. 

2) Period of retrospective observation: 

If the central idea of follow-up surveys is continuous observation, 

it is still interesting to take advantage of the first round in the field 

to carry out retrospective observations. This is a less expansive way of 

meeting the need spoken of above, for going beyond the minimum observation 

period of one year (reduction of variations, reducing the effects of 

telescoping), which also opens the way to mo.king interesting methodological 

observations on the advantages of the continuous survey over the traditional 

retrospective survey. 

To get the most of retrospective observation work, no less than a year 

should be allotted here too. However, it appears that the further extension 

of such observations is to be avoided, as lapses of memory are unfortunately 

frequent occurences, and these increase with longer reference periods. Here, 

as elsewhere, it is to one's advantage to start the survey on a day which is 

important for the population studied, and the retrospective period of 

observation will sometimes best be reduced to less than twelve months. Though 

it is not perhaps as useful, such a survey is considerabl~ more effective. 

This was done in Algeria, for example. 

B) - Frequency of the observation cycles 

Whatever the length of the reference period adopted, the most 

profitable interval between successive rounds must be determined. The various 

requirements here are contradictory, and there is, in fact, a difficult compro

mise to make in specifying this interval. On the one hand, it would be ideal 

to carry out one's observations continuously - permanently - and thus, in 

effect, increase the number of rounds as much as. possible,for when this is 

not the case, memory has too much of a role to play, however small this may be. 
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On the other hand, though, the !deal thing would be instead to reduce the 
,, 

number of visite as much as possible to avoid tiring the people covered by 

the survey, and above all, to reduce the cost of making the survey. The 

solution adopted depends on the relative importance attached to these contra

dictory elements. The surveys considered in Part One of this book show great 

variety in this respect (see the Appendix to this chapter): one month in 

Ambinànitelo, four in Ankazoabo, six in Algeria, Tunisia, Cam~roon, six to 

eighteen months in Senegal. It is impossible to make any generalizations. 

An interval of four months allows pregnancies to be detected with relative 

accuracy, thus guaranteeing the quality of the observations of births and of 

deaths at an early age. But in order to reduce expenses (three rounds rather 

than four in one complete year of observation work), one might be led to 

extend the period to six months, thus reducing fatigue among the people 

covered by the surveys - without losing the advantage just spoken of. There 

is also the possibility of making intermediary rounds, in which the enumerator 

would note only those events that took place since the last round, while in 

the main rounds the enumerator would use the complete questionnaire. 

C) - Timetable 

1) Period of retrospective observation (when appropri'ate) 

If it has been decided to mak:e a retrospective survey this complemen

tary to the continuous survey, it must quite ·Obviously be made on the first 

round. The reference period adopted also will end, obviously,· on the day of 

the first round. But as this date is flexible (all the interviews cannot be 

held the same day), there are two possibilities open for setting up a good 

starting date. 

For the needs of analysis, it seems best to refer to a period the 

length of which is fiKed (e.g~, twelve months). This greatly helps in the 

analysis of the results, and was the rule adopted in all the surveys carried 

out in Black Africa. In Tunisia and Algeria, though, it was thought better to 

increase the quality of the observation work rather than gain this practical 

advantage. That is, the populations covered by the survey have in general a 

rather poor idea of the passage of time, and even greater problems in 

locating events in a daily calendar that often bas nothing to do with their 

cultural context. It is thus very difficult to find people whose memories 
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can be counted on to reveal accurately whether a recent event falls within 

the last twelve months or not. It is, however, much easier to fix the date 

of the event by reference to an important day in the lives of these people. 

It was this that led to the idea of using in Tunisia and Algeria the most 

popular holiday in these countries as starting date for the retrospective 

survey, Aïd-es-Seghir (the end of Ramadan). 

2) Period of continuous observation work 

These problems do not exist for continuous observation work. On the 

one band, the basic principle of the survey makes it necessary to choose the 

time elapsed since the last survey as reference period. On the other hand, 

we can assume that the previous survey is a starting date in the minds of 

those covered by the survey. To emphasize this, in Tunisie, each hend of 

household was given a ticket (taken from a voucher book) on which the date 

of the round in progress was indicated, as well as the date of the following 

round. On the next round, these tickets were asked for and the date on which 

the visit was to be made was verified. This helped refresh the memories of 

the people interviewed as to the exact circumstances of the previous visit. 

The timetable of the survey should be kept to as closely as possible. 

The household covered by the survey the first time dm x day should be covered 

the second time on X + p (p = the number of days in the reference period); 

and the third time, X+ 2p, etc ••• ( 1). 

This requirement is in fact all the more important for rounds taking 

place one year (or in other yearly multiples) after the first round. The rule 

can be applied to intermediary rounds, thlltugh, to facilitate the verification 

of work of the enumerators (a). It would obviously be ideal that for periods 

of a year, the timetable be kept to the day, and maximum efforts must be 

made to keep to this schedule. Certain delays, due to material problems in 

the field or lapses in the part of enumerators (illness, resignation, dismissal 

etc •• ), should be accepted though. lhen it comes time for the analysis, one 

need merely weight all the events observed with the correction factor (3). 

(1) For the sake of convenience, p is measured in months, even when these 
montha are not of the same length. A first visit 13 February 1968 would, for 
example, be followed by the second, 13 August 1968 (an interval of six months) 
The important thing is to keep to the timetable to the day, that the third 
round should take place 13 February 1969, even if the date of the second round 
13 August 1968, could not be kept to. 
(2) For this reason, it is good for each enumerator to follow a detailed 
timetable. 
(3) This factor sbould equal the average number of days really separating the 
interviews, this divided by 365.It is better to do this than to eliminate those 
events observed outside the twelve month period. 
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The starj of the continuous survey {that is, the first round) can be 

set in relation to the àésired length of the retros~ective observation period, 

once this has been given a definite starting date. In Tunisia, for example, 

the first round began twelve months after Aid-es-Seghir in 1967, which marked 

the start of the reference period for the retrospective observation. Sometimes, 

though, it is above all geographic and climatic conditions which are important. 

La.pse of time 
since first visit 
of first round 
(in months) 

calendar date 
__,D;:-:-• "'"'x-=12-··-· -- ...• -- --·X Xt4 Xt6 XtlO X+IZ X+16 

Graph I. ~imetable of a follow~up survey (preceded by a retrospective survey 

covering undivided reference periods). 

La.stly, the length of each round depends on m,ny and various material 

conditions (the enumerator-population ratio, the terrain to be covered, means 

of transport, the skill, training and supervi.sion of enumerators, etc ••• ) .For 

the quality of the survey it is necessary to respect certain norme. The length 

of a round should be at least one month shorter than the interval between two 

rounds, as one month is the shortest possible period in which the work can be 

reviewed and training sessions set up to .prepare the next round, these sessions 

drawing on the lassons learnt during the previous round. Ideally, two months 

would be necessary to carry out such a programme. But the time spent in the 

field should not be reduced too much by, for example, using too great a 

number of enumerators. Verification can only be effective when there is a 

certain amount of time between the first and last interviews: the controller 

should correct some errors, and always help the enumerators to improve their 

skills, etc ••• The same thing is true of the superviser in bis dealings with 

the controller. Each level of the hierarchy involves some delay; but if to 

reduce this, one were to multiply the number of enumeratore (and thereby the 

correaponding verificationa by the hierarchy), one would come to the 

nonsensical result of a coatly but perfectly ineffective system of verification. 
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As an examp~e we can give echematically the timetable of a survey in 

which the retrospective observation work would etart on a noteworthy day, D; 

the first round, on x = D + 12 months;·and each round after this on x + r, 

x + 2r, x + 3r, etc. (with r = 6 montbs), and in which each round would last 

four months .(see Grapb I). 

D) - Overlapping of observation periode 

Up to this point we have assumed that on each round the enwqerators 

asked questions only about the events taking place since the previous round 

(or on the first round - as the case may be - starting from given date). 

But one might take up on each round periods of ref erence going beJ.ond 

the date of the prier round, referring to all or parts of the reference 

periods previously used. 

This improves the quality of the observations and makes it possible 

to verify - with even greater accuracy - the work of the enumerators. But the 

two sets of statements referring to the same reference period open the way to 

two different types of methodological analysis: estimates of omissions or 

double entries; influence of the length of time on memory lapses. 

The timetable of refe~ence periods thue becomes somewh~t more 

complicated. We can cite the plans of the Tunisian and Algerian survers 

(see Part One). 
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Appendix 

Durution of observntion periods - a SW!llllaTY' 

Country of Number of Approxima te Interval Period of Total length of 
survey(s) rounds length of between retrospect. observation 

each round two rounds observation work 
work, when 
appropria te 

8-13 months 
Algeria 3 5 months 5 months 8-13 (retrospective) 

months + 12 months 
(continuous) 

Tunisia 3 4 months 6 months 12-16 
months 12-16 months 

(retrospective) 
+ 12 months 
( continuous) 

Senegal 
Sine-Saloum 7 1-2 months 12-18 4 yenrs months (continuous) 

Khoobol-
Thienaba 5-6 3 months 12-18 12 months 5 yea.rs 

rnonths (continuous) 

Pikine 5 3 months 6-12 4 years 
months (continuous) 

Cnmeroon 5 3 months 6 months 12 months 12 months 
(retrospective) 
+ 2 years 
(continuous) 

Madagascar 
Ambinanitelo 12 ? 1 mon th 12 months 

(continuous) 

Ankazoabo 4 ? 1 mon th 12 montha 
(continuous) 
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CHAPl'ER VI 

CONDITIONS IN WHICH SURVEYS WERE"CARRIED OUT 

1 - Organizations in charge 

In most cases it was the National Statistical Services that first took 

the initiative - in Senegal (survey in Sine-Saloum), Madagascar, Tunisia, and 

Algeria - all the more so in the last two countries mentioned, where the 

surveys were to be nationwiàe~ 

In the surveys restricting themselves to more limited areas, the groupa 

initially requesting these surveys cover various sectors: in Senegal, for 

example, it was the Institute of Social Pediatrics (for the surveys of Khombol

Thienada and Pikine), and in Cameroon, it was a foreign group, O.R.S.T.O.M., 

whi_mh included the survey of Adamaoua in its study projeots. 

2 - Staffing 

a) Organization: 

The problem here is not one found only in follow-up surveys; the 

only difference here between these and traditional surveys is that the field 

work lasts longer, the teams formed staying together for all or only part of 

the survey. We distinguish here nationwide surveys from local surveys. 

In the more local surveys (in Senegal, Cameroon, Madagascar), where the 

numbers studied were relatively limited, technical management was taken care 

of by a demographer, he in turn helped by one to three controllers or heads 

of teams, depending on the particular case. 

The nationwide surveys, on the other hand, require a rather large 

number of enumerators (60 in Tunisia, 100 in Algeria), and thus effective 

supervision. For this type of survey, at least two hierarchical ranks must 

be planned for between those in charge of all the operations and the 

enumerators: controllers (1) and supervieors. The chain of command must 

function at both technical and administrative levels, and the controllers and 

supervisors muet be able to command respect in their jobs. When this is lacking 

(1) The work in between that of a controller and supervisor is sometimes done 
by a "head of team". 
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as was the case in Tunisia, some problems arise that can only be handled by 

having the people in change of the survey frequently present in the field. 

Although these people should spend some time in the field, this should not 

detract from their other functions. 

Both the work of the enumerators in the field and their work on the 

documents should be verified. Controllers and supervisors should have a part 

to play in both these nreas, though not to the àame degree. 

The number of enumerators was in general greater during the baselin 

count than it was œn subsequent rounds, especially in Madagascar. In Tunisia 

and Algeria, however, the organization remained the same for the entire 

duration of the survey. There are generally about three enumerators for each 

cohtroller (see Table I). The pattern of team used in Algeria (four enumerators 

for each controller) appears to be satisfactory. In Tunisia, where there were 

seven to nine enumerators for each controller, the teams were somewhet too 

large, this posing problems, most often having to do with equipment (transport). 

Table I - Organization of teams of enumerators 

Enumerators Number of 
Controllers or enwnerators 
heads of teams 1st round la ter per controller 

rounds on later 
rounds 

Aleeria 28 100 100 3-4 
(!t- 10 supervisors) 

Tunisia 7 63 63 9 
Senegal 

Sine-Saloum 2 10 5-6 3 
Khombol-
Thienaba 1 2-3 2-3 2-3 
Pikine 1 7 5 5 

CP.rneroon 

Adamaoua 1 7 2 2 

Madagascar 

Ambinanitelo 0 27 1 -
Ankazoabo 3 70 10 3-4 
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b) Recruitment of the enumerators 

The recruitment of enumerators generally (as in Algeria, Senegal, 

Madagascar) relied on two sources: 

- staff having already taken part in the operations of a census, 

- new staff. 

In Tunisia, all the enumerators had worked for the Demographic 

Statistics Branch. In Cameroon, the entire staff was hired specially for 

the survey: fifteen tra.inees were chosen from whom seven enumerators were 

later picked, after a three week training course. 

In Algeria, it appears that the use of civil servants of the munici

palities was not always satisfactory. 

The level of schooling of the enumerators varies: the "Certificat 

d''tudes primaires" was sometimes sufficient, but with the spread of 

compulsory schooling, as in Senegal, for example, those hired tended to 

have the "brevet élémentaire" or to be at the level of the "third form'' * 

.c) Training of the enumerators 

Because of the circurnstances just mentioned, the training of the 

enumerators was carried out in various ways, nlthough in genAral, emphasis 

wns put in practical training in the field. 

In those countries where trained and untrained enumerators were 

hired, the training was in general given by those who already had some 

experience (Algeria, Senegal). For the baseline count, the training periods 

of the enumerators lasted two weeks in Tunisia (not counting the P.ilot survey); 

three weeks, plus one week for a pilot survey, in Cameroon; four weeks in 

Algeria. 

In Senegal, at the time of the first survey (Sine-Saloum), a one 

week trial survey was made in order for controllers and enumerators to try 

working together. The new enumerators generally worked for about a week with 

someone with experience. 

Short training sessions were held before each round in most of the 

following cases: 

* Translator's note: The "Certificat d'études pr.imaires" is given at the end 
of grade school to those who do not go on to secondary school. The "brevet" 
and the level of the "third form" (in Frenc.h orientated school systems) has 
been described earlier. 
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Table II - Average productivity of the enumerators on rounds 
following the baseline count. 

Number of Length of Nurnber of Number of 
people Frequency one round enumerat. people polled 
inter ... (in months) per enumerator 
viewed per mon th 

Algeria 350 000 6 months 5 100 700 

Tunis in 140 000 6 months 3-4 63 600 

Seneeal 
Sine-SalOU'll 50 000 annually 3-4 5-6 2500 
Khombol-
Thienabu 12 000 annually 3 2-3 1500-2000 
Pikine 5 000 6 months 2 (done 5 1000 

or 1 year part-time) 

_·Ga.meroon 
Adamaoua 15 000 6 months 3 2 2500 

Madagascar 
Ambinenitelc 15 000 monthly 1 1 ... 
Ankazoabo 25 000 4 months 1 10 2500 

'l:he rough average number of people interviewed in one month is 

generally lower during the baseline count than on the rounds that follow 

because of the time necessary to set up the lists at the very beginning 

(in Senegal, Sine-Snloum, the number jumps from 70 to 100 per working day). 

Table II shows the productivity of rounds after the baseline count. 

Productivity was lower in the surveys done by sampling (700 people per 

enumerator per month in Algeria and Tunisia) than in those where entire 

zones were studied (about 2500 people). We should note thnt in Senegal this 

varied from 1000 to 2500, but in the first case, a sampling of city blocks 

was the subject. Between the two rural areas, Sine-Saloum and Khombol-Thienaba, 

there is a difference , in the case of the latter because only children were 

involved and not the entire population - thus a survey in which enumerators 

had to travel for a population which was twice as small. In the survey iri 

Sine-Saloum, where there were two zones, productivity was similar in the 

densely populated area (80 inhabitants/sq.km) - where dwellings were grouped 

together somewhat closer. 
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Ambinanitelo in Madagascar was a special case, for the enumerator, 

after questioning the notables, immediately went to those households in which 

an event was said to have taken place. Tpis method was also tried in Senegal 

during the first yearly cycle in the survey in Sine-Saloum, productivity 

being relatively similar. The population covered was more dispersed per unit 

of enumerating time, but the risk of error was obviously different. 

A considerable amount of time could be saved by organizing adequate 

transport. Deficiencies in this area complicated the job of the Tunisian 

enumerators, this explaining in part the lower productivity there. 

In Algeria and in Senegal, a small vehicle was allotted to ench 

team of three enumerators. In the country ragions of Senegal, the enumerators 

had at the most twenty kilometres to cover to return to their base camps at 

night. In urban areas, the survey zone ten kilometres away, the bus could 

be used. 

In Madagascar, two all-purpose vehicles were allotted per group of 

thirteen people in one of the zones and travel by foot and canoe was the form 

of local transport for the sole enumerator in the other zone. 

In Cameroon, there was an all-purpose vehicle, bicycles added to this 

after the baseline count. 

Last of all, we should emphasize that the quality and productivity 

of a survey depend as well on the frequency of contacts between the head 

of the survey and the teams. 

d) Rotating the enumerators on different rounds 

The use of follow-up surveys poses a definite question: should the 

same team of enumerators be sent out to the same places on each round ? 

If the answer is yes, the most obvious advantage is that the team which gets 

to know better its assigned terrain and populations can take advantage of 

the material advantages this knowledge brings to improve their work, to do 

it more rapidly. 

On the other hand, though, it is to be feared that the enumerator who 

on each round goes to the same households will be reluctant to report those 

errors he might have made on previous rounds, but instead reinforces them, 

consciously or not. 
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Severa! solutions are in fact possible here, and these have been 

tried, thus far without conclusive results: 

1 - Same teams in the same place: 

a) all the staff do exactly the same things on each round (but 

circumstances - leaves, illness, dismissals, resignations - make this difficult 

to appÏy strictly), 

b) the enumerators are changed within each team. 

2 - The controllers of a team are changed, the enumerators remaining 

in the same location (this can be done with or without changes in the 

enûmerators within the team). 

3 - An entire team can be changed. 

4 - A complete new set of teams can be trained • 

. Changing supervisera is also a possibility, though the benefits gained 

from this are not particularly great. 

e) Should there be female enumerators ? 

As one of the goals of follow-up surveys is to reduce as much as 

possible errors of observation concerning events (births and deaths), it is 

to be hoped for that the women who are capable of childbirth can be inter

viewed directly, and when circumstances permit, in detail. Very often such 

a procedure rune up against the opposition of solidly established soci~l 

customs that set up a more or less clear case of segregation of the sexes, 

as is true in North Africa. In certain cases, female enumerators have thus 

been used for work on the fertility questionnaire. This does not, however, 

selve all problems: 

- Coordinating the work of the enumerator (general questionnaire) 

and the female enumerator (questionnaire on fertility) is not simple: 

- It is not easy to make arrangements in the field for teams including 

members of both sexes; 

~ The female enumerators are often poorly accepted by the population 

covered by the survey when it is not customary for women to hold such jobs. 

A novel approach was used to solve the problem in Tunisia (1): in the 

small villages, where an enumerator cannot in any case himself first approach 

(1) In big cities and in the country, women are freer, so the problem takes 
a dif~erent form. 
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a female for the interview, the enumerator was"introduced" by a female 

social-worker, who served as a pass. 

In Algeria, where women are customarily confined, part of the 

traditionalist population did not approve of the female enumerators, as the 

work they did symbolized emancipation from the usual male protectors. 

f) 11 Gui~es 11 

The recruiting of gu±des, who are very useful in helping the 

enumerators visit the household in nia sampling in rural areas, is not a 

technique of follow-up surveys only. Depending on whether the enumerators 

are isolated or not, .the help of the guides must be available either on the 

first round only or on each round. The interpreter-guide can be useful.in 

those areas where populations speaking different languages live together 

in the same clustering, when the enumerator does not speak all these languages. 

3 - The reception of the population 

The survey was generally received well because of the publicity 

campaign that had been carried out, and also because the families covered 

by the survey seemed happy to learn that others found them interesting. 

The more difficult conditions encountered in urban areas were 

successfully met in Tunisia by the use of social workers, as we have just 

seen. We have spoken at length of the problem of interviewing women in Algeria, 

even when female enumerators ~re used, this because of the tradition of 

confining women. 

The frequency of the rounds does not appear to have changed the open 

attitudes of households covered by the survey if the Senegalese survey, now 

in its eighth annual round (some fo these held during the trying period of 

the droughts), is any indication of this or not. 

It is useful to repeat here how necessary it is to have simple 

questionnaires, which do not cause the attention of the person being iritèr

viewed to flag. There are some questions which are taken as a sign that 

some help from the enumerator is forthcoming, as was the case in Senegal, 

where questions about illness .were asked. Each question should be studied 

beforehand to see whether the length of the survey that is planned will 

enable it to be treated without upsetting the survey's schedule. 
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Even though these statistics must in any case quite naturally be 

kept secret, the success of future rounds makes this even more necessary. 

The lista of village populations drawn up by the enumerators must not be 

transmitted to the administration, and the population should be aware of this. 

General figures for a village may be published, though if there are 

significant differences between its figures and the survey's figures, the 

administration is likely to try to verify this. This is a danger that must 

be weighed. 

4 - Carrying out operations 

Follow-up surveys, like any survey, include three phases: preparation, 

work in the field, processing. 

In follow-up surveys, the second phase (operations in the field) is 

considerably. longer and more or less broken up. Overlapping is thus unavoidable 

and in many cases, this is even to be hoped for: the preparation for each 

round, observation and simultaneous processing, etc ••• (see Chapter V, 

"Duration of the Survey"). 

a) Preparation obviously includes the definition of the basic idea 

of the survey, getting money allotted, drawing up documents necessary for 

thework to be done, and most important, train~ng the enumerators, controllers, 

and supervisors, as well as carrying out the essential pilot survey (1). 

b) Work in the field·is in general preceded by a campaign in which 

the population is given ifnromation about the survey. This campaign should, 

however, be used judiciously and discretly when the survey is to be made by 

sampling. In this case it is even more important to meet the local notables, 

for it is necessary for the enumerators to have enough leeway here. The field 

work proper begins with the first interview on the first round and continues 

through the last interview of the last round. Between each round, it was 

planned to leave some free time, this for all practical purposes equal to the 

difference in time between the duration of each round and the interval between 

each round. In some casés, the enumerators were to be used at this time in 

tallying and in transcription (Tunisia, Senegal). This ~oal could be reached 

only partially in Tunisia, and the processing of the survey was delayed 

considerably as a result. 

( 1) Some surveys skipped this step (Tunisia, for e:xample), but thi.s is a 
handicap. 
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This time can be used for three indispensable activities: preparation 

of the next round (especially when som~ of the information is to be cross

checked); retraining of enumerators and controllers; regular and special 

holidays (and if the enumerator works in the field "continuously", this includes 

Sunda~s and holidays). 

In general, the timetable of operations is planned carefully in 

advance for each round, as are the itineraries of the enumerators and the 

teams. This guarantees that the work in the field will be carried out as it 

should be, all the more necessary as the problems of supplies (transport, 

food, etc ••• ) are sometimes very difficult. The documents themselves, blank 

or filled in, should follow a clearly-established routing (distribution, 

stocking, etc ••• ). 

At the same time, the rotation of the enumerators should be planned 

for, this according to the scheme chose. 

c) The most important virtue of processing being its rapidity, it is 

all the more to be desired that processing should go on at the same time as 

work is being done in the field, and that this should continue throughout 

the duration of follow-up surveys, etc ••• It is therefore useful to have, 

in addition to all the enumerators, a separate staff in charge of processing 

only. (Algeria is the best example that can be cited in this respect). If 

necessary, the consistency of the two staffs can be easily checked, this 

followed by further verification in the field. The transcription is carried 

out as the documents are sent in from the field. The first tables can be 

made just a short time after the end of each round. 

When there is a lapse of only a little time between the two rounds, 

such a system is indispensable, as it is when the original documents must be 

sent back to the field quickly. 

5 - Financing and costs 

Under this heading appear some remarks concerning the means of 

financing, management, and estimates of average expenses per unit (the 

"cost price" lacking here). 

a) Means of financing 

While the Algerian survey was financed entirely by the Algerian 

goverriment, half of the financing of the Tunisian survey came from foreign 

sources. 
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For the more limited local surveys, which cost less, financing is 

relatively easy. In Madagascar, the Malagasy goverrunent took care of this; 

in Senegal, except for the national survey, the cost of which was covered 

entirely by the Senegalese goverrunent, foreign aid bas paid for a considerable 

part of the surveye; lastly, in CB.Deroon, the decision to carry out the 

survey as well as the financing came from other sources than the government 

of Cameroon. 

The total length of the survey was not fixed in advance in some cases. 

The first annual cycle was undertaken with the resources then available ~n 

the hope that additional money would be allotted to allow the survey to 

continue. This was the case in Senegal. The advantage of this system is that 

the nation•s own officials, or foreign help, might thus be stimulated to 

carry on the work that has been begun. There is the danger, though, that the 

programme might be interrupted. 

b) Management 

Independent management of the budget is as necessary as a special 

budget for the operations of the survey. Delays in paying salaries, in 

paying for equipment, can affect the way in which the survey is carried out 

(interval between rounds, etc ••• ). This very important drawback was clearly 

illustrated in Tunisia; at the beginning of the experiment in Senegal; some 

similar effects were felt. 

c) Costa 

In estimating costs, there are two types of consideration that come 

into question, one of theee concerning the relativity of the costs involved, 

the other referring to the unit chosen for measuring costs. 

i) Some of the expenses are already included in the normal working 

budget of the organizations involved. This is true, for example, of the 

salaries of some of the staffs, expenses having to do with land and rentals, 

and material which is already available. In such cases, the coet of the survey 

is marginal. 

Moreover, some surveys gather data which is not only demographic 

proper. The cost of the demographic part of these surveys cannot easily be 

calculated. If the other subjects of these survefS vary from one survey to 

the next, it is difficult to mak:e comparisons. 
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The traditional demographic data can be analyeed more or lees 

thoroughly. One can either mak:e do with mak:eshift results of instead exploit 

the data as muoh as possible, when, for example, the length of the observation 

work makes it possible to carry out interesting longitudinal analyste (a study 

of the intervals between births, for example). The oost of prooessing oan 

thus change total oosts considerably, and it is for this reason that such 

elements were not included in the estimates. 

ii) As for the unit to be used, the most useful ~ne seems to be the 

individual per observation year, but one should also take into account: 

- the numbe~ of visite per annual cycle; 

- the number of yearly observation cycles. It so happens that the 

cost of the baseline count is higher than that of subsequent counts. In 

addition, it is only logical that the survey should become easier to carry 

out over the years, thus less expensive. 

Lastly, in surveys by sampling, the'cost of the average distance 

between clusters must be added to the cost of making the survey within a 

cluster. In any event, the following elements might be distinguished: 

- the unit of the individual covered by the survey; 

- from this, the cost involved in surveying the numbers planned on. 

Because of what has been aaid, the estimates in Tables III and IV 

can be taken only as giving points of information. The cost per person polled 

on each round in nationwide surveys is from five to ten times higher that in 

limited surveys. 

Table III - Coat of national surveys by sampling (in French Francs) 

Algeria Tunisia 

Funds involved 8 000 000 FF 1 000 000 FF 
Number of people covered by survey 350 000 140 000 
Total duration of observation work 8-13 months 12-16 months 
Coat per person polled 23 FF 11 FF 
Total reference number 12 000 000 4 500 000 
Coat per pers on in total ref erence 
number 0,67 FF 0,33 FF 
Coat per pers on polled per round 7,6 FF 3,6 FF 

:r.B. These estimatés do not include the coet of prooessing. 
Nothing would have been proved by comparing the results with the costs 
of a general census, where the goals and dataare of a very different 
nature. 



Table IV - Cost of experimental surveys (in French Francs) 

Senegal Cameroon Madagascar 

Sine-Saloum Khombol- Pikine Adamaoua Ankazoabo 
Thienaba 

Funds involved 160 000 FF 46 000 FF 16 000 FF 31 500 FF 46 000 FF 

Number of people 
covered by survey 53 000 12 500 4 000 15 000 25 000 

Cost per person polled 3,00 FF 
3,70 FF 4,00 FF 2, 10 FF 1 ,85 FF 

Number of rounds 4 6 3 5 4 

Cost per person polled 
per round 0,75 FF 0,61 FF 1, 33 FF 0,42 FF 0,46 FF 

Number of complete 
yearly cycles 3 5 2 2 1 

Cost per person polled 
per observation year 1,00 FF 0,74 FF 2,00 FF 1'05 FF 1 ,85 FF 

Number of superviser-
months 23 10 3 27 -

N.B. The cost of the supervisor or teéhnical expert was not included in the experimental surveys. 
It is mentioned, though, under the listing of the amount of time spent on the survey that appears 
at the bottom of the table. 
Senegal - The estimRte is limited to 1963-1965 in Sine-Saloum and 1967-1969 in Pikine in order that 

the calculations should be of the same general order. 
The survey of Sine-Saloum includes provisional processing, as does the survey of Khombol
Thienaba, which gives mainly the mortality rates and quotients by age. 

Cameroon- To make comparison easier, the estimate was made from the figures listed in the detailed 
records covering the main sampling. 

Madag3.sœr- For sake of the comparison in question, only the survey of Ankazoaba is recorded here. 
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If in the very limited surveys the cost price of the technical expert 

is added, one gets the approximate cost per person polled per round of 1,8 FF 

- 3,5 FF (Senegal and Cameroon), something which further reduces the gap. 

In the event that the cost of the survey in one clustering practically 

equals the cost of the experimental surveys, the difference is due to the 

dista~ce between the clusters. This means in effect that for the survey to be 

representative and sufficiently accurate on a nationwide scalë, the cost 

price would be twice as high. It becomes clear why it is advantageous to 

abandon the difficult strata (those, for example, in low population density 

areas) which burden the entire survey considerably, and to tackle these 

areas instead by more homespun methods (as was the case in the Algerian 

S~hara). 
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CHAPTER VII 

SURVEY TECHNIQUES 

Under the general heading 11 survey techniques" we take up rather 

different issues, these more or less directly related to the actual work of 

the enumerator. It· :would be necessary as well to consider here the instruction 

booklets given to enumerators. These documents, which are much too lengthy 

to be taken up here, were not discussed in the first part of this book, 

except for those points which are peculiar to follow-up surveys (1). We 

wpl take up below first the "field" of the survey and then the questionnaire. 

I - The 11field"of the survey 

The 11 field 11 of a survey is bath geographic and temporal. Whether it 

be just a sampling or the entire population which is covered thoroughly by 

the survey, the definition of the individuals making up these groups relies 

on locating them on two levels, in time and geographically. Though this is 

relatively simple in the case of an exhaustive survey that is made in one 

step only, locating them becomes more difficult when the survey cavera a 

sampling - and this for an observation period which is more or less long. 

In the case of follow-up surveys in particular, the field should be clearly 

defined, at the risk of otherwise coming up with differences from one survey 

to the next. 

In this respect, the population of reference must be distinguished 

from the. events of reference. 

A) Population of reference 

The enumerator should draw up bis list of this population, either 

during the baseline count or on each round, depending on the type of survey. 

There are two ways of ·aerining these populations - de jure populations and 

(1) In other handbooks are indicated some of the traditional aspects that 
are shared by follow-up surveys and those made in one round only. 
R. Blanc, Manuel de recherche démographique en pays sous-développé (Paris: 
I.N.S.E.E. 1962). 
I.N.S.E.E.-I.N.E.D., Afrique noire, Madagascar, Comores: Démographie comparée 
(Paris: DGRST, 1967) • _ 
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de facto populations. In the case of the former, it is the ordinary 

situation of individuals that is of interest, this defined either by 

referring to someone's legal statue, or more often, by referring to his 

usual situation (which in turn is defined by spcific criteria). In the 

latter case, it is only the situation existing at the time of the survey 

which is of interest. 

One rarely has to choose either one or the other solution. In most 

cases, the solution adopted falls somewhere between the two, but it is 

closer to de facto than to de jure, depending on the precise case in question, 

of course. 

In demographic surveys, which refer mostly to birth and death rates, 

it might seem more intelligent to refer to de jure populations so as to be 

able to attribute births and deaths to those populations where they took 

place (1). However, a rather complex set of rules is necessary to be able to 

define a de jure population, and these rules are difficult both to teach to 

the enumerator and to put into affect in the field. In general, that is, 

it is the "usual" situation that must be used. However, a situation is 

"usual" only if it lasts a certain length of time. "Presence"and "absence" 

therefore become essential parts of one's working definition - with all the 

riske of error that theee terme imply. Moreover, certain categories of 

individuale, "permanent migrants" (travelling pedlars, for example) can 

thus be miesed by the survey entirely, or on the other hnnd, be over-counted, 

depending on the way in which their migrations have worked out and the 

rules about the length of presence that the particular survey adopts. 

In order to simplify things, efforts have been made to corne as close 

as possible to de facto situations; this is not perfectly satisfactory 

either, as there are serious problems of interpretation when it comes to 

interpreting migratory shifts. 

The best solution is undoubtedly to gather as much information as 

possible during the observation work in the field, and to postpone the 

choice of a population to be used until processing. This can be done in 

two ways: 

Either a de jure population is defined ahead of time, with the 

enumerator being asked to classify the people covered by the survey in three 

(1) Sometimes the sampling itself is responsible for this choice. In Tunisia, 
for example, where the sampling included only "private" households, a de jure 
definition was needed to cover correctly those individuals who belonged to 
collective households. 
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categories (residents present, residents absent, visitors), all of whom will 

in fact be covered by the survey; or a definition might be put off until 

later, when such is feasible. The enumerator distinguishee only between two 

categories of individuals (present and absent), but for each person notes 

the length of time and the reason for the presence (or absence), the various 

rounds making it possible to refine the ideas involved. 

This maximalist solution is doubtless the best, to the extent that 

it enables the population of reference to be defined in relation to situations 

actually observed. 

B) Events of reference 

Theoretically speaking, the events of reference are part of the same 

problem as that of populations of reference, as the two definitions must be 

exact~y the same if they are to be consistent. However, it is not always 

easy to put this consistency into practice • An event (birth or death) 

belongs to the field of the survey when the person it touches belongs to 

the population of reference at the moment it occurs. If a sampling by 

spatial units and a de facto population (including every persan in the 

sampling area at the time of the survey) have been chosen,every event 

taking place in the sampling area during the reference period must be 

included. Pushed to its limita, event the traffic accident which kills someone 

passing through the sampling area in the reference period must be considered. 

The difficulties created when applying this definition to some types of 

events can easily be imagined. 

Moreover, as soon as one leaves the de facto population strictly 

speaking, the definition of the events of reference becomes very complex, 

as the essential thing is to know whether they took place before or after 

the people concerned entered or left the field of the survey. 

Here, too, the best solution appears to be to put off the final 

decision until processing. One must therefore ask the enumerators to record 

all events and to indicate: the exact date and place of the event; the 

situation of the persan concerned at the time the event takes place (presence 

or absence and reason for these; positioning of the event in relation to 

the date on which the subject was "presen~'for the first time. 

All of the questionnaires of the surveys studied in Part·One have 

been reproduced and added on to the appropriate chapter. The striking thing 

about them is their great diversity, and this concerna both form and content. 
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II - The questionnaires 

A)~ 

When producing a questionnaire nothing can be neglected: its format, 

whether printing is to be done on both sides or not, the quality and colour 

of the paper or cardboard, the number of pages, and (when appropriate), the 

binding, etc ••• Each of these items has its own importnnce at different 

stages: transcription of the answers, filing the records, verification, 

tallying. In pa.rticular, the spacès must be large enough ( with wide colur.ms 

and enough space between the lines for the information written there to be 

legible), but small enough so that the questionnaire is not too nwkward, too 

difficult to handle. It is therefore best to use strong paper or cardboard 

whenever possible, especially if the form is printed on both sides. 

Generally speaking, two types of questionnaires are used - individual 

or multiple. Most of the questionnaires studied here are multiple. In Senegal, 

however individual forme were used (1); for in this case, the enumerator went 

back into the field on later rounds with the information already gathered, 

limiting himself to making necessary additions. In such cases, it would have 

been very difficult to use multiple questionnaires, where additions nnd 

corrections would have quickly become illegible. The individual forms had 

here the obvious advantage of being simpler and easier to use. It often 

happens, rnoreover, that additional questions (for individunls) these 

concerning some parts of the population, are tacked on to multiple 

questionnaires. The most common instance of this is the fertility form, 

which is to be used for each woman capable of childbearing. 

In most cases, multiple questionnaires are used for households, and 

the household must be included in the basic definitions of the survey (most 

frequently, "household" includes all those people "living under the same 

roof" or "eating at the same table" who belong to the population of reference). 

The"household" questionnaire therefore includes in such cases at the very 

least the identification of the household, a set of questions on membership 

in the household, and the events that took place during the reference period. 

Attention should be paid so that some special cases do not escape notice 

(for example, a single person, making up a household independently, who dies 

(1) This method is all the better as the surveys are spread over many years 
(some of them have been going on for eigh~ years). 
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during the reference period). It appears, though, that this type of multiple 

questionnaire is the best one suited for follow-up demographic surveys. lt 

allows the problems of populations and· events of reference to be handled 

best,the changes occurring between two rounds to be followed, and the results 

gathered to be checked immediately for consistency. Moreover, the data 

concérning members of the same household are given by some of these members 

(sometimes by one member only) and it is easier to use a questionnaire 

covering everybody. {This does not rule out, though, special questionnaires 

meant for certain well-defined members of th~ household). 

In addition to these individuals and multiple questionnaires, in some 

surveys (in Sonegal and Cameroon, for exarnple), "village ledgers" or "communal 

ledgers" were used - to record declarations of vital events taking place 

between two rounds (births, deaths, ma.rriages). In such cases, the operation 

is more that of a registry of vital statistics than it is a survey proper, 

in which the person concerned does not have to make the first move. The village 

ledger must also be distinguished from another type of survey which is based 

on a system of permanent registration (Algeria). In these cases, the 

"registrars" regularly make their rounds of the sample households, not 

waiting for them to "report" births and deaths. 

The drafting of the questions requires some important decisions to be 

made. There is obviously quite a difference between the simple chart to fill 

in (which merely serves as a guide to the enumerator, who must formulate the 

questions orally) and the real questionnaire (which the enumerator follows 

literally, without changing anything). Can the enumerator's judgment be 

trusted ? To what extent ? The question came up very clearly in Algeria, 

where a solution that limited as much as possible the initiative of the 

eiumerator was adopted (without, nonetheless, going as far as to use a 

questionnaire which was drawn up completely, since this - because of the type 

of questions asked - would have been much too lengthy). The awkward questions -

and those questions considered to be most important - were written out in 

entirety on a separate form that the enumerator was to consult in order to 

fill in some parts of the questionnaire (which, it so happens, took the form 

of a simple chart). The system used in Algeria for the questionnaires, the 

most complicated of all those studied here, wae doubtless too much so.- Of 

course, part of this came from the questionnaire's including many questions 

on special topics (fertility, profession). In spite of this, it does not 

appear that the quality of the information obtained euffered as a result. 
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In any event, it seems best to indicate to the enumerator the exact 

list of questions to be asked and the order in which these are to be asked, 

as well as to drnw up completely those questions which might otherwise be 

formul11ted ambiguously. 

The language in which the questionnaire is written - the link betwr:len 

form and content - is itself n difficult problem. The surveys taken up here 

were in general designed by French-speaking teams, and the first version of 

the questionnaires was therefore in French. The questionnaire itself, though, 

was meant to be used in the native language of those covered by the survey. 

In countries where there was only one native language, and where this was 

spoken by the enumerator (who, in addition, happened to speak French - as 

was the case in Tunisia), it was felt necessary to translate on the form 

itself at least some of the questions, so as to be sure of consistency. It 

goes without saying that the problem is more awkward when the native language 

changes from one region to the next. The danger of mistaken interpretation 

is all the greater there, as the preventive measures to be taken are more 

numerous (translations, enumerators chosen because of their mother tongue, 

etc ••• ). 

B - Content 

In this section we distinguish between the basic questionnaire, which 

is to some extent the corn.mon denominator shared by all follow-up demographic 

surveys and the additional questionnaires which might be used as well, for 

~11 or part of the population covered by the survey. 

1 - Basic questionnaire 

We treat questions on events separately from those concerning 

populations. 

a) Population 

Whatever the form of questionnaire, a list of the individuals concerned 

must be drawn up, and for each person certain information must be noted 

(family name, first names, sex, how related (1), date and place of birth -

(1) Very often it is the relationship with the "head of the household" that is 
studied. This is not enough, however, to make an analysis of the structure of 
family units, and it is necessary to get a much fuller ~icture of the rela
tionships between the various members of the household (e.g.,Tunisia). If 
individual questionnaires are used as well, it is easier to locate the indivi
dual more easily on later rounds if the family names and first names of the 
parents at the very least have been indicated (e.g., Senegal). 
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in all cases; in certain situations, ethnie group, language spoken, level of 

education, etc ••• ).This inventory of the population covered by the survey 

can be made on the first round only, on several of the rounds, or even on 

each round. 

If this is only done on the first round (which is thus called the 

baseline count), on later rounds only those changes which took place in 

between times need be noted. The inventory of the population will be therefore 

known at the end or in the middle of the reference period if the first 

inventory is corrected by adding additional observations later on (this was 

the procedure adopted in Cameroon). 

It might be necessary, though, to make a new inventory, if not on 

each round (as in Tunisia and Algeria), at least on several rounds. This 

technique provides a sounder basis for calculations in demographic analysis 

(for the events can be attributed to a true "average population"), and in 

some cases can be used to figure out errors mRde concerning the structure 

of the population, or to avoid leaving out certain types of events. The 

decision to use the population questionnaire more than once can be made 

independently or in regard to other matters. 

Obviously, any comparison of the same individual made round by round 

in longitudinal analysis requires at the very least that the person can be 

identified without any mistake on each round (by the means, for example, of 

a reference number). The independance and separateness of the rounds require, 

too, a system of individual identification. 

Independant rounds -

The enumerator knows on the second or third rounds only the reference 

number used on the preceding round. This is difficult to put into practice, 

for if the household number can be transmitted from one round to the next 

without indications as to the make-up of the household, this is not the case 

with the individual's number, which depends on his position in the household. 

If we consider this problem to be settled, we might imagine in such a case 

making a comparison of each person on each successive round. Errors made in 

the size of households or concerning the individual's features can be 

considered to be independant of one another from one round to the next. The 

results of this compromise can later be used in processing to calculate 

errors, or verifications might be made in the field. 
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Such a method raises three problems: if the identification of 

individuals is not accurate, the comparison itself will seem less useful; 

a return to the field can only be made after the comparison is finished, and 

this comparison itself requires a considerable amount of time; the households 

involved sometimes do not understand why the "sa.me work" is carried out at 

regular intervals. 

Dependant rounds -

The enumerator knowa all or part of the answers given on the previous 

round. Practical advantages here are obvious: there is no problem in 

identifying the individual. The enumerator can himself immediately verify 

the accuracy of statements made to him on different rounds, making the 

necessary corrections~ However, as there is no longer any independance 

between the answers that are supplied, it is no longer possible to calculate 

errors (1). What is more, the enumerator tends to limit himself to noting 

down new information, which leaves us with a baseline count that is merely 

corrected on successive rounds. An intermediate solution, though, appears to 

be more satisfactory (2). On the second, third rounds, etc ••• , the enumerator 

has a list of the names of individuals (without any other individual features 

noted); he knows, in the case of female informants, whether the person in 

question was or was not pregnant on previous rounds - but nothing else. He 

must therefore carry out the survey as on the first round without taking 

into consideration the information obtained then. Later the results obtained 

are compared with the information he has available, and he can, finally, 

request clarification when .the answers are inconsistent. This system makes 

it possible to keep the answers at least somewhat independant of one another 

(this is doubtless relevRnt when it cornes to the size of households, but not 

for information about individual features, age especially); avoid leaving 

out certain types of events: the deaths of people previouely covered by the 

survey, the births of children for women who reported a pregnancy on the 

previous round. 

It requires, though, a set of enumerators who are competent and· 

conscientious; the way of conducting interviews must be cloaely supervised. 

(1) These errors concern the omission of individuals, plus information about 
them known by the enumerators. 

(2) Provided that the enumerators, and the checks made, are fair. 
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Processing is necessarily more complicated (involving the comparison of 

observations made on several occasions in cases where one wants to measure 

the extent of error). 

b) Events 

The basic aim of follow-up surveys is to "catch" the events taking 

place between consecutive passages, to follow the evolution between two 

rounds of the population covered by the survey (whence the expression 

"continuous surveye", which are distinguished from the traditional retrospec

tive surveye). The field of the survey can be extended, though, to good 

effect by allowing for various reference periods. 

- Continuous surveys and retrospective surveys. 

There are obvious advantages to be obtained from carrying out the 

traditional retrospective survey on the first (baseline) round. There is a 

gain in time. If the retrospective survey is processed quickly it can yield, 

in a very short time, tentative results. These nre naturally to be used 

carefully. But theee results are at least as good as those of any traditional 

survey and can be ueed, for lack of better, while waiting for the final 

results. 

There are advantages to be obtained for the part of the survey that 

is continuoue. Knowing that events took place earlier, at the time of the 

baseline count, makes the rest of the survey more efficient, even when these 

first results were incomplete. An event which vas already reported on the 

first round and then later declared as taking place after this round, can be 

classified correctly at once. 

There are advantages methodologically. Comparing "retrospective" data 

with"continuous" data in the same survey enables the respective virtues of 

each method to be measured. 

So that the reference period of the retrospective part of the survey 

was effective, in Tunisia and in Algeria, a fixed starting date that 

corresponded to a notable occasion for the entire population (Aîd-es-Seghir) 

wae used. In such a system, the usual advantage gained by referring to the 

"last twelve months" (this making up a standard one year reference period) 

was lost; but on the other band, there was a gain in the accuracy of dated 

events, which is even more important (during processing it is relatively 

easy to go back to a period of twelve full months). 
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- Overlapping of reference periods. 

The workings and the advantages of overlapping various reference 

periods were already covered in Chapter V, "Duration of the Survey". The 

"events" questionnaire on the second round, third round, etc ••• , can, that is, 

cover not only the period since the last round, but can take up again all or 

part· of the reference period used before then. On the second round, for 

exemple, the retrospective reference period could be covered again. On the 

third round, either the retrospective period and the first and second rounds 

could be covered, or only the second round, and so on. 

When gathered separately, information concerning the same events makeà 

it possible to calculate the errors and to measure forgetfulness over a given 

period of time. 

Overlapping ref erence periods were regularly used in Algeria and 

Tunisia. 

Verification by using the inventory. 

Depending on the type questionnaire used, the answers given to questions 

might be checked against those furnished on the inventory during the previous 

round. Such is the case, taken up above, when a list of the names of indivi~ 

duale recorded on previous rounds is available, as well as answers to the 

question on pregnancy (see "dependent rounds"). 

- The question of "catching-up". 

When a certain type·of event is not declared in the appropriate 

reference period, one way to make this up involves asking for the date of 

the most recent event of this type in the household (see the Tunisian 

questionnaire, where some deaths and births could thus be retrieved). The 

answers given to these questions, moreover, could well be compared from one 

round to the next. 

2 - Supplementary questionnaires 

During a demographic survey, one might want to take up one or more 

subjects that have nothing to do with the observation of demographic changes 

proper. The case arising most frequently is that of the recent history of 

women capable of childbearing. But one can also look for additional information 

on the professions, the level of schooling, etc •• , of certain categories 

of people. 
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This additional information in general can be gathered from a 

sampling which is smaller; doeê not concern everybody; and does not 

necessarily require continuous observation work. These additional question

naires can thus cover a subsampling (see chapter "Method used in sample 

taking"); some members of the household only {e;g., married, widowed or 

divorced women; males older than 15 for the professions, etc ••• ); one round 

only. 

In these cases, the follow-up survey can make i t possi.ble to carry 

out several investigations without overburdening the questionnaire. 

This tachnique should not be abused, though, for multiplying the 

categories of people and the object of each round could, if done excessively, 

bias the answers to the basic questionnaires to the extent, that is, that 

answers can be influenced by particular circumstances at the time they are 

given (1). 

Some of the additional questionnaires might, moreover, require 

treatment during several rounds (e.g., study of professional migrations); 

or they might lead to a marked improvement (for example, in the fertility 

records for married, widowed, and divorced women). In such cases, the 

additional questionnaire, even though it covers a subsampling, is a burden 

on all the rounds; and if the range of the survey as a whole is not to be 

reduced, the number of these operations should be limited. 

While on this topic, we cannot emphasize enough the need to design 

questionnaires that are as accurate and simple as possible. Questions must 

be set clearly and must net.be ambiguous. The enumerator must know thoroughly 

all the workings of the questionnaire, which should, moreover, be made as 

practical and easy to handle as is feasible. 

C - The objecte of the questionnaire. 

We have already seen that the questionnaire can include several parts 

of which one, the basic questionnaire, is meant for the entire sampling; the 

additional questionnaires, for certain people only (i.e., subsamplings in 

these categories). 

(1) It is necessary in particular to eliminate those questions that have 
little relation to the main aime of the survey, as well as subjects which are 
likely to be accepted poorly by the population covered by the survey (income, 
land ownership, etc., for example), which distract from the atmosphere 
necessary for a successful survey. 
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It should be noted, in addition, that the basic questionnaire itself, 

on the second round, third round, etc., can be reserved to a limited number 

of test households. This was the case, for example, in one of the surveys 

in Madagascar, where on the baseline count, one was limited to asking the 

notables for liste of households where events had taken place, these households 

then covered by the survey. We could not emphasize enough the inadequacies of 

such a method, as the method used in follow-up surveys is intended precisely 

to reduce omissions. The omissions are unlikely to take place in households 

that the notables know well for having been tpe "scene" of a demographic 

event. 

We should go even further, and state that one of the major concerne 

of the enumerator is to question as many people as he can in any one 

household so as to be able to make the necessary cross-checks. 

Conclusion. 

These "survey techniques" might appear to be a collection of recipes 

which, moreover, could not be used everywhere. The dialogue between the 

enÜmerator and hie informant is.affected by numerous psychological, socio

logical and material factors. It is necessary to weigh these carefully and 

to choose the solution best adapted to local conditions. It would be 

disastrous to neglect this aide of things, which is necessary for a follow-up 

survey, which means to reduce the number of errors of observation, to be 

successful. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

A) Processing 

1 - Main goals. 

The goals of the surveys on which this handbook is based are not 

identical. It is obvious that because of this, different methods are called 

fqr in processing these surveys and in carrying them out in the first place. 

The problems which arise are not identical either. Roughly speaking, two 

types of surveys can be distinguished: the large-scale surveys, the aims of 

which are relatively simple (Algeria, Tunisia), and the smaller surveys, 

with more experimental aims (Senegal, CAmeroon, Madagascar), or that are 

even limited to very specific points (see chapter "Goals"). 

The processing of the former surveys is much like that of traditional 

surveys, in spite of some special problems. The others, though, must often 

use different methods (pairing of documents, for example), something which 

would have been impossible with a large number of questionnaires. 

2 - Methods of processing. 

The method of processing is chosen in consideration of the needs of 

analysis and the number of documents that are to be treated. If, however, 

one wants to use modern methods, such as computer processing, the cost of 

such operations should not be forgotten, nor the additional problems that 

accompany the use of such methods. 

The resources available vary, but they can be summarized under four 

heads: manual processing done directly; the use of intermediary summary 

forma, punched cards(office calculators), or computer processing. The 

processes are listed in order of ascending difficulty -in order of ascending 

richness and potentiality as well. It goes without saying that for a 

relatively big survey, several methods may be used either simultaneously or 

successively (quick manual processing followed by the use of punched carda, 

for example). 
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a) Manual processing. 

This process was the only one used in the surveys in Cameroon and 

Madagascar. It was used to some extent ïn other surveys, mainly for rapid 

processing of certain items (tentative results for a round which had been 

completed or which was still going on). 

A priori, this method seems long and tedious, for it involves 

searching for the information on each questionnaire which enables the person 

to be classified according to one of the categories set up beforehand. In 

fact, though, as the example of Cameroon shows, it seems that this method 

was responsible for rather rapid processing, because only the baseline count 

was difficult to t~eat: the number of cases in which the events referred to 

periods between rounds was relatively rare, as was - as a result - the 

additional work involved. In Madagascar, even1swere compared two at a time. 

Even if such comparisons cannot be made easily manually - especially because 

of the difficulty involved in correctly identifying each event (changes 

in the spelling of family and first names, use of patronymics, different 

dates given, etc •• ) - it nonetheless seems that this is the only way of 

getting satisfactory results. In the case of small card files, this method 

offers several big advantages: it is hot necessary to call for additional 

help, which is frequently a cause of additional errors. All of the documents 

can often be handled either by one person alone or by a small group. Such is 

necessary to avoid differences in interpretation. Lastly, important errors 

can be detected quickly. This last requirement argues strongly in faveur 

of a rapid manual processing carried out in the field itself. Poor inter

pretations made by enumerators were thus able to be spotted quickly in Tunisia 

and Algeria. This was done by verification processing done on the very 

evening of the survey. 

There are, however, a good number of disadvantages, the most important 

of·which is related to the tables used in processing. There must be very few 

of these, set up well in advance, and they must be very simple (three or four 

figures at most). Verification and correction of results is practically 

impossible. 

b) Intermediary forma. 

Instead of directly processing questionnaires, which are often filled 

in under rather poor conditions (bad handwriting, rain, etc •• ,) it is better 

to m~e up an intermediary form which is handier to use. A first step in this 
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direction might be found in the use of different coloured forms for certain 

essential characteristics (sex, age, marital status, etc •• ), or according to 

any other system of rapid differentiation: marginal notes on forma, notchea 

made according to a simple code, perforations made in the margina, etc ••• 

The forma can thus be easily filed by any number of methods. Jt is above all 

very simple to locate all the cards covering a simple characteristic (for 

example, mnrried men still economically active), and to use these to carry 

out the type of manual processing desired (1). 

Although the system seems a priori very attractive, it is not to be 

recommended: it combines the disadvantages of munual processing (although 

tnese are lessened) with those of processing by office calculators, without 

having, however, the rapidity of the first process or the rich potential of 

the second. Nonetheless, one might set up a small easy-to-use card file in 

order to solve some problems, especially when it involves average sized 

surveys (20 000 people). 

c) Punched carda. 

This is the method of processing most frequently used for a large 

number of records, both for processing by office calculators and for cases 

where the carde are used as a prop before being sent for computer processing. 

This is what was done in Algeria and Tuniaia, and to some extent, in Senegal. 

Two units must be set up if punched carda are to be used: a trans

cription unit and a unit for the punched carda themselves. For the latter, 

there are generally few problems, except for that of hiring a staff that is 

both accurate and quick. Obviously, perforating machines must be available 

(when need be, it is possible to have the carda perforated by any perforating 

service already set up, as this is a purely mechanical operation. On the other 

hand, a transcription unit is often rather difficult to set up. The competence 

of the staff must be very high, and they must be familiar with the survey 

in detail and be well supervised. Two solutions have been tried: transcrip

tion by the staff of the survey (enwnerators) between two rounds or at the 

end of the survey (Tunisia, Senegal); transcription by a specially trained 

staff (Algeria). Whatever the method adopted, special training for transcrip

tion must be planned on. It is above all necessary to have suffièient 

(1) The surveys in Senegal are a good example of how to handle card files 
this way. 
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supervision for this unit. In most cases, the codes used were relatively 

simple, but difficulties could arise at any time. The output to be expected 

of .somebody working on transcription is.easily twice as much that expected 

of an enumerator: in Algeria, where transcription went on at the same time 

as the survey itself, there were about 100 enumerators (not including 

superitisors) and 50 people in charge of transcription (verifiers and super

visors not included). 

Transcription can be made directly on ~he questionnaires or on 

intermediary grids. Transcription on the questionnaire itself has its 

advantages: it is easy to check,the enumerator is able to do some pretrans

cription. This presents a big drawback when several different card files have 

been planned. Perforation must then be done in several steps, with the risk 

of error that this implies. The questionnaires themselves must be easy to 

handle for those doing the perforating,as they work under difficult conditions. 

We think it preferable to emphasize the purely mechanical nature of this 

process, ant this requires transcription grids, which will be different, 

depending on the card files that are to be prepared, this choice to be made 

ideally in the perforating service itself. In Algeria, for example, three 

sorts of files were set up: one on households, with carde which were all the 

same; one for individuals, with two types of carde (depending on whether or 

not an individual was affected by a given event); and one for events, with 

different carde depending on the event (births, deaths, migrations). 

d) Computera. 

In spite of certRin difficulties, these often financial, computera 

are being used more frequently. This is not always possible, though, nor is 

it desirable when the sampling covers a small population. The advantages 

that this method offers, though, are so very great, that one should not 

hesitate to use it, even if it poses rather big problems. These problems 

begin when the data is fed into the computer (this done in several ways: 

optical reading, feeding the information in directly, punched carda, etc ••• 

In the present state of things, we believe that punched carde are sufficiently 

accurate, but this will probably not be the case in the future). This brings 

us up to another type of problem: a team of well-trained programmera should 

be available, these people aware of changes in the development of computera 

and able to settle unforeseen problems. It should be said that one can buy 

processing programmes for surveys already prepared, but these can rarely be 

adapted easily to a partic~lar survey. 
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e) Where processing is done. 

Processing is practically never done in the field itself, but rather 

as far away as possible. The organization of this stage must be planned 

w'ith great care: records (punched carda or tapes) should be shipped safely; 

shipments should be made quickly and deadlines respected; the administration 

of equïpment and supplies should be efficient, in order to avoid waste. As 

minor as these material problems may seem, it is often these which have led 

to the most serious consequences. 

3 - Correction of errors. 

Whatever the method of processing chosen, the question of correcting 

the various errors that can be made must be faced: errors of observation, 

errors in transcription, etc ••• (Sampling errors themselves are unavoidable.). 

Therefore, at every stage of the survey, but especially in the field, 

one should try to reduce these errors by the stricted set of checks. Sorne 

errors will remain, of course, however great the efforts made to avoid them. 

These errors can be divided into two categories: errors which cannot be traced, 

except in analysis (errors made by the enumerators, sampling errors, etc ••• ) 

which should be spoken of in a brief note when the results are published; and 

errors that can be traced (inconsistency, lack of answers, etc ••• ), which 

should be corrected before the publication of the results. We are only 

interested here in this second type of error, the others being taken up in 

the chapters "Methods of sample taking used" and "Analysis". 

There are aeveral positions that can be taken: errors can be accepted, 

or corrected a priori or a posteriori. The most frank approach, accepting 

aome errer, is only possible when the results of the survey remain in a 

limited circle of specialists, for even when statistically speaking an errer 

causes no problems, the psychological impact of auoh an errer is often great 

(for example, what would be thought of a table which brought out information 

about a 78 year old woman who was pregnant ? ) As a result, these errors are 

often corrected. 

a) A priori corrections. 

A priori correction means that the errors are corrected in the card 

file itself, so as to obtain the proper tables. The card file or records (i.e., 

the questionnaire itself when processing is manual, tapes in other cases) must 

be analysed so as to record all inconsistencies, whether those be interna! 
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(concerning, say, the various fèatures of a particular person) or external 

(related to the features of an individual and the groupa to which he belongs). 

There are certain relationships, more or less subtle, between age and marital 

status, sex, age, profession, etc ••• (the internal relationships) and between 

the ages of parents and children (external relationships). Drawing up this 

list of inconsistencies is one of the mos·t important things that there is to 

be done. The scale of this catalogue depends on the form tha t "these records 

are expected to take: setting up separate files (on households, individuals, 

etc ••• ) only requires a limited study of each file. On the other hand, though, 

if files with cross-references are planned, looking for inconsistencies is much 

more awkward. 

Once this catalogue of inconsistencies is drawn up, the files can be 

sorted through in order to locate those parts which include mistakes, these 

to be corrected. They can be corrected by one of two ways: systematic 

correction or random correction (it is always possible to go back to the basic 

document , the questionnaire, and even to go back into the field. This type 

of movement in reverse should be as infrequent ns possible, as it often 

complicates things and gives rise to new mistakes. In any event, it alone is 

not sufficient, and this forma only one of the stages in correction). Systematic 

correction is a very simple process: it involves replacing inaccurate 

information by other information obtained earlier (e.g., "sex not declared", 

is listed as "male", then "female", alternatively; the age difference between 

a mother and her first child is put down as 15 years, etc ••• ). Even though 

this method is arbitrary (and provided that the figures picked are chosen 

intelligently), it has two big advantages - its simplicity and its accuracy. 

Inaccurate information is replaced by the average figures for the category 

in question. Mathematically, there is practically no errer brought in. This 

system can be used, moreover, to correct certain obvious bias. In Algeria it 

was decided to consider undeclared births and deaths as referring to females, 

in order to correct - at least partially - the much too low figures for this 

category. 

In random correction, information is replaced by information arrived 

at by chance, this obtained from the mass of acceptable data (sometimes with 

unequal probability). It is even simpler to assign the individual about whom 

declared information is false corresponding features of the person closest to 

him, either geographically (the person immediately preceding) or in other 
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respects (someone who resembles him in other respects - the "hot deck" method). 

This method is better than the first if there are to be numerous corrections, 

as it probably gives a truer picture of things. There is, mathematically 

speaking, practically no error, and in any case, less than in the first method 

described. 

If one or both of these methods is adopted, and this is often the case, 

the corrections made will make it necessary to make new corrections for 

consistency. It is necessary, therefore, to classify the corrections that are 

to be made and to make these in successive steps. 

Example 1) The following data appears on n card: sex not declared; 

22 years old, three months pregnant; one child 12 years old. The corrections 

are: female (because of the pregnancy), 27 years old (the age difference 

between the mother and her first child is not large enough). In this case, 

the child's age is accepted as being more accurate than his mother 1s. The 

opposite might have been assumed, and the age of the child would have been 

corrected to ~or 8 years. 

Example 2) Male, 36 years old, profession not declared. The profession 

listed will be that of a person of the same age and sex who was also covered 

by the survey. It would be wise to consider another more selective factor 

here, that of the level of schooling. 

Example 3) Male, 6 months, married, profession not declared. He will 

be listed as single and not working, this on the assumption that his age is 

probably accurate. But what might equally be the case is that the age given 

is mistaken, if marital statua is the basis standard used. The card could 

thus be corrected to male, 35 years, married, farmer, the correction consisting 

in a random choice of age and profession. 

These exemples show the difficulties that come up in a passable correction 

programme. If, however, certain features are trusted more than others, the 

programme might be even satisfactory. It is therefore advisable that the 

enurnerators concentrate on eseential features. 

b) A posteriori corrections 

Instead of correcting the files themselves, one might prefer to correct 

the tables of the results. There are two advantages to be obtained in doing 

this: it is possible to avoid the difficult job of correcting the files; and 
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secondly, because the analyst (who must correct the tables as best he can) 

becomes familiar with the contents of these tables, he can therefore limit 

the number of corrections. 

If this system is adopted, one must plan on a first and tentative 

publication of the results , this including space for errors (items not 

declared, not covered by the regular categories). Afterwards these errors 

must be corrected on each table. As in the cases spoken of before, systematic 

corrections can be made or a more flexible system can be adopted (namely, 

a system of dividing errors proportionally). 

If this method is satisfactory for a table taken in isolation, the 

big drawback of the method is its inconsistency when passing from one table 

to the next. The processing process as a whole is likely to be somewhat 

unhomogeneous, and for this reason we prefer the method of a priori corrections. 

4 - Comparing successive sets of questionnaires. 

The above paragraph takes up the correction of errors found on a 

single questionnaire. When the various rounds are to be processed separately, 

the methods outlined above can be used. In fact, though, surveys in more than 

one round make it possible to make additional corrections by comparing other 

questionnaires concerning a single person. In addition, longitudinal analyses 

can be made. The type of analysis (and therefore the nppropriate correction 

programmes) chosen will depend on the scale and aima of the survey. 

a) Cross~sectional analysis. 

Each round is processed separately, like a census. In this case, one 

can either use a set programme of correcting errors in each round, without 

ever comparing the various questionnaires, or else include this comparison 

in the programme. There are big advantages to be obtained by choosing the 

first method: the programme is the same for all the rounds; processing can 

be done more quickly; above all, the practical difficulties arising from such 

a comparison (especially when there are mistakes in identification) can be 

avoided. In the second method, one must first decide how each item, in all 

the files available, is to be compared. And it has to be decided whether the 

data of each round will be compared only at the end of the survey (1), or 

(1) The Tunisian aurvey ia a good example ~f the way in which the data of the 
three rounds can be syntheaized on one single card. The system of correction 
of ages that was adopted is especially interesting. 
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whether the first round will be·processed, later the second round (this in 

relation to the first round), the third round (this in relation to the first 

two rounds), etc ••• Whatever the choice made,a set programme for correcting 

errors should be used, since comparing the records available makes it possible 

to correct only the mistakes appearing in one of them: male on the first 

round, not declared on the second round, male on the third round, gives male 

on the second round. But what is to be made of male on the first round, 

female on the second, not declared on the third ? 

If nny cross-sectional processing is to be carried out, it seems to 

us that this comparison of the records is unecessary. The benefits to be 

obtained from such a comparison seem disproportionate to the problems raised. 

Instead, it would be better to have a very good system of making corrections 

for each round separately and to keep to this. It would be a shame, though, 

to give up longitudinal Hnnlysis, which is the great novelty and advantage 

of follow-up surveye. 

To the extent that the observations made from one round to the next 

are independent, processing the results of each round separately might 

possibly lead to some interesting studies being made on the quality of the 

information gathered: the affects of the passing of time, the reckon~ng of 

ages, etc ••• But such studies could be made only if the data of the various 

rounds was processed without reference to one another. 

b) Longitudinal analysis. 

A comparison of the files item by item must be mnde if one plans on 

longitudinnl analysis. This is not especially difficult when the files or 

records are not too numerous. It might be decided to use only a single form 

for each persan, on which would be indicated the data reported initially and 

the data gathered on subsequent rounds. If, however, the files are more 

substantinl, or if a lot of informntion on individuals has been gathered, 

one might use several forma, each of them containing certain unchanging items 

(for example, a person's sex, which remains the same from one round to the 

next) and those items that do vary (e.g., profession; when there is a change 

this might be studied along with professional "migrations"). These forma (or, 

when appropriate, punched cards or tapes) should be easily identifiable, in 

order to mruce comparisons easier. So as to avoid making errors in identification 

which can lead to the permanent loss of some people, it would be best to use 
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a system of identification that would allow individuals to be classified in 

certain well-known orders. The identification number, thus, could be: 

- survey zone: department, commune, etc ••• 

- number of the household in the survey zone. 

- number of the individual in the household. 

When this system is used, the important mistak:es appearing on a list 

of individuals are immediately evident. 

Example 1) Punched cnrds were made for one village covered by the 

survey. A list of the carda was drawn up, yielding: 

197.25.01 

197.25.02 

157.25.03 

197.25.04 

It is obvious that the third card includes a mistake, and that the 

number should be 197.25.03. 

Example 2) All of the punched carda were classified by survey zone 

and household number, yielding: 

293.17 .01 

293.17 .02 

293.17 .03 

293.18.01 

293.10.03 

293. 18.04 

Obviously, the card 293.18.02 is missing. It should be looked for in 

the discards of the card file (among those carda that could not be filed 

elsewhere). If the card is not found, one should take the measures necessary: 

look for the file corresponding to this household and make up the missing 

card or a repeat card 293.17.02, producing 293.18.02. (By this method an 

individual who is "missing" can be replaced by someone else whose characte

ristics are probably fairly similar; in household 17, the persan is probably 

the wife of the head of the household and the missing card in household 18 

is probably that of the wife of the head of the household. The geographic 

proximity of the two households lets us assume that they share rather similar 

characteristics - and this is especially true in country areas). Other wnys 

of making up duplicata carda may be used. 
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Data concerning the Saille people can be compared once the card files 

have been classified in a given order. It should be realized, though, that 

the card files are not identical from one round to the next. 

1st round 2nd round 3rd round 

223.17 .01 223.17 .01 223.17.01 
223.17 .02 223.11.02 - (1) 
223.18.01 223.18.01 223.18.01 
224.01.01 224.01.01 224.01.01 

- (2) 224.01.02 224.01.02 
224.02.01 224.02.01 224.02.01 

The first item {1) refera to an individual who was present during 

the first two rounds but absent on the third (death or emigration); the 

second item (2) refera to an individual who appears starting on the second 

round (birth or immigration). 

The problems posed by these structural differencee might be eolved 

by drawing up fictitious carda for the people in question. The comparison of 

individuals thus falls under two heads: characteristics which vary from one 

round to the next (sex, date of birth) and those which might possibly be 

affected by certain conditions (marital statue, profession, etc ••• ). Each of 

these features should be examined in order ta detect errors which might have 

been made and to take measures to correct them. 

Example 1 

Sex Date of birth Marital statua 

1st round M 1940 single 

2nd round M 1939 married 

3rd round M 1940 single 

We can accept the declaration about the person's sex; the date of 

birth ~ight be changed to 1940 (where two answers are identical). If we accept 

the marital statua reported on the second round, that of the third round is 

impossible. We can accept: single, single, single, or single, married, married, 

or single, married, widowed. Unless other information is available the three 

solutions are equally plausible (and the third possibility could be confirmed 

by the wife's death between the second and third rounds). 
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Example 2 

' Sex Date of birth Profession 

1st round F 1935 -
2nd round F 1933 -
3rd round M 1934 -

The sex listed on the third round might be corrected, all the more so as 

it is often women (of the age in question) whô do not work. The date of birth 

might be listed as 1934 (which is the average date). 

Example 3 

Sex Date of birth Number of children 

1st round F 1940 7 

2nd round F 1938 8 

3rd round F 1955 8 

(The survey is assumed to have been made in 1970) 

The number of children listed can be accepted (one could verify as to 

whether a birth took place between the first two rounds), but there is no 

question of accepting the date of 1955. 1939 (the average of the acceptable 

dates) might, for example, be chosen instead. 

Example 4 

Sex Date of birth Level of schooling Profession 
-

1st round M 1935 B.E.P.C. schoolteacher 

2nd round M 1935 B.E.P.C. civil servant 

3rd round M 1935 C.E.P. schoolteacher 

The level of schooling on the third round can be changed to B.E.P.C., 

as can the ~rofession of the second round to schoolteacher (the enumerators 

should, moreover, be asked to furnish more precise answers than "civil 

servant"). 
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The few examplee cited ~how how difficult it ie to draw up any general 

rules of correction. As it happene, one is often led to adopt some rather 

strict rules for simple features (for example, the most frequent eex listed; 

the average date f0r the year of birth), and to treat more complex cases 

eeparately. It is therefore necessary to draw up a list of changes in a 

person's reported condition that could not be accepted (e.g., a married 

person can only be listed later on as married, divorced, or widowed), these 

changes in addition to those features which are themselves contradictory. 

Serious difficulties often come from the complex nature of correcting 

errors before longitudinal analysis. Operations might be simplified thus: 

- the analysis can concentrate only on cohorts that are generally 

de~ined by sex and age (date of birth). The efforts made will be concentrated 

on these basic features. 

- eome information might be processed only when some rather obvious 

cross-checks have been made (e.g., an analysis of profèssional migrations 

would only take up changes of jobs which are very different, as, say, a shift 

from the industrial sector to the commercial sector). The hard and fast 

correction of some errors is thus useless. Nothing would be gained, in the 

case just mentioned, by correcting the following forms: 

1st round: selling items for the household 

2nd round: hardware 

3rd round: bazaar 

- it might be possible not to correct errors to the extent that they 

have been located. If, that is, the errors are distributed randomly and if 

there are relatively few of them, it is possible to eliminate all the 

inaccurate forms, something which would result in the reduction of the 

sampling-fraction. The danger of bias is rather great, though, for it is 

unusual for the errors to be distributed randomly. 

5 - Drawing up the tables. 

The main goal of processing is obviously to draw up statistical tables; 

this operation generally takes place in two phases. While the survey is being 

prepared a preliminary list is drawn up, when possible, with the help of those 

likely to use the survey. This will be of use both when the questionnaire is 

being drawn up and in the processing stage, when various problems of a 
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practical order will be settled: the format of tables to be drawn up, 

printing, etc ••• This first list of the tables should be as complete as 

possible, particularly because i t is fr.am this list that the questions to be 

asked will be chosen. It is not a questio·n, though, of drawing up a detailed 

list, nor a definitive list. The important thing is to be able to publish 

other.tables when necessary, once the basic tables have appeared. 

In most cases, especially when the survey takes place over a rather 

long stretch of time, production of the various tables is staggered, this in 

two different wâys: the most important tables are produced first to the extent 

that this is possible (e.g., processing done round by round); or, the basic' 

tables are prepared first, those of secondary importance afterwards. The 

desire to publish results quickly should be resisted, and one should not let 

oneself be snowed under by requests for "high priority" tables, which more 

often than not turn out to be useless. It is better to produce perfect tables, 

even if this must be done slowly, than to present masses of organized figures. 

It is a good idea to give the people likely to use the survey's 

results detailed layouts of the tables planned on, emphasizing the various 

possibilities that exist to change the focus on the various populations 

involved. The layouts can thus be discussed just as easily as could the tables 

themselves. It is also possible to avoid making costly rough copies. The list 

of tables to be drawn up should be widely circulated. 

6 - ~~ple of a processing programme. 

The example that follows takes up, roughly speaking, the programmes 

of the Algerian survey. The outline of this survey is, briefly, three separate 

rounds made in the same households at six month intervals. The questionnaires, 

those of a census, are the same in all the rounds. Only the identification of 

the household and that of individuals present during the previous round is 

carried over from one questionnaire to the next. (Because of the method of 

sampling used, it is possible either not to meet a household on subsequent 

rounds, or to meet new households. The problems this can pose is not the 

subject of these paragraphe). 

a) Organization of t~e card file. 

The card file is so designed as to make it possible to carry out 

either partial or complete processing, as desired. When it is a question of 

complete processing, the baseline registration should make it possible to 
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relate features concerning all~the members of the household. For partial 

processing, only those features concerning an "individual" are used (the 

household as a whole, the individual or single event in the strict sense of 

the word). 

The registration of the baseline round is made thua: a household card 

(Form. 1) includes the features shared all members of the household (size of 

houaehold, residence, etc ••• ). Then, tbere are individual forma (Form 2) for 

each reaident in the bousehold (one peraon to a card). Theae carda include 

the information concerning the particular person (age, sex, profession, etc ••• ) 

Event carda are used for a person when he is affected by a given event. 

N.B. - The events that might occur are births, deaths, and departures. Births 

are associated with the mother. It is therefore possible that (a) several 

events might refer to the same person (for deliveries of more than one child, 

for example); (b) an event might concerna person not residing in the house

hold (death, etc ••• ). In the second case, so ~s not to destroy the 

organization of the general card file and so as to be able to relate an event 

to the person directly concerned, other carda - for non-residents - might be 

made up. On these would be included all the information available on the 

person in question. 

- f orm features of the household 

- form 2 features of individual 

- form :}: features of births 
- form 

- form :}= features of deaths 
- form 

- form 7}: features of departures 
form 8 

res'identa 

- form 9 : features of fictitious individuals (non-residents) 

(Forma 3,5,7 treat the period preceding the first round; forme 4,6,8, 

the period between the two rounds). 

It ia thua very easy to make up smaller card files by working with 

particular carda to study iaolated features. A study of deaths classified 

by aex and age might be made by using the carde 5 and 6. A study of mortality 

by professions (assuming this to be useful) would include all the registration 

carda (comparison of figures on Form 9 carda and those on Form 5 and 6 carde). 
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b) Correction of errors. 

The card file is worked on after each registration; three successive 

co~ections are thus made. 

1) Correction round by round. 

This is based on the baseline registration (BR), which corresponds to 

one round; errors that have been made are traced and corrected according to 

the instructions fed the comuter. The result is the corrected registration (CR) 

which can be processed immediately, as it itself no longer contains any errors. 

2) Comparison of the three rounds. 

By working from the three registrations CR, one can take up each 

feature separately and trace inconsistencies. A new set of instructions will 

enable these inconsistencies to be corrected. 

3) Re-examination of card file. 

The card file is then examined again, following a scheme very much 

like that of the first correction to whether other mistakes have appeared. 

A newly corrected card files gives the final registration, which can then be 

processed either round by round (cross-sectional analysis) or as a whole 

(longitudinal analysis). 

c) Study of a particular case. 

Figure I illustrates the procedure used. The three registrations were 

obtainéd by transferring the information on punched ~~ards to tapes. The first 

correction is then made, yielding the following results (several features only 

have been chosen, but all the features should be verified). 

1st round: there are no inconsistencies, either in the carda themselves 

or when the carda are compared. The registration is accepted. 

2nd round: the following instructions are given, "Read the number of 

male residents, then the number of female residents. Count the carda, correct

ing the number of residents when there is not a card for each resident; This 

explains correction A (where 2 becomes 1). 

3rd round:(Correction B) the head of the family is listed as married, 

while his wife'e card indicates her death. M will thus be changed to W(widower). 

There is the possibility of polygamy or remarriage, though such is not very 

likely. 
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(Correction C): the individual 02 was involved in two events - the 

birth of a child and hie own death. There should be a Form 9 c~rd (féatures 

concerning 02, a ficti tious resident). 'rr there isn i t a card already, one will 

be made up on which will be indicated tentatively the features about which 

information is available: the sex is indicated on the carda for births and 

deaths; age at the time of death is found on the carde for deaths, etc ••• 

(Correction D): a newborn baby is recorded as being male~ However, on 

the baby's individual form (and the baby has ~eceived the number 04 in the 

meanwhile), the sex is listed as female. The instructions are to list the sex 

as female whenever there is a dispute as to a person's sex (in order to make 

up for the under-recording of the births of females). 

We thus come out with three registrations R.C. After perhaps processing 

these, to obtain provisional results speedily (especially important is the 

corrected registration for the first round, which should be obtained well 

before the end of the survey), we go on to the second stage of correction. 

And for this we will take up the three registrations (RC) together, examining 

them feature by feature. 

(Correction E): the age on the first round is greater than that listed 

on the second and third rounds, while i t should be in f act one year less t-han 

that of the third round. It will be corrected to 33; which is the prevailing 

figure (i.e., second round= 33; third round= 33). (The instructions on how 

to deal with such cases are more complexas sometimes the:œis no prevailing 

figure; often discrepancies are even greater). 

(Correction F): Card 9, made up during the first stage of correction, 

is here filled in in greater detail by picking up again the data of the first 

and second rounds, any changes that might have been made from one round to the 

next of course taken into account (the age here should go up by a year, for 

if the person were to continue to live, he would then be one year older than 

on the first round). 

(Correction G): a birth which was traced only on the third round in 

fact took place between rounds 1 and 2; it is put back in the .. regietration 

of the second round. 

(Correction H): it is likely that the child whose birth had not been 

recorded was a resident of the household on the second round. He is thue listed 

as such. 
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The card index no longer includes any inconsistencies betw\ ~ the 

three rounds. A study is made again, round by round, yielding the following 

corrections: 

(Correction I): counting the carde makes it possible to correct the 

number of women listed (from one to two). It should be noted that this confirme 

the baseline registration. 

(Correction J): 02'S number of children should equal, at the very 

least, the number of birth of the child that was born during the observation 

period. As a result, 3 and not 2 will be accepted. 

After all these corrections have been made, the card file obtained 

(FR) should normally be free of error. It should not be forgotten, though, 

that the apparently perfect tables were obtained not by eliminating errors, 

but by correcting them, this sometimes by disputable methods. A list of 

corrections will of course be made, so as to allow the analyst to defend and 

support his conclusions. 
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Figure 1 - Saople correction o~ card files 
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B) Annlysis 

"Analysis is the breaking up of the 
whole into its vnrious parts". 

The an~lysis of the results of any survey, und most particularly of 

the r.e\·! type of survey under study here, comprises two importRnt aspects: the 

criticn.l nnnlysis of the dRta gathered, which is dor.e for the purpose of 

rnethodology, and the &n1tlysis of the results proper. In the surveys studied 

here, there are two types of 11 results 11
, for besides the study of population 

shifts, one of the goals of some of the surveyswas to study the workings of 

the registry of vital stutistics. 

We can theref ore classify in three groups the different points taken 

up (or to be tn.ken up) unàer the ben.ding of "analysis": 

I - Criticism from within of the vnlue of the information gathered and the 

methods used: 

For surveys by sanpling, an important part of this cornes in the study 

of w~riants in estimations, a subject mentioned in Chapter IV ("Method used 

in snmple taking") and which will not be te.ken up again here. We will 

concentrnte instend on: 

1) a comparison of the retrospective survey and the multiple-round 

survey; 

2) studying the results of each enumerator; 

3) using the results of consecutive rounds in order to complete 

information gathered on previous rounds. 

II - The method of ChandrAsekhar and Deming and the running of official 

registries of vitnl statistics: 

The methodological goals of the surveys described earlier, just as 

what their results are to yield, pivot on the method of Chandrasekhar and 

and Deming. By attibuting parallel roles to the information gathered by the 

survey on the one hand, and the declarations made to the registry of vital 

statistics on the other band, this method makes it possible to judge the 

value of the survey, to study the workings of the registry of vital statistics, 
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and to "correct" the observations of the surveys before going on to the 

demographic anulysis proper. 

Without using the method of Chandrasekhar and Deming, it would be 

possible to study the workings of the official registry of vital statistics 

either by comparing the lump results yielded by the official registry with 

those of the survey, or by carrying out a number of analyses of the causes 

explaining the poor functioning of the official registry. 

III - ~he demo~aphic analvsis proper: 

This section corresponds to the traditional goals of demographic 

surveys: the study of the population, which will not be taken up here 

(although in the published results of these surveys, at least one chapter 

is devoted to this subject), is only a secondary aspect in follow-up surveys 

where population changes are more important. rfor will we take up here an 

analysis of the results obtained from retrospective questionnaires (1). The 

methods used to study shifts ere those of cross-sectional analysis and longi

tudinal analysis. 

For each of the points mentioned, we shall first cover the general 

principles, then their use in surveys for which information is available, 

and lastly, a critical discussion, in some cases followed by some suggestions. 

I - Criticism from within of the value of the information gathered and the 

methods used. 

It is possible to indicate some of the sources of error (and as a 

result, the reliability of the results) by using only the date of the survey, 

in test groupa of cross-sections. 

1) A comparison of the retrospective survey and the multiple-round survey: 

This is an important part of analysis, one which makes it possible to 

highlight the advantages that follow-up surveys have over the traditional 

surveys, some of whose disadvantages had been criticized (errors in estimating 

the period of the "last twelve months", omiss:ims of the deaths of young 

children, etc ••• ) (2). 

(1)-For these two particular points, the reader should consult the synthesis, 
Afrique Noire, Madagascar, Comores: Demographie comparée (Paris:DGRST,1967). 

(2) In this respect, see R.Nadot's chapter on "Fécondité niveau" in the 
work last cited. 
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There are two ways of ma.king such a comparison: 

a) either by comparing the figures (or rates) of events obtained in 

retrospective surveys with those from follow-up surveys; 

b) or, with the rather specific aim of measuring the importance of 

the passage of time in explaining omissions, by carrying out a survey of the 

same re erence period on different rounds. 

The first approach was used in Tunisia and in Khombol-Thienaba. In 

Tunisia, the comparison covered six months of.the retrospective survey and 

the interval between the first two rounds: the number of events reported in 

the retrospective part of the survey was smaller than that between the first 

two rounds of the following-up survey (13.6% for births, and 27.2% for deaths). 

In Khombol-Thienaba, this approach covered the deaths of children 

1-4 years old. 126 deaths were reported during the retrospective survey 

(covering the previous twelve months), and 184 in 1965, 276 in 1966, 237 in 

1967, during the continuous survey, the difference between the retrospective 

survey and the average of the three years that followed being 46%. 

The second approach is to be used in Algeria and has already been 

used in Tunisia, where during the second round, a survey was made a second 

time of the events occurring between Aid-es-Seghir in 1967 (beginning of the 

retrospective observation) and the first round, and where events occurring 

between the first two:rounds were covered by the survey again during the third 

round: "10.7% of the births recorded on the first round are "forgotten" on 

the second round; for deaths the proportion goes up to 21.5%11 .(1). 

The drawback to the first approach is that one compares two different 

periods, in which themnditions affecting births and deaths might have been 

different. And this difficulty did not escape the notice of people who used 

this approach. In Tunisia, the number of births and deaths reported to the 

official registry of vital statistics during the two periods in question were 

pretty much the same, the argument thus loosing its force. For Khornbol

Thienaba the survey report specifies, "··· however the death rates in 1966 

and 1967 were doubtless unusual, and if one bears in mind only 1965, the 

diff erence is 32%. 11 

(1) See J. Vallin, "Le temps, facteur d'omission dans une enquête rétr<tspec
tive". Population III (May-June 1969) 548-549. 
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As for the second approach, 11 the independence of the two sets of 

observations is not perfect. As each of these work with the same households, 

it is possible to assume that their answers given on the first visit 

influenced those given on the second 11 (1). 

Nonetheless, these two approaches are interesting, the first with 

the qualification given above. As for the second, it should make ·it possible" •• 

by coroparing events item by item, to study the basic characte'ristics of the 

events that are omitted (sex, order of birth, the mother's age, for births; 

sex, age at death, how related to the head of household, for deaths). In 

addition, it should be possible to measure how omissions vary with the amount 

of time that passes, and later ta calculate real "functions of forgetfulness". 

2) Studying the results of each enumerator. 

Such a study has two goals: 

a) firstly, to verify the reliability of the measuring instruments 

used (thnt is, the separation of the concepts used in the survey from the 

variations that necessarily exist in the work of the enumerators). This type 

of check is obviously not peculiar to follow-up surveys, and would be used 

in any type of calculation. It was spoken of in the chapter on Tunisia in 

reference to the results of the retrospective survey. It was used above all 

in Sine-Saloum, on the one band for the results of the baseline count 

(involving ages and the location of residences), on the other band, for 

omissions of births and deaths that were "recovered" on the third and fourth 

rounds. 

The report notes •"considerable variations from one enumerator to 

another in the number of people absent, from o.2% to 8.4%, and from 0.3% ta 

5.1% of visitors in comparison to the total number of people covered by 

ench enumerator"; when the percentages concerning the same enwnerator are 

correlnted, it appears that "the good enwnerator pays as much attention to 

the people nbsent as ta the people momentarily present during the survey; 

the enumerator who is less P..ttentive will neglect both categories". 

"The proportion of children 0 years old when compared with the group 

including children 0-4 years old varies according to the enumerator between 

13~b rmd 28~&. The low percentages in general correspond to the estimates 

(1) See J. Vallin, "Le temps, facteur d'omission duns une enqu&te rétrospec
tive". Population III (May-June 1969) 548-549. 
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which are most accurate, and they are the work, in general, of enumerators who, 

working separately, found the lowest proportions of people absent and people 

who happened to be present when the survey was being made". 

Lastly, the percentages of births and deaths recovered on the third 

and f~urth rounds vary respectively from 1.3% to 13.1% and 1.o% to 10.7% 

compared to the total number of births and deaths reported; these variations 

are great; moreover, the enumerators who found the greatest number of 

omissions in one zone (Niakhar or Paos-Koto) were in general the snme ones 

in the other zone" • 

The importance of the training of the enumerators, of their super

vision, and of the verification of their work, cannot be emphasized enough. 

This type of analysis allows an idea of the survey's worth to be made after 

it is over. 

b) and later - and this is an aspect peculiar to these surveys - to 

study whether or not it is good to have the same enumerators carry out the 

different rounds and whether or not it is good to have them study the same 

households. 

The first point came up in Sine-Saloum in relation to omissions that 

were made and later lo~ted. The results are the following: 

Percentage of omissions 

Enumerators located again made 

births deaths births deaths 

experienced 4.9 2.3 2.0 1.6 

new to the job 4. 1 1.0 7.7 4.5 

"Experienced enumerators are better able to locate events that have 

been omitted than enumerators new to the job, and they make fewer omissions". 

Thus, it is better to use the same enumerators on the different rounds, 

as they acquire a certain technical experience in the process. The difficulty 
1 

is in knowing whether these enumerators should be assigned to the same 

households on the different rounds: an experiment is to be made in Ankazoabo, 

where for part of the consecutive rounds new enumerators are being used, and 

where some of the experienced enumerators have been assigned to the same 

villages, the others to different villages. 
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3) Using the results of consecutive rounds in order to complete information 

gathered on previous rounds. 

The cross-sections which may be made on different rounds make it 

possible either to locate events which had been omitted (and the preceding 

paragraph has already given some indirect examples of this) or to correct 

some features which were recorded inaccurately. In this respeèt, the scope 

of the analyses that have been made or are likely to be made is vast. A few 

examples, not at all meant to be limiting, will be taken up here: 

a) The study of events forgotten on one round and relocated on 

aRother haa already been mentioned. Such a study was made in Sine-Saloum, for 

birtha, depending on whether the child was atill alive or had died; for 

deaths, depending on the sex and age of the person. 

This study might quite profitably take into account other criteria: 

the month of the event and even the exact date, births taking place on dates 

that can be declared incorrectly on purpose; the sex of the child, the age, 

marital statua, and ethnie group of the mother; the ethnie group of the 

father (for births); the ethnie group of the person who died and the cause 

of death (for deaths); the sex, age, ethnie group of the migrant, reason 

for the change (for migrations). 

b) The study of omissions and double entries on the baseline round 

which are diacovered on later rounds when declarations concerning these 

persona are made. This study then concerna the value of the baseline round, 

and makes it possible to focua on the features of those people omitted or 

recorded twice. Such was done in Sine-Saloum, in Cameroon, and is aupposed 

to be done in Ankazoabo. 

c) A atudy of the location of residences. This problem, which is 

complicated by the difficulties posed in defining concepts and in collecting 

information, ia mentioned in the surveys of Sine-Saloum and Pikine. It might 

be taken up by concentrating on: residents preaent on later rounds but 

omitted on the baseline round when they were absent; people who are reported 

to be residents on the firat baseline round and are not located on later 

rounds, checks revealing that they should have been recorded instead as 

viaitors on the baseline round. 
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d) A study of errors on ages (1): the importance of nccurately 

determining the age structure of a population did not escape the notice of the 

authors of the study cited above: "it is essential for Africnn countries to 

apply themselves to in-depth stuiies first of all for determining ages. 

Without this, the additional information learnt is likely not to mark any 

progress in our knowledge". They suggest that stUdies be made "in which the 

ages of people covered by the censuses be determined as accurately as 

possible" (2). ·Follow-up surveys seem an ideal way of carrying out such 

studies, which might be approached in several ways: 

- In Tunisia, a "degree of accuracy" of dates of birth is to be 

established after the comparison of the three rounds. This should yield 

interesting results. 

- In Sine-Saloum and Khombol-Thienaba, a study of the base of the 

age pyramid (from 0 to 4 years) shows that each year's ages are gradually 

becoming regular as the generations born in the observation period enter the 

pyramid. 

- Lastly, in cases where the questionnaires used on the different 

rounds do not list the dates of birth obtained on the baseline count, a 

comparison made of the ages declared at one year's interval should make it 

possible to study, for each person, how (depending on the age) the following 

relationship is distorted: 

(a
0 

is the age declared on the baseline round; a 1 , the age declared one year 

later). 

In the matrix of age groupa {a
0

, a1), the figures other than zero will 

not be found only on the diagonal located above the main diagonal. That is, one 

should be able to find instances where a = a (because of people's liking 
1 0 

for round numbers, a young girl without children being always listed as being 

14 years old, the man who reaches the age where he must pay taxes), or wher~' 

(1) On this subject, see especially the article of Sabagh and Scott, "The 
Historical Calendar as a Method of Estimating Age: the Experience of the 
Moroccan Multi-purpose Sample Survey of 1961-1963". Population Studies XXIV 
(1970) 93-109. 
(2) In the study that has been already cited in this section, see the chapter 
by F. Gendreau and R. Nadot, "Structure par âge, actuelle et future". 
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a
1 

) a
0 

+ 1, for jumps of more than a year (a minor becoming an aiult; a girl 

of 13 without children on the baseline count listed as 15 years old if she 

has a child one year later, etc ••• ). 

It might also be useful to make this type of study on groupe of ages 

covering five years, this underlining the advantage of studies carried out 

over a period of five years. 

II - The method of Chandrasekhar and Deming and the running of official 

registries of vital etatistics (1). 

This method, which has been used here primarily to study the function

ing of official registries of vital statistics, also can be used to judge the 

value of the information obtained from follow-up surveys. This involves making 

a review "from outside", bringing in information not gathered by the survey. 

1) The method explained. 

What is done is to compare item by item the events recorded by two 

sources of information - the registry of vital statistics (or "village 

ledgers") and the follow-up survey. It should be pointed out here, moreover, 

that this approach can be used equally well in traditional surveys (where it 

was introduced and applied, in fact, the first time). It does not appear to 

have attractéd the interest of African demographers, until it became time 

for them to carry out follow-up surveys. 

Each type of event (birthe, deaths) is classified under three heads: 

events recorded by both sources; events recorded only by the survey; events 

recorded only by the official registry of vital statistics. 

~yof l Yes No Total 
t t• ti a l.S CS 

Yes X z X + Z 

No y u y+ u 

Total X+ y z + u X + y + Z + u 

(1) C. Chandrasekhar and W. Edwards Deming, "On a Method of E~timating Birth 
and Death Rates, and the Extent of Registration". Journal of the Am.Statis-
tical Assn. XLIV (Ma~ch 1949) 101-115. 
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x, y, z are known quantities. In order to estimate u {i.e., the number 

of events missed both by the registry of vital statistics and the survey), and 

by assuming the two sources to be independent, we come up with the formula 

{that is, the formula of Chandrasekhar and Deming): 

u = y.z 
X 

According to this formula, the ratio of events reported to the 

official registry of vital statistics to those which it missed is the same, 

whether or not these same events were reported by the survey. 

If we use the following notation: 

FU = event reported to follow-up survey 

VS = event reported to registry of vital statistics 

FU = event missed by follow-up survey 

VS = event missed by registry of vital statistics 

one cornes up with the following conditional probabilities: 

is thus: 

Prob {ru/vs) = 

Prob (ru/vs) = 

X 

X + y 

z 

z + u 

Prob [vs/ro1 = ___ x -
'J X + Z 

Prob [vs/ruJ =_Y_ 
y+ u 

The assumption of independence merely means that: 

Pro b f FU /vs 1 = Prob (ro;vs) = Prob (ru] 

and that: 

Prob {vsfro) = Prob (vs;ro1 = Prob (vs) 

or in other words, 

X z and X = y 
= X + y z + u X + Z y+ u 

which gives: u = 

The ratio of events reported to the registry of vital statistics 

X + y 
p = = X + y + Z + U 

X+ y 

X+y+Z+il!, 
X 

= 
X [x + y) - X 

x [x + y]+ z [X + y]':"" _x_+_z_ 
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Likewise, the ratio of events reported to the survey is: 

X 

q = X+ y 

And it can be shown that the variance in the estimate of the total number 

of events is Nyz 
2 

X 

, th~t is, that the coefficient of variation is y-yz
Nx2 

These calculations are valid for either all births and all deaths or 

for separate categories (particularly for the types of distribution which 

may be found in more thnn one tally), as follows: 

- births and deaths by village, 

- births and deaths by month, 

- births and deaths classified by sex, 

- births according to the mother's age, 

- births according to the mother's ethnie group, 

- deaths classified by sex and age, 

- deaths by ethnie group, etc ••• 

This method, moreover, suggests that the best estimate of the whole 

is that reached by adding together the estimates concerning each part of 

the population in question, and that which appears to be the highest figure. 

2) Use of this method in the surveys studied in this book. 

The surveys in Algeria, Tunisia, Sine-Saloum, Adamaoua, Ambinanitelo 

and Ankazoabo have either nlready used this method or are planning to do so. 

a) In Algeria, the primary goal is to estimate the error of observation 

b) In Tunisia, the method has been used in the sheikhdoms of Goraa 

and Oued-el-Khatef (this is the complementary spoken of in the chapter on 

Tunisia). It revealed that the survey had registered in these places 96.9% 

of the births and 87.6% of the deaths, the figures for the official registry 

of vital statistics being respectively 78.4% and 60.1%. 

c) In Sine-Saloum, where the registry of vital statistics has 

recorded only about 15% of the births and 3% of the deaths, this method was 

used to compare the results of the survey with the listings in the village 

ledgers (which had been filled in by the heads of villages). The results were 

as follows: 

- In Niakhar, 91.8% of the births and 92.6% of the deaths were 

recorded by the survey, as opposed to 57.7% and 38.1% respectively by the 
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village ledgers. In addition, separate monthly estimates were made. 

- In Paos-Koto, 86.7% of the births and 88.6% of the deaths were 

recorded by the survey, as against 28.1% and 19.2% respectively by the village 

ledgers. 

d) In Cameroon, the rate of coverage of the official registry of 

vital statistics varies from 1% to 1o% in the two cantons of Adamaoua studied. 

e) In Ambinanitelo, lastly, the results were es follows: 

- 81% of the births and 72% of the deaths were reported by the 

survey; 77% of the births and 74% of the deaths were recorded by the registry 

of vital statistics. 

- The calculations uere flade ~fter the events hAd been classified in 

two CAtegories indicating whether or not they had occurred while in hf!.-,lth 

care facilities (where they were systematically declared). 

- In addition, separate estimates were made by villages and by months, 

for births and deaths; by sex of the child and the mother's age. for births; 

and by sex and age of the persan for denths. 

- Lnstly, for events ta be found in·both sources, a comparison was 

made of the features that were found. This showed, in particular, that if the 

two sources generally ngreed about the residence of the mother (for births or 

of people who hud died), and about a child's sex (for births) and about a 

dead person's age, the two showed discrepancies in the dates of declarations 

(for births and deaths) and the age of the mother (for births). 

f) This type of analysis is to be used and perfected in Ankazoabo, 

where the four communes of the sub-prefectures covered by the survey have 

big differences in area, population, population density, health and medical 

facilities. 

3) Criticism of this method. 

The formula of Chandrasekhar and Deming demanda some comment: 

q) If we are to assume that the two sources are independent, we must 

have a detailed account of the various categories of events; that is, 

- the quantities (x + y) and (x + z) should be exact P.nd homogeneous. 

This requires in particular that the observation period should be well 

defined, something which is difficult because of the stretch of time taken up 

by the baseline count and the homogeneousness of events and reference 

population. This last factor leads to the survey's considering de facto 
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populations and events, as it is these populations which are used by the 

official registry of vital statistics. 

The quantity x must be exact, which makes it necessary for events 

shared by both sources to have been identified well. This is often problematic 

because of differences between the two sources in declarations of names, ages, 

and dates. This problem is particularly important where births are concerned, 

for very often the child does not immediately receive the name he will bear 

finally (there is sometimes a delay of one yeijr). It is therefore possible 

for the quantity X to be under-estimated (or over-estimated, in the case Of 

births). There is thus a problem in making tallies, for it appears that the 

identification must be made manually. Although this is feasible in a small 

area, like that of Goraa and Oued-el-Khatef (Tunisia), of Niakhar and Paos

Koto (Senegal), of Ambinanitelo and Ankazoabo (Madagascar), it is much more 

awkward to carry out in a nationwide survey. 

b) In the case of natiortwide surveys, there is also the problem in 

sampling, for if the two sources are to be compared, it is essential that the 

sampling units considered should be zones of the official registry of vital 

statistics that have been thoroughly covered: sheikhdoms and communes 

(673 sheikhdoms and 137 communes), arrondissements and communes in Senegal 

(86 arrondissements and 31 communes), communes in Madagascar (780 communes), 

etc. The size of the sampling should therefore be much bigger than that 

drawn from a "simple sampling" (see chapter "Method used in sample taking"). 

c) If one of the two sources were to function perfectly, either y or 

z would be nil, and u also would be nil. This is the case, for example, of 

events which occur in medical and ~ealth care facilities, as they are 

systematically reported to the registry of vital statistics. For the two 

sources to be entirely dependent on one another, one would have to assume 

that the two quantities, y and z, were nil at the same time; that is, that an 

event reported to one source was necessarily declared to the second source 

as well; in this case, too, u = O. In any event, the quantities x, y, z, 

represent the minimal estimation of the number of events. It should be noted, 

though, that this estimation is not very big if events found in the two 

sources have not been identified, and it is moreover fairly small when events 

have been mistakenly considered as "shared". 

d) There is, lastly, the question of independence, which is, it seems, 

rarely what it should be. On the one band, an event which is reported to a 
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follow-up survey is most likely to be reported to the registry of vital 

statistics, the informants encouraged to do so out of fear of being punished 

(this attitude perhaps somewhat reinfo~ced by the enumerator). Similarly, an 

event recorded at the registry of vital statistics will most certainly be 

reported to the survey (for there is no reason to cover this up). On the 

other hand, it is likely that an event not reported to one of the two sources 

has a greater probability of being missed by the other source (this might be 

the case, for example, of children who die at a very early age). 

By using the same notation as before, we get: 

X ) y end X ) z 
X + Z y + u X + y z + u 

that is: 

The formula of Chandrasekhar and Deming therefore tends to under

estimate omissions. 

e) Conclusion: though this method cannot be used with reserves, it is 

of great interest. It allows one to appreciate the scale of things, and as the 

interdependence of the two sources leada to underestimating the extent of 

omissions , the estima te i t provides, though not perfectly accura.te, is 

better than that reached by unaided observation. This method also allows one 

to get an idea of the differences in declarations made to the survey and the 

official registry, when different features are in question. Are the births 

of boys reported more regularly than those of girls ? Do the deaths of the 

elderly go unreported, etc ••• ? 

It should be noted, though, that in the surveys cited here, the 

complete method, as proposed by Chandrasekhar and Deming in 1949, has never 

been used totally, the problem of the independence of sources being only 

touched upon (except indirectly in Ambinanitelo, where the official registry 

of vital statistics seemed to show some improvement over the year of 

observation). It is to be hoped that in the surveys that remain to be 

processed and undertaken this method will be used fully, albeit with some 

precautions (and perhaps with some improvements made). In any event, because 

of the problems arising from sampling and the cwnbersomeness in comparing 

the two sources, this method will be used more judiciously, in some zones 

only in the sampling, and elsewhere over a year only. This method, that is, 

should be thought of as an auxiliary methôd which allows one to get additionnl 

and interesting information about some points in particular. 
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4) Other methods of studying the workings of the registry of vital statistics. 

As has been shown above, the method of Chandrasekhar and Deming is 

one way of studying the functioning of registries of vital statistics, a goal 

of some of the surveys under study here. It is not the only method available. 

A comparison of all the results of the survey (rather than a comparison item 

by item) with those of the official registry is another means available, as 

is n study of the causes of the poor functioning of official registries. 

a) General comparison of the survey and official registries. 

This can be carried out either with the results of retrospective 

q~estioning or with the results of the different rounds. It can take up 

either the total number of events or vital rates. Analysis revealed that the 

retrospective survey was more complete than the official registry. 

b) Studying the poor functioning of the official registries. 

This might take several forms, as we have seen in Tunisia, Sine-Saloum, 

Cameroon, and Ambinanitelo. 

- In Tunisia the complementary survey was followed by a survey on 

motivation made in households where an event had been reported to the survey 

but not to the official registry, in order to learn the reasons why a 

declaration had not yet been made. 

- In Sine-Snloum, factors explaining the poor running of the official 

registry were studied in "the zone under demographic observation, but also 

in the entire country, this both at meetings of those in charge of the 

official registries, or during the rounds of a controller from the statis

tical services"; the analysis speaks in particular of the distance at which 

the official registries are located, the delay in making declarations after 

the event takes place, the absence of an official in charge of the registers, 

~nd the absence of a registry book itself. 

- In Cnmeroon, the official registry was described both as it is 

supposed to be on papér and as it is in fact in the zone covered by the 

survey. The reasons for its poor functioning seem to be the cost of making 

declarations and the fact that the secretary of the registry remains in one 

place. 

- In Madagascar, a first and general analysis was carried out (1), 

parallel to the survey in Ambinanitelo. The analysis of this survey bore upon 

(1) F. Gendreau, Essai sur la recherche démographique à Madagascar (Tanana

rive: O.R.S.T.O.M., 1968). 
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the distance at which the official registries are located, the use of 

maternity clinics, the rainy season, the delay in making declarations after 

the event takes place. 

The variety of these analyses rules out our making a complete list 

of them. Before leaving this point, we would, however, mention how very 

valuable such studies are, as concrete suggestions as to how to improve 

registries come out of them (Tunisia, Senegal, Cameroon, Madagascar). Lastly, 

this type of study seems to be an area where demographers and specialists in 

other fields (legal experts, historians, sociologists, administrators) can 

work together. 

III - Demographic analysis proper. 

A study of population shifts can be made either from the crude data 

of the survey or after extrapolations by the method of Chandrasekhar and 

Deming. 

An analysis can be made after each round (Tunisia, Sine-Saloum), 

after all the rounds together, or by calendar years (for surveys taking place 

over several years, as in Sine-Saloum). 

The aim of this sort of analysis is not only to furnish the total 

number of events but also a description of the features of these events and 

their distribution (differential analysis), vital rates, pcrrtraits of the 

groupa in which changes were recorded during the observation period. 

1) Differential analysis. 

What is involved in this analysis is first of all a definition of 

the criteria used in classification and then the examination of the meaning 

of the differences revealed. 

a) Criteria used 

The table that follows summarizes the various criteria used in 

surveys for which there are published results, whether these have been 

reported in summary fashion or in detail. 

b) Tests of significance 

Such tests should enable one to see whether the differences between 

groupa (by sex, age, ethnie group, month, village, etc ••• ) have any real 

significance. 

In the surveys under study here only the survey of Khombol-Thienaba 

was tested this way. Thel,2 test was regularly used to compare, by twos, 

groupa of villages or years. 
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Sine- Khombol-
Event Feature studied Saloum Thienaba 

Event {Date X 

Place X 

Bir th Child Sex X 

{""''"" X 

Mother Age X 

Ethnie group X 

Marital statua 

eate 
X X 

Event Place X X 

Cause X 

f"""" Death The Sex X 

deeeased Age X X 

Ethnie group 

Parents Residence X 

r· X 

Event Place X 

Reasons for X 

Migration How eonstituted X 

rex 
X 

Migrant Age X 

Ethnie group 

Event Date 

Hus band ege Ethnie group 

~larriage r Ethnie group 
Wif e Number of this 

marri age 
Number of wife 

Hus band {Age 
Ethnie group 

Wif e tAge 
Ethnie group 

The test of X 2 is as follows: 

Let P = the number of people in the population and 
e = the number of events observed during the survey. 

The frequeney of the events is: t _ .!!. 
- p 

If the population is divided into k groupa (1,2, ••• i, ••• k), 
Let P1= baseline population of group i and 

e.= the number of events observed in this group. 
1 e 

The frequency of the events is then: t _ ....!. 
i - P. 

1 

The test of ~ 2 
consista of ealeulating the auantity: 

~ (r1 -t)
2 

l:P,--
101 t( l-r) 

Pikine Cameroon Ambinanitelo 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

which represents the "gap" between these observations and what these would be if the population we2e "homogeneous"; 
that is, if the vnrious e~mponent groupa behaved the same way. In this case, this quantity is a~ with (k - 1) 
degrees of freedom. The t table allows one to.decide whether, at a given level of signifieance, one will aecept 
or reject the hypothesis of the population 1s homogeneity; i.e., the differences obaerved are significant or not, 
depending on whether the;( 2 calculated is greater or less than that found in the table.Al! of this tells clearly 
and simply whether the 11g11p" is tao great to be explained by random causes (thus the need to explain this by 
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introducing the element of the population 1s heterogeneity. 

The only main limitation in the use of this test in the case being 

studied is that none of the number of events (ei) should be too small (fewer 

than 10). 

If there are only two groupa, the formula is aimplified and the 

quantity is calculated 

i' = P1 P2 .(t1 - t2)2 

p. t (1 - t) 

(X, 2 
wi th one dègree of freedom) 

The square root can take the f orm 

2 
One comes out with the test of the normal law (J. with one degree of freedom 

being the square of a normal centred and reduced variable). 

To conclude, we cannot recommend enough the systematic use of these 

tèsts in differential analyses, for it is useless to talk of differences 

between groupa unless these are ~ignificant. 

2) The rates. 

a) We will not take up here definitions of the rates used in demogra

phy (1), but instead problems that arise when figuring them out, that is, the 

reference period, the events to be considered in the numerator and the 

population to be considered in the denominator. 

- In Sine-Saloum and in Khombol-Thienaba, a calendar year was used 

as reference period, while in Algeria, Tuniaia, and in Ambinanitelo, the year 

used as reference period was movable, and was bracketed by the dates of the 

rounds. These years are identified in the results by the median dates of the 

rounds. 

- In all of the surveys, it was de jure events that were observed 

{except in Ankazoabo, where de facto events were also observed). In the 

published reports, the populations given in the denominator are the "average" 

de jure populations (half the number of the reference populations). 

(1) R. Pressat, L'analyse démographique (Paris: P.U.F., 1969). 
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b) This calls for several commenta: 

If the various rounds take place at fixed intervals for each 

household covered by the survey, it is better that the year be movable; if 

such is not the case, and if each round does not last too long (less than a 

month, for example), it might be better to consider using the calendar year, 

as was done, say, in Sine-Saloum, where the baseline count was brought back 

to 1 'January 1963, the events thereafter classified by calendar year. In 

Ankazoabo, the situation covered by the survey on the first round concerna 

1 October 1969, and the events taken into account will be those occurring 

before 1 October 1970. 

Careful attention should be paid to uniformity of the two quantities 

that appear in the numerator and denominator: de jure events with de jure 

populations and de facto events with de facto populations. In the first case, 

then, one would be careful to consider only those events occurring to migrants 

whilst they were still residents, just as those events occurring to immigrants 

before their arrival would not be treated (this type of information one can 

learn), nor would events occurring to emigrants after their departure (and 

this information could be obtained only with difficulty in any event). This 

is done in order to produce some compensation. 

Lastly, if the simplest average population is half that of the two 

reference populations, this method of making calculations does not, however, 

use information provided by the survey as to'the time during which each persan 

actually was covered by the survey. Taking this information into account 

would consist in calculating the average population, by weighting each persan 

according to the length of his presence. ( 1). The correction made may or ma.y 

not be negligible, depending on whether or not births, deaths, arrivals, 

departures, are uniformly spread out in time (or whether, instead, they are 

subject to important seasonal fluctuations that do not cancel one another out). 

In Sine-Saloum, therefore, we can calculate from published figures that the 

relative difference between the reference populations and the total number 

of people whose length of presence was weighted is about + 2.5 per thousand 

in Niakhar and - 5.6 per thousand in Paos-Koto; correction would change the 

birth rates respectively from 49.0 per thousand to 48.9 per thousand and from 

51.1 per thousand to 51.4 per thousand. This method, moreover, would make it 

possible to calculate independently the rates of, on the one hand, the people 

who did not change their residence during the observation period, and on the 

(1) For example, by regrouping people by the length of their presence in the 
survey in months and by drawing up the total number of "weighted" people accor
ding to the length of their presence in the sampling, 
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other hand, the migrants (depending on the length of time they are present 

in the sampling). 

3) Longitudinal analysis. 

This consista in studying the cohorte over a period of timP, "cohorte" 

being groupa of people who have lived througb a similar type of event during 

the same period of time (1): generations, marriage generations, groupe of 

immigrants, etc ••• 

This type of analysis was used in traditional surveys (and in those 

surveys studied here in which a retrospective questionnaire was used on the 

first round), primarily to study the offspring of women. The method gives rise 

to a certain number of problems - no longer remembering whether events of the 

distant past were declared or not, for example, or judging the representative 

nature of the women who, at the time they are covered by the survey, are only 

the survivors of the generations in question. 

The advantage of follow-up surveys is that one can carry out a 
11 continuous observation" (2) of the population during a particular period, 

with the longitudinal analysis including none of the problems just spoken of. 

The surveys here studied, though, did not use this method, though 

its advantages have been amply proved (3). 

It is true, though, that there are two major obstacles to its use: 

firstly, the value of the survey cornes from its being an observation of some 

length, while most follow-up surveys went up to only one year of permanent 

observation; secondly, it is difficult to form cohorte that can be really 

followed easily (tracing emigrants, in particular, would be too costly). 

The first obstacle could be eliminated by extending the length of the 

surveys already spoken of in the chapter "Duration of the survey". A study 

made over a six year period would thus make it possible to analyse the 

mortality figures for a generation of 0-4 year olds. As for the second problem, 

it is in~erent in the method but in the case of a national survey, the 

behaviour of emigrants (and individuals who enter the sampling) and 

(1) United Nations,Multilingual Demographical Dictionary in Population Studies 
XXIX (1958). 
(2) L. Henry, "Réflexions sur l'observation en démographie" Population XVIII 
n°2 (April-June 1963). 
(3) t.. Henry, "Problèmes de la recherche d~mographique moderne" l>t>pulation 
n°6 (November-Dec~mber 1966). 
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substitutions of the latter for the former, should be a valuable control, if 

it can be assumed that the two groupa behave in a similar manner. 

4) Studying "changes in situation" (1) 

a) Basic argument. 

There is, however, a method of cross-sectional analysis which is 

perfectly adapted to follow-up surveys and to the "continuous observation" 

such are based .on; this is the study of groupa of individuals who during one 

of the rounds, showed shared features, and whose subsequent changes in these 

areas are followed by means of the information gathered on later rounds. This 

technique, which is based on comparing particular items (regarding individuals 

or correction of errors. What is involved here is its use in the analysis 

itself. 

b) Its use in the surveys studied here. 

- Algeria: it is planned to carry out an analysis of the population 

contacted on the three rounds (this analysis to be the most complete) and of 

the population contacted during only one or two rounds, this latter analysis 

including a study of the reasons explaining why an individual belongs to this 

category. 

-·sine-Saloum and Khombol-Thienaba: an analysis carried out on the 

latter history of pregnancies has made possible a study of stillbirths and 

infant mortality. 

- Pikine: data reduction of the later history of each individual from 

one census count to the next has made it possible to figure out the probabi

lity of emigration according to the location of earlier residences. 

- Abidjan and Yaounde: here, too, a comparison of residences has 

yielded interesting results concerning: 

• changes in the type of dwelling (European style, in building lots, 

or. improvised); 

• changes in the location of the residence between the two rounds 

in Yaounde; 

• calculation of "stability tables" for cohôrts made up according to 

one's "seniority" in a particular residence (Abidjan and Yaounde); 

c) Suggestions. 

This method is very general and might be developed in several ways. 

It is, for example, already used in the study of migrations or advancement 

( 1) The term wns first used by Y. Tugav.d in "Méthode ~'analyse d'un tableau 
"origine-destinAtion" de migrations 11 • Population XXV ~0 1 (Jan-Feb 1970). 
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in schooling. By using it in f-ollow-up surveys the following could be studied: 

- migrations in tables relating the region came from to that chosen as 

destination, region being used boradly to mean "village", "commune", or even 

"milieu" {urban or rural), dwelling {modern, traditional) etc ••• 

- changes of profession or religion. 

- overlapping, of periods in the study of the actual lengths of 

absence or presence. 

- changes in the size of households. 

All of these tables can naturally: 

- be made up for all "migrants", but also for various categories 

(ethnie groupe in particular); 

- made up in a series according to rounds and periods; 
2 - be followed by a test of X (a test of independence designed to see 

whether there have been any preferential "flows" or the calculations of the 

correlation ratio (to measure the influence the different classes used have 

on one another) (1); the drawing up of tables indicating the likelihood of 

changes in situation. 

Lastly, it would be interesting to carry out yet another analysis, 

this more involved, showi~g the influence the change of one situation has on 

changes in other situations: the influence of marriage on the residence 

chosen, or migration, on religion, etc ••• 

Conclusion 

The main points that would appear deserving of emphasis, at this 

stage in our study, are the following: 

a) the great diversity in the analyses that can be carried out 

working from the information gathered (2); 

b) the need to go beyond the traditional methods of demographic 

analysis, by using new techniques {of which some have been tried and perfected 

in the surveys studied here; other possible areas for investigation have been 

suggested as well; new endeavours must continue to be made in order to get 

maximum value out of the work invested in follow-up surveys); 

(1) See Y. Tugault, op.cit. 
(2) We should mention here a particular problem in this kind of survey: 
because of the length of the observation period, it is not always the same 
people who are in charge of the field work and survey analysis. 
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c) the inadequacy of the calculations of margine of error that we 

have available at this time. (If the causes and the types of errors have been 

analysed rather often, the accuracy of the results is not always specified. 

Measuring demogr~phic phenomena, though, is subject to error, like the 

calculations made in any other field, and it is essentiel for the person who 

is to use the results to know how reliable they are). 

d) the superiority of follow-up surveys over traditiooal surveys. 

The overall results of the traditional surveys (1), had revealed: 

- the extent of errors in ages, and this would call for in-depth 

studies; 

the lack of detail in the data on various shifts.(If various cross

sections made it possible to grasp the figures for fertility, figures 

rêlating to deaths, especially by age groupa, are very unsure). 

- the lnck of data on migrations. 

The answers already provided by follow-up surveys to these questions 

merit continuing efforts in this field. 

(1) See the study already cited several times in this chapter, as well as 
O.R.S.T.O.M.'s "Compte-rendu du colloque de Démographie". Bulletin de liaison 
des Sciences Humaines n° II (April 1969). 
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CHAPl'F.R IX 

RESULTS 

Summnry table of results obtained in the surveys studied 

in Part One( 1) 

Senegal 
Algeria Tunis in 1 2 3 

eeasonel variations - * * * .. 
cruds rnte per 1000 12, 1 13,3 6 34.3 27,3 

specific rate - * - * * 
infant denth rate per 1000 109 116,2 - 105 144 

(unconfirmed 
non-infant death 
rate per 1000 - * - 109 81 

according to cause - - - - -

tnblos - * - • • 
H:fe expectoncy at 0 years - 54,6 yrs -

(unconfirmed 
27yrs 37yrs 

life ei:pectoncy nt other - - - - -
ages 

crude rate per 1000 - - - - -
crude rate of divorce 
per 1000 - - - - -

life expectnncy at 
various ages - - - - -

sensonal variations - * • * • 
crude rote of births 
per 1000 47,0 39 34 49 51, 1 

fertility rate(by ages) - * - • • 
average number of child. 
per 100 women,15-49 yrs. - * - - -

classified by sex * * - • • 
according to mother's 
ethnie group - - - . * • 

departures between two 
rounds - - * • • 

by destination - - • • • 
arrivals betveen tvo 

rounds - - • * • 
origin of arrivals - - • * • 
place of birth - - • * • 
last known residence 

(by birth-place) - - * - -

population by age/eex .. * * * * 
sex ratio .. .. * - -
professional structures - - • * • 
religious structures - - - * • 
schooling - - * - -
by age/marital statue - - * * • 
by ethnie group - - * • • 

average number of inhabts. - 5,4 per - - -
household 

rate of polygamy - - - * • 
number of oach woman's 
inarriagea - - - - -

ration of births in 
maternities - - - - -

place of WOl'k - - • - -
(1) ~ot eupplied by the survey 

Camoroon 

* 
1965-1966 : 22 
1967-1968 : 21,5 

• 
1965-1966 : 152 
1967-1968 ·: 178 

.. 
-
• 

43 years 

e
5 

: 50 yenrs 

21 to 23 

9 to 10 

• 

• 
1965-1966 : 35 
1967-1968 : 24 

* 
363 

-
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
-
-

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

5,7 por enre 

• 
• 

--

• Results not yet 9vaileble or not 11ble to be included in this table in their present rorm. 

Madagascar 

* 
18 

• 
67 

44 
* 

-
-
-

11 

8 

• 

• 
55 

• 
-
• 
-

• 
• 

* • 
-
-

• 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-

-
-

-
* -
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AN OVERALL VIEW 

For several reasons, it is dangerous to draw up a table offering a 

general view of the follow-up surveys that have been carried out up to now 

in Africa. 

Such a project is, first of all, still premature, as the surveys -

which have begun recently and which by definition are to continue in the 

field for some time yet - have not all been completed. In cases where they 

have been completed, though, the results have not always been published in 

definitive reports. There are, though,·articles and shorter and less official 

notes (these nonetheless useful in communicating tentative results). For lack 

of definitive results, we will refer to these sources, emphasizing from this 

point on the precautionary measures that should be taken in interpreting them. 

It is certain that most of the surveys have collected masses of information 

that as of this writing have only been treated in rather brief analyses that 

have not yet used the documentation available to the fullest possible extent. 

It is difficult to present a general view of the results, as well, 

because although generally speaking their surveys share a methodology which 

is singular, this methodology has been applied in rather different ways in 

some of the studies; and this often makes comparisons difficult. 

Lastly, the goals vary according to the demographic features of the 

particular population studied, according to the resources available, the 

training, and even the personalities of the investigators who decided which 

orientation their studies were to take. 

a) Classification of the surveys. 

This work does not take up studies not relating to Africa, such as: 

- The first example of a follow-up survey, in the state of Guanabara 

in Brazil (1), undertaken by the Latin American Demographic Centre in 1961 

(over one year, 2411 families were studied, with four rounds made at irregular 

intervals); 

- The Indonesian survey ;Of 1961-1962; 

(1) United Nations, "Enquête démographique expérimentale de Guanabara" in 
Etudes Démographiques XXXV (1964). 
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- The Indian survey of_ 1964, the "pilot registration scheme of rural 

Gujurat (1),taking in a population of 36,000 inhabitants (rounds being made 

nt six month intervals); or between December 1963 and November 1966 in five 

villages of Mehrauli Block in South Delhi" (2); this survey including a 

population of 5,582 inhabitants {rounds made at six month intervals); or 

between July 1965 and June 1967 in Kerala (3), covering a population of 

260,000 inhabitants (rounds at six month intervals also); 

- The survey in eastern Pakistan (now Bangladesh) from January 1962 

to December 1965 (4), this covering a population of 42,000 inhabitants (with 

rounds at six month intervals and overlapping follow-ups of one year); 

- In Western Pakistan, this survey carried out just like the one 

preceding ( 4) ; 

- In Thailand, from July 1964 to June 1965(5)on a population of 172,000 

(rounds made every three months); 

- In Turkey, from October 1965 to Septernber 1966, covering a rural 

population of 38,100, an urban population of 29,700 (rounds made every three 

months); in the city of Ankara between December 1965 and November 1966, with 

a population of 24,900; in Istanbul, between Jnnuary 1966 and December 1966, 

on a population. of 15,000 inhabitants; in Izmir, between F•bruary 1966 and 

January 1967, on a population of 13,400 - the rounds of all these surveys at 

three month intervals 

Other African experiments, such as t~e Moroccan survey, the "multi

purpose survey" (demographic and agricultural), are only taken up here briefly, 

this Moroccan survey the first nationwide African survey in more than one round 

(these at six month intervais), between December 1961 and February 1963. 

(1) D.C. I1ehta and M.H. Shah, Re ort on Pilot Sam le Re istration Scheme, 
Rural Gujurat (Ahmedabad; Director of Health and Medical Services, 1966 .The 
data given concerns only the resident population. 
(2) D.V.R. Murty and P.K.Jain, Report on Pilot Sample Registration Scheme in 
Five Villa es in Mehrauli Black South Delhi: December 1 1 6 - November 0, 
1222. New Delhi: Central Family Planning Institute, February 1967 • 
(3) pam le Re istration: Derala State - Re ort N° 1 for the eriod 1 6 -1 66 
and Report N° 1 for the Period 1966-1967 Trivandrum: Bureau of Economies and 
Statistics, November 1967 and August 1968). 
(4) Farhat Usuf, Po ulation Growth Estimation: Studies in Methodolo I -
Matching of Vital Events Karachi: Pakistan Institute of Development Economies 
(Research Report n° 67) April 1968). 

Re ort of the Po ulation Growth Estimation Ex eriment: Descri tion and 
Sorne Results for 1 62 and 1 6 Karachi: Pakistan Institute of Development 
Economies, 1968 • 
(5) Report of the Survey of Population Change: 1964-1967 {preliminary report) 
(Bangkok: National Statistical Office, February 1969). 
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Let us quickly go through the distinctive features of each of the 

seven surveys studied here: 

Algeria: the registry of vital statistics works well, at least for births. 

The survey, which was costly, was based on a large nationwide sampling, drawn 

by using theories of probability sampling, had very complete demographic 

goals {especia.lly for fertility, deaths, and migrations), these including 

a study of the economically active population. 

Tunisia: the same could be said about the functioning of the official registry 

and national sampling used here. Drawing was done in the same fashion. The 

aima were purely demographic {changes in birth rates, death rates, drawing up 

survivorship and fertility tables) though these were somewhat less ambitious 

than those of the Algerian survey. The survey was rather expansive. In two 

sheikhdoms, a complementary survey measured under-recording at the official 

registry. 

Cameroon: the official registry needs improvement. The investigations were 

limited to a zone including 15,300 inhabitants, these covered thoroughly by 

the survey. The demographic goals of the survey were somewhat limited (the 

number of deaths observed was too small to allow drawing up survivorship and 

fertility tables of any real statistical value). Relatively inexpensive. 

Madagascar: the official registry is relatively satisfactory where births are 

concerned. The survey was limited to a zone of 14.400 inhabitants, who were 

thoroughly covered. As in Cameroon, demographic goals were relatively limited 

and the cost of the survey, here too, was relatively low. A new ~urvey is 

being carried out in another region. 

Senegal: the official registry needs to be improved. Three zones were studied 

exhaustively in rural zones (in Sine-Saloum, Niakhar and Paos-Koto, with 

respectively 4,100 and 5,200 inhabitants; in Thiès and Khombol-Thienaba, with 

12,800 inhabitants); by random sampling in urban zones (in Pikine, a section 

of Dakar, where a 1/20 sampling of 5000 people was drawn at random). The 

goals were partly demographic, in the usual sense of the word, and though 

necessarily limited by the small number of observations, these were rich in 

certain areas, such as health conditions of children younger than fourteen 

years old, and in the profile of the causes of death among children in Khombol

Thienaba, in motivation in a fertility survey in Pikine and Khombol-Thienaba. 

To classify the surveys very roughly, we could divide them into two 

basic categories, those which are major and those which are minor (these terms 
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not being used pejoratively). In the first group would appear the Algerian 

and Tunisien surveys; in the second, the surveys carried out in Cameroon, 

Madagascar and Senegal. 

Each type of survey is designed to do different things. The major 

surveys (which would be classified as macro-demographic) make it possible 

to gather the data essentiel to drawing up tables of survivorship, of 

marriages, of fertility - these valid on a national scale (and sometimes for 

particular regions or ethnie groups) - indices of migratory movement between 

given zones, tables indicating the occasions on which people start or stop 

the economically active part of their lives. Data might also be collected 

about school attendance and perhaps on employment and unemployment. All this 

information is useful in analysing future demographic development and making 

predictions in related fields (in economic fields especially). It was impossi

ble to make such predictions without accurate figures from the registry of 

vital statistics. 

The more minor surveys (which are micro-demographic) are more suitable 

for studies in several disciplines when the s~rvey consists in studying a 

given region exhaustively. Such surveys can study more appropriately problems 

like the criteria needed to evaluate demographic pressures in a region, 

reproduction, the adaptation of migrants in their new milieu, or some 

sociological and psychological problems, as was the case in Senegal •. 

b) Particular advantages of this method. 

Sorne useful purpose might be served by coming back to the particular 

advantages obtained by using this method. By referring to the seven case 

studies taken up in the first part, we came up with four types of advantages: 

1 - Obtaining demographic figures that are more complete and of higher 

quality than the results usually obtained from the census and registries of 

vital statistics. There is, however, not the slightest intention in the minds 

of the investigators working this way to replace these two traditional sources 

of demographic statistics. On the contrary, improving operations in these 

areas is what is hoped for. This method can merely provide a temporary 

solution until the registry of vital statistics gives perfectly satisfactory 

results and until the data supplied by censuses are better. If these surveys, 

which are often costly, were to result in a slackening in the effors of 

governmental authorities to improve official statistics, it would be the exact 

opposite of what we are aiming to do .• Thea~ surveys aim in part rather to 
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show up the weaknesses in official statistics so that corrective measures can 

be more intelligently taken, by showing, for example, in what regions or in 

what specific fields (births, deaths) these weaknesses are most evident. 

Follow-up surveys do net merely mark one stage, a .changeover, in the 

general improvement of the official registration of vital statistics but a 

means of accelerating this type of improvement. 

A general survey (1) of the types of methods used to gather informa

tion in Asia up through 1969 (the surveys covered in our volume are therefore 

not the same ones) has shown that the coverage of births was between 43% and 

86% (with a median figure of 56%) in official registries of vital statistics, 

between 67% and 96% (with a median figure of 67%) in singl9-l-ound surveys, 

and between 66% and 92% (with a median figure of 83%) in follow-up surveys. 

The coverage of deaths was from33% and 92% (with a median figure of 49%) in 

the official registries of vital statistics, between 33% and 9o% (with a 

median figure of 51%) in single-round surveys, and between 5o% and 90% (with 

a median figure of 72%) in follow-up surveys. 

It is evident that in Asia follow-up surveys are a more efficient 

means of collecting data, especially on births. In Algeria, Tunisia and 

Madagascar, 95% of births - a similar result then - are covered, even though 

the statistics supplied by the official registry of vital statistics are 

relatively adequate in these countries. 

2 - Obtaining for population shifts figures that are more complete 

and of higher quality, this based on the principle that as short an interval 

as possible should separate the event from the observation of the event. It 

is thus necessary to repeat the occasions for making these observations so 

that events are not missed. though the frequency of the rounds should not be 

increased to such an extent as to become burdensome to the informants (or to 

modify their behaviour), nor as to increase the cost of the operations and 

the complexity of processing the data that are gathered. In order to get a 

good idea of the particular circumstances of a given population, better data 

may be expected from surveys in which the same or overlapping questions are 

asked several times than from the necessarily more incomplete and rapidly 

gathered questionnaires submitted by surveytakers who cannot go back into the 

(1) W. Seltzer, "Some Results from Asian Population Studies". Population 
Studies XXIII, N° 3 (November 1969) 395-406. 
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field to invalidate or confirm ~esults. On two different rounds, for example, 

different ages might be given,this indicating that mistaken information was 

submitted on one of the visits. It is thus possible to make necessary 

corrections on a further round. 

The quality of the information gathered can be improved by the less 

impersonal contacts between enumerator and informant that are possible on 

successive visits. Such is not possible in a census or single-round survey. 

Follow-up surveys thus aim to avoid those errors made by omission 

or by having incorrectly assigned events to particular times. In these surveys, 

the masses of information gathered are almost checked automatically. 

3 - Providing a richer mass of information that is of higher quality 

tlian the demographic statistics currently obtained and better than that 

obtained from single-round surveys. This is what happened in Algeria, where 

subsamplings were tacked on to the main sampling so as to learn of the 

marital and childbearing histories of women, of employment and unemployment, 

of migration. All of this data could be related to those provided by the main 

survey, which is especially concerned with the general circumstances of the 

population. This was also done in Senegal, where the surveys made could 

relate the child mortality rates to the quality of medical and social 

facilities and where the numerous aspects of the fertility rate could be 

studied. 

It is therefore incorrect, in our opinion, to call these surveys 

"population growth estimates11 (PGE), for they go far beyond mere growth 

estimations. 

4 - Making easier explanations of the phenomena studied, especially 

since demographic events are discrete but interdependent. By trying to isolate 

the·variable of time, one cames close to reproducing the ideal laboratory 

conditions in which the scientific method can be applied {not entirely, 

obviously ). Cause and effect can be studied more easily. In general, these 

surveys do not record miscellaneous data, nor are they designed to be mere 

measuring devices. The. working assumption is that when an event in a series 

occurs, it is influenced by all the other accompanying circumstances and by 

events that came before. The history of an individual or a couple is not, 

that is, a mere repetition of homogeneous events. Every change in his 

situation has its influence on the future. It is therefore eppropriate that 
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there should be occasions for observation at different stages of these series 

and not merely at the end of it all. Let us give a few examples - marriage, 

the birth of the first child and later of other children. When the size of a 

family n is increased to n + 1, the behaviour of the couple is not the same 

as when the family changed from n - 1 to n. Likewise, we could cite the 

rela~ionships studied by B. Lacombe and J. Vaugelade in Senegal (1) between 

weaning and infant mortality or fertility and infant mortnlity. These showed 

the interdependence of factors in the ralationship of fertility, nursing, 

and infant mortality, for in Africa weaning ueems to be responsible for an 

increase in infant mortality. There is, as well, the evidence produced by 

P. Cantrelle's study of the reletionships between nlternating seasons and 

illness and mortality in Khombol-Thienaba. Or, in Senegal once again, n 

rudimentary method of mensuring (according to the length of the pregnancy) 

the foetal mortality rate and the rate of induced abortions is now being used 

in follow-up surveys. Each month the urine of women suffering from amenorrhea 

in puerperium is analysed • 

In the case of migrations, a follow-up survey will make it possible to 

discover after the fact whnt the characteristics of the migrants were at the 

time they left. Up to now, the studies carried out by censuses and single

round surveys have been limited to the condition of the migrants in the place 

migrated to and have come into contact with the migrant only when he was in 

hie new environment. 

All of these examples illuetrate the indisputable euperiority of 

methods of continuous observation over single-round surveys (even those with 

retrospective data) in analysing touchy problems. Single-round surveys 

necessarily come after the fact. That method which remains, as it were, on the 

lookout for events before they happen so as better to observe them and their 

evolution, is richer and more useful than one which tries as best it can to 

reconstruct afterwards the past of the group of people experiencing an event. 

This past can almost never be perfectly situated in its original context. The 

analysis of cause and effect is obviously easier and more profitable when an 

event can be accurately situated in the circumstances surrounding it and when 

its subsequent history can be followed. After an event, especially a long 

(1) B. Lacombe and J. Vaugelade, "Mortalité au sevra~e, mortalité saisonni~re. 
Un exemple: Fakao (Sénégal)". Population XXIV, .N° 2 {March-April 1969) 339-343. 
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time after, there is a tendency to work too selectively, especially when the 

subject has moved or when there is the danger of bis leaving the field of 

observation - because of death, for example· • This causes the sample to be 

selective (e.g., only migrants who are still alive, and in the same place, 

are studied by a census or a singl~-round survey). 

Any particular situation is the result of factors that should be 

traced when possible from the very time they come into existence and not 

merely after they have come into play, or worse, long after their effects are 

finished. The great advantage of follow-up surveys is to allow the person 

doing research to observe the event in its original context and at the time 

it occurs. 

* * 
* 

The use of such a method, however, does not present advantages only, 

in part because any continuous survey bas more losses in the sampling than 

does a simple survey, since generally speaking only that part of the populatiCll 

which can be observed all during the survey will count, and entries in the 

sampling and departures from it will be a natural result of births, deaths, 

and migrations. There are two ways of mitigating these disadvantagee'. One of 

theee is to break: the total amount of observation time into relatively short 

units, as was done in the Brazilian state of Guanabara (1). For example, one 

would note the number of births occurring to women per month rather than per 

year, as is usually the case. When this is done, it is necessary to keep 

accurate records of the observation time of each person studied and this 

involves some complications in setting up processing between rounds and in 

calculating the various rates. It can be assumed, secondly, that the number 

of entries and departures from an area because of migration (as well as related 

events - births and deaths) generally counter-balance one another. 

Lastly, the method is not perfect and some events will be left out, as 

is the case when more traditional methods are used, unless appropriate 

measures are taken. In this category of event, we could put, for example, 

(1) United Nations, op.cit. 
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children born or deceased between two rounds, or the people (and the events 

concerning them) who have joined a population or sampling unit after one 

round nnd lenve it before the next one, net having remained long enough to be 

counted as "immigrants". This type of person, frequently found in the cities, 

where he is an "urbun nomad 11
, will completely escape being counted 

demographically if afterwards he forma part of a population or another 

sampling unit, once again for a short period of time. 

One of the principal drawbacks of this method is its rigour, demands 

for skilled personnel and its cost especially. As a result, failures in this 

type of survey are even more telling than in more traditional surveys. The 

method of carrying out such a study should be studied in minute detail by 

those responsible before the survey actually gets underway. The demographer 

is no longer somebody working in an office on population statistics that are 

more or less abstract or who is engaged in meditation on a mere wisp of a 

stntistic. Not only must he work in the field and engage in active research 

thnt is often costly (and in many cases he is the one responsible for 

limiting expenses), but he is also led to question the legitimacy of what he 

does and the conditions in which he has chosen to work. This means he is less 

inclined to be a neutral observer of what he studies, for he knows that his 

resenrch is meant to give a certain orientation to actions of governmental 

Ruthorities. Thus, health and education programmes were inspired by the 

survey in Thienaba (Senegal), and people went as fa~ as to compare the death 

rates in control groups and in groups receiving measles vaccine or in groupa 

having medicnl care facilities, or the services of male nurses, dietary 

counsellors, nnd available medicines. 

c) Sorne problems which arise. 

Let us take up one by one some of the points which created diffi

cul ties in the surveys that have already been carried out in Africa. 

1 - Should only de facto data be recorded ? 

All of the follow-up surveys carried out in Africa restricted them

sel ves to de facto data (births, deaths, migrations, etc ••• ). Variables 

such as attitudes or opinions were not included on the questionnaires, as 

was done in the attitudinal fertility surveys on knowledge and practice of 

contraceptive measures and in some motivation surveys on migrations. The aim 
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of the follow-up surveys was tç provide exclusively demographic rates. 

It should be noted that as of this date, very few follow-up surveys 

in the world have included psychological and sociological variables. These 

are found only in fertility surveys and here, too, in relatively small number. 

Several factors explain this, first of all the reluctance investigators have 

to work into a survey these variables so long as essential data like birth 

and death rates are unknown. In addition, including such factors involves 

incrensed expensea, often requiring whole sets of questions that yield finally 

only a small number of variables. In fertility surveys, for example, the 

questionnaires often contain a hundred questions or so, and require interviews 

generally lasting nn hour, these to be conducted by specially trained personnel 

Such goals must be abandoned in the major aurveys, as was the case in Algeria 

and Tunisia. 

Nonetheless, there are obvious advantages to be gained in relating 

simultaneously nnd at regular intervals de facto variables and psychological 

and sociological factors. Even though this was not a priority concern of the 

investigators working in Africa, the--possibility of making such connections 

in the future should not be eliminated, for variables in attitude, behaviour, 

and opinion are important in explaining demographic phenomena. Gathering data 

retrospectively in these areas is of even more dubious value than it is for 

de facto data. Cause and effect canr.ot be determined easily when de facto and 

psychological varinbles cannot be estnblished at the same time, as when a 

womnn marriPd for n years and co~ing to the end of her childbearing period 

is asked her opinion on the.idenl age for marriage and on the ideal number 

of children. Demographically speaking, it is more interesting to ask younger 

women such questions and then to follow the development of their attitudes 

and behaviour. 

2 - The need to establish a hierarchy of goals. 

Hierarchy of goals should be fixed from the very beginning. What is 

neededmost of all ? Estimates of crude birth, denth nnd growth rates must 

obviously be of grent importance, especially when the statistics of the 

official registry of vital statistics are of little use, as in Cameroon and 

Senegal. On the other hand, when the statistics furnished by the official 

registry of vital statistics are more satisfactory (especially for births), 

as in countries like Algeria, Tunisia and Madagascar, more ambitious goals 
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might be set, as vas in fact the case in these countries. 

It is undoubtedly the Algerian survey that had the most aiDbitious 

goals. In some areas, this survey shoultl be able to provide more information 

than either a census or a routine demographic survey could yield. It could 

produce more than a census since the questionnaire already includes all the 

questions that had been asked in the census of 1966 (and interesting compa

risons could be made here), without, though, the detailed breakdown which 

might be useful in setting up future sampling-frames. In addition, there were 

questions that èould not be asked in a census without making things too 

cumbersome, thus jeopardizing the survey's success. The Algerian survey 

should be able to yield more fruitful results than could a routine demographic 

survey because of the great size of the sampling, which mak:es it possible to 

study a greater number of variables statistically and these in greater depth. 

If this survey were to include a detailed break:down of the population, a 

census would doubtless be unnecessary. The information yielded would be of 

greater value than that of a census and of higher quality (without its 

costing more). The results would be available even more rapidly. This is 

perhaps one of the "optimal poiJ?:ts", which shows what it might be best to do 

in future work on demographic statistics in the third world. 

3 - Can subsamples be added on to the main survey ? 

It is possible to add subsamples on to the main survey so as to 

study specific problems in greater depth. If such is to be done in one round 

only, corrections might be made with information gathered on other rounds. 

Obviously, the method of random sampling should be used. This was 

done in Algeria, where on the second round a subsampling of one in every ten 

households was drawn from the master list, making it possible to interview 

all the women in a household on their childbearing history. The exact figures 

could be drawn up of the intervals between births and the relations to be 

made with other demographic factors (age at marriage, total length of child

bearing period) or with variables that are more sociological (statua of one's 

residence, social and job categories, etc ••• ). Another procedure had been 

planned, this covering two separate subsamples. In one out of ten households 

on the last two rounds, all males over 15 years old and all women between 15 

and 50 years and living in cities were to be interviewed on their jobs. This 

had to be abandoned, for lack of funds. 
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It would have been very interesting to add on a subsampling to study 

the schooling of children, as had been planned. Statistics in this area are 

most often drawn up by the schools themselves, and it is not easy to judge 

arrivals and departures, the number of ùrop-outs, of repeated years, nor the 

regular progression from year to year. A follow-up survey in which families 

would be questioned on school attendance during the preceding year and in 

which·the children's real behaviour could be observed the following year, would 

be of great use in this respect. 

Attention should be paid so that the complexity of these operations 

does not cause the main survey to take second place. 

4 - Can new questions be added from one round to the next ? 

Follow-up surveys make it possible not only to record changed circum

stances and newly occurring events but to enrich one's knowledge of a 

population without loading down the questionnaires excessively: all the 

questions to be asked can be divided up among the various rounds, either for 

the entire sampling or for only a part of it. It goes without saying that 

the most awkward questions would best be left for the end. 

This technique was used extensively in the surveys in Khombol-Thienaba 

and Pikine in Senegal. New data were gathered on each of the six rounds for 

the entire sampling: characteristics of individuals, marital and childbearing 

histories of women (first round); new data on pregnancies, weaning and the 

resumption of sexual relations and the period after childbirth, attitudes 

and opinions about fert~lity (second round); additional sociological data 

(third, fourth, and fifth rounds); and during the very last week, information 

on the frequency of sexual relations (sixth round). 

5 - Making connections between the follow-up survey and • the official registry 

of vital statistics. 

When surveys have been carried out in coun~ries where the registration 

of vital statistics, if not complete, is not too unsatisfactory {Algeria, 

Tunisia, Madagascar), an effort has been made to compare the reporting of 

events either to both sources or to one of them only. If this "linking" or 

"twinning" is carried out correctly and if the two sources of information are 

independent of one another, what is called the formula of Chandrasekhar and 

Deming can make it possible to estimate the numbers involved in the fourth 

category of events - events declared to neither source. 
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Nonetheless, making connections between separate documents that treat 

the same event poses problems that are awkward and costly, for such operations 

are necessarily limited to only some facts appearing in the documents of 

registers of vital statistics. Such measures cannot be completely satisfactory. 

It is not always possible to locate records of events which have been recorded, 

for sometimes there are problems of identification, these because the ages 

listed or the name (when there are homonyms or pseudonyms) is not recorded 

the same way in both sources. It sometimes happens that the vital statistics 

are not declared within the legal deadlines and the late entries are frequent. 

Lastly, the independence of the :two systems of registration - the theoretical 

basis of such an operation - is doubtful, since an event declared to one 

source has good chance of being declared to the other, for the populations 

upder study of ten make such connections independently and naturally. Thus 

it happened that in Tunisia, an improvement in the records of the official 

registry of vital statistics was noticed when the survey was being conducted. 

Such operations are logical most of all when an entire area is 

covered by the follow-up survey, as in Madagascar. But when the clusters 

drawn randomly in the sampling system used are of small or average size -

as the theory of errors makes necessary - working with the documents of the 

official registry of vital statistics is long and difficult, the elements of 

the population covered by both sources overlapping only to a limited extent. 

Becnuse such operations are costly and difficult, as a survey made 

in Pakistan revealed, our experience with such methods in Africa is still 

limited. Outside Madagascar, such an expériment was made in two rural 

sheikdoms of Tunisia, both of which were covered by the same questions as 

in the main survey but more thoroughly. Unfortunately, in both cases the 

amount of "linking up" that was done was limited. Statistical analysis does 

not make it possible to draw any clear conclusions about such a method, even 

though the method's usefulness is not in question, since it attempts to 

pinpoint the weakness in the registration of vital stntistics or in the 

survey - or in both sources. 

6 - Survey to explain why events are not recorded by the official registry 

of vital statistics. 

We should mention an interesting extension in Tunisia that has be1 .1 

made of linking up declarations recorded by the official registry of vital 
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statistics and the survey (1). ~n the two sheikdoms in which such operations 

were carried out, enumerators questioned households on the reasons for which 

an event reported to the survey had not been declared to the official 

registry (64 births and 59 deaths in 88 households). The reasons most often 

given includè the distance between the homes of the informants and the 

offices of the sheikh, the existence of private cemeteries, and most of all, 

the population's ignorance of the registry of vital statistics. 

It would be good for these investigations to be extended and expanded 

to the regional level, for they would make it possible to achieve one of the 

basic goals of follow-up surveys - evaluation of the functioning of the 

official registry of vital statistics and reasons for non-registration. 

7 - Advantagès in setting up overlapping registration periods. 

There are advantages to be had in making several visita during the 

same period of time and comparing the statements which are given for that 

same period. This was done in Algeria and Tunisia, where during the first 

round questions were asked on events that had taken place after Aïd-es-Seghir 

of the preceding year (retrospective period) and on the second round, six 

months later, on the same retrospective period and on the time falling 

between the two rounds (2). In Tunisia, it was found that 10.'7% and 21.5% 

fewer births and deaths respectively were reported for the retrospective 

period on the second round as on the first, these differences more pronounced 

in the country than in the towns. Is it the increased passage of time which 

explains the omissions made ·on the second round, or were the periods of time 

in question poorly perceived by the informants (on the first round as on the 

second) ? Both explanations are valid, for it is probable that informants 

would find it more difficult to situate events in relation to the beginning 

of the retrospective period (Aid-es-Seghir), the farther back in the past 

this is. Instead of "catching" the omissions of the first round on the 

second round, such omissions were strengthened when the period of time for 

these 11 slip-ups 11 was extended. These results should make it possible to 

better appreciate the value of retrospective surveys. 

(1) C. Paulet, "Un prolongement de l'Enqu3te Nationale Démographique 
Tunisienne". Population XXIV,N° 6 (1969) 195-197. 
(2) J. Vallin, "Le tem~s, facteur d'omission dans une enqu3te rétrospective". 
Population XXIV, N° 3 lMay-June 1969) 548-549. 

~ 
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Overlapping.observation periods were used in Madagascar in circum

stances similar to those of Algeria and Tunisia, and in Pikine (Senegal) as 

well. 

8 - The size of the sampling. 

The important question of the size of the sampling bas a major 

influence on the general plan to be followed by the research. In fact, it 

would be desirable to evaluate statistically ~hat can be analysed before 

preceding with any survey. Is it possible, with the size of the sampling 

chosen and the method of sampling used (bath of these influenced by the 

amount of men and material available), to calculate birth, death, and growth 

rates in the populations covered by the survey, to draw up survivorship charts 

by sex, by regions, ethnie groupa, major regions, to determine migratory 

matrices with satisfactory confidence intervals ? If, for example, the small 

size of a sampling is such that a birth rate of 45 per thousand has a 95% 

chance of falling between 42.2 and 47.8 per thousand (and this is true when 

the size of the sampling is 50 000 and the drawing by clusters of 500), there 

are good reasons for wondering whether such incertain results justify the 

cost involved. A priori reasoning could yield the same estimate and with no 

greater risks. Fertility rates by age will fall within a confidence interval 

range that is even more extensive. What African government is going ~o spend 

valuable money - this already in short supply - to set up a statistical system 

that will yield the same information that is already available, even if such 

is based on less rigourous scientific techniques ? The answer to this depends 

on the quality of the information already available. When the registry of 

vital statistics does not exist for all practical purposes or when it is so 

unsatisfactory as to provide very little useful information, it is only 

natural to accept larger confidence intervals, thus a sampling which is less 

extensive. This was the case in Cameroon, where the survey yielded lower 

birth rates than one might have expected a priori, though these must yet be 

confirmed. 

The ·limita of demographic analysis in any given case must also be 

examined. Is it possible, that is, to go beyond crude birth and death rates 

so as to draw up fertility and life expectancy charte ? The size of the 

sampling will depend on the event occurring the least frequently (that is, 

death), and as the Algerian investigators found out, drawing up a chart of 

the death rate is demanding work, requiring the recording of 5000 to 7000 , 
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deaths. It was precisely this factor that was determinant in the choice of 

the size of the master sampling in Algeria. 

9 - Sampling problems. 

The methods of sampling used have an obvious influence on the results 

obtained and on how they are interpreted. There are only two real choices, 

as in any demographic survey. 

1) A thprough survey of an entire population, the problem of sampling 

not really entering into consideration. This was done in Cameroon and in the 

Senegalese surveys in rural zones. 

2) A random drawing (by strata or not), as in Algeria and Tunisia. 

The size of the clusters should be uniform but not so big as to produce a 

clustering effect, which would have unwanted effects on sampling error 

(a drawing by clusters should be twice as big as a systematic snmpling, other 

things being equal), nor so small as to complicate work in the field. Clusters 

of 300-500 people seem to reconcile the two contradictory needs for accurncy 

and ease of operations. 

If strata are used, variable sampling rates should be avoided so as 

to keep the calculations of estimates simple. Above all, the household should 

not be chosen as final sampling unit because of the ~obility of a population 

and difficulties in making identifications. (In Tunisia, 17% of the house

holds drawn randomly from the 1966 census were not found during the first 

round's work in the field). Geographic units are to be preferred (with the 

geographic units drawn randomly thoroughly processed) to using people, 

households, or even housing, as basic units. 

Exhaustive surveys have several advantages, among them relatively 

small costs because of easier field work, getting to know better the 

population covered by the survey, and the possibility of setting up verifica

tions of the registration of vital statistics (when such exista). There are 

also disadvantages - the lack of representativity on the national level and 

generally speaking, the small size of the sampling, the application of such 

a method in a widespread and relatively homogeneous population somewhat 

uneconomical. 

Random sampling bas the advantage of making it possible to cover n 

larger area, where the population is this heterogeneous, but it bas the 

drawback of casting a lot and of multiplying the errors of observation due 
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to the difficulties that exist~n making verifications. Lastly, it is 

impossible to link up the results with the data of the registry of vital 

statistics. 

10 - Internal verification and "linkage". 

In operations that are sometimes so awkward, means of verifying the 

data gathered should be sought whenever possible outside of the field work. 

Interna! consistency in the results should be looked for, as was 

done in Cameroon, by verifying all the results to see whether, for example, 

divisions by age corresponded with fertility and mortality levels. The stable 

or semi-stable population patterns of the United Nations can be used for 

this (1). In general, this is only possible when at least one mortality chart 

is available, though this is itself one of the things to be produced by the 

survey. 

It is also possible to compare the results of two separate sources of 

information. There are three ways of going about this: 

1) carrying out a single-round survey in which the retrospective 

data gathered is verified either against the information recorded by the 

registry of vital statistics, or against the information gathered by a 

parallel survey of the same type, as was done in Pakistan. 

2) carrying out a thorough follow-up·survey in a limited area, compa

ring the results obtained with the data of the registry of vital statistics, 

as was done in Madagascar and in two Tunisian sheikhdoms. The formula of 

Chandrasekhar and Deming can be used to estimate the number of events recorded 

by neither source. 

3) carrying out a follow-up survey based on a random sampling in a 

large population. In this case, it is the subsequent rounds that will provide 

a type of self-verification, especially if there are overlapping observation 

periods. It is very difficult, though, to link up the results with the data 

of the registry of vital statistics, for the zones covered by the survey 

with drawing by clusters do not correspond with those of the official registry 
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For this to be possible, the clusters would have to average 4000 to 5000 

people, and this would lead to a considerable loss of accuracy. At the most, 

such linking up could be made on a smaller scale than that of the total 

sampling. 

11 - Eroblems of distortion in the sample. 

First of all, who is to be covered by the survey ? Is it the people 

of the households, bouses, or areas drawn randomly (de facto population) or 

the people who customarily live in a particular place (de jure population) ? 

In the latter case, it is necessary to define clearly what criteria of 

residence are to be used, so as to distinguish the visitor from the immigrant 

and the resident who happens to be away temporarily from the emigrant. 

Likewise in the case of births, must all births taking place in the 

area of the sampling be recorded, even if these refer to people absent during 

the rounds, or must these births refer only to people present during the 

rounds, wherever the births themselves took place ? 

As a criterion of residence, it is one's presence in a place for six 

months or a stated intention to reside in a place for at least six months 

that is increasingly used. As for the events themselves, generally spenking, 

those events taking place within this population (births to women who have 

residence in one place for at least six months, deaths of people who had 

resided in one place for at least six months) are accepted. These events 

will be included in the average yearly population figures used in calculating 

the various vital rates. Increasing the number of rounds covering the same 

sampling would make it possible to sort out both persona and events at the 

end of the survey. 

12 - Analysis and results. 

Even though the accuracy of one's calculations is no true judge of the 

quality of the work done, nonetheless a method will be judged by the results 

it produces. These results have been mentioned here only incidentally, for 

this book is primarily concerned with methodology. The analyses, moreover, 

are not even close to being finished Rnd the results thus far obtained fùtve 

not lived up to the earlier expectations of investigators. 

In all the surveys, crude death, birth, and growth rates were calcu

lated for those retrospective periods that exist, as well as for the observation 
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period, though these rates gene~ally do not include sampling errors. Some of 

the results, however, are quite surprising. Thus, in the department of 

Adamaoua in Cameroon, the birth rates obtained for the years 1965-1966, 

1966-1967, 1967-1968, are respectively 35, 29 and 24 per thousand. A priori, 

it seems difficult to accept such wide variations. Sampling errors and errors 

of observation must be examined so as to explain this. It is possible that 

the fi·rst rate, which compared to the others is high, was too pigh because 

it ref~rred to a retrospective observation period (the limite of which the 

population perhaps misunderstood). It is possible that birtbs were reported 

that actually had taken place earlier. 

Likewise, when birth rates for subgroups (regions or different ethnie 

groups, for example) are given in a survey, standard deviation rates or 

co~fficients of variation for different probability thresholds (even though 

calculations cannot always be worked out easily when the sampling is by 

strata and in several degrees) should be matched. The confidence intervals 

should always be calculated, even when no sampling bas been made, the survey 

processing exbaustively the area it bas chosen empirically. Standard deviations 

are calculated just as if the population was part of a larger hypothetical 

whole. 

Survivorship ratios and fertility tables are often drawn up, but the 

standard deviation of a synthetic index such as of life expectancy at birth 

or of cumulative fertility (with the conditio~s in which the sampling was 

drawn of course taken into consideration) are much rarer. Even though these 

calculations are somewhat difficult to compute, this sbould be done if the 

results are to be interpreted correctly, especially when a population is 

divided into subgroups which will be compared. 

Calculating migratory flow is also touchy, as there are often several 

dimensions involved. For example, if the flow of entries and departures in 

the sample is to be calculated by sex (two possibilities), by 5-year age 

groups (seventeen possibilities), by native ragions (say erght possibilities) 

and regions taking migrants (say eight possibilities), the totality of 

immigrants in the area covered by the survey (representing at most 3% - 5% of 

the population) will be splintered into 2,176 categories, although no socio

logical features of the immigrants have been taken into consideration. Such 

large-scale computations cannot be made worthwhile except for a very large 

sampling, covering many hundred thousands of people. 
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For the analysis itself, there are advantages to be gained in applyi~g 

the methods of data correction and estimation of parameters that have been 

perfected for the use of countries with partially inaccurate statistics. Let 

us recall several examples here: 

- Methods in whivh zhrd ztr ''smoothed over" and adjustments are made 

in the cases of people whose age is unknown. Both methods are· of considerable 

importance in Africa, where insurmountable problems in determining ages are 

often met with. 

- Estimates of certain parameters (birth rates, death rates, life 

expectancy at birth, survivorship ratios by age, ratios of childbearing, etc •• ) 

depending on the data available, these most often based on the stable popula

tion theory (1). This method, as we have said, should make it poséible to 

check the internal consistency of the results, verifying, for example, that 

the plan with classifications by major age groupa coincides with the rates of 

childbearing. 

- The method developed by William Brase (2), for African surveys in 

particular, apparently, might also be quite usefully applied. This method is 

based on collecting for each woman data on all births taking place up to the 

survey and on those taking place the year before in particular. Corrective 

coefficients make it possible to get the figure for accumulated fertility 

at some ages (cross-sectional analysis) to coincide with the average number 

of children declared by women (longitudinal analysis) in cases where the 

difference is due to women's mistaking the reference period involved. It would 

be interesting to use this method in two different ways: calculating the 

cumulative fertility rate by using the figures for births recorded during 

the year preceding the survey (retrospective survey) and by referring to the 

births recorded between rounds during the year of the survey itself. 
(3) 

W. Brass~has developed another very clever method, this one meant to 

help estimate death rates among very young children. It is based on one's 

knowledge of both the total number of living children born and the nwnber 

of children still alive (these classified according to the ages of the women 

covered by the survey). Such information makes it possible to draw up a 

(1) United Nations, op.oit. 
(2) W. Brasa, A.J. Coale, P. Demeny, D. Heisel, F. Lorimer, A. Romansak and 
E. Van de Walle, The Demography of Tropical Africa (Princeton: Princeton Univ. 
Press, 1968), Chapter 3. 
(3) W. Brasa, "The Construction of Life Tables from Child Survivorship Ratios", 
in Oonférence pour l'Etude Scientifique de la Population, Vol.I (New York,1961) 
294-301. 
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survivorship ratio for children up to adulthood. Several assumptions must 

be made (the arrangement of births by ~ge groupe of the mothers and the 

mortality rate among very young children must remain invariable, the same rate 

of omission must apply to surviving children and to those deceased). It would 

be i~teresting to compare the estimates made thusly with those obtained 

directly by the survey, either for the retrospective period or for the deaths 

declared between rounds. 

B) Conclusion 

These surveys, which are ve~y difficult to set up, are above all 

meant to improve the gathering of data. They do not claim to be merely .. t 

empirical, for they also mean to gather data in the light of the experimental 

phase to follow, subsequent rounds, by revealing latent structures, supposed 

to lead to the investigator's confrontation of the facts that he wants to 

study with the facts themselves. What is involved here is a means of 

measurement and a method of research that are meant to avoid that distortion 

of reality produced when contacts between the enumerators and the people 

covered by the survey are too brief especially in developing countries, 

where such contacts are of major importance. 

The success of these methods depends on the amount of care with which 

the field work is carried out. Moreover, from the very beginning, before 

operations have reached a point where the strategy can no longer be modified, 

it is important to draw together in an overall chart the various elements 

involved: size of the sampling, type of sampling, type of rates to be obtained 

(these compared to those already availabl•) sampling errors in each case and 

cost. 
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CONCLUSION 

Follow-~p surveys mark definite progress over single-round aurveys. 

~onetheless, one would be ill advised to think that they provide a simple 

means of measurement or the perf~ct means of measurement, for studying 

populations where the registration of vital statistics is lacking. The 

several examples that have just been given show that, quite on the contrary, 

the use of this method requires that great precautions should be taken, its 

very advantages requiring it to be used all the more adroitly. 

There is no reason to be surprised by this, for it .is always the 

application of a technique which creates problems. This was so for single

round surveys and their periods ·Of retrospective questioning. Though these 

periods of retrospective questioning seemed to be so simple, they created 

such difficulties in practice that the results obtained often had to be 

questioned. The calendar itself, which provides an easy means of determining 

the age of an individual, was in practice also somewhat more fastidious. 

One is thüs rather tempted to blame the method and not the use it is 

putto (1). It is therefore wise to prepare oneself in advance for possible 

disappointments that might result from using this method improperly. As of this 

writing, a good number of experiments have been broken off or abandoned, so 

this warning is not out of place (2). 

It is by no means unlikely that some single-round surveys could have 

yielded better results if the techniques used in the various stages had been 

used with more precision, thoroughness and completeness. Similarly, the 

(1) As the saying goes, it is the poor workman that blames his tools. 
(2) For example, the experiments with a travelling registrar of vital 
statistics in Guinea (1955) or Gabon (1961), attempts to carry out follow-up 
surveys in city areas of Morocco (1962) or Madagascar (1968), the recent 
Indian experiments with registration by sampling, etc ••• 
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follow-up surveys that have been made up to now have not always been carried 

out with all the care that such an approach requires. 

There is no doubting that this technique, though better adapted to 

the particular populations here in question, is more difficult to use. Almost 

at every step one encounters new problems or familiar problems that have 

become even more complex: 

- the method of sample taking used and the need to define clearly 

the unit used, since this must be located several times in succession; 

- techniques for comparing different rounds, as there is a great 

danger of the enumerator's jumping to the hasty conclusion either that the 

initial situation of a household has not changed or that it necessarily must 

have changed. Locating·the same person after a period of several months does 

not by itself mean that hie situation is clear or that it has been understood; 

- processing itself and the analysis that follows, since the many 

possibilities present in single-round surveys (1) are multiplied and far more 

varied (cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses, indices of individuals, 

households, or events, rates for whole periods or parts of periods, etc ••• 

- the use of different techniques within the same survey (comparing 

the various methods used to determine ages, comparing the periods of 

retrospective questioning and repeated entries, etc ••• ) 

There are two things to watch out for and these are apparently present 

in the several surveys carried out as of this. date: first of all, needless 

complication of entries, this automatically reducing their quality; secondly, 

insufficient use of the material gathered and the subsequent loss of 

information that is available. 

We hope that future surveys will be as simple as possible (with the 

logical arrangement and phrasing of the questionnaires apparent to the 

enumerators). Processing should be as complete as possible, complications 

at this stage not being as harmful as they are in the field. 

Above all, we hope that those in charge of surveys carried out in the 

future realize that even the most elaborate and well worked out method means 

nothing unless it is used well. More than in the other types of survey, the 

process of follow-up surveys depends on the care with which the field work is 

done, thus on the ease with which this can be carried out and its results 

verified. But this is nothing new. 

(1) For births, for instance, work can be done on the births occurring in the 
previous twelve month period, these births classified by the mothers or by the 
heads of household, the total number of a woman's offspring, various 
conclusions that can be reached by working with age pyramide. 
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Appendix 

MO ROCCO 

Multi-purpose surveys {1961-1963) 

1 - Goals 

Multi-purpose surveys: 

Demography 

Agriculture 

Area cultivated 

Yield 

Production 

Bree ding 

Employment {city areas) 

Housing (city areas) 

Demographie: 

The survey came after the census of 1960 and its main goal was to 

produce further information on births and death. 

Background note: 

This survey was one of the first follow-up surveys and it is by 

far the most important multi-round demographic survey in French-speaking 

Africa. 

2 - Range of study 

All Morocco except for the following categories: 

Nomads 

Jews living in cities 

The province of Tarfaya 

Population counted separately 

Estimated population 

240 000 

70 000 

Numbers of people involved in the scope of the survey (the estimate 

of 1 July 1962 is based on the census): 

Population in city areas: 

Population in rural areas: 

3 372 000 

8 161 000 
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For various reasons, the use of follow-up surveys in city areas had 

to be abandoned. In this work, we have limited ourselves to the survey in 

rural areas which, covering a population of 8 161 000 people, involved making 

three rounds in each sample household. 

The milieu is a traditional Moslem one. It is very difficult to 

interV'iew women. The roads are excellent except in the north. 

3 - Numbers involved 

Total ref erence number 

rural zones in Morocco: 8 161 000 

Sampling: 

first round 329 960 

subsequent rounds 63 666 

4 - Method used in sample ta.king 

Sampling-frame 

list of villages drawn up for the 1960 census 

primary sampling units (PSU): the village{"douar") 

Stratification 

(1) geographically: 11 agricultural/economic strata 

(2) by size: 4 substrata within each geographic stratum, these 4 
substrata based on the recorded size of each P.rimary sampling unit. 

Type of sampling 

Sampling in one step. The entire population of each primary sampling 

unit was covered by the survey (àampling by clusters). 

Drawing 

Systematic drawing of primary sampling units with a constant ratio in 

each substratum, this variable between substrata and approximately propor

tionate to the average size of PSU of substrata. Variable ratios between 

geographic strata, these chosen by the geometric mean of the following two 

sections: 

(1) drawing with a uniformy constant ratio. 

(2) drawing with uniformy constant numbers involved. 

741 PSU's drawn for the first round; subsampling of 149 PSU's for the 

second and third rounds, 146 of these finally polled by the survey. (Drawing 

of PSU's of the subsampling: 1 in 5 systematically). 
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Error 

Sampling error was calculated only for the estimates of population 

rates. 

5 - Duration of the survey 

First round: December 1961 - February 1962 (some of the PSU's later on) 

Second round: May 1962 - July 1964 (average round for each household 

between second and third rounds: 197 days); 

Third r~und: December 1962 - February 1963 (theoretically, exactly 

one year after the first round in each household). 

Results published: March 1964. 

6 - Conditions in which survey was carried out 

In charge: Central Statistics Section 

Financing (1) 1961-1962 Central St.atistics Section 

Ministry of Agriculture 

1963 for tallying 

850 000 DH 

500 000 DH 

3 350 000 DH 

1 600 000 DH 

It is impossible to itemize that part of the financing whicr is only 

of the demographic survey. 

No outside financing. 

Personnel: 1 director and 1 assistant, aided by two technical experts 

and various statisticians. 

Field work: controllers (holding a "brevet" or higher degree) 40 

head enumerators (secondary school education) 40 

enumerators (holders of a "Certificat d'Etudes 

Primaires") 

hiring done by competitive examination 

training period: 2 courses April 1961 

September 1961 

+ numerous refresher courses 

40 teams, each consisting of controller 

head controller 

5 enumerators 

Transport: 40 vehicles (2CV Citroen), these new and purchased 

especially for the survey. 

(1) A Moroccan dirham= approximately 1.1 French Francs. 

200 
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7 - Survey tachniques 

Subject: 

resident population (present or absent), plus temporary residents 

(these people not, however, included in the analysis). 

Questionnaires: 

first round: list· of households in the primary sampling unit. 

1 demographic questionnaire per household. Sorne ·of the retro

specti ve questions on births and deaths occurring during prior 

twelve month period. 

second round: 1 demographic questionnaire filled in without referring to the 

questionnaire of the first round. Only the list of heads of 

households was available for the enumerator's use. 

1 age questionnaire for each person. This was a very detailed 

questionnaire, the aim of which was to help in estimating ages 

in combination with the regular calendar. 

between second and third rounds: 

third round: 

8 - Processing 

first round: 

collation of results of first two rounds. The office keeps a 

file on each household in which inconsistencies are found and 

which lists all people whose names appear on only one of the 

lists established for each of the two rounds. 

the enumerntor had at his disposa! the demograpbic question

naire filled in on the first round and was asked to indicate 

the absence or presence of each persan listed therein. 

solving each of the inconsistencies listed on the inconsistency 

form. 

1 questionnaire for each household on births and deaths 

occurring in previous twelve month period. 

tallying done by standard office calculators. 

longitudinal survey: 

tallying done manually. This method is rather complicated when 

it cornes to making connections between the questionnaires on 

each household (for details, see the article by Sabagh and 

Scott cited below). 
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In 1o% of the primary sampling units, no more than 15% of the 

population would be included in the collation.In the remaining 

9o% of PSU's, an average of 5,3% could not be included in the 

collation. The job of collating wzs long and tedious (involving 

thirty people working over a period of four months). 

Population base: 

that of the second round. 

Time involved: see above. 

9 - Results 

Data gathered: total population in each region and stratum 

size of households 

Vital rates: 

sex 

age 

marital statua 

date of birth, province 

education: number of years, degrees 

languages: reading and written knowledge/spoken language 

fertility {women) 

birth rate 

death rate 

estimations according to the longitudinal survey, with the 

exception of the to% of PSU's spoken of above. 

Estimated rate Standard deviation 
of estimate 

births per thousand 
deaths per thousand 
natural growth per 

44.8 
21.0 

+ 1.08 
+ 1.07 

thousand 23.0 + 1.5 

10 - Bibliography 

Résultats de l'enquête à objectifs multiples (1961-1963)(Rabat: Divi
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G. Sabagh and C. Scott,"The Historical Calendar as a Method of 

Estimating Age: the Experience of the Moroccan Multi-Purpose Sample Survey". 

Population Studies XXIV (1970) 93-109. 
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Appendix 2 

IVORY COAST 

Social and Economie Survey of Abidjan 

1 - Goals 

The survey, the idea of which was thought up in 1963, was to satisfy 

two needs. 

1) to describe accurately the demographic and social situation of 

Abidjan in 1963; 

2) working from this description, to indicate the basic trends which 

would make it possible to make medium and long range predictions for the 

development of the city and region. 

2 - R~inge of study 

The city of Abidjan can be devided into three parts: 

1) the continental part, including the plateau, Adjamé and Cocody 

(the latter build recently) with Europeans and well to do Africans as residents 

2) the island of "Petit Bassam", which includes 

- Treichville (typical African section, highly populated by people 

of very varied backgrcilµldsr a system of avenues separates the various land 

allotments. 

- Marcory {more modern section, inhabited by predominantly African 

employees and middle level executives). 

3) the coastal section can be grouped under two headings: stable 

population and·non-stable population. In both cases, a great variety of 

nationalities and ethnie groupa can be found. 

The precise areas covered by the survey included the sections of 

Adjame, Cocody, Attiéboubé, the Plateau, Treichville, Marcory, Koumassi, and 

the villages of Abobodoumé, Locodjo, Sauté, Vridi, Petit Bassam and Port Bouet. 

3 - Numbers involved 

Because the survey included several different subjects, different 

samplings were prepared. 
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The first demographic count provided a file of households from which 

the sampling of the other surveys was to be made and covered a master sampling 

(R) of 10 000 people, these representative of the population of Abidjan 

(approximately 200 000 inhabitants). 

Four complementary surveys covered the subsamplings s1, s
2

, s
3

, and s
4

• 

The purpose of these was to study natural and migratory changes. 

The second demographic count, conducted like the first one butone 

year later, covered another sampling (R2) (in which a further distinction 

was made betweep new R2 and old R
2
). 

Six surveys on budgeting and consumption were made on sampling H and C. 

The master-sampling R was thus broken down into nine subsamplings,the 

size of which varied between 250 and 3 000 households. 

4 - Method used in sample taking 

The total reference number of the survey was first of all divided into 

five strata: 

A) Modern housing: the plateau of Cocody, Marcory, and the industrial 

area - European population. 

B) Somewhat improved "community" housing: building constructed by 

building groupe, groupings of civil servants. 

C) Housing in standard blocks of land allotments: Treichvill~ and 

Adjamé. Foreign population. Sections divided in blacks 40 metres x 40 rnetres. 

D) Housing on building plots. 

E) Traditional style housing not on building plots. 

The sampling-fraction drawn in the master sampling R was 1/10 for 

Stratum A and 1/5 for Strata B,C~D, and E. 

With each stratum a basic sampling unit was chosen, and a list of 

these units (imaginary or real) was drawn up. Afterwards, a random drawing of 

the units to be counted was made. 

Stratum A:- sampling unit: housing 

- list of bouses with their numbers drawn up from land register and 

observation in the field. 

- systematic drawing (1/10) of clusters of 5 houses, each of these 

separated from one another by housing not in the cluster (clusters with gaps). 
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Stratum B: - sampling unit: housing 

- list of houses supplied by constructors 

- systematic drawing of 1 in every 5 houses 

Stratum C: - sampling unit: blocks 40 metres x 40 metres 

- list and numbering made from maps 

- systematic drawing with fraction set at 1/5 

Stratum D: - sampling unit: building plots 

- numbering made from maps 

- systematic drawing set at 1/5 clusters of two building plots 

(very often two adjacent building plots are owned by the same person). 

Stratum E: - sampling unit: the courtyard (all housing giving on to the same 

courtyard) 

- systematic drawing with fraction set at 1/5, working from readings 

of the cartographical service (courtyards often overlapped and were generally 

not of the same size). 

In Strata A,B,C,D,E, whenever an uninhabited house was drawn, it was 

replaced by a bouse that was inhabited. 

In Stratwn D, whenever a dwelling overlapped two building plots, the 

drawing of building plots was staggered by one additional unit on each side. 

For R2 it seemed advisable to renew the sampling by separating 

old R2: sampling fraction of 1/3 applied to the list of PSU's covered 

by survey during R from, 

new R2: list of new PSU's per stratum and area. 

5 - Duration of the survey 

The sur~ey was carried out over a fourteen month period, from March 

1963 to May 1964. The frequency and length of the rounds were as follows: 

1• mars 
1963 A M J J! A S 0 N 

E3 C 

D J F M A M 
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6 - Conditions in which survey was carried out 

Body "in charge of survey: the Ministry of Finance and Economie Affairs 

and Planning had SEMA (Société d'Economie et de Mathématiques Appliquées) 

carry out the survey. 

Hiring and training enumerators: 40 enumerators (at the level of the 

"Certificat d'Etudes Primaires") who spoke Dioula (the main vernacular 

language) and other languages when possible, were hired. (Two enumerators 

could speak Ebrié and Mossi). 

Training programme: 14 to 23 February 1963. 

For Stratum A, four female enumerators, both African and European, 

were used. 

Publicizing the survey and preparing the population psychologically: 

The support ofmunicipal bodies and leading figures made it possible 

to publicize the survey on a large scale and to reach most of the population. 

In general the survey was well accepted. 

7 - Survey techniques 

a) Questionnaire: 

The enumerators took note of all people - present, absent, temporarily 

present - residing in each primary sampling unit drawn. 

- For each dwelling, a two page multiple form (R) was filled 'in. On 

page 1 information identifying the dwelling was listed. The count proper 

appears on page 2. Various features for each person in the dwelling were noted. 

- A special questionnaire E, developing certain demographic topics, 

lB.S filled in for one out of every three dwellings. 

- Questionnaire B, on budgets, was made up 0f five charte relating to: 

• total expenditures 

• all incoming money on a particular day 

make-up of the household (same table as in questionnaire R) 

• people taking part in the meal used for observation work 

• income of the household 

- The questionnaire contains thirty one questions relating to housing 

(legal statua of the resident, etc ••• ; classification of the dwelling by type 

of construction, by rooms included, by household equipment and appliances, 

etc ••• ). 

- In questionnaire C are recorded for each household on the day of the 

survéy the number of movements from the dwelling, the places gone to, the mean~ 

of locomotion used, and the reasons for these trips. 
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Questionnaire R2, lastly, is a multiple household form. 

b) Timetable. 

R1 and s1 got under way on 24 February 1963 (enumerators divided into 

six teams, each team working in a sector; verifications in the field made 

regularly by supervisory personnel and team heads). 

End of surveys Rand s1, 15 April. 

From 1 April to 13 May, coding was carried out and a rapid tally made 

in order to make up a card file. 

13 May, survey B gets under way (for one month the enumerator visita 

several households, each of them three times a day).· 

24 June: survey B2• The survey is carried out like B1• 

1 August: survey s2 and H get under way. 

28 August: survey B
3 

begins. 

2 October: survey B4 begins. 

12 November: surveys s
3
c begin. 

12 December: survey B
5 

begins. 

18 January 1964: survey B6 begins. 

24 Februaru to 5 May: surveys s
4
R2 begin. 

18 April: end of R2 

8 - Processing and Analysis. 

Those enumerators not used in survey taking immediately began tallying 

the results of the preceding survey. It was thus possible to obtain the 1118.in 

results quickly. 

Transcription was done onspecial transcription sheets, not the 

questionnaires themselves. 

9 - Results. 

We limit ourselves here to demographic results. Survey R provided a 

description of the population in 1963 (residence, sex, age, ethnie group,etc •• ) 

Surveys S and R2 made it possible to follow the various shifts in this popula

tion. According to R1, Abidjan includes 230 370 people (127 510 of these adult 

men and 102 850 adult women). The following rates were recorded between-R1 and 

R2: crude birth rate: 47 per 1000; overall fertility rate: 190 per 1000; crude 

death rate: 19.3 per 1000. 

10 - Bibliography. 

SEMA: Ministry of Finance, Economie Affaira and Planning, Republic of 
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Etat de la population d'Afrique en 1963. Tableaux statistiques. Report N° 3A; 

Vol.II: Etat de la population d'Afrique en 1964.Analyse des résultats. 
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Appendix 3 

CAMEROON 

Survey on the standard of living in Yaounde (1964-1965) 

1 - Goals. 

During the survey on the standard of living, demographic observations 

were meant to record the changes in the population of the federal district of 

Cameroon, which had been covered by a census in 1962. 

2 - Range of study. 

The city of Yaoundé can be divided into four nreas: 

a) an area with modern housing where predominantly Europeans and well 

to do citizens of Cameroon live; 

b) an area for civil servants; 

c) an outlying area, sparsely populated and highly agricultural; 

d) an area where the traditional type of housing is found. 

3 - Numbers involved. 

The total number of people involved is about 100 000. This figure can 

be broken down by areas thusly: 

a) 6 000 people (area with modern housing); 

b) 12 000 people (area for civil servants); 

c) 10 000 people (outlying area); 

d) 60 000 people (area of traditional type housing). 

4· - Method used in sample taking. 

The household was the statistical unit chosen. The survey cavera 548 

households drawn by clusters (blocks) in the four strata. 

Stratum A: modern housing 

Stratum B: civil servants 

Stratum C: outlying area 

Stratum D: traditional housing 

24 blocks 

23 blocks 

20 blocks 

53 blocks 

120 blocks 
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These 120 blacks represent about 1/5 of the total reference number 

(550 blocks). The 548 households can be broken down as follows: 

.. 

Strata A and B 

Stratum C 

Stratum D 

total 

212 households 

93 households 

243 households 

548 households 

The method of sample ta.king used posed several probleins, namely: 

- the 1962 census provided a sampling frame that was relatively old; 

- the primnry sampling unit chosen (the household) could be neither 

easily defined nor easily located. 

5 - Duration of the survey. 

The survey was carried out in two phases, with a six month interval 

for each block. 

The first round started 1 July 1964 and work in the field lasted one 

year. 

6 - Conditions in which survey was carried out. 

a) Body in charge of survey: the survey was carried out by S.E.D.E.S. 

(SociP.té pour le Développement économique et social) and the Ministries of 

Planning and Finance. 

b) Financing: the·cost of the survey was 45 100 000 Francs CFA. This money 

came from two agreements (1) between the Goverrunent of Cameroon and the 

"Fonds d'Aide et de Coop~ration". 

In oddition, the commune of Yaoundé supplied personnel and material 

the value of which can be set at 1 000 000 Francs CFA. The tallying done by 

office calculators was financed by a subsidy of the Foreign Aid Branch of 

I.N.S.E.E. (3 650 000 Francs CFA). 

c) Personnel: Prnctically all the personnel carrying out the survey were 

Cameroon nntionals. Administrative supervisors were mostly foreign technical 

assistants. 

d) How survey was uccepted by population: generally speaking, the survey was 

accepted well by the population, especially in the urban area and the district 

of the civil servants. The survey was accepted even more openly on the second 

round. 

(1) N° 45/C/63 and N° 8/C/64. 
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7 - Survey techniques. 

a) Population and reference events: A household was defined as being 

the people regularly living under the same roof and using the same kitchen. 

Residents (present or absent) are those individuals with residence in a 

dwelling.for more than four months (the eame criteria had been used in the 

1962 census). 

b) Questionnaires: During the first round, individuals were recorded 

on housing forma that included the following information: 

- date of settlement in Yaoundé 

- date of arrival in dwelling 

- location of previous dwelling (in Yaoundé) 

- residence before arrival in Yaoundé 

- departure date (for those not present) 

Six months later the enumerator went around with these housing forma 

to note down events taking place after the first round. 

8 - Processing and Analysis. 

a) How various rounds· were processed and then matched: 

In the earliest stages, each round is processed separately~· so as to 

make cross-sectional analyses, i.e., the equivalent of two censuses at a six 

month interval. 

Later on, the two rounds can be compared. There are three type~ of 

population. 

- Population A (covered on the first round' only) 

- Population B (covered on the second round only) 

- Population c {covered on the first and second rounds) 

A priori it is population C which will furnish the richest material 

for analysis, though populations A and B will be kept in mind. 

b) Errorsrelated to longitudinal analysis: the information gathered 

on many individuals is likely not the same from one round ta the next. This 

can be explained either by a simple error (for example, listing a different 

date of birth) or by a new and important event (e.g., migra~ion). 

During computer processing, some obvious logical inconsistencies can 

be corrected; other corrections can be made randomly. 
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9 - Results. 

1) Numerical results for the two rounds. 

Resident populntion on first round 

Ch&nges between the two rounds 

• f oreign emigration 

• natural changes 

- births . 
- deaths of children 

- deaths of others 

• foreign immigration 

Resident population on second round 

2) Natural changes 

Birth rate 39 per 1000 

Death rate: 11 per 1000 

Natural growth rate: 28 per 1000 

Change 

- 4 317 

+ 2 069 

- 135 

- 419 

+ 7 145 

+ 4 343 

Overall fertility rate (15-39 years) 154 per 1000 

NO of residents 

105 985 

+ 4 343 

110 328 

· (175 per 1000 in 1962) 

10 - Bibliography. 

Engu3te sur le niveau de vie à Yaoundé 1964-1965 

Paris: S.E.D.E.S., 1967 

4 volumes 

Vol.! 

Vol.II 

Vol.III 

Généralités, résultats démographiques 

Les budgets des ménages camerounais 

Part I: Données complémentaires sur les conditions de vie.des 

ménages camerounais résidant à Yaoundé. 

Part II:Les dépenses sur place des ménages non originaires 

résidant à Yaoundé (Note de synthèse) 
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Appendix 4 

ZAIRE (formerly CONGO-KINSHASA) 

Survey of the city of Kinshasa 

1 - Goals. 

A survey was undertaken in Kinshasa to obtain information on births, 

deaths, immigration and emigration. The survey was above all a test of 

methodology, and this explains the relatively small numbers and the frequent 

rounds. 

2 - Range of study. 

A section of the city of Kinshasa comprising three communes and 

located east of the Ndjili River"was chosen. The survey was carried out in 

an urban area. 

3 - Numbers involved. 

The three communes include 170 000 inhabitants. The sampling drawn 

includes 5% of each commune. 

4 - Method used in sample taking. 

The sampling-frame was drawn from the list of inhabited building plots. 

The primary sampling unit is the building plot. 

The sampling was drawn with the help of a table of random numbers 

made from the list. 

5 - Duration of the survey. 

The survey began in June 1969 and lasted eighteen months. The frequency 

of the rounds was one per month. 

6 - Conditions in which survey was carried out. 

The personnel consisted of: 



10 enumerators 

2 secretaries 

team head 
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The bodies responsible for the survey were: 

the head of the Division of Surveys 

the Technical Division of the Planning Office 

7 - Survey techniques. 

No information available. 

8 - Processing and Analysis. 

Tallying was done by four people. 

9 - Results. 

Not available. 

10 - Bibliography. 

None. 
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Appendix 5 

BURUNDI 

Demographic Survey 

1 - Goals 

The relative accuracy of the various administrative counts and of 

the demographic survey of 1962 led to plans for a survey of the population 

and housing and to a restructured system for counts of "population and 

livestock". It was also necessary to determine the various vital statistics 

and to define the population features of the rural milieu. 

2 - Range of study 

Burundi is a small country, with an area of 24 970 sq.km (= 10 747 sq. 

mi.) in the heart of central Africa. It is 1500 km from the ocean by the most 

direct route. The country is a craggy land bordering Lake Tanganyika. 

The density of the population is 134 inhabitants/sq.km., a rather 

unusual figure in Afriéa. The total population was estimated at 3 550 000 

people in 1970 - most of these Roman Catholic. 

There is only one major city, the capital, Bujumbura (with approxi

mately 100 000 inhabitants). 

There are some groupings of 5000 inhabitants. The rest of the 

population lives scattered over the country. The lack of villages is a 

characteristic feature of Burundi. 

97% of the population is engaged in raising livestock, in agriculture 

(coffee, bananas, tea, cotton) or in fishing. 

3 - Numbers involved 

The population WS:s estimated as being about 3 550 000, but as financial 

resources available did not make it possible to have a census, a sampling of 

30 000 people was planned (i.e., twenty-four primary sampling units, each 

including 1250 people). 
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4 - Method used in sample taking. 

The administrative divisions newly set up were used as the basis of 

choosing primary sampling units: 

- 8 provinces 

- 18 arrondissements 

- 78 communes 

- 2427 hills 

Under each province are the estimated population figures and the 

number of hills and arrondissements within. 

The primary sampling units were divided pro~ortionately to each 

province's population. Moreover, because of population ehifts within the same 

or several provinces, it was necessary to have one primary sampling unit 

within each arrondissement. This gave a total of eighteen primary sampling 

units, the remaining six divided among the arrondissements, depending on 

their population. 

One thus has the number of primary sampling units per arrondissement 

as well as the number of hills per arrondissement. With the help ofa table 

of random numbers, as many hills as necessary were drawn within each 

arrondissement. 

Lastly, depending on the population of the hill drawn, either part or 

all the population is used. If necessary, the populations of nearby hills 

were added on so as to get 1250 people. 

Estimated Number of Number of Number of 
Province rural nrrondissements IPSU's hills 

population (}.rawn 
( 1970) 

Bubanza 210 000 2 2 97 

Bujumbura 220 000 2 2 145 

Bururi 400 000 2 3 271 

Gitega 580 000 3 4 380 

Hurumvya 390 000 2 2 215 

Muyinga 510 000 2 3 324 

Ngozi 720 000 2 5 579 

Ruyigi 370 000 3 3 397 

Burundi 3 400 000 18 24 2 408 

N.B. Each.primary sampling unit (PSU) represents about 140 000 inhabitants. 
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More recent data on the population showing that a slightly different 

division of the population would have been more suitable should be considered 

during tallying. 

5 - Duration of the survey 

The survey was scheduled to last fourteen months, from April 1970 to 

June 1971, so as to observe population shifts within a full twelve month 

period. 

April 1970: setting up enumerators in the field for a fourteen month 

stay 

May-June: first round on each hill 

July, August, September: second round 

end of September-October: thi~d round 

November, December, January 1971: first tally 

February, March, April: fourth round 

May-June: last round, exactly one year after the first round. 

6 - Conditions in which survey was carried out 

The body in charge of the survey was the Statistics Department of 

Burundi. The proposal received the approval of the Ministry of Planning. 

Financing was carried out exclusively by Burundi. 

- total cost: 2 820 000 Burundi Francs' 

2 000 000 fro~ the regular budget of the Statist.Dept. 

500 000 from the regular budget of the Dept.of Agronomy 

100 000 from the budget of the communes 

220 000 from the special survey budget (this money was 

in fact never granted). 

It is to be noted that no foreign aid was requested. 

Personnel: 

1 research planner (S.E.D.E.S.) and 2 French foreign technical assis-

tants took care of planning and later of directing work on the survey. 

The rest of the personnel was locally hired and included: 

- 1 part-time supervisor of the survey 

- 24 enumerators 

- 1 driver 

- plus secretarial and typing staffs of the Statistics Department. 

Enumerators were chosen from those people who had already taken part 

in agricultural surveys (or even the 1965 demographic survey). A four-week 

training programme was designed to familiarize them with the questionnaires of 

this survey. 
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Material: 

- 1 Renault 4L 

Land Rover (rarely availàible, this was replaced in September 1970 

by a Peugeot 404 van) 

- 2 Peugeot 404 vans for setting up enumerators at their stations 

- 32 000 questionnaires 

- 1 000 ballpoint pens 

- chalk 

- tally forma and miscellaneous mnterial 

All this was furnished by the Statistics Department. 

Facilities: 

Several offices were set up in Bujumbura at the Statistics Department. 

Several offices were set up in Gitega. 

Each enumerator was given a cabin on the bill assigned to him. The 

cabin was built and paid for by the communes. 

7 - Survey techniques 

Personalities and lea~ers of the bill covered by the survey were told 

of the aims of the survey by the enumerator. With their approval, a meeting 

was then arranged for the entire population in question. 

Any person who pnssed the night preceding the enumerntor's round in 

a "rugo" was interviewed - up to 1250 people on each hill. 

Questionnaires: there were six questionnaires used: 

o1 baseline count - count of 1250 people to be interviewed by each 

enumerator 

D
2 

household form - to be filled in for each household. Included 

information on vital statistice, employment, schooling. 

D3 age form - to determine the ages of those interviewed as accura

tely as possible so as to construct age pyramide. 

n
4 

forma for women - each woman of childbearing age was to be covered 

on one of these forma so as to help calculate fertility rates, 

birth rates, infant mortality rntes. 

n
5 

housing form - to yield information on the housing conditions of 

households. 

n
6 

population ehifts - to give information on population shifts 

occurring within a household during the year of the survey. 
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Calendar of operations: 

After the method of the survey and the questionnaires were prepared, 

a four week training course was organized for the enumerators in January 1970. 

- February 1970: pilot survey in Zege 

- 23 March - 15 April: setting up enumerators in their stations on 

the hills 

- end of April: beginning of the survey 

- May - June: 

numbering of "rugos" 

questionnaires n
1
-D2 filled in 

up to 1250 people covered 

date of round noted 

pregnant women noted 

- July, August, September: 

questionnaires n
3
-n

4 
filled in 

ages determined 

women questioned by enumerators 

- end of September-October: 

third round: questionnaire n
5 

(housing) 

questionnaire n6 - population shifts pointed out by 

"rugo" chiefs have been noted as early as the first round. 

- November, December 1970 - January 1971: 
verification of questionnaires 

first tally 

break for enumerators 

- February, March, April: 

enumerators go back to bills 

questionnaires added to and corrected 

various questions: supplementary surveys (handicrafts) 

- May-June: 

last round, one year to the day after the first round 

questionnaire n
6 

is filled in after D
2 

has been checked 

- June 1971: final processing, final report. 

8 - Processing and Analysis, in preparation. 

9 - Results, not yet published. 

10 - Bibliography 

Enquête démographique, présentation, méthodologie (Bujumbura: 

Statistics Department of the Republic of Burundi, July 1970). 
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